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that some scenarios incorporate more than one Although the structure of SAM organizations varies
strategy. Also, note that the scenario BWR-5 (see page among utilities, the panels would generally be
4 of Appendix C) does not incorporate any of these composed of the following types of utility personnel:
strategies, but instead focuses on other aspects of opera_ions (SRO, shift supervisor, STA), TSC and EOF
decision making. (engineering and technical support personnel),

emergency planning, PRA types familiar with the
_acilityIPE. Panel size was targeted between four and

A.2. Scenario Use six members, based on the desire to strike a balance
between the following objectives: obtain a large

A.2.1 Data Collection Methodology sample of the utility's expertise, promote good group
dynamics, and minimize impact on the utility's

Data were to be collected by conducting a series of resources.
table-top exercises in which severe accident scenarios
would be presented to panels of utility personnel who The scenarios were to be presented by a data
are likely to have SAM responsibilities. Presentation collection team consLstingof a cognitive psychologist,
of each scenario was to be followed by questioning of a PWR or BWRtechnical specialist (who developed
the panel regarding a proposed "recommendation" the scenarios), and a technical expert from the utility.
offered, as part of the scenario, by a fictitious member The data collection team was to meet in advance of
of the control room or TSC staff. The proposed the panel session to review the scenarios with the
recommendation is offered as a means of mitigating utility technical expert. The specific details contained
the severe accident condition, within the scenarios are based on generic reference

plants-specifically, SNUPPS for the PWR scenarios
The proposed recommendation was deliberately and the BWR-4 reactor with a Mark Icontainment for
chosen to present the panel with a problem for which the BWRscenarios (refer to section A.2.3.) The intent
little specific procedural guidance exists. The of the advance meeting was to modify the scenario to
recommendation was also chosen to test/confirm the make it more consistent with the following plant-
elements of the decision-making model. That is, an specific aspects: systems and equipment
attempt would be made to determine whether the configuration, structure of the emergency
actual process that the panel goes through is organization, emergency plan and implementation
consistent with the model. The panel was expected to procedures.
evaluate the merits of the recommendation and the
means of implementing it. The panel sessions were to be run as informal, table-

top, group exercises. The panel would be told the

The objective of the questioning was to determine purpose of the exercises. These exercises were NOT
how the panel would perform the task, and to observe intended to be used to assess the panel's competence,
the kinds of obstacles and difficulties impeding the neither as a group nor as individuals, or to evaluate
decision-making process and the l<htdsof cognitive the facility's procedures or emergency organization.
skills that the panel uses to overcome these Questions are asked to determine the elements of the
impediments. Questions related to the proposed decision-making process and to identify the cognitive
recommendation were designed to do the following: skills needed to support that process. There are no

"right" or "wrong" answers as such.
• Get the panel members to articulate the

decision-making process as they move through The technical members of the investigating team were
it, identifying sources of information, point of then to present the following scenario sections to the
authority, number of outside input, etc. panel: Statement for Panel, Recommendation, and

• Keep the panel focused on the central issues Background Material for Conducting Exerckqe. See
related to the proposed recommendation. Appendices B and C for the actual scenarios.

• Verify the performance model and associated
cognitive skills that are required to support the The Statement for Panel accounts for how plant
decision-making process, conditions deteriorated to their current severe-

accident state. The Recommendation is offered as a
proposed mitigative action of uncertain or unknown
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efficacy;itmay ormay notprovetobeagood idea.It However,theassumptionsinthissectiondo inform
may be provocative in that it conflicts with existing the narrative in the Statement for Panel section, which
guidance or runs contrary to ingrained notions. The is presented to the panel. Accordingly, the
Background Material for Conducting Exercise defines assumptions postulate a set of initial plant conditions
the degraded plant state in terms of equipment status and a sequence of events (including the timing of
and instrumentation indications. This scenario those events) that trace the evolution of the acddent
section provides information needed to assess CSFs to its current state.
and to evaluate the Recommendation and associated

implementation strategy. Additionally, the assumptions are intended to
provide a frame of reference from which the technical

As each of these scenario sections was presented, the members of the investigating team can respond to
panel members were to be given an opportunity to panel requests for additional information.
seek clarification from the technical members of the Accordingly, this section contains information that
investigating team. The questioning of the panel anticipates the panel members' needs for additional
could then proceed as follows. An initial question information, both in terms of the questions they are
gets the panel focused on evaluating the likely to ask and in terms of the decisions they might
Recommendation. The panel has at its disposal the make.
technical references _hatwouldbe availableduringan
actual accident. The panel is to work as a team and Statement for Panel. This section is a narrative
try to arrive at a consensus, account of how plant conditions deteriorated to their

current severe-accident status. It IS intended for

The initial, follow-up, and probing questions were to presentation to the panel members. It orients them to
be posed by the technical members of the the accident history and to the current plant
investigating team, who were also to provide conditions. It is an essential part of the context within
additional information to the panel upon request, which the Recommendation will be proposed.
Responses to such requests were to be based upon the
information contained within the Background This section includes time-line information from the
Material and to be consistent with the assumptions Assumptions section regarding the sequence and
underlying the Statement. A document listing all of timing of major events and operator actions,
these assumptions was to be available to the presented from the perspective of the control room. It
investigating team but NOT to the panel. The also tracks the procedural usage of the operating
cognitive psychologist was to observe the panel's crew, including the declaration of emergency action
decision-making process and to interact with the levels. This helps orient the panel to the ERG network
panel members as necessary to obtain clarification and to the en_'gency plan implementation procedure
about that process. (EPIP);plant conditions may be at the fringe of or

beyond the ERG network.
A.2.2 Elements of Each Scenario

The Recommendation, which concludes this section,
Each scenario was developed to include the following proposes an HLA that is offered as a means of
sections: mitigating the severe accident condition. This

statement includes a brief summary of the concerns
Scenario Obk_dv_. This section identifies the basic and line of reasoning that motivate the proposal. A
objectives of the scenario in terms of the central strategy for im|dementing the HLA may also be

, issue(s) with which the panel will be faced. This suggested (or it may be left to the panel to devise
section is not intended for presentation to the panel, one). The Recommendation attempts to focus the
It is a high-level statement of the problem posed by panel's attention on a central problem related to
the scenario,provided for theinvestigatorsand for managing theaccident.Itdelineatesthepertinent
purposes of documentation, issues that mus_tbe discussed and resolved.

Scenario Assumpti0n_. This section lists the technical It is intended _at the panel members view the
assumptions upon which the scenario is based. This Reco_dation as a suggestion (put forth by a
section is not intended for presentation to the panel, fictitious member of the control room or TSC stafO
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that should be subjected to their evaluation. The fact Limitations can be grouped into four categories: their
that the Recommendation is made is not meant to extren_.ly low prohability, historical context, their
imply anything regarding its merits, one way or the table-top nature, their use of a generic reference plant.
other. It may be controversial or provocative in that it
conflicts with existing guidance or runs contrary to Events have Extremely Low Probability. The
ingrained notions. It includes the opinions of the selection of scenarios for use in this project was nor
Reco_tion proponent, his/her concerns, based upon considerations regarding probability of
thinking-out-loud, and speculation about the future occurrence. It must be recognized that severe
course of the accident, accidents, exceeding the design basis of the plant and

involving a degraded core, are by nature very low-
Initial Questions to Panel and Follow-up or Probin_ probability even_ For a given plant, the probability
_. This section contains questions related to that a severe accident will happen at all is quite low.
the proposed Recommendation that are designed to: Lower still is the probability of occurrence for a
start the panel members working on the problem and specific severe accident involving a particular
keep them moving along; get the panel members to sequence of events. Consequently, the scenarios that
articulate as they go through the decision-making must be postulated to reach severe accident
process; keep the panel focused on the central issues conditions are inherently unlikely.
related to the proposed Recommendation; ascertain
the panel's assessment of the Reco_dation; probe A combination of equipment failure and human error,
the decision-making process; verify the cognitive such as happened at TMI-2, would probably be the
skills that are required to support the decision- most likely cause of a severe accident. However, the
making process, accident sequences used in these scenarios emphasize

failed equipment almost to the point of excluding
Background Material for Conducting Exercise. This human error, which may further reduce the likelihood
section, which includes a description of current plant of these scenarios. The decision to base the scenarios
conditions, defines the degraded plant state in terms almost entirely on equipment failure derived from
of equipment status and instrumentation indications, previous experience that showed that it was generally
This section provides information needed to assess counterproductive to drive training scenarios or
CSFs and to evaluate the feasibility and potential "questionnaire-type" scenarios on the basis of human
effectiveness of the Recommendation and associated error.

implementation strategy.
Events were Developed in Unusual Historical

Connection8 tODeosion-Making Model. This section Context. The scenarios were developed in mid-1991,
provides a connection between the cognitive skills before the availability of owners' group SAM
identified in the performance model and the specifics guidance. Consequently, the development efforts
of the scenario. For example, the performance model were not informed by the final content of that
may indicate that a certain type of knowledge is guidance and the associated documentation (e.g.,
required to determine implications in terms of plant EPRITBR). However, some foreknowledge of the
control goals or critical safety functions. This section eventual owners' group SAM guidance could be
identifies scenario-specific knowledge that is gleaned from general trends in the evolution of severe
connected to the more general skill description. These accident management that had already become
connections lead to further questions that can be apparent by the middle of 1991.
asked of the panel.

For example, it was clear that for some owners'
A.2.3 Scenario Limitations and Possibilities groups the TSC would have the primary decision-

making authority in technical decisions that go
The scenarios in Appendices B and C were developed beyond the EOPs. Additionally, the basic group of
for a specific purpose that limits their use in other mitigative HI,As and some of their associated
settings. However, there are potential uses in implementing strategies were also known from the
addition to the limitations, general literature, including NRC publications. This

foreknowledge regarding the eventual SAM guidance
is reflected in the scenarios developed for this project.
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Table-TopNature of theScenarios.The scenarios
developedfor thisprojectwere designedsolelyas
table-topexercises.It wasneverintended or
contemplated that they be used in conjunction with a
plant-specific simulator or with any other kind of
simulation.

The event sequences and timelines assumed in the
scenarios were incorporated only to provide the
background and context that the panel would need to
assess plant conditions, evaluate the
Recommendation, and devise an implementation
strategy. It was intended that the Statement for Panel
and Background Material sections be provided to the
panel members in writing, with an opportunity for
them to obtain clarification via questioning of the
technical members of the investigating team.
Similarly, it was intended that the panel members
address any additional requests for information to the
investigating team.

Events Use a Generic Reference Plant. For a reference
plant, the PWR scenarios assume a generic SNUPPS
plant, which is a four-loop, 3411-MWt NSSS housed
in a large, dry containment. For an emergency
procedure network, the PWR scenarios assume
Revision 1A of the generic ERGs maintained by the
Westinghouse Owners' Group.

The BWRscenarios were initially drafted to be used
for a generic BWR-4 with a Mark I containment.
Although the BWR scenarios were generalized
somewhat after their initial draft, they are still more
applicable to Mark I containment types. For an
emergency procedure network, the BWRscenarios
assume the generic EPGs maintained by the BWR
Owners' Group.

There are strong limitations on the ways in which the
12 scenarios should be used. However, these
scenarios may be useful as table-top exercises for
utility personnel becoming familiar with some of the
potential difficulties of SAM. Eventually, SAM
guidance documents will have to be tested at each
utility. These scenarios, within the constraints
mentioned above, can serve as a starting point for
difficult test scenarios.Furthermore, the scenarios
reveala qualitativelydifferent type of complexity that
can be introduced into a scenario.
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Appendix B Overview sufficientheat (fission, decay, zirc-water)canbe
removed to keep the core cool (challenge a common

This Appendix is split into two sections. The first misconception). A perceived goal conflict between
section,ScenarioSummaries,providescapsulized subcrilicalityandcorecoolingcouldmake the
descriptionsofeachofthePWR scenarios.The decisiontoacceptorrejecttheproposed
secondsection,ScenarioMaterials,containsthe recommendationverydifficultforsome SAM

detailed descriptions of each scenario and provides personnel (challenge an ingrained notion).
thedetailedsupportmaterialrequiredtopresenteach
scenario to a panel (as described in Appendix A). A PWR-2: (_0ntainment Cooling versus Inert
glossary of scenario acronyms can be found at the end Atm_phere. The purpose of this scenario is to force
of the Appendix. the panel members to evaluate and resolve a goal

conflict between continued containment cooling and
maintenance of an inert containment atmosphere.

B.1 Scenario Summaries
In this scenario, an earthquake causes a LOCA and an

This section provides brief descriptions of the 6 PWR extended loss of all AC power. A period of severe
scenarios that were created for this project, core damage (clad oxidation and melt) ensues, during

which hydrogen in the containment atmosphere

PWR-1: Injection with Unborated Water. The reaches a concentration at which it would be burnable
purpose of this scenario is to eliminate the borated if it were mixed with dry air. However, the
injection water sources and force the panel members containment atmosphere is effectively inerted by the
to decide whether to inject unborated water, large amount of steam that escapes from the RCS

during the blowdown phase of the LOCA. An AC

In this scenario, an earthquake results in the following emergency bus is eventually energized and
situation. The RWST and the boric acid storage tanks safeguards loads, including two containment fan
are damaged. The inventory of borated water stored cooler units, are started. The HLA contained within
in these tanks becomes depleted and cannot be the recommendation proposed in this scenario is to
replace,_. Although sufficient water accumulatea in "Operate (Stop) Fan Coolers." We anticipate that this
the containment sump to allow core cooling to be HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
transferred to the recirculation mode, the transfer guidance.
cannot be effected. The HLA contained within the

recommendation proposed in this scenario is to "Inject The recommendation proposed in this scenario to
into the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that this HLA will stop the containment fan coolers appears to conflict
be retained in owners' group SAM guidance, with the procedural guidance of ECA-0.2, which

explicitly directs the operators to start the fan coolers

The reconunendation proposed in this scenario in the emergency mode. The recommendation also
contains a strategy for _mplementing the HLA. The challenges the ingrained notion that reducing
strategy is to line up an unborated water source (the containment pressure and temperature via spray
reactor make-up water storagetank, which is not part and/or fan coolers is always consistent with
of the ECCS)to the suction of the charging pumps preserving/restoring the containment CSF.

and inject into the core. The scenario also presents technical problems and

Some SAM personnel may be inclined to reject the difficult decisions related to management of the
strategy because of a concern about re-criticality containment hydrogen concentration with and
(apparent conflict with guidance in current EOPs). without the availability of a hydrogen recombiner.
The proposed strategy might appear to conflict with With no recombiner available, the panel must decide
the established priority of EOP critical safety whether to use the hydro-gen purge system. This
functions (CSFs) in which subcfiticality has the involves venting the containment, following a period
highest ranking. Additionally, a tendency to reject the of clad melting (and possible eutectic dissolution of
proposed strategy might also stem from a failure to some fuel), in order to control combustible gases.
recognize that criticality is acceptable, provided that
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PWR-3: Deliberal¢Floodine9fRc¢ctorCavity.This The suggestioncontainedwithintheproposed
scenariocreatesa situationinwhichthecoreisknown recommendationthatexternalcoolingmightprevent
tobeseverelydamaged alreadyand inwhichfailure RPV failurechallengedthecurrentlimitsof
ofthereactorvesselmightbeimminent.The purpose knowledgeand understandingaboutsevere-accident
istoforcethepanelmembers todecidewhetheror phenomenology.
nottofloodthereactorcavitydeliberatelyasa means
ofmitigatingtheconsequencesofa potentialreactor ...PWR-4:_arl_vRCS Depressurizat_0n.The purposes
vesselfailure, ofthisscenarioaretocreatea situationinwhichthe

potentialforfuelmeltingand RPV failureisextremely
Thisscenarioinitiatesfroma shutdowncondition highand toforcethepanelmembers toderide
withtheRCS drainedtothemid-loopelevationand whethertodepressurizetheRCS earlyintheaccident
withnozzledams installedinthehotand coldlegsof deliberatelyasa meansofpreventingormitigating
allsteamgenerators(SGs).The secondarysidesofall directcontainmentheating(DCH).
SGsareinwetlay-up.Becauseof
miscommunications,thesizeoftheRCS hot-leg-side Inthisscenario,anearthquakecauseslossofallAC
vent is inadequate and a primarymanway on the power and !o_ of all auxiliary (emergency)
cold-leg side of one of the SGs is open. An feedwater. This results in a loss-of- feed-induced
earthquake causes loss of all AC power and damages LOCA. Given the estimated repair time required
the controls for one of the PZR PORVs. As the coolant before regaining either an emergency bus or a
in the RPV heats up and RPV pressure increases, a secondary heat sink, fuel melting appears to be a
cold-leg nozzle dam fails, allowing much of the RPV virtual certainty. The HLA contained within the
coolant inventory to be ejected via the open SG recommendation proposed in this scenariois to
manway. Only limited gravity feed to the RPV can be "Depressurize the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that this
established from the RWST. Some of the fuel melts HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
and relocates into a non-coolable geometry. After guidance.
several hours, an AC emergency bus is re-energized
and high-head hot-leg injection is established in The recommendation proposed in this scenario
accordance with abnormal response guideline ARG-1. contains a strategy for HLA implementation. The

strategy is to use the PZR PORVs and to do so as soon
The HLA contained within the recommendation as possible, even before inadequate core cooling
proposed in this scenario is to "Spray into (ICC) symptoms, as defined in the ERGs, arise ("early"
containment." However, the goal stated in the depressurization). This proposal conflicts with the
recommendation is to flood the reactor cavity with ERG-based notion that the PZR PORVs should not be
water, in anticipation of potential RPV failure. The latched open unless an RCS feed path has already
recommendation asserts that the cavity water will been established or except as a last resort after the
quench the pour of molten corium and, thereby, onset of ICC and failure of other preferred HLAs to
protect the containment basemat. This goal is reduce core-exit temperatures.
normally associated with the HLA to 'Inject into
containment."We anticipatethatbothHLAs, '<3pray The recommendationproposedinthisscenarioalso
intocontainment"and"Injectintocontainment"will raisesthespecterofhigh-pressuremeltejection
beretainedinowners'groupSAM guidance. (HPME) andofdirectcontainmentheating(DCH).

Theseconcerns,especiallytheDCH concern,
AlthoughcurrentEOPs containedtheHLA '<3pray challengedthecurrentlimitsofknowledgeand
intocontainment,"thepurposeofcontainmentspray, understandingaboutsevere-accident
withinthecontextoftheERG network,was NOT to phenomenology.
flood the reactorcavity. The recommendation
proposed in this scenario gives flooding of the reactor The recommendation proposed in this scenario
cavity as the main purpose for spraying the involves an implicit goal conflict between core cooling
containment in this case. Current generic EOPs did and containment. Containment would be challenged
not contain the HLA "Injectinto containment." by DCH, which can be precluded by preventing

HPME, which in turn can be prevented by
depressurizing the RPV/RCS. Thus, in this case, the
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ultimate purpose of depressurizing the RCS is to secondary heat sink. The reason given for the
preserve containment. However, early proposed procedural deviation is a concern that ECCS
depressurization of the RCS accelerates the depletion recirculation will cause high radiation levels outside
rate of RCS inventory and hastens the onset of core of containment and increase the potential for off-site
heatup. Hence, there is a conflict between addressing releases via containment bypass.
the potential threat to containment and maintaining
core cooling. A similar concern is reflected in some ERGs in which

the operators are directed to consult the TSC staff
PWR-5: Natural Circulation versus RHR Cooling. before placing the RHR system in service in the
The purposes of this scenario are to create a situation shutdown-cooling mode (for example: E5-12, Post-
in which the core has overheated and for which the LOCA Cooidown and Depressurization; and ECA-I.I,
guidance provided in the existing emergency Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation). Although
procedures may be perceived as counter-productive, the concern about radiation levels and potential
The intent is to force the panel members to decide releases is part of the background for direcbng the
whether to transfer to cold-leg recirculation on RHR operators to consult the TSC, the TSC is not typically
or to try to establish RCS natural-c/rculation cooling, provided with any guidance or criteria for evaluating

the concern.

In this scenario, an earthquake muses loss of all AC
power and loss of all normal and emergency Generic ERG steps involving transfer to ECCS
feedwater. This results in a loss-of-feed-induced recirculation contain no such directions for the

LOCA. Only one AC emergency bus can be operators to consult the TSC. Thus, the
recovered, off-site power remains unavailable. Safety recommendation raises the radiation and release
injection flow is established and RCS bleed-and-feed concern in a novel context and under a set of
cooling is initiated. Extensive cladding failure has circumstances that make it difficult to simply dismiss
occurred, the concern.

In this scenario, hazards perceived as being associated P_TR-6: Containment Spray versus ECCS Injection.
with transfer to cold-leg recirculation are presented. The purposes of this scenario are to create a situation
A proposal is made to restore the secondary heat sink in which the containment fan cooler units (CFCUs)
and establish natural circulation instead of and emergency coolant recirculation (ECR)capability
transferring to cold-leg recirculation. The panel have been lost and in which RWSTinventory is being
members must evaluate the perceived hazards of rapidly depl_ed by containment spray. The intent is
recirculation, assess the technical feasibility of to force the panel members to decide whether to
restoring the secondary heat sink, and estimate the sacrifice containment cooling by terminating sprays in
likelihood of establishing RCS natural circulation, order to preserve ECCS injection capability.
The recommendation proposed in this scenario
contains two HLAs: "Injectinto SGs" and In this scenario, an earthquake causes a LOCA, loss of
"Depressurize SGs." We anticipate that these HI,As all AC power, and loss of emergency coolant
will be retained in owners' group SAM guidance, recirculation capability. After extensive cladding

oxidation has occurred, two AC emergency buses are
The recommendation proposed in this scenario re-energized. Later, a hydrogen bum occurs in
conflicts with the guidance provided by the ERG containment, actuating containment spray. All
critical safety function restoration procedure in effect containment fan cooler units are lost. ECR remains
(FR-H.1,Loss of Secondary Heat Sink). The ERG unavailable while containment spray is rapidly
directs the operators to transfer the ECCS to the depleting RWSTinventory. The FILAcontained
recirculation mode when RWST level decreases to a within the recommendation proposed in this scenario
predetermined level. At this time, the safety inaction is to 'In_ct into the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that
system is feeding the RCSfrom the RWST during RCS this HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
bleed-and-feed heat removal, guidance.

The recommendation proposes leaving the ECCS in The recommendation proposed in this scenario
the injection mode while trying to re-establish the contains a strategy for implementing the HLA. The
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strategy is aimed at conserving RWSTinventory for
injection into the RPV/RCS by stopping the single
running containment spray pump, which is drawing
down RWST inventory to supply spray. The desire to
conserve RWST inventory sterns from the fact that
emergency coolant recirculation capability has been
lost.

The proposal to stop all containment spray under the
existing plant conditions conflicts with the ERG
procedure in effect (ECA-I.I, Loss of Emergoncy
Coolant ]z_circulation).The ERG directs the operators
to leave on,; containment spray pump running when
containment pressure is at the value cited in the
scenario and when no containment fan cooler is

running.

The recommendation proposed in this scenario
involves an implicit goal conflict between core cooling
and containment. In this case, the containment CSF,
as defined in the ERGs, is not satisfied. Consequently,
the ERG requires some form of active containment
cooling.

The core cooling CSF can potentially be first severely,
and then extremely, challenged if the RWST becomes
totally depleted and recirculation remains
unavailable. At that point, all injection into the
RPV/RCS would be lost. Continuation of
containment spray accelerates the depletion of RWST
inventory. Thus, there is a conflict between
maintaining core cooling and maintaining
containment cooling.
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B.2 Scenario Materials

PWR.l: Injection with Unborated Water

Wamlns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this,we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present significant challen_.,s to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in thisscenario,it was necessaryto postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_ey operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in an imminent core-melt situation for which the existing emergency procedures
are ineffective.

• To eliminate the borated injection water sources and force the panel members to decide whether or not to inject
unborated water via a line-up that includes non-safety-grade piping and components.

• To present technical problems to the injection of unborated water that force panel members to devise a solution
that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

assumntions are for the presenter and are not to be presented to the panel:

• SNUPPS plant; early in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power is 900 ppm.
• Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses four-inch cold-leg break with coincident loss of off-site

power and damage to safeguards systems.
• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection.
• RWSTsuffers extensive structural damage; its contents spill; the combination of spillage and ECCS usage

accelerates the depletion of RWST inventory.
• Each boric acid transfer-pump suction line is severed ._'om its respective boric-acid storage tank; tanks quickly

drain.
• Accumulators inject 12 minutes (720 sec) after trip and SI.
• Aftershock of magnitude approximating that of OBE occurs 55 minutes after the initial shock and severs the

ECCS suction line and the make-up line from RWST.
• Power available to RHR pumps and contaimnent reeirc sump isolation valves.
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• Transition from E-I to ES-I.2 occurs while RCSpressure is still above the shut-off head of the RHR pumps and
before RWST level drops to the criterion for switchover to cold-leg reeirculation.

• Upon reaching step 5 of ES-1.2, the operators leave the RHR pumps running.
• Upon reaching step 3a of ES-13, the operators discover that the redrc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves

(EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) will not open, even though electrical power is available.

Statement for Fanel:

The plant had been operating at 100% power for 45 days. The critical boron concentration at hot fun power was
900 ppm. About two hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEoccurred. The control room
operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The earthquake caused a loss of
off-site power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.

The RWST suffered extensive structural damage; its contents spilled uncontrollably through various breaches in
the tank. The combination of spillage and ECCS usage accelerated the depletion of RWST inventory.
Additionally, each boric-add transfer-pump suction line was severed from its respective boric-acid storage tank.
The boric-acid storage tanks rapidly drained.

The control room operators entered E-Oand declared a Site Emergency. The TSC and the EOF were activated.
Upon reaching the diagnostic steps of E-O,the operators transitioned to E-I and initiated monitoring of CSF status
trees. Upon determining that RCScooldown and depressurization were required, the operators transitioned to
ES-1.2. Thirty minutes after the trip and SI, with RCS pressure at 398 psia and RCShot leg temperature at 444 F
(RCS saturation conditions), the operators commenced dumping steam via the steam generator PORVs.

The control room operators recognized the rapid depletion of RWST inventory. However, because of the loss of
off-site power and the damage to the boric-add storage system, they were unable to make-up to the RWST.

As RWST level indication dropped below the set-point for automatic switch-over to cold-leg recirculation, the
operators realized that switch-over did not automatically occur. Forty-two minutes after SI, with RCS pressure at
329 psia and RCS hot leg temperature at 426 F (RCS saturation conditions), the operators determined that there
was sufficient inventory in the containment recirculation sump to allow transfer to cold-leg recirculation I .

While attempting to implement F.S-1.3,the operators discovered that the recirc-suml>-to-RHR-suction isolation
valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) would not open, even though electrical power was available ?.. The
emergency classification level was Ul:_raded to that of General Emergency.

F_y minutes after the trip and SI, RWST level indication was approaching 5%. The operators placed the control
handswitches for all pumps taking a suction on the RWST in the pull-to-lock position. Fifty-five minutes after the

1 Assume Sl mass flow rateof 50 lbm/sec for2520 set:(42 rain.)and8 lbm/gal: 15,750 gal in containmentsump. Some
panelmembersmay suggest thatthe operatorsshould haveplacedRHRin servicein the shutdowncooling modeat thispoint.
If this issue comes up, handleit in the following way: The operatorsdidrecognize thatRCSpressurewas low enoughto
allow shutdowncooling (for SNUPPS,RCS ixessure mustbe less than395 psia to allow shutdowncooling). They also
recognizedthatRCS hot-leg temperaturewas 76 degrees above themaximumallowable forgoing on shutdowncooling.
Furthermore,a significantLOCA is in progn_ss.The operatorsrealizethat if they simplyplace shutdowncooling in service,
thenRCS inventorywill eventuallybe depletedto thepoint thatthe RHRpumpslose suctionon the RCS hot legs. Even
now, the RCS is at saturation;placing shutdowncooling in service may lead to cavitationor vaporbindingof the RHR
pumps.

2 If thequestion comes up, therecirc-smnp-to-containment-spray-sucfionisolationvalves (EN HIS-1 andEN HIS-7) will not
open either,even thoughelectricalpower is available.
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trip and SI, an aft'shock of magnitude approximating that o/the OBE occurred. The ECCS suction fine and the
make-uplinewereseveredfromthe RWST, whichemptiedcompletely.

The operatorstransitionedtoECA-I.1anddepressurizedallsteamg_meratorstoatmospheric.Ninetyminutes
after the trip and SI, the control room operators and TSC personnel agreed that the RHR system should not be
placed in service in the shutdown cooling mode. Their decim'onwas based on the following plant conditions:
reaclor vessel water level, as indicated by the RVLIS static range, was 50%and decreasing; RCS hot-leg
tmnperaturewas448F and increasing;RCS pressurewas414psia.

Ram_mmdat/on:

One hourand fifty-fiveminutesafterthereactortripandSI,acontrolroom operatormade thefollowing
recomme_lation:

'_ we don't get water into the core soon, it will overheat. ! think we should try to line up the reactor makeup
water storage tank to the suction of the c.im_ing pumps and cool the core that way."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this recommendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How might you modify the recommendation?
• If it were adopted, how would you actually go about planning for and implerr_nting the recommendation?

Follow-up or Probing Questiom:

• Do the panel members perceive a goal conflict between cooling the core by injecting unborated waterand
maintaining subcriticality?

• NUREG\CR-5574, Assessment of Candidate Accident Management Strategies, foresees the potential that
accident management personnel might perceive a conflict between cooling the core and maintaining
subcr/ticality: "...this strategy advocates the use of RWSTrefill sources having sufficient boron concentration to
maintain an appropriate reactor safe reactivity shutdown margin. The use of unborated refill water can
potentially raise concern over recriticality if its use results in sufficiently diluted water being injected into the
reactor. This is especially true at the beginning of a fuel cycle when the required operating boron
concentrations are relatively high."

• Do the panel members rec_ that the plant is in a condition for which the existing EOPs contain no specific
actions that will be effective in preventing/mitigating core overheat?

• The scenariohas the operators in ECA-I.1 at the time the reco_dation is made to inject unborated water.
All of the actions of ECA-1.1, including depressurization of the steam generators to atmospheric and
consideration of the possibility of placing shutdown cooling in service, have already been completed. Some
plant-specific versions of ECA-I.1 may address, to some level of detail, the issue of making up to the RCS from
sources other than the RWST,but it is unlikely that any existing procedural guidance was ever intended to
cover a case in which _e reactor make-up system is so extensively disabled.

• Some panel members may believe that they are essentially "stuck"in ECA-I.1 or ES-1.3 because of the note at
the beginning of E5-1.3 which states that function restoration procedures (FRPs) should not be implemented
until the recite- sump-to-RHR-suction flow path has been established. Even if the operators transition to FR-
C2 or FR-C.1, the actions contained therein either have already been completed or will have no significant
impact on core overheat.

• If the panel members devise a means to get water to the suction of the charging pumps, do they give any
consideration to the probable need for thro_ling the discharge flow rate from the charging pump(s)?
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• Any improvised water source will probably only be able supply a relatively low flow rate to the suction of the
charging pump(s). If the discharge flow rate is not throttled, the charging pump(s) will likely cavitate and may
be damaged.

• One way to address this problem is to run only a single charging pump. Additionally, the PDP has a lower
voimnetfic flow capacity than a CCP and could be run instead of a CCP because it has a lower suction flow
demand.

• The safety injection charging lineup through the BITis a low-res/stance flow path and is much less amenable to
throttling than is the normal charging flow path. So, the panel might plan to isolate the BIT and establish
normalcharging.

Back[Found Material for Conducting Exorcise:

For SNUPPS, the line-up proposed by the Reconunendation presents the following technical challenges:

I. The reactor make-up water transfer pumps are powered from the service buses, wh/ch are de-energized
because of the loss ul off-site power. Although it would be poss/ble to establish a valve line-up from the
reactor make-up water storage tank to the suction of the charging pumps, it is doubtful that gravity flow from
the MWST through the idle make-up water transfer pumps would be sufficient to sustain charging pump
operation, even if the chafing pump discharge flow rate were severely throttled. Charging pump suction
flow and suction pressure would still be inadequate.

2. Aside from the lack of power for the reactor makeup water transfer pumps, the valve lineup from the MWST
to the suction of the charging pumps could be established as follows:
- Close the RWST-to-charglng-pump-suction isolation valves (LCV-I12D via handswitch BN HIS-II2D; and

LCV-112E via handswitch BN HIS-II2E). If these valves are inoperable or inaccessible because of damage
in the vicinity of the RWST, then check valves 8546A and 8546B will prevent backflow to the RWST.
Additionally, there is a manual isolation valve in _ line from the RWST (V011) that the operators might be
able to close.

- Open the VCT-W-charglng-pump-suction isolation valves (LCV-112B via handswitch BN HIS-112B;and
LCV-I12C via handswitch BN HIS-112C). This is necessary so that water from the blending tee and/or the
VCT can reach the suction of the charging pumps,

- Line up the reactor make-up system for dilution or alternate dilution, as per the normal operating procedure.
If the line-up cannot be established by using the make-up-mode selector switch, then the individual control
handswitches on the main control board can be used to establish the line-up. Failing that, local manual
operation of the valves could be attempted. In addition to the normal dilution flow paths, manual valve
V183 can be opened to establish a flow path from the discharge of the reactor make-up water transfer
pumps directly to the suction of the charging pumps.

The following considers the implications of modifying the _s_rio by leaving the boric-acid storage system
intact:

For SNUPI'S, a reccmmendation to transfer water from the boric-acid storage tanks to the suction of the
charging pumps via the boric-acid transfer pumps would have been a more viable recommendation than
the one made by the control room operator, given the loss of power to the reactor make-up water transfer
pumps.

The horic-acid transfer pumps are powered from the AC emergency buses and therefore would be
available, according to the scenario. Whether the boric-acid transfer pumps could supply sufficient flow
and pressure to the suction of the charging pumps to allow sustained operation of the charging pumps is
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doubtful. However,ff the chargingpump discharge flow rate were throttled, the boric-acid transfer pumps
would be able to '_,p up" with the suction demands of the charging pumps.

An effective way of throttling the c_g pump discharge flow rate is to isola:e the flow path through the
BITand establish normal charging. This was done on the SNUPPS [I simulator and the boric-acid transfer
lXUnpSwere able to sustain a charging flow rate of 150 gpm. To achieve this it was necessary to open the
"immediate boration" flow path (is., to open HV-8104). In fact, with HV-8104 open and both boric-acid
tranger pumps rurming, it was possible to secure the normal boration flow path and isolate the charging
pump suction from the VCY as well as from the RWST.

Current vlant conditions, two hours after the trip and SL are as follows."

• RCS bot-leg temperature: 480 F, increasing
• RCS pressure: 566 psla, increas/ng
• RVLIS static range: 35%, decreasing
• Core exit thennocouple temperature: 500 F, increasing
• ACemergencybuse_ both energized
• AC service buses: all deenergized
• Emergency classification level: General Emergency
• Handswitches in pull-to-lock

- Chargingpum_
- SI pumps
- RHR pumps
- Containment spray pumps

• RWST is empty; the mai_e-up line and the ECCS suction line have been severed from the RWST;emergency
repairs will take several days to effect

• Both boric-acid storage tad'fitsare empty; each boric-acid transfer-pump suction line has been severed from
its respective boric-acid storage tank

• LOCA and loss of the follow,_ng: off-s/te power, boric-acid storage tanks, boric-acid transfer pumps, RWST
and make-up capability, safety-injection flow, emergent7 recirculation capability

Plant-Svecific Information:

Boric acid transfer pumps (2)
Capacity, each: 75 gpm at 235 ft
Power supply: vital 480 vac (NG01A and NG02A)

Boric acid storage tanks (2)
Capacity,each:24J3008,t
Concentration: 4 w/o (7000 ppm)

Boric acid batching tank (1)
Capacity:_0_u

Boron injection makeup pump (1)
Capacity:35gpmat 250ft

Reactor makeup water storage tank (I)
Capacity:lso_oo
_tmtion: unborated water

Reactormakeupwatertrans/erpumps(2)
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Capacity, each: 150gpm at300ft
Power supply: non-vital 480 vac (PG19N, PG20N)

]'rocedure Titles:

E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
E-I, Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant
ES-1.2, Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization

1.3, Trans_ to Cold Leg Recirculation
EC_-I,I, Lossof Emergency Coolant Recirculaflon
FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
FR-C.2, Response to Degraded Core Cooling

Connections to Decision-Makin s Modek

Intemret Current State:
--

* Knowledge of plant-specific conditions, faults present, systems lost/unavailable: L-Ireading the Statement, do
thepanelmembersgraspthat
- All SI and ECCS recirc capability has been lost?
- Make-up to RWST is lost?
- BAST and BATPs lost?

Determine Imvlications:-

• Knowledge of functional systems and higher-level processes: Does it register on the panel members that ALL
bora_cl water sources are unavailable?

• Knowledge of criteria for violating critical safety functions: Do the panel members realize that
- Core cooling is already in a "degraded" state?
- The core exit is super-heating?
- ICC will occur as soon as core-ex/t temperature exceeds 700 F?

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: Do the panel members recognize that the plant is in a condition
for which the existing EOPs contain no specific actions that will be effective in preventing/mitigating core
overheat?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members perceive a goal
conflict between core cooling and subcriticality in the proposed HLA to add unborated water? DO they
determine that a return to criticality is acceptable if core cooling is re-established and sustained?

Control:

• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Can the panel members
devise or improvise a method of injecting unbomted (orborated)water into the RCS that is effective and
feaslble?
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PWR-2: Containment Cooling versus Inert Atmosphere

wmans"

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exerdse for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this acddent scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present significant challenges to the team's decision-making proo_t.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
tmunms, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making s/tuation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPEcore-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenarioare as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which there has already been severe core damage (clad oxidation
and melt) during which hydrogen in the containment atmosphere reached a concentration at which it would
be burnable if it were mixed with dry air. However, during the san_._period of severe core damage, the
containment atmosphere was effectively inerted by the large amountl of steam that escaped from the RCS.

• To restore containment fan cooler olx,ration and containment spray capability and force the panel members to
decide whether to continue containment cooling.

• To present technical problems to the management of the containment hydrogen concentration that force the
panel members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures. (If it is also postulated that the
I-I2recombiners are unusable, the panel will have to decide whether to use the H2 purge system.)

Scenario Assumptions:

um " n f r e presenter and are not tO_ presented to the .van¢l:

• SNUPPS plant; early in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at holt full power is 900 ppm
• Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses 4-inch cold-leg break with coincident loss of all AC

power and damage to safeguards systems
• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection actuation signal
• Accumulators inject 12 minutes (720 sec) into the event
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 50 gpm per pump

and then decreases as RCS pressure decreases
• Core uncovery begins at 65 minutes into the event
• Core melt begins at 94 minutes into the event
• Core slump and collapse begin at 108 minutes into the event
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• The 4-kV safeguards bus associated with emergency diesel generator (EDG) "A" is so badly damaged that it
cannot be energized, even if EDG "A" were to be started or if off-site power were to be restored; nor can it be
energized even if EDG "13'were available to be cross-connected

• Some of the train "13"480-V safeguards electrical distribution equipment is damaged, including the power
cable to the 'I]"hydrogen recombiner

• EDG "B"/s started and connected to its associated 4-kV safeguards bus at 120 minutes into the event
• The '13"train of safeguardsequipmentismanually loadedonto thereenergizedbus, asfollows:

- Essentialservicewater pump (1)
- Component cooling water pump (1)
- RHR pump (1)
- Sl pump (I)
- Containment fan cooler units (2)
- Hydrogen mixing fan (2)
- Instrument air compressor (I)
- Centrifugal charging pump (1)

• The '13"containment spray pump is placed in stand-by
• The '13"motor-driven AFW pump is left in "pull-to-lock"

Statement for Panel:

The plant had been operating at 100%power for 45 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full power was
900 ppm. About two hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSE occurred. The control room
operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The earthquake caused a loss of
all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.

The control room operators entered ECA-O.0and declared a Site Emergency. The TSC and the EOF were
activated. From RCS and containment indications, the operators determined that the RCS was not intact. The
early onset of significant primary LOCA symptoms led the operators to conclude that the RCS pressure boundary
had already been breached prior to and independent of the development of any RCP seal leakage.

Twenty minutes into the event, the emergency classification level was upgraded to that of General Emergency. In
accordance with ECA-O.0,the operators depressurized the steam generators to 230 psig via manual operation of
the PORVs. They verified containment isolation and containment ventilation isolation.

Plant operations, maintenance, and technical support per_3nnel and off-site personnel engaged in coordinated
efforts to start the emergency diesel generators (EDGs), to :restoreoff-site power, and to conserve DC power
supplies. However, because of the extensive repairs requi]_l, all AC buses remained de-energized for two hours.
After determining that 4-kV safeguards bus "A" was too extensively damaged to be energized even if a power
source became available, plant personnel concentrated their efforts on starting emergency diesel generator (EDG)
'13".

During the time that the plant was without AC power, conditions in the RCS, core, and containment deteriorated.
Core uncovery began at 65 minutes into the event, as indicated on the static range of RVLIS. At 75 minutes into
the event, RCS pressure was 250 psig and RCS hot-leg temlx_rature reached 700 F. At 105 minutes into the event,
core-exit thermocouple temperatures reached 23(X)F.

At 120 minutes into the event, the following indications existed:
• RCS pressure:. 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCS hot-legtemperature:700F
• RVLIS staticrange:10%
• Core-exitthermocoupletemperature(avg):3500F
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• Containment pressure: I0 psig and slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 170 F and slowly increasing
• Contaimnent humidity: 100%
• Conta/nment radiation:

- Air-particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 8.5%in dry air, increasing

Two hours into the event, EIX3 "13"was started and connected to 4-kV safeguards bus "B". The control room
operators transitioned to ECA-0.2. They manually loaded the following "B"-trainsafeguards equipment onto the
re-energized bus:
• Essentialservicewater pump (1)
• Component cooling water pump (1)
• RHR pump (1)
• SIpump (I)
• Containment fan cooler units (2)
• Hydrogen mixing fan (2)
o Instrument air compressor (1)
• Centrifugal charging pump (1)

P.,zmenda

Two hours and fifteen minutes into the event, after learning that the control room operators had started two
containment fan cooler units, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"Ithink we should stop the containment fan coolers until we get the hydrogen concentraeion reduced. If we
condense the steam that is currently in the containment atmosphere, we might be left with a detonable or
burnable mixture of hydrogen and air."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reco_dation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How would you evaluate the _zpparentconflict between the engineer's recommendation and the procedural

gu/dance of ECA-0.2, which explicitly directs the operators to start the fan coolers in the emergency mode?
Couldyou reconcilethe confliict?

• Assu._nethatitwas decidedtostopthecontainmentfancoolerunitswhileacontainmenthydrogensamplewas
obtained and analyzed.
- How high could the resulting hydrogen concentration be while still allowing for irmnediate restart of the
fancoolers?

- If the hydrogen co' .'entraUionwere found to be above your highest acceptable level for fan cooler operation,
how would you _ Juce the hydrogen concentration below that level?

• How would you [m3ceed if hydrogen recombiner "13"failed to operate? (Assume the power cable had been
severed atthecontainment penetration.)
- Does your plant have an alternate means of reducing the containment hydrogen concentration?
- If you have a hydrogen purge system, would you use it?

BackMound Material for Conducting Exercise:

Current Plant Conditions, 15 minutes after restoration of power to safeguards bus "13",are as follow_:
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• RCS pressure: 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCShot-lq temperature: 700 F
• RVLIS static range: 25% and slowly increasing
• Core-exit thermocouple temperature (avg): 1100 F and decreasing at ? F/rain
• Containment pressure:. 10 psig and slowly decreasing
• Containment temperature: 170 F and slowly decreasing
• Containment humidity:. 98%
• Containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 9% in dry air
• AC emer_mcy buses: 4-kV bus "13"energized
• AC service buses: all de-enersized
• Emergency classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment in "pull-to-lock"

- Motor-driven AFW pump '_"
- All safeguards train "A"equipment

• Assumptions: LOCA and loss of all AC power; core melt; hydrogen concentration burnable in dry air; steam-
inerted containment atmosphere; loss of both hydrogen recombiners; T-hot RTD pegged high; CETs track to
3500F

Connections to Decision-Making Model:

Monitor/Detect:

• Ability to differentiate between instrument failure and accident response: Do the panel members '"relieve"the
indications of severe core overheat-interpret the readings as indications of severe core overheat?

Interpret Currfnt _;tatf:

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members try to
assess the following:
- Has core cooling been restored by flow from the operating train of safety injection?
- Has the progression of core damage been arrested?
- With one complete train of safety injection restored, can or should anything else be done to address the core

cooling CSR
DO the panel members realize that containment integrity should now be the highest priority because

, - Flssion products were previously released to the containment?
- Containment hydrogen concentration is burnable in dry air?

Determine lmvlications:

• Ability to anticipate phenomenological consequences of action/inaction: DO the panel members realize that
pass/ve cooling (by structural heat sinks and heat losses to ambient) will tend to de-inert the containment
atmosphere by condensing steam, even if all active cooling (coolers and spray) is stopped?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HI.As (conditions of applicability)
- Critical parametervalues
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- Systems that must be available
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

devise a plan that includes the following elements?
- Operation of hydrogen recombiner
- Intermittent operation of fan cooler(s) as necessary to control

- Containment pressure
- Steam condensation rate, humidity

- Recombiner/fan cooler as poss/ble ignition source
- After all fan coolers are stopped, to what concentration must hydrogen be reduced by operatio_ Iof the

recombiner before a fan cooler can safely be restarted //
- Contingency forunavailability of hydrogen recombiner - containment hydrogen purge sy_.em

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): When the panel mem_ evaluate the
hydrogen purge contingency, do they consider the following points? /
- Pre-calculation of fission-product release required to obtain a given reduction in contaj/ament hydrogen

concentration /
- Ability to secure purge (not a hardened vent path)
- Local radiation dose rates along the purge vent path /

- Equipment accessibility /
- Control room habitability /

- Possibility of filtering the hydrogen purge release /
- Risk versus benefit of hydrogen purge, as related to containment integrity/

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: How do the panel members)_concile the apparent conflict

between the procedural guidance of ECA-0.2 and the obvious exigencies of the situation?

Control:

• Ability to coordinate actions
- Improper coordination of hydrogen reduction and reduction of containment pressure/humidity could

result in hydrogen ignition
- If flss/on products are deliberately released from containment via hydrogen purge system, extensive

coordination with off-site r3anagement will be required
• Ability to determine that conditions for action have been met-account for changes in plant state, if any
• Ability to determine degree of action (for tuning type actions - how much): What criteria would the panel

members establish for executing the plan?
- If (at some time after the fan coolers are stopped) containment pressure starts to increase, now low does the

hydrogen concentration have to be before the fan coolers can be restarted?
- How high can containment pressure be allowed to go without running a fan cooler?
- If a fan cooler is restarted, how much can containment pressure be reduced (and how much steam can be

condensed) before hydrogen combu "andue to inerting again becomes a danger?
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PWR-3: Deliberate Floodir_ of Reactor Cavity

wmlnS:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exe,,dse for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severeaccident.The functionof thi_acddent scenariois to present
a situationthat pushesthe teamouts/deof the standard,weD-rehearsedproceduresfor addre_ing abnormal
plant conditions.To achievethis,we createdscenarioswith difficult choices,goalconflicts,or uniquesituations
that presentsik _lflcantchallengesto the team'sderision-maltingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the solepurposeof maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenarioare as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which the core is known to be severely damaged aiready and in
which failure of the reactor vessel might be imminent.

• To force the panel members to decide whether to flood the reactor cavity deliberately as a means of mitigating
the consequences of reactor vessel failure.

• To present technical problems to the flooding of the reactor cavity with borated water that force the panel
members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

These assumvtions are for thepresenterand are not to be presented to the .mn¢l:

• SNUPPS plant; forced-maintenance outage following SGTR;reactor shutdown for 84 hours; had been
operating at full power for200 days prior to SGTR

• RCSboron concentration 2000 ppm
• Two trains of RFIRoperable in the shutdown cooling mode; one train in operation; RCS temperature, 90 F
• Reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned; reactor cavity seal is not installed
• Containment integrity set
• All steam generators in dry lay-up
• RCSvent path history:

- Both PORVs operable in the cold over-pressure protection (COP) mode
- In preparation for mid-loop operation and installation of SG nozzle dams, the PZRmanway was removed

to provide a large hot-side vent
- Then, because of the high decay heat rate, it was decided that a PZRsafety valve should also be removed

and the associated loop seal drained, prior to going to mid-loop

i
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- However, the mechanical maintenance personnel sent into the containment not only removed a PZR safety
valve and drained the associated loop seal, they also reinstalled the PZR rnanway and torqued the closure
bolts; they did not inform anyone that they had closed the PZR manway

• RCS drained to mid-loop elevation to permit removal of the manways on the primary side of the steam
generators

• Nozzle dams installed in the hot and cold legs of all steam generators
• PHmary-side manways reinstalled (but not torqued) on all steam generators except SG A (both manways are

left open)

_.sion of Hvents:

0 rain. Before RCS water level can be raised back above mid-loop, earthquake of greater than 5SE ma_rdtude
occurs
• Earthquake causes loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Instrument air line sever_ from the pneumatic a_.tuatorof one of the PZR PORVs
5 rain. Site E_ declared; containment evacuated except for certain mechanical maintenance personnel

who were known to be in containment at time of seismic event; the control room operators direct these
personnel to remain in containment long enough to close the cold-side manway on 5G A; however, the
maintenance personnel close the hot-side manway and exit containment

10 rain. The TSC and the EOF were activated
20 rain. Plant operators attempt local-manual opening of RWST-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (I-FV-8812Aand

I-IV-8812B),but neither valve will open
30mi_ Water in the reactor vessel startsto boU
35 rain. Control room operators observe increasing RCS pressure and determine that RCS is insufficiently

vented; they attempt to open both PZR PORVs but only one opens
40 rain. The operators establish a gravity feed-flow path from the RWST to the cold legs via an 8-inch

recirculaflon line in the discharge of the RHR pumps/heat exchangers (manual valve 8717; local-
manual operation of MOVs HV-STI6A/B)

45 rnin. The cold-leg nozzle dam in SG A fails; much liquid inventory lost from reactor vessel through the open
cold-leg rnanway

55 rnin. Emergency classification upgradedtoGeneralEmergency
• Because of RCSpressurization, gravity feed from the RWST is ineffective in maintaining reactor

vessel liquid inventory (losses due to steam flow out the PZR PORV and safety valve opening and
due to liquid leakage through the failed nozzle dam exceed the gravity-feed make-up capability)

I hr. Core completely uncovered
5 hrs. _ diesel generator EDG B is repaired and started

• By this time, the core has slumped and 2/3 of the core material has relocated to the lower plenum of
the reactor vessel

• The relocated corium is not in a coolable configuration
• Operators take actions consistent with ARG-I

- Hot-le Kinjection via $I pump B
- Containment fan cooler units (2)
- ESW pump (I)
- CCW pump (I)
- Hydrogen mixing fans (2)
- Instrument air compressor (I)

Other Notes:

• This scenario does not involve inerting of the containment atmosphere by large quantifies of steam. The
scenario initiates from mid-loop operation when coolant inventory and RCS pressure and temperature are
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minimal. Thus, there is no danger of de-inerting the containment by running fan coolers or initiating
containnm_t spray. However, detonable or burnable _nixtures of hydrogen and air may already exist.

• During the loss of all AC power, over-pressurizing the VCT to inject via the charging flow path is not a
workable strategy because no pumps are available to make-up to a pressurized VCT.

Statmnent for Pm_eh

The plant had been forced into a maintenance outage by a SGTR. The reactor had been shutdown for 84 hours
following a 200-day run at full power. The RCSboron concentration was 2000 ppm. Two trains of RHR were
operable in the, shutdown cooling mode; one train was in operation. RCS temperature was 90 F.

T'_ereactor vessel head closure studs were fully tensioned. The reactor cavity seal was not installed.
Containment integrity was set. All steam generators were in dry lay-up.

Both PZR PORVs were operable in the cold-overpressure protection (COP) mode. In preparation for mid-loop
operation and the installation of SG nozzle dams, the PZR manway was removed to provide a large hot-sid_, vent.
Then, because of the high decay heat rate, it was decided that a PZR safety valve should also be removed and the
associated loop seal drained, prior to going to mid-loop.

However, the mechanical maintenance personnel sent into the containment not only removed a PZR safety valve
and drained the associated loop seal, they also re-installed the PZR rnanway and torqued the closure bolts. They
did not inform anyone that they had dosed the PZR t,umway.

The RCS was drained to the mid-loop elevation to permit removal of the rnanways on the primary side of the
steam generators. Nozzle dams were installed in the hot and cold legs of all steam generators. The primary-side
numways were re-installed (but not torqued) on all steam generators except for SG A, on which both manways
were left open.

Before reactor vessel water level could be raised back above the mid-loop elevation, an earthquake of greater than
SSE magnitude occurred. The earthquake caused loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/
components. A Site Emergency was declared. The instrument air lines were severed from the pneumatic actuator
of one of the PZR PORVs.

The control room operators ordered all personnel to evacuate containment, except for certain mechanical
maintenance personnel who were known to be in containment at time of the seismic event. The control room
operators directed these personnel to remain in containment long enough to close the cold-side manway on SG A.
However, the maintenance personnel dosed the hot-side manway and exited containment.

The TSC and the EOF were activated. The plant operators attempted local-manual opening of RWST-to-RHR-
suction isolation valves (I-IV-8812Aand HV-8812B), but neither valve would open.

Thirty minutes into the event, water in the reactor vessel started to boil. The control room operators observed the
increasing RCS pressure and determined that the RCSwas insufficiently vented. They attempted to open both
PZR PORVs but only one opened. The operators established a gravity feed flow path from the RWST to the cold
legs via an 8-inch recirculation line in the discharge of the RHR pumps/heat exchangers (manual valve 8717;
local-manual operation of MOVs HV-8716A/B).

Forty-five minutes into the event, the cold-leg nozzle dam in SG A failed. Much liquid inventory was lost from
the reactor vessel through the open cold-leg manway. The emergency classification was upgraded to that of
General Enmgency.
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Because of RCS pressur/zaUon, grav/ty feed from the RWSTwas ineffective in maintaining reactor vessel liquid
inventory. Losses due to steam flow out the PZR PORV and safety valve opening and due to liquid leakage
through the failed nozzle dam exceeded the gravity feed make-up capability.

At one hour into the event, the core became completely uncovered. During the next four hours, the core was
severely damaged.

At five hours into the event, emergency diesel generator (EDG) B is repaired and started. The control room
operators take actions consistent with ARG-I and start the following equipment:.

• Hot-leg injection via SI pump B
• Contaimne_t fan cooler units (2)
• ESW pump (I)
• CCW pump (I)
• Hydrogtn mixing fans (2)
• Instrument air compressor (1)

Recommenda_n:

F_vehours and twenty minutes into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"Even though high-head hot-leg injection has been established, we can't be sure that the core is being adequately
cooled. Some of the core is bound to have relocated to the vessel lower plenum. A crust of re-solidified corium
could prevent the SI flow from reaching the molten material. The molten corium beneath the crust could attack
the lower vessel head and penetrations."
'If the reactor vessel fails, we had better have water in the reactor cavity to quench the corium and prevent it from
attacking the basemat. I suggest that we initiate containment spray in order to flood the reactor cavity up to the
top of the lower vessel head. This might even prevent failure of the reactor vessel."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reco_dation be implemented? Why or why not?
• If the vessel fails and coriurn pours into the flooded reactor cavity, will there be a steam explosion? Could the

steam explos/on disperse the cavity water and cot/urn into the containment proper? If such a dispersal
occurred, would it be good or bad?

• Would it be better to wait until after the vessel fails before flooding the cavity?
• Will the method proposed be effective in flooding the reactor cavity?
• Is there enough water in the RWST to achieve flooding of the cavity up to the top of the lower vessel head?
• As the RWST is depleted, would you attempt to transfer to a recirculation lineup via the RHR system?
• Would you modify the recornme_ation? If so,how?
• How much water in the cavity will start making a difference? How much is needed to quench the pour?
• What effects will wetting the lower vessel head have on vessel integrity?
• How long will it take to flood thecavity to the top of the lower vessel head?
• If the containment is flooded suffldently to flood the reactor cavity, will instrumentation needed for accident

rnana_t be immersed? If so, will the instrumentation fail?
• Should you spray into the containment at the maximum rate? Spray at the maximum rate initially and then

throttle spray?
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Background Material for Conducting Exercise:

Current plant ¢gn_litions. 20 minutes after restoration of _vowerto safeL,uar_s bu_ "13".are as follow_;

• RCS press_me:.86 psig, stable
• RCShot-legtemperature:700F,peggedhigh
• RVLIS staticrange: 120%,pegged high
• Core-exit _uple temperature (avff,):0 F
• Containment pressure: 0.5 psig, slowly decreasing
• Containment temperature: 130 F, slowly decreasing
• Containment humidity:. 60%
• Conta/nment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containnv.mt (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 7% in dry air
• AC emetRency buses: 4-kV bus '13"energized
• AC service buses: aHde-energized
• E_cy classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment in"pull-to-lock"

- Motor-driven AFW pump '13"
- All safe_,mardstrain "A"equipment

• Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
• Containment normal surnp level: 100%
• Recircuiation sump level: 8_ ft
• RWST levell: 94%
• SI pump B Iflow rate: 615 gpm
• CCPBflowmte: 434gpm
• Assumptior_: SGs in dry lay-up; One PZR safety valve removed; RCSdrained to mid-loop; Nozzle dams in

hot and coli:llegs of all SGs; Earthquake greater than SSE; Loss of all AC power and pumped injection; Loss of
one _ I_)RV; inadequate hot-side vent; Coolant ejected via failed nozzle dam on cold-leg side of SG A and
open prirm_y rnanway; Limited gravity feed from RWST;Fuel melt and relocation into noncoolable geometry;
Establishment of high-head hot leg injection

Connections I_oDecision-Maklng Model:

Mon/tor/Detect:

• Ability to obtain critical information on core status
- Important information is not instrumented, viz., whether core has relocated to lower vessel head

Intemret Cur_nt State:

• Ability to determine existing faults; core, vessel, containment status: Do the panel members agree with the
TSC engineer's assessment of likely core relocation to the lower vessel head? Given the coolant ejection from
mid-loop conditions and the amount of intervening time, it is likely that the core
- Soileddry
- Heated up
- Melted and slumped to the lower core plate
- Melted through the lower core plate and relocated to the lower head

Do the panel members perceive any merit in the TSC engineer's concern about a non-coolable corium
cor_guration or do they re_t it out of hand?
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Do the panel _ consider the following current plant indicat/ons m confirm/discontirm the TSC
englnsees assemmentof the core damage state?
-]tcs hot- tmnpemturepeggedlagh,
- and CETavg temperature at 0 F,
- wl_ total SI flow rate has been greater than I000 gpm of subcooled fluid for 20 minutes,
- andRVUSstaticrangeispessedhistL

These indications are cmmistent with RTD and _uple failure (open circuits) in a pre_ously h/gh-
I_mperature environment that has been mit/gah._l subsequent to the ins_ument failure. The containment
h_ concentration of 7% is indicative of severn core damage, especially in light of the small inventory of
water (due to the specific history of this event) that was available for the z/rosteam reaction.

mar

• Knowledgeof criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members:
- Try to determine the possible core damage state by considering the entire histor _of the event?
- Realize that, given the history of this event, vessel failure could be imminent?
- Corns/tierthe benefits of having water in the cavity at the time of vessel failure (that it is better for the

corium to pour into a deep pool of water than onto dry concrete)?
- Appreciate the need for immediate infliation of actions to flood the reactor cavity?

- A_te that it will take a long time to flood the cavity and that, if there is any chance to get the
cavity flooded before the vessel fails, they must initiate flooding ASAP

- Realize that no matter when the vessel fails, even if it fails before they get the cavity flooded, they will
still have to cool the molten coriurn that escapes and the sooner they get started on the flooding the
better

! - Realize that if the vessel fails before the cavity is even partially flooded, it might be possible to pour water
onto the escaped corium by continuing to inject water into the RCS - some of the injected water may spill
through the vessel failure onto the escaped corium?

- Evaluate the feasibility of flooding the cavity by containment spray or some alternative method?
- Quantity of water that must be sprayed to flood the recirc sump(s) and the basement sufficiently to

flood the reactor cavity
- Sufficient quantity of water available; impact on RWST depletion and SI; recirc
- Instrn.Jnentation that could be i_; if immersed, will it fail and how soon

- Evaluate the need for fkxxiing the cavity all the way to the top of the lower vessel head
- iiow deep must the pool of water in the cavity be to quenchthepour, to break up the pour into

coolablepiece.
- Effect of wetting lower vessel head on vessel integritT

. -- Could it induce failure?
-- Could it remove sufficient heat to prevent vessel failure?

• Knowle(ige of specitk plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure:Do the panel members
work OUtan efficient method for perfomenstheflooding?
- Depending on the coniainment geomeUy, the cavity flood rate may be less than the containment spray rate-

-this would result in unnecessary accumulation of water in the containment _t with the attendant
potential for flooding of insmm_entation

- The most eflicimt method might be to spray at the ma,dmum rate until the recirc sumps and basement are
mftidenfly fkx_ed to begin flooding of the cavity--m_! then throttle the spray flow rate (reduce to one
pump) to something approximating the likely cavity flood rate

- This method would conserveRWST inventory and delay the need to transfer to recirc

Feedback:

• Ab/lity to detemdne that control action produced des/red effect: Do the panel members identify a metlwd of
determining that the cavity is indeed flooding and to what depth?
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PWlt-_' Early RCS De_on

Wmdns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical seve_ accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnomml
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult cb,lces, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present sisniflcant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
tmunm, equipment failures, and at times, operator errorL The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emergency operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective..

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation that has an extremely high probability of leading to severe core
damage and reactor vessel failure--loss of all AC, loss of all auxiliary (emergency) feed, and loss of feed-
induced LOCA.

• To force the panel members to decide whether to deliberately depressurize the RCS early in the accident as a
means of preventing or mitigating direct containment heating (DCH); to see if the panel members realize that
late depressurization is prefen_ over early.

• To present technical problems associated with early RCS depressurization (as an anti-DCH measure) that force
the iAnel members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

panel:

• SNUPPS plant;,late in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power was 200 ppm; plant had
operated at full power for greater than 200 days

_on of Events:

0 rain. Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEmuses loss of aHAC power and
some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Steam-driven AFW pump damaged; cannotbestarted
- SG PORVs fail dosed; cannot be opened even by local-manual operation

• Automatic reactor trip;SG safety valves open 12 see after reactor trip
• Control room operators enter ECA-0.0 and declare General Emergency; TSC and EOF activated

32n_ All SGs dry out
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35 rain. Both PZR PORVs open
* RCP seals deter/orate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 20 gpm

Ferpump
. All efforts to restore AC power and aux feed fail; damage to electric plant and aux feed system so

severe that esrliest estimate for repairs is 12-16 hours
• Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SOs, the operators do not dep_m_ze the SOs
• ECA-O.0leaves the operators perfom_g an intentionsl do-loop in which they monitor RCS

conditions and try to accomplish the following:
- Restorepower to an AC _ bus
- Establisha secondaryheat sink(total aux feedflow to all intact SOsgreaterthan 260klbm/hr or

NR level in at leastone intact SOgreaterthan4%) [for SNUPPS,the operatorsare not supposed
to co_ secondarydepressurizationuntil afterNR level in at leastoneintactSO is greater
than4%

Statementfor l'anel:

The plant had been operating at 100%power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 pprn. About an hour ago, an earthquake of greater than SSEmagnitude caused loss of all AC
power and some damage to safeguards systems/components,

The steam-driven AFW pump was damaged; it cannot be started. The SG PORVs failed closed; they cannot be
opened even by local-manual operation.

The reactor tripped automatically. The SO safety valves opened 12 seconds after the reactor trip. The control
room operators entered ECA-O.Oand declared a General Emergency. The TSC and EOF were activated.

At 32 minutes into the event, all SOs dried out. At 35 minutes into the event, both PRZ PORVs opened and
started to cycle RCSpressure about their open and dose setpoints.

The RCP seals deteriorated and developed leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate has reached 20 gpm
per pump. All efforts to restore AC power and aux feed have failed. Damage to the electric plant and to the aux
feed system is so severe that the earliest estimate for repairs is 12-16 hours.

Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SC_, the operators have not depressurized the SC_. ECA-0.0
has left the operators perfon_ng an intentional do-loop in which they monitor RCS conditions and try to
accomplish the following:
• Restore power to an AC _cy bus
• Establish a secondary heat sink (total aux feed flow to all intact SOs greater than 260 klbm/hr or NR level in at

least one intact SO greater than 4%)

One hour into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following reco_ation:
"Weare in a situation that is bound to lead to severe core damage unless we regain a vital bus or a secondary heat
sink. It's likely to be several hours before we regain either, during which time the core will melt. In fact, it is
possible that the reactor vessel will fail before we get a vital bus back."
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"I think it is imperative that we take action now to depressurizetheRCS. If the reactorvessel MIS while the RCS
is still at a high preua,tre,molten corium could be dispersed into the containment atmosphere beyond the cavity
and lead to direct containment heating. This could challenge containment integrity."
"We don't have a secondary heat sink. We are loosing RCS inventory through the RCP seals and the PZR PORVs.
We might as well latch the PORVs open and depressurize the RCS. There is only a limited supply of back-up
instrument air pressure available. When it is depleted by o/din S the PZR PORVs, we won't be able to latch the
PORVs open, should we later decide that we need to."
"Weshould latch open both PZR PORVs now, while we can. We must make sure that the RCS is depressurized
before the reactor vessel fails."

Initial (_ueatious to Panel:

• Should this recommendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How much must the RCSbe depressurized to preclude DCH?
• Will latching the PZR PORVs open be effective in reducing RCS pressure the required amount?
• If the RCSis depressurized as proposed, will the core remain covered?
• Would it be better to depressurize the secondary side of the SGs, even though they have dried out? Is there a

concern about SGTR?

• Would it be better to wait before depressurizing the RCS, for example, wait until CET temperature reaches 1200
F?

Background Material for Conductin$ Exerclse:

(_urrentplant Conditions. one hour into the evenL are as follows:

• RCS pressure:, cycling between the PZR PORV opening and closing setpoints (2335 and 2315 psig)
• RCS hot-leg temperature: 658 F, stable
• RVLIS static range: 80%, decreasing
• Core exit thennocouple temperature (avg): 690 F, stable
• Containment pressure: 0.5 psig, slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 130 F, slowly increasing
• Containment humidity: 95%
• Contaimnent radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Conta/mnent hydrogen concentration: 0.5% in dry air
• AC emergency buses: all de-ener_d
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergencyclassification level: General Emergency
• Equ/_t in "pull-to-lock"

- All safeguards train "A" and train '13"equipment, except for ESW pumps A and B
• Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
• Containment normal sump level: 100%
• Recirculation sump level: 83. ft
• RWST level: 98%

• Assumptions: Earthquake greater than SSE;loss of all AC power; loss of pumped injection; loss of all normal
and _O/feed, including steam-turbine-driven AFW pump; all SG PORVs stuck shut; loss of secondary
heat sink; SG dryout; loss-of-feed-induced
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Connections to Decislon-Makln 8 Model:

Moniter/Detect:

!

• Ability to determine that control action produced desired effect on key parameters: Do the panel members
specify which RCS pressure indications to use during the depreseurization?
Do they antidpate the RCS temperature response?

Int CurrentState:.

• Ability to determine existing faults; safety function status; core, vessel, containment status; availability of
systems

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand the following?:
- The core is about to start uncovering because of the loss of feed-induced LOCA that is in progress
- The RCS is saturated and core heat-up has not begun yet
- The TSC engineer is correct when he says that, given the estimated time for repairs, the core will melt and

the vessel might fail before AFW or electrical power is restored
- The mechanism of DCH and the fact that DCH can be a threat to containment integnty, depending on the

plant-specific containment geometry

Determine Imvlication_:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from considerat/on: Do the panel members realize the following?:
- Although the exact magnitude of the threat posed by DCH to containment integrity is uncertain, it is

advisable to preclude DCH by preventing high-pressure blowdown of the RCS
- Depressurizaflon, early or late, might increase the risk of a steam explosion when the molten core relocates

to the lower head because steam explosions are more likely at lower pressures
- In-vessel steam explosion is not expected to be energetic enough to breach the RPV
- It is better not to depressurize the RCS until after the core has started to uncover

- Early depressurization causes more inventory to be lost sooner and accelerates the onset of Coreheat-
up

- Late depressurization causes less inventory to be lost early in the transient and postpones core heat-up
- Given the estimated time for repairs to the AFW and plant electric systems, the core is certainly doomed

and vessel integrity is probably doomed. Therefore, containment integrity must be the highestpriority
and the threat from DCH must be addressed.

Do thepanelmembers cons/derthefollowing?:
- What ifPZR PORV(s)fall(s)dosed,open?
- Will secondary depressurization prevent high-pressure ejection of molten corium; would it raise a concern

about SGTR?

- Whether the plant-speclfic conta/nment geometry obviates the concern about DCH.

Plan..

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members consider the
following?:
- Early depressurization takes longer than late because a mixture of liquid and vapor is blown off during

early depressurization whereas only vapor is blown off during late depressurization
- Because early depressurization takes comparatively longer, the temperature of some of the fuel rods

exceeds the threshold for oxidation of zircaloy before the accumulators inject. Thus, for early
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de_essurtzation, accumulator injection causes significant cladding oxidation and relocation and is not
effective in contmll_g further core damage.

- Will theybe ableto depmssuri_ theRCSsuffidently via thePZR PORVsto mitigate DCI-I?
- Is there sufficient instrument air capacity (continuous supply of air needed to hold valves open)?
- Sufficient electrical power?
- Are both PORV block MOVs open?
- To what value must RCSpressure be reduced? (to within about 145 psi of containment pressure)

- Possible downs/de consequences (e.g., hydrogen generation and steam explos/on)
- Early depressurization could lead to PZR surge-line failure prior to RPV failure, while the accumulators are

in ung
- Late de_tion _ the time available to recover AC power and AFW

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for HOPs: Do the panel members recognize the following?:
- If they remain in the intentional do-loop prescribed by HCA-0.0, the core will melt and the vessel m/ght fail
- For the prevailing plant conditions, ECA-0.0 provides no transition to FRGs that would direct the operators

to depressur/ze the RCS (or the secondary)
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

¢ons/der the following actions?:
- Over-riding containment isolation for instrument air to the PZRPORVs AND

- Shunting air from other uses/reservoirs/accumulators OR
- Connecting nitrogen or other compressed gas system or bottles to supply PZR PORV actuators

- Cycling of the PORVs, while waiting for late depressurization criteria to be reached, consumes more
instrument air than does latching them in the open position

If the panel members realize that late depressurization is preferred, do they consider the following actions?:
- Performing a series of shallow depressurizations to minimize PORV cycling and thereby postpone

' exhaustion of the imtrument air supply
- What initiation criteria will be used for late depressurization?

Control:

• Ability to determine when specific actions should he taken: DO the panel members realize that, if they opt for
late depressurization, they must initiate depreseurization within a few minutes of CET temperature reaching
1200 F, or else unacceptably high clad/fuel temperatures will result?
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PWR-S_ Natural Circulation versus RHIt Coolin s

WarnlnSZ

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exerdse for generating a response from a small accident-
management learn (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, weIl-_.hearsed procedures for addressing at>normal
plant conditions. To achievethis, we createdscenarioswith difficult choices,goalconflicts,or unique situatiom
that _t significantchallengesto theteam'sdecision-makingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and def_tn-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
"_cy operatingprocedures(EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenar;o were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as poss/ble. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damege frequencies.

Scenario Objective:.

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which the core has overheated and for which the guidance
provided in the existing emergency procedures may be perceived as counter-productive

• To force the panel members to decide whether to transfer to cold leg recirculation on RHR or to try to establish
RCSnatural circulation cooling

• To present perceived hazards associated with transfer to cold-leg recirculation and to present a proposal for
restoring the secondary heat s/nk to establish natural circulation. Evaluating the perceived hazards of
recirculation, assessing the technical feas/bility of restoring the secondary heat sink, and estimating the
likelihood of establishing RCS natural circulation should force the panel members to exercise cognitive skills to
supplement current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

The_ a_umptions are for the _vresenterand ar_ not to be presented to the paneh

• SNUPPS plant; late in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power was 200 ppm; plant had
operated at full power for greater than 200 days

_Pr_on of Event_

0 rain. Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses loss of all AC power and
some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Motor-driven and steam-driven AFW pumps damaged; none can be started
- RWST damaged such that, over a period of 100 minutes, inventory is lost due to leakage down to the

tank level that corresponds to 45%of the inventory required by Technical Specifications
• Automatic reactor trip; SG safety valves open 12 sec after reactor trip
• Control room operators enter ECA-O.Oand declare General Emergem7; TSC and EOF activated
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32 rain. All SGs dry out

35 rain. Both PZR PORVs open
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 20 gpm

per pump

I00 rain. ]__ diesel generator (EIX;) B is repaired and started
• All efforts to restore off-site power and aux feed fail; damage to off-site transmission network, to EDG

A, to on-site train A emergency AC distribution system, and to aux feed system so severe that earliest
estimate for repairs is 20-24 hours

• When safeguards bus B is energized, the PZR PORVs have closed and the following indications exist:.
- CET temperature (av8): 2900 F, increasing
- ItVLIS static range: 15%, decreasing
- RCS pressure: 1900 psig, decreasing
- RCS hot leg temperature: 700 F

• Control room operators
- Manually actuate SI and load ECCS pumps onto safeguards bus B
- Transition to FR-C.I; however,

- Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SGs, the operators do not depressurize the SGs
- Because they cannot restore off-site power, the operators cannot start RCPs

110 rain. Control room operators initiate RCS bleed and feed per FR-H.I
• Effects of RCS feed and bleed

- SI flow eventualiy cools fuel clad
- CET temperatures fall
- Eventually, RCS pressure decreases and SI flow increases

• Initiation of SI flow causes the following:
- Some overheated cladding shatters
- AdditionaJ hydrogen is produced for a brief period of time, until cladding temperatures are reduced
- Progress/on of core damage stops with

- Core in coolable geometry
- Significant amount of fission products released to RCSand to containment

150 min. Plant conditions as follows:
• Instrumentation indications:

- RCS pressure: 351 psig, decreasing
- RCS hot leg temperature: 390 F, decreasing
- RVLIS static range: 100%
- CET temperature (avg): 400 F, decreasing
- Containment pressure: 1.5 psig, slowly decreasing
- Containment temperature: 150 F, slowly decreasing
- Containment humidity: 50%, decreasing
- containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (h/gh-range) area radiation mon/tor(s)

- Containment hydrogen concentration: 3.5% in dry air
- Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
- Containment normal sump level: 100%
- Redrculation sump level: 8.2 ft
- RWST level: 35%
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- CCP B flow rate (BIT flow): 434 gpm

- 5I pump B flow raW. 615 gpm
• AC emergency buses: one energized
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergen_ classification level: C.,enead
• Equipment in"pull-to-lock"

- All sak'Suards train "A"equi_t0 except for ESW pump A
_, Procedure & step in effect: FR-H.I, intentional do-loop wherein secondary heat sink must be

established before RCSbleed and feed can be reduced/terminated
• CDA indicates severe fuel overheat

Statement for Paneh

The plant had been operating at 100% power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 ppm. About two and a half hours ago, an earthquake of greater than $SE magnitude caused loss
of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/components.

The motor-driven and steam-driven AFW pumps were damaged; none of the AFW pumps can be started. The
RWST was damaged and lost inventory due to leakage down to a tank level that corresponds to 45% of the
inventory required by Technical Spedflcations. Below this level, the tank is intact.

The reactor tripped automatically. The SG safety valves opened 12 seconds after the reactor trip. The control
room operators entered ECA-O.0and declared a General EmergencT. The TSC and EOF were activated.

At 32 minutes into the event, all SGs dried out. At 35 minutes into the event, both PRZ PORVs opened and
started to cycle RCS pressure about their open and close setpoints. The RCP seals deteriorated and developed
leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate has reached 20 gpm per pump.

At 100 minutes into the event, emergency diesel generator (EDG) B was repaired and started. All efforts to
restore off-site power and aux feed have failed. Damage to the off-site transm/ss/on network, to EDG A, to the
on-site train A emergency AC distribution system, and to the aux feed system is so severe that the earliest
estimate for repairs is 20-24 hours.

When safeguards bus B was re-energized, the IrZR PORVs had closed and the following indications existed:
• CET temperature (avg): 2900 F,increasing
• RVLISstatic range: 15%, decreasing
• RCS pressure: 1900 psig, decreasing
• RCS hot leg temperature: 700 F

As soon as the bus was end, the control room operators manually actuated SI and loaded ECCS pumps onto
El:X3B. They transitioned to FR-C.I. Because they could not establish any feed flow to the SGs, the operators did
not de_ the SGs. Because they could not restore off-site power, the operators could not start RCPs.

At 110 minutes into the event, the control room operators initiated RCS bleed and feed per FR-H.I. Over a period

of forty minutes, RCS pressure decreased, SI flow increased, and _ temperatures fell.

Recommen_n:

Two hours and thirty minutes into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"RWSTlevel is almost down to the point where procedure FR-H.1 will direct us to transfer from cold-leg injection
to cold-leg recirculation. However, I reconunend that we do NOT transfer to recirculaflon because doing so will
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result in _ arnounW of md/mcflve material being circulated outside of container, due to the degraded state
of the core. This will cause extremely high radiation leveb inside of the auxiliary building and _ the
potential foroff-site releases via con_t bypass. If core deb_ are c/r_lated through the ItHR pump, the
pump impeller or seals might fail. Then, well loose core cooling again and release radioactive material to the
.U.ry beUd .-
"I think that we should leave the ECCS aligned for told-leg injection and use the retTutiningRWST inventory to
buy us some more time to establish a secondary heat sink. We can Juryrig a connection from the fire-fighting
systmn to the SG f't.edwater system and run the diesel-driven fire water pump to provide feed flow. We can use
the SG PORVs to depremurize the SGs to atmosp_m4c and thereby maximize feed flow from the fire water pump.
Re-establishin8 the secondary heat sink will allow us to restore nstural circulation in the RCS. Removing decay
heat via RCS natural circulation and primary-W-secondary heat transk, r will avoid the potential hazards
associated with cold-leg recirculation via the RHR system."

Inif_d Questions to Panel:

* Should this reco_tion be implemented? Why or why not?
• Are the perceived hazards associated with cold-leg recirculation on RHR cooling valid? Do they justify leaving

the ECCS aligned for injection while attempting to restore the secondary heat sink?
• Is the proposed method of restoring the secondary heat sink technically feasible?
• Even if the secondary heat sink is successfully restored, b it likely that RCS natural drculation can be

established? Is there a concern about hydrogen in the SG U-tubes?

Backsreund Material for Condut_ln S Exercise:

Current plant conditions, two and one half hours into the event, are as follows:

• Instru_tation indications:

- RCS pressure: 351 psig, decreasing
- RCShot-leg temperature: 390 F, decreasing
- RVLIS static range: 100%
- CET temperature (avg): 400 F, decreasing
- Contai_t pressure: 1.5 psig, slowly decreasing
- Containment temperature: 150 F, slowly decreasing
- Containment humidity: 50%,decreasing
- Containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

- Containment hydrogen concentration: 3.5% in dry air
- Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
- Containment normal sump level: 100%
- Redrculation sump level: 8.2 ft
- RWST level: 35%

- CCP B flow rate (BIT flow): 434 gpm
- SI pump B flow rate: 615 gpm

• AC emergency buses: one enersized
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergency classification level: General Emerg_
• Equipment in "pull-to-lock"

- All safeguards train "A" equipment, except for ESW pump A
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• Procedure & step in effect: FR-H.I, intentiorud do-loop wherein secondary heat s/nk must be established
beforeRCSbleedandfeedcanbereduced/terminated

• CDA indicates severe fuel overheat

• Assumptions: F21r_t_ce 8realm'flumSSH;lossof all AC power;lossof pumped in_,ction;lossof aUnormal
and emesljency feed, including stesm-turbine_rtven APW pump; SG dryout; loss of feed.induced LDCA; only
one AC _ bus can be recovered, off-site power _ unavailable; cl_din 8 failure

C_om toDedsloa-_ Modeh
i

in_ Currmtsm_

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand that it is virOudly certain that extensive cladding failure has occurred?

- Core is cool now (current plant status); but event h/story (BackKround)reveals the following:
- Corecompletely uncovered (RVLISstatic ra_ 15%,decreasing)
- Elevated CET temperatures (2g00F,lncreasin 8)
- Zirclsteam ruction oxidizes and embrittles cladding
- Initiation of SI flow under these conditions shatters much claddtn S
- CDA confirms extensive cladding failure

Do the panel _ understand that during the period of core uncovery flea/on products were released
into the RCS and into the contaimaent?

- CDA could confirm the extent of fission product release
Do the panel members understand that failure or bypass of the containment boundary under the present
conditions could result in a significant release of fission products to the environment?

_ne Implications:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from consideration: Do the panel members try to determine how
much longer they can remain on injection?
- Injection rates are known
- RWST level is known

Do the panel members consider the basis for the transfer-to-recirc criterion (RWSTlevel indication of 33%,
decreasing)?
. The bottom 33% is reserved for contaimnent spray

Do the panel members consider the following?:
- Contaimnent pressure is I._ psig and decreasing
- Two containment fan coolers powered from safeguards bus B are running
- Containment spray won't be needed unless there is a hydrogen explosion, which is unlikely, given the

current containment hydrogen concentration of 3.5% in dry air
- The current containment hydrogen concentration allows operation of the hydrogen recombiner without any

further evaluation

Do thepanelmembersconsiderthedesignbasisfortheECCS pipingand componentsandassociated
radiologicalshielding?Do theyassessthedoserateslikelytoresultasaconsequenceoftransferringtorecite?
Do thepanelmembersconsiderthelikelihoodofcontainmentbypassdue tofailureoftheRHR orotherECCS
system?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members evaluate the
following?:
- Whether or not the SGs can remove decay heat, given the current plant conditions
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- Will stean_ S occur?
- Is tt enough just to renwve decay heat or is It necessary to cooldown the RCS below 250.200 !:7

- Plant-specificfeulbilityof }uryriBBinga connectionfromthefire-fightingsystemtotheSGfeedwater
system

- CantheSGsbe depressur/zedsufflc/enflyv/a theSGPORYsto allowthefirewaterpumptoinjectintothe
SGs?

. Thelikelihoodofestablishingmturslcirculationin theRCS,Oventhe_ of hydrogenandothernon-
condensibles in the RCS0tydre1_ In the SG U.tubes)
- Do th_ use CDA to estimate the amount of hy_ that may be in the RCS?
- Do they evaluate whether that amount of hydrogen is likely to interfere with natural circulation?

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: Do the panel members comtder the basis for the tramfer-to-
criterion (RWSTlevel indication of 33%,decreas/ng)?

- The bottom 33% is reserved for containment spray
• Knowledse of specific phmt systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel

devise a procedure for cross.connecting the fire fighting and SG feedwater systems that addresses the
following?:
- Specificconnecaonpoints
- Methodofconnection
- Required pressure and flow-rote capacities
- Need to isolate parts of the fire-fighting system to ensure adequate pressure and flow for SGs
- Contingency plan for unisolating parts of fire fighting system in case of fire
Do the panel memlx_ devise a procedure for depressurizing the SGs via the SG PORVs that addresses the
follow_?:
- To what pressureshouldtheSGsbedepresurtzed?
Do the panel members real/ze that the SGs must be depressurized to a pressure that is at least 50-100 psi below
RCS pressure before any pal-see heat transfer can occur
- Can SG d_tion be performed remotely from the control room or will local manual operation be

necessary?
- Status of instrument air supply
- Ifit has to be done locally, how will it be coordinated?
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PWR._ Containment Sprayversus HCCSInjection

Wsrnlns:

Thisscenariois intended to be used asa tool or exercisefor8eneratin8a responsefrom a small accident-
rnana_t team(or panel) to a hypo_cal severeaccident. The functionof this accidentscenariois to present
a situationthatpushes the team outside of the standard,well-_ procedures foraddressingabnomml
_t conditions. Toachieve this, we createdscenarioswithdifficult choices,goal conflicts,or unique situations
thatpresentsignificantcludlenges to the team'sdecision-makingprocess.

Further,to createthenecessary severe accidentconditionsin this scenario,it was necessaryto postulatenumerous
traumas,equipmentfailures,and at times,operatorerrors.The use of multiple failureswas requiredto thwart
thesafety anddefonse-in-depth design employed in nuclearpower plants and reduce the effectivenessof current
_cy operatingprocedures (EOPs).

Theboundaryconditions of the scenariowere constructedforthe sole purposeof maintaining a difficultdecision-
making situationforas long as possible. Therefore,it should not be construed thatthesescenar/osare likely
events, or even the most likely severe accidentsequences. The probabilityof these scenariosoccurringis within,
or beyond, therangeof traditionalIPEcore-damagefrequencies.

ScenarioObjective:

Theobjectivesof this scenarioareas follows:

• To place the panel membersin a situation in which the containmentfan coolerunits (CFCUs)andECCS
recirculationcapability have been lost and in which RWSTinventory is being rapidlydepleted by containment
spray, which actuated due to a pressurespike caused by a hydrogen burnfollowing a period of severe core
damage

• Toforce the panel membersto decide whether sacrificecontainmentcooling by terminatingsprays in orderto
preserve ECCSinjectioncapability

• Topresent technicalconcernsinvolved in prioritizingcorecooling and containment cooling that force the
panel _ to exercisecognitive skills to supplenn_t currentprocedures.

ScenarioAssumptions:

Theseassum_vtionsare forthe_mesenterandare not to b_ presentedto the__nel:

• SNUPPSplant;late in fuel cycle;criticalboronconcentrationathot fullpower was 200 ppm;plant had
operated at fullpower forgreaterthan200 days

_n of Events;

0 rain. Earthquakeof magnitude greaterthanthe 5SEcauses4-inchcold-legbreakwith
coincident loss of all AC power and damage to safeguardssystems

- Reclrc-sump-to-RHR-suctionisolation valves (EJHIS-8811Aand EJ_IIB) will not open, even
afterelectricalpower is available(limit switchfailure)

- Racirc-sump-to-containment-spray-suctionisolationvalves (ENHIS-Iand EN HIS-7)will not open,
even afterelectricalpower is available

- Common-modefailure(prosresgve loss of bearinglubrication-induced by seismic accelerations)
leads to eventual failure(bearingseizure)of all fourcontainmentfan coolerunits (CFCUs);
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failure occurs during a containment pressure spike mused by a hydrogen bum after AC _cy
power Is restored and after a period of running in the dense, moisture-laden containment
atmosphere

• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection actuation signal

12rain. Acounulatom tn_,_'t(7'20eec)into theevent
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 50 8pro per

pump and then decreases as RCS pressure decreases

65hen. Coreuncoverybegins

94 rain. Core melt begins

108 rain. Core slump begins

120 rain. Off-s/te power restored to 4-kV safeguards buses A and B
• Safeguards equipment is manually loaded onto the re-energized buses, as follows:

- Essential service water pumps A and B
- Component cooling water pumps A and B
- RHR pumps A and B
- Sl pumps A and B
- CFCUs A0B, C, and D
- Hydrogen mixing fans A and B
- Instrument air compressors A and B
- Centrifugal charging pumps A and B

• Containment spray pumps A and B are placed in standby
• Motor-driven AFW pumps A and B are left in "pull-to-lock"

150 rain. Hydrogen bum in containment
• Pressure spike of 35 psi (to 37 psig) actuates containment spray
• All 4 CFCUs fail

210 rnin. RWST level indication drops below the setl_int forautomatic switchover to
cold-legrecirculatton
• Automatic switchover fails to occur
• Operators

- Determine that there is sufficient inventory in the containment recirculation sump to allow transfer
to cold-leg recirculation

- Discover that the recirc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) will
not open, even though electrical power is available

- Discover that the recirc-sump-to-containment- spray-suction isolation valves (EN HIS-I and EN HIS-
7) will not open, even though electrical power is available

Statement for Panel:

The plant had been operating at 100% power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 ppm. About three and one half hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSE
occurred. The control room operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The
earthquake caused a loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.
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The control room operators entered ECA-0.0 and d_lared a Site Emerging. The TSC and the EOF were
activated. From RCS and containment indications° the operators determined that the RCS was not Intact. The
early onset of significant primary LOCA symptoms led the operators to conclude that the RCS pressure boundary
had almmdybeen breached prior to and independent of the development of any _tCPseal leakage.

Twenty minutes into the event, the _ classification level was upsmded to that of General E_. In
accontance with ECA-OJ_,the operators depreuurized the steam generators to 230 pstg via manual operation of
the PORVs, They verified con_t isolation and containment ventilation isolation.

Plant oper_/dmm,main_, and technicalsupportpersonnelandoff-sitepersonnelengagedin coordinated
effortsto st_ the_ dieselgenerators(EDGs), to restoreoff-sitepower, and to conserveDC power
supplies. However, becauseof theexte_ve repaimrequired,all AC busesremained de-energizedfor two hours.

" During the time that the plant was without AC power, conditions in the RCS, core, and containment deteriorated.
Core uncovery besan at 65 minutes into the event, as indicated on the static range of RVLIS. At 75 minutes into
the even_, RCS pressm,, was 250 psig and RCS hot-leg temperature reached 700 F. At 105 minutes into the event,
core exit _uple temperatures reached 2300 F.

At 120 minutes into the event, the following indications existed:
* RCS pressure: 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCShot-leg temperature: 700 F
• _..'LISstattcrange: 10%
• Core exit thennecouple temperature (avg): 3500 F
• Contaimnent pressure: 20 psig and slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 185 Fand slowly increasing

, • Containment humidity:. 100%
• Contaimnent radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- C,aseotm activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containn_t hydrogen concentration: 10% in dry air, increasing

Two ho,_rs into the event, off-site power was restored to all safeguards buses. The control room operators
trans/tiened to ECA-0.2. They manually loaded the following safeguards equipment onto the re-energized buses:
• Essential service water pumps A and B
• Component cooling water pumps A and B
• RHR pumps A and B
• Sl pumps A and B

__ • _s A, B, C, and D
, Hydrogen mixing fans A and B

• Instrument air compressors A and B
• Centrih:gai charging pumps A and B

The operators placed containment spray pumps ' _nd 8 in standby and left motor-driven AFW pumps A and B
"pu l-to-lock".

Two and one half hours into the event, there was a hydrogen burn in the containment atmosphere. The resulting
spike actuated containment spray. All four CFCUs stopped running at the time of the containment

-_ pressure spike. The control room operators have not been able to re-start any of the CFCUs.
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Threeandone half hours into the event,asRWST levelindicationdroppedbelowthesetpointforautomatic
switd_ver to cold-leg recirculaflon, the operators realized that switchover did not automatically occur.
determ/ned that there was suffident inventory in the containment recirLndation sump to allow trans/er to cold-leg
_tion. While attempi/n Kto implement ES-I.3, the operators discovered that the recirc-sump-to-RHR-
suction isolation valves (EJ HIS-8811A and EJ HIS-8811B) would not open, even though electrical power was
available.

The control room operators tnmsitioned to ECA-I.1. They stopped containment spray pump A and placed it in
standby. Because containment pressure had not yet been reduced to less than 3.5ps/K,the operators left
containment spray pump B running and tried to align it for recircolation. However,neither of the recirc-sump-to-
containn3Jent-spray-suctionisolation valves (EN FflS-I and EN I-HS-7)will open, even though electrical power is
available. The operators reducedsafetyinjection to a single train of ECCS.

Recommem_

Three hours and thirty-five minutes into the event, after learning that redrculation capability has been lost and
that one containntent spray pump is still running in the injection mode, an engineer in the TSC makes the
following reco_tion:
"Ithink we should stop containment spray pump B, even though containment pressure is still greater than 3_
psig and no CTCUs are operable. Because we have been unable to transfer to cold-leg redrcolation, it is
imperative that we maintain cold-leg injection. The spray pump is depleting RWST inventory at a much faster
rote than we can ever hope to make up. We must terminate spray to conserve RWST inventory and preserve
injection. Besides, right now, we don't need the spray pump to preserve containment integrity."

Initial Questions to Paneh

• Should this reconunendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• Given the conditions of this scenario, what is your evaluation of the threat to containment integrity if the

recommendation of the en_nesr in the TSC is implemented?
• Asmn_ that the recomntendation is implemented and that RWST inventory is eventually depleted anyway. In

such a case, it would be neces,mry to stop the ECCS and containment spray pumps. Would you start an RCP?
Why orwhy not?

• Can you think of any methods of making up to the RWST at a rate greater than 120-200 gpm?
• Would it be leas/hie to restore redrculatlon capability by ores-connecting the discharge of one of the

, containment spray pumps with the discharge of one of the RHR pumps? If so, would you do it, given the
_tions of this scenario?

B_ Mam'lal for Conductins ,V.xercise:.

The current plant conditions, three hours and thirty-five minutes into the event, one hour and thirty-five minutes
after resWration of AC power to the sa_s buses, and one hour and five minutes after the hyd._ bum.
are as follows:

• RCS pressure: 150 ps/g and stable
• RCS hot-leg temperature: 700 F
• RVLISstaticranKe: 100%
• Core exit_uple temperature (as,g):0F
• Containmentpresmu_ 10pe/gand slowlydecreasing
• ContainmentImnperature:150Fand slowlydecreas/ng
• Con_t humidity:.50%
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• Containment radiation:
. AirparticulateacUvitydetector
- Caseous activity detector
- Containment (hish-mn_) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hyd_ comt_.ntration: 03% in dry air
• AC_buses: all_
• AC service buses: allenmgized
• E_ classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment inoperable

- All_s
. Recirc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B)
. Recirc-sump-to.containment-spmy-suction isolation valves (EN HIS-I and EN HIS-7)

• _ure & step in effect: ECA-l.l, step ll, try to start an RCP
• Assumptions: Earthquake greater than SSE;LOCA with loss of all AC power; loss of emergency coolant

recirculation capability; recovery of two AC emergency buses; hydrogen burn in containment; containment
spray actuation; loss of all containment fan cooler units

ERG network ruth;

ECA-0.0
ECA-0.2
E-1
F.S-1.1
ES-1.3
ECA-I.1

Connections to Decision-Makins Model:

Monitor/Detect:

• Ability to differentiate between instrument failure and accident response: Do the panel members '1_elieve" the
indications of severe core overheat-i.e., interpret the readings as indications of severe core overheat?

- Hot-leg temperature history indicates failed (open) RTDs
- CET temperature history indicates failed (open) themmcouples

ln_ Current State:

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand that some core melting and slumping probably _ before Sl was initiated?

Do the panel members consider the following current plant indications to assess the core damage state?:
- RCS hot-leg temperature pe88ed high and CET avg temperature at 0 F while SI has been in operation for

over 1.5 hours and RVLIS static range is pe88ed high
o These indications are cons/stent with RTD and thennocouple failure (open circuits) in a previously high-

temperature enviro_t that has been mitigated subsequent to the instrument failure
- The containment hydrogen bum is indicative of severe core damage
Do the panel members try to determine the following?:
. Whefl_ theprogtess_ ofcoredamagehasbeenarrested?
- Whether all of the core is in a coolable configuration?

- If the amount of melting and slumping that occurred prior to initiation of SI flow wasn't too extensive,
the melted and slumlx_ materials would probably re-freeze in a coolable configuration
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- The fines given in the scenarioare intendedto beconsistentwith arrestingof themelt/slump process
justafter theonsetof thatprocess

- Panelmemberscannotknow thecoredamageslatewith certainty;theycannotbecertainthat severe
aeddent progresMonhas stopped

- Containmentintegrity shouldnow be thehighestpriority because
- Many fm_n productswere previouslyreleasedto thecon_t
- Hydrogenbum did occurearlier
- Uncertainthatsevereacddenthasstopped

Do the panel members understandthat the followingpotentialchallengesto containmentintegrity poseno
inunediatethreatandare not likeb] to becomeseriousthreatsany time soon?:
- Hig,Jt-pcessure blowdown of RCS; RCS is already depresmrized
- Hydrogen burn; hydrogen concentration has already been reduced to less than the burnable threshold by

detlagration
Do the panel members understand that if the severe accident progression has not stopped, then the following
longer-term threats to containment integrity could develop?:
- Molten corium, relocated to RPV lower head and shielded from SI flow by crusts, could attack RPV metal

and causevesselfailure

- Corium pour could interact with water and/or concrete, increasing containment pressure over time
- Steam
- Hydrogen
- Non-condensibles such as CO and CO2

Determine Imvlications:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from consideration: Do the panel members consider the following?:
- Hydrogen burn may have damaged safeguards equipment inside of containment, e.g.,

-_s
- Hydrogen recombiners

- Verifying that containment integrity is still intact following the hydrogen burn
- If so, how do they intend to do it?
- What parameters/indications will they monitorto detectlossof containment integrity?

DO thepanelmembersrealizethat containmentspray(evenwith only a singlespraypump) is a ma_ordemand
on RWST inventory, and that theTSCengineerisabsolutelycorrectwhen he says,"The spraypump is
depleting RWST inventory ata much fasterrate than we canever hopeto makeup to it."

- There are two strategiesor goalsimplicit in theTSCengineer'sreco_dation, viz.:
- ConserveRWSTinventory by terminatingsprayand reducingthe rate of depletion
- Freda way to makeup to theRWST ata rate thatapproachesthereduced rate of depletion

Do thepanel memberstry to deviseeither of the following?:
- A meansof makingup to the RWSTat a ratein excessof 120-200gpm
- Or, a means of supplying water to the suction of the ECCS pumps other than the RWST

Plan:

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members perceive the
following potential goal conflict?:
- Given the uncertainty that the severe accident progression has stopped and the possibility that the RPV

might eventually fail, it might be advisable to leave the containment spray pump running (and even start
the second spray pump)
- Significant amount of time and water are required to flood the reactor cavity
- If panel subsequently comes to consider RPV failure as likely, it would be beneficial to have

containment already flooded to the point of filling the cavity
Do the panel members realize that the TSC engineer's recommendation is only a stop gap measure at best?
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- The core cooling safety functionwill eventuallybe challengedagain, if:
- A meansof mak/ng up to theRWSTata rateequal to thedepletion rateis not found (the RWSTwill

empty) or a suction supply to the ECCSpumpsotherthan theRWSTis not found AND
- ECCSredrcuLation capabilityis not restored

• Knowledge of limits of applicabilityforEOPs: ff the panelmembersdecide to slop aUcontainmentspray,how
do theyreconcilethe/rdecis/on with theproceduralsuidanee of ECA-I.I?

• Knowledgeof specificplant syslm_ requiredfor implemenl/n8 planor procedure: Do thepanelmembers
devise a feas/bleand effecl/ve meansof ei_ of the following?:
- Makin8 up to theRWSTat rate thatappma_ thedepletion rate
- Supplying thesuction of the ECCSpumps froma sourceotherthanthe RWb'T
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B.3 Glossary for PWR Scenarios

AC alternatingcunent
AFW aux/I/ary feedwater
ASAP as soon as possible
BAST boric acid storage tank
BATP boric acid transfer pump
BIT boron injection tank
CCP centrifugalchargingpump
CCW corecoolingwater
CDA core damage assessment
CET core exit thennocouples
CFCU containment fan cooler units
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide

COP cold over-pressurization
CSF criticalsafetyfunctions
DC direct current

DCH direct core heating
ECCS emergency core cooling system
EDG emergency diesel generator
EOF emergency off-site facility
EOP emergency operating procedures
ESW essential service water

FRG function restoration guideUnes
functionrestoration procedures

H2 hydrogen
HLA high-level action
LOCA loss of coolant accident
MOV motor-operated valve
MWST make-up water storage tank
OBE operational-basis earthquake
PDP positive displacement (charging) pump
PORV Power-operated relief valve
PWR pressurizedwater reactor
PZR pressurizer
RCS reactor coolant system
RHR residual heat removal

RPV reactor pressure vessel
RTD resistance temperature device
RVLIS reactor vessel level indication system
RWST reservewater storage tank
SA severeaccident
SAMG severe accident management guidance
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SI safety injection
SNUPPS standard nuclear utility
SSE safe-shutdown earthquake
TSC technical supportcenter
VCT volume control tank
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Appendix C Overview Panel _ may have a perception of the situation
that biases them to believe that after shutdown is

This Appendix is split into two sections. The first achieved, it is maintained for all time, re_rdless of
section, Scenario Summaries, provides capsul/zed the course of events. Given the course of events and
descriptions of each of the BWR scenarios. The the possibility of bias, the panel may miss the
second section, Scenario Materials, contains the recriticality issue and focus entirely on recovering the

descriptions of each scenario and provides vessel inventory as quickly as possible by maximizing
the detailed support materinl required to present each all available RI_ injection.
scenario to a panel (as described in Appendix A). A
8Jossary of scenario acronyms can be found at the end Of interest is the panel's consideration and resolution
of the Appendix. of whether recdticality is an acceptable event, and

how much of a reactivity response is expected. Also
of interest is the panel's consideration of power

C.1 Scenario Summaries control by boron injection, and whether the panel
imposes limitations on the injection flow rate into the

This section provides brief descriptions of the 6 BWR vessel. The HLAs/strategies contained within the
scenarios that were created for this project, recommendation proposed in this scenario are to

'Initiate SLCS"and to '_eflood the reactor vessel with

BWR-I: Potential Recriticali.tyDuring Core Reflood. borated water."
The purpose of this scenario is to create a core-melt
situation in which the Panel members must confront BWR-2: ATW$ with Venting. The purpose of this

scenario is to create a situation in which the Panelthe implications of reflooding a damaged core,
including the potential for recriticality, members are forced to address two potentially

conflicting goals, adequate core cooling (ACC) and

In this scenario, a short-term station blackout leads to containment integrity.
core uncovery and the early stages of core melt. Then
sufficient emergency power is restored to allow In this scenario, the MSIVs inadvertently close and an
reflooding of the RPV. When power is restored, core ATWS occurs. Alternate control rod insertion fails,

both from the control room and from the hydraulicdamage has progressed to the following stage: a
significant number of control rod blades have melted control un/ts. Suppression-pool cooling is established
and their neutron poison has relocated; a small but the SLCS fails to start. To control power, the
percentage of the fuel rods have melted but the operators reduce RPV water level to the top of the
remaining fuel rods retain their original geometry. It active fuel. They use the SRVs to reduce RIW
is assumed that this core configuration will return to a pressure. Containment pressure approaches the
critical condition for a period of time after reflood primary containment pressure limit (PCPL). A
begins, decision on whether to vent containment is being held

off because of the associated downside consequences

When the problem is turned over to the Panel and because of some progress in restoring SLCS.
members, they must determine how and when to
reflood the RPV and decide whether it is necessary to The HLA/strategy contained within the
reflood the vessel with borated water in order to recommendation proposed in this scenario is to delay

the venting of containment and to concentratemitigate the recrtticality threat during recovery.
is interest in whether the Panel members realize available resources on shutting down the reactor.

there may be other ramifications from the reflood This scenario attempts to focus the panel members on
process than are normally expected. In addition to two goals. One is to shutdown the reactor while
recrtticality, these include the following: production maintaining ACC. The other is to maintain
of large quantities of steam and hydrogen; melting of containment integrity, which might require
fuel (caused by heat generated in the zirc-steam contaimnent venting. However, venting can lead to
reaction); and shattering of the embrittled fuel loss of RPV injection (and loss of ACC), if the NPSH
cladding, for LYCIbecomes inadequate when the suppression

pool flashes. Thus, the panel must confront and
resolve a goal conflict.
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Thepanelhasadditionalissuestoresolve.Failureto Asanaitive toflooding,thefollowins is
achieve reactor shutdown is the source of the over- proposed: initiate LPCI in the dry-well spray mode in

chailenp to can--t. The challenge can order to scrub airborne contamin_ts and condense
be completely removed only by shuttins down the steam; inject into the RPV with core spray systems;
reactor. The vent duct/n S h'mn the containawnt use the _ppreM/on pool as the source of all sucttoft.
mishttaftintothe building,crestingaharsh Theparednmmwelshthebenefitsofthisplan
enviromnent. Such an envimmnent would hinder the (maintmvmce of presmme su_n and wet-well
onsolng repair effom and misht cause ECCS ventin s capability and of ,u_-pool ,orubblnl_
equi_t su_ to it to fail. i_urthennom, if the pmlon_ hold-up of flss/m_products in
containment vent size is inedequate to remove containment) against its main drawback: transport of
sufficient elwrgy, ventin 8 will buy some time but it contaminants through the HCCSpiping.
will not remove the threat to containment and it could Additionally, the panel must decide whether to rely
result in loss of ACC. on the core spray system to cool the uplxv one third

ofthe.
l_t-3: LOCA with Containment lqoodin,z. The
purpose of this scenario is to create a sitnat]on for Other issues that may complicate the decision-making
wh/ch the EOPs direct that the containment be procem include the following. _ure suppremion
flooded to the top of the active fuel and then to probe and wet-well venting capability may be considered
the panel's understanding of the potential dispensable, provided that the reactor remains
consequences of flooding by proposing an alternative _ that containment cooling is
to it. maintained. Suppression pool scrubbing may be

considered dispensable, if it is known the gaseous
In this scenario, an earthquake causes a large LOCA fission products in containment are only noble gases.
with a coincident loss of all AC power. Because of the
de_tion and the unavailability of auxiliary BWR.4: _ [Fiect/on from Ext_mai Source. The
steam, no turbine-driven systems were available for purpose of this scenario is to create a situation in
RPV injection. The core uncovered and had begun to which the panel members are forced to address two
heat up when on-site power was restored. Low- potentially conflicting goals, adequate core cooling
pressure injection into the RPV was established. (ACC_ :.nd containment in_ty. The conflict is
However, because of the break size (DBA-type shear rooted in the effects of long-term injection into the
of reactor rectrculation line), RPV water level cannot RPV from an external source.
be raised to cover the top one third of the core. The
fuel is intact, but many cladding ruptures have In this scenario, an earthquake causes an extended
occurred, resulting in the release of a significant loss of all AC power. Injection into the RPV is
amount fission product gases to the containment, maintained with steam-turbine_r/ven systems. A

diesel-driven fire pump is fined up to take a suction
The reco_dation is made to flood the on the CST and ink,ct into the RPV, which is
containment in accordance with the EOP (HLA/ intentionally depressurized to establish injection flow.
strategy to 'Vlood dry-well containment following Water level in the RI_ is maintained above the top of
large LOCA"). Then, before flooding is commenced, the active fuel. To conserve battery capacity, the
an alternative is proposed in Which concerns about steam-turbine-driven ECCS are secured. After several
flooding are raised. These concerns include the hours, suppression-pool water level rises to its high
following: loss of pressure-suppression capability; limit and containment pressure reaches the primary
loss of the wet-well vent after the torus fills, and loss containment pressure limit.
of the capability to use the suppression pool for
scrubbing. An additional concern is that flooding The plant has rea_ a condition for which the EOPs
may make it necessary to vent the containment in direct that all injection from external sources be
order to prevent over-pressurization by non- secured. The objective of this direction is to preserve
condensable gases, including fission products. Early containment integrity. A recommendation is made to
venting with minimum hold-up time will worsen the deviate from the EOP by maintaining external
off*site dose. injection. The HLAs/strategies contained in the
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recomnwn_t/on are to "Use dfuel-drlven fire pump bufldh_ The _ failure of containment makes
for core injection" and "Use fire pump for vessel the maintenance of ACC even more important.
tn_."

SWlt_ _ FailureatHi_ Prem.ure.Thepurpose
The line of reamnln s offered in support of the of thisscenariois to mmm a situation in which the
recomnutz_t/onisasfonows:Ifextmulinjectionis coremeltswhilethe_ renuinsathlshpressure:.
secured, it will be necessary to resume injection from With RPV failure imminent, the panel is asked to
the Neam-turbirm<Irlven ECCS, with suction from the decide how to protect containment. The panel is
sup1_msk_ pool This will deplete battery catty, confronted with a variety of post-vessel failure issues.
whichisneededtokeeptheSltV.ope_ Addit/onaUy,
thehish-mnperature warn' from the suppress/on In thisre_r/o, ined_t MSIV closurecauses the
pool misht cause the tufoine-dr/ven pumps to fail. plant to trip. Feedwater is lost and all high-pr'-_sure
Thus, action taken to _e contein_t inteb_ty injection fails. Low-pressure injection is available but
could result in loss of ACC. the RPV cannot be depressurized. The SRVs, ADS,

and all other _s of depressur/zatton have failed.
The existing FOPs try to accomplish several goals at RFV inventory boils off and the core uncovers.
once, but when a mutually exclusive decision must be Extensive fuel meltin 8 occurs.
made _ ACC and con_t intesrity,
containment intesrity is given hisher priority. The Suppression-pool cooling is secured so as not to
reco_t/on contains an a_t against this. circulate contaminants outside of containment.
The chaHen_ to containment posedby a core that BecauseRPV water level is unknown, flooding of
goes ex-vessel folk)win Kloss of ACC is quite severe, contai_t is commenced. Then, after wet-well
The potential for serious off-site dose is much _eater water level rises above its high limit, the decision to
than for the case in which containment fails but ACC flood is countermanded, because the RFV is still at
is maintained and the core never melts, pressure.

IJWR-5:Steam-line Break with FaiiedContatnntent. The panel must decide how to protect containment.
The purposes of this scenar/o are to create a situation The reco_at/on proposes that dry-well spray be
in which both the RFV and the contai_t are initiated. The HLA/strategy. is to "Initiate dry-well
breached but the core is intact and seems likely to spray to mitigate HPME." Questions are posed about
remain so. The panel is asked to devise ways to hiKh-pressure melt ejection, the effect of water on the
minimize fission product leakage from the blowdown, and the potential for direct containment
containment, m/t/gate the harsh environment in the heating. The panel is asked whether it would be
reactor building, and maintain ACC. better to have water in the containment before RPV

failure or to postpone flooding until after failure.
In this scenario, an unisolable, DBA-type steam-line
break leads to some cladding failure and fission gas
release. The conta/nmentis isolated, exceptfor a
failed electrical penetration seal in the dry-well, which
allows leakage into the reactor building. Low-

ECCS systerm restore water level in the
_ lug' tonormal.

The panel must attmnpt to configure the available
systems in such a way as to minimize flow into the
reactor building. The harsh environment created in
the reactor building must be mitigated not only to
allow access for repairs, but also to ensure that
necessary equipment is not degraded. The only real
threat to ACC is the potential loss of equipment that is
not qualified for the harsh enviro_t in the reactor
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BWR-I: Potential Recritiudlty Durin 8 CoreReflm)d

This _ is inlmtded to be used as a tool or exerdse for seneratins a response from a small scddent-
manqpment team (or pa_l) to a hypo_sl severe accident. The function of this _ent _ is to _t
a s/tuation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-_ procedures for addressing abnornviJ
plant conditions. To achieve this, we crested scenarios with *lfficult d_ces, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that pt_ent sisniflcant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was _ to postulate nmnerous
traunus, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current

operatingprocedures(EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of malntai_n s a difficult decision.
mak/nKsituation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenaflos are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
orbeyond, the ranKeof traditimud IPE core-damage frequencies.

Seemu_oObjective:

Theobjectivesof this scenarioare asfollows_

• To pike thepanel _ in a core-meltsituationthat maycludlengethe emergencyoperating procedures
(SOPs).

• To detenn/neifthepanelrecogn/zesthepotentialthreatofrecriticalityalongwithotherchallengesassociated
withvesselreflood.

• To presenttechnicalproblemsthatwillchallenKethepaneltodecidewhethertorefloodimmediatelyorwait
untilthenecessaryamountofboronhasbeeninjectedintothereactorpressurevessel(RPV)toensure
shutdown.

ScenadoAs.umption.:

Tbes_ aMu_vtioM are for the nresenter and are not to be _mesented to the

• DurinKa surveillance, the reactor coreisolation cooling (RCIC) [or equivalent system] was found to be
inoperative. RCIC [or equivalent] system was declared inoperative'and disabled.

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.

_n of Events:

0 rain. Loss of all off-site power initiates a turbine trip, reactor scram, MSIVisolation,
and a feedwater trip. All of the plant's emergency diesel generators fail to start.

I rain. Operators attempt to manually initiate HPCI; I-IPCIturbine steam injection valve
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fails to open [omit ff HCCSHP motor-dr/yen system].Oass/c short-term _ station black-out (SBO)
K_mrio.
RPV inventmy _ by boil-off to the suppression pool via the safety relief valves. Auxiliary
operators and nmlnlmumee personnel dispatr.hed to access and repair HPCI [omit ff ECCS HP motor.
driven syslmn], and _ diesel _meratom. Operators declare site area emergency. Activation of
theTSCandthe_OFbestn..

60 min. RPV water levd drops to the top of active fuel CrAF),opemlors declare general
area _.

95rainRPVwaterleveldropsbelowM/n/mumSteamCoolingLevel,operatorsperform
emergency RPV depresmuizatton per EOPs.

122 rain Control rod blades begin melting. Blade temperature approximately 2600 F.

125 rain Fuel cladding begins melting. Fuel temperature approximately 3385 F.

132 min Fuel begins melting. Fuel temperature approximately 4870 F.

133 min Si_ndflcantnumber of the control rod blades have melted and relocated, while a
small percentage of the fuel rods have melted. The remaining fuel rods are assumed to be in their
original geometry. Emergency diesel generator B is repaired and available to restore AC power to an
ECCS motor con_l center 0V/CC). RPV injection is, therefore, available with only one train of low
pressure coolant injection (LPCI) and core spray (CS) systems.

• The core conflsuration, as described above, is asmnned to be sufficient to achieve criticalityfor a period of time
core reflood Ix'Bins. Furthermore, only two EC_ systems are available for vessel injection-namely, LI_I

and CS. These are the present boundary condition_ available to the accident management team.

Slalmnent for Pm_eh

plant had been operating at 100%power for greater than 200 days when, during a normal surveillance, RCIC
[or equivalent] system was determined to be inoperative and was secured. Several hours later, a large storm
disabled the power transmission st/d, which caused the plant to lose all off-s/te power. This event initiated a
turbine trip, reactor scram, and MSIV isolation. After the reactor scram, an operator verified that all the control
rods wm'e fully inserted by the rod-position indication system. During these initial events, the operators quickly
determ/ned that all of the _ diesel generators had failed to start and would not respond to manual
initiation. In anticipation of the need for level control, operators attempted to start the _ system that failed to
start upon manual and automtic Initiation [omit ff ECCS HP motor-driven system].

Following these events, the control room supervisor dispatched auxiliary operators and maintenance crews to
and repair, if possible, the failed _ [omit if ECCS lip motor-driven system] and the emergency

diesel generators. A site _ was declared and the TSC and EOF were activated. It was determined that
the _ turbine steam injection valve had seized in the dosed position and could not be immediately
repaired[omitifECCSliP motor-dr/vensyst_qnl.

While the maintenance crew was assessing the problem with the generators, the RPV water level continued to
decrease. Level lnsmum_tation indicated that the top of active fuel was unco,ered approximatelyone hour into
the event At this time, a _erai arm emergency was declared. Level instrurnentation indicated that the core
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water level deaeased below the BOP limit for RPV steam cooling at an hour and a half into the event. The
operators commenced with _ RPV depressurlzation per the plant EOPs. Approximately thirty minutes
after the d_urization, h_ and high radiation were detected in the containment.

It is now 133 minutes since the plant lost off-site power and one diesel _memtor has been repaired and is
available.

Rmmsmmu_tiom:

At this time an eng/neer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"Promour contaimnent instrumentation, we know that some fuel danm_ has occurred due to the amount of
hyd_ and hi_ radiation detected. I believe that most of the fuel geometry is still intact, but we need to act
quickly to prevent further damage such as fuel relocating into the lower plenum. Such a situation would present
an extreme challen_e to the lower RPV head and may induce vessel failure. Therefore, I suggest we establish RPV
injection systems and flood-up the vessel until level instrumentation indicates the water level is above the top of
active fuel."
"Sincewe know that hydrogen generation from oxidation is driven primarily by the temperature of cladding and
the availability of steam-of which there will be plenty when we reflood-the quicker we cool the fuel, the less
overall hydrogen and heat we will generate. Based on this assumption Ireconunend maximizing the injection of
the LPCI and CS system during the vessel refiood. If we reflood in this manner, we may be able to reduce the
total amount of hydrogen generated and minimize further damage to the reactor core."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reconunendation be impl_ted? Why or Why not?
• Are the hazards associated with the engineer's concerns valid?
• Have all the potential hazards associated with the vessel reflood been identified?

Follow-up or Probing Questions:

At this time, DG B is started and power to the CS and _ system bus is re-established, but the pumps have not
been started. A reactor engineer from the TSC/OSC brings up the following issue:
"Prom reports and analymb I have read about BWR severe accidents I know _ is a time window during which
the control rods, which are made out of boron carbide dadded in stainless steel, can start to melt and relocate, yet
the fuel rods then_lves can still be essentially in their original geonne_. This is because the eutectic melting
point of the control blade is around 2300 F to 2500 F while the melting point of the fuel rods is much higher
(approximately _ 1_."

• What areyour reco_tiom forrefiood given the engineer's information?
• What would be your reco_ations given the following additional information from the engineer.

"Myconcern is that if a significant number of control rods have melted and relocated and we re-establish
injection, we might drive the reactor super critical, thereby further damaging the fuel and maybe even the vessel.
Therefore, I would record that we first inject the required shutdown weight of boron via the SLC system
before we initiate the core refiood to ensure the reactor will stay subcritical."

• How can boration be added to the vessel?
• What t[ standby liquid control (SIC) system is unavailable?
• Is there enough boration on site to borate the suppression pool to the proper level required (700 ppm)?
• Are there concerns regarding using core spray (CS) to refloud the core in an ATWS- like event?
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• What other precaution can be implemented to protect the vessel and mntainment?
• Will the reactor mainttin criticality after reflood or will the fuel shatter and lose the necessary geometry for

_ttcaaty
• If a debris bed forms from the postulated fuel shattering, will this geometry be more difficult to cool?
• Aretheenstaeer'sconcertoresardin8supercriticalityvalid?
• Isthetimewindow forrecriticalitylarge?

Badq;mmul Material for Conductins F.xercis_.

Current Plant Conditions

• P,PVPressure:.10psig
• P,PV Level: downscale
• RPV Power:. downscale

• DW Presmre:. 3 l:_ig
• DW Temp: 140 F
• SP Temp: 175 F
• H2 Conc: >6%
• 02 Conc: downscale
• Essential DC: available
• Off-site AC: unavailable

• Diesel Gen: 13(3B only available
• EC(_: turbine-driven: unavailable motor-driven: I train of l.aeCI& CS only
• Cont Rad: High radiation detected
• PASS system: Xe, Kr, Csl, _H (if available in SBO condition)
• Assumptions: Short-term SBO scenario at the point of early core melt. A significant amount of boron from the

control rod blades have relocated during the accident, while most of the fuel rods are still in their original
positions, i_e.,potential for recriticality and return to power exists during vessel reflood.

Colons to Declsion-Making Model:

InterpretPlantSta_

• Knowledge of plant-spe('Jfic condition and system availability:. After presentation of the scenario background,
do the panel members realize that:
- theplanthasexperiencedanSl_
- one (1) DG is available for 4.16 KVA AC to the MCC
- one train of CS and IJ'CI are available for core reflood

Determine Imvlications:

• Knowledge of critical physical phenomena during severe accident progression: Do the panel members
that:

- the control rods may have been damaged
- the core conditions are such that the fuel temperature is elevated and the core is "steam-starved"

• Ability to anticipate the phenomenological consequences of act/on/or inaction: Do the panel members
recogn/zethat:
- if the control rods are damaged, the potential for recriticality exists during reflood
- a large amount of steam will be created during the reflood
- the steam created during reflood will feed the clad-oxidation process, thus creating hydrogen
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- the time window for rec_ticality may only be a short one
- the fuel may shatter during the reflo(_

• Knowledge of criteria for apply/n s HLA (condition of applicability): Do the pardi members kno_.
- a goal cmhqict exists between immediate ACC and avoidin Krecriticality
- that recrtUcality may be accej_ble
- how to minimize the reactivity insertion consequences
- that SIC injection will take time to establish the necessary hot shutdown weight of Boron

• Knowledge of specific plant systems: Can the panel devise a metJwd to inject borated water during reflood if
SLC is unavailable?

• Knowledge of eme53ency procedures and their functions,
- if the panel identifies that the reactor may go recritical, will the panel inject boron prior to, or at the same

time durin8 reflood?
- based on EOP level/power control, will the panel use CS during reflood?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying hish-level action. Will the panel:
- decide that the recriticality is of lower importance than core cooling?
- know the "worst-case" effect of the reactivity insertion?

Execute:

• Ability to prioritize action when implementing resources. Does the panel:
- recognize that time is of the essence, and finding a method to borate before (if SLC is unavailable) will make

the accident worse.
- decide to refiood first and borate later, ff possible

• Knowledge of severeaccident events and their symptom& Do the panel members recognize that:
- the core is desraded
- the potential of fuel and control rod meltinghas occurred

• Ability to identify specific marker/cues given a diagnosis. Do the panel members recognize that:
- fission products have been detected in the containment, i_e.,fuel damage has occurred
- hydrogen has been detected in the containment, i.e., fuel damage has occurred
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BWR-2:ATWSwithV_mtinS

Wam/ns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tDolor exercise for generatingaresponsefrom a small accident-
m_ma_nent _ (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident, The fund/on of this.accident scenario is to present
a situaaonthatpushestheteamoutsideof thestandard,well-rehearsedproceduresforaddressingabnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present si_scant challenges to the team's decision-makingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas,equipmentfailures,andattimes,operatorerrors.Theuseof multiplefailureswasrequiredtothwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emer_/operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional [PE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:.

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a goal-conflict situation that involves venting containment and providing
adequate core cooling.

• To determine if the panel recognizes the potential loss of adequate core cooling as a possible consequence of
conta/_t venting.

• To present technical problems that challenge the panel to decide whether to protect the containment integrity
or maintain adequate core cooling.

Scenario Assumptions:

The_ aeeumptions are for the vresenter and are not to be presented to the paneh

• The plant is operating at normal full-power conditions.
• The reactor has experienced an ATWS event, SLC is inoperative, and the containment is being challenged by

over-pressurlzation via suppression-pool boiling.
• Plant vent pipes sized large enough for ATWS power (>5% of full power) are assumed to be duct work inside

the reactor building. This assumption is not valid for all plants.

Pr_pn of Events

0 min. Inadvertent MSIV isolation causes a turbine trip and feedwater trip, but the
reactor fails to scram.

I min Operators quickly identify the anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
condition and enter the plant's EOPs. Alternate means of control rod insert/on from the control room
falls. Operators initiate level control with the _ system [or ECCS HP alternate].
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2 rain Operators begin suppression-pool cooling because of elevated pool temperatures.
When the boron injection initiation temperature (BIIT)is reached (110 F) operators attempt to initiate
standby liquid control (SIC) system, which fails to start. Operators continue to maintain RPV pressure
control and co_ to lower RPV level to TAF for power/level control.

5 rain Opemtore open cycling SRVs to reduce RI'V preeeure.

15 rain Alternate means of inserting control rods and injecting boron are unsuccessful.
Operators secure low pressure injection systems and HPCI [or ECCS lip alternate and depressurtze RPV
because of heat capacity temperature limit (HCTL).

100 rain Containment pressure approaches primary contatnm_t pressure limit (PCPL)
(60psi.

Statement for Paneh

Approximately an hour and forty minutes ago, the plant experienced an inadvertent MSIV isolation that caused a
feedwater and turbine trip. Operators determined that the reactor failed to scram and entered the plant's EOPs.
Alternate methods of control rod insertion from the control room were not successful. When the BIITwas
reached, the operators attempted to initiate standby liquid control (SLC) system, which failed to respond. While
auxiliary operators were dispatched to determine the cause of this problem, other personnel were attempting to
insert control rods locally at the hydraulic control units (HCU) of the control rod drives (CRD) without success.

The control room operators controlled reactor power and RPV pressure and level per the EOPs. Operators
opened cycling SRVs to maintain reactor pressure and commenced lowering water level to the top of active fuel
(TAF). RPV pressure wasreducedto maintainRPV pressurebelow theheat-capadty temperaturelimit (HCTL)
curve. During theseoperations,suppression-poolcoolingwasestablished.Attemptsto re-openthe MSWs and
re-establish the main condenser as a heat sink were unsuccessful. The operators were attempting to keep RPV
water level near TAF by throttling the LI_I injection valve, but oscillations in the reactor pressure and power
were making that task difficult. The drywell and wetwell sprays have not been used.

The decision to vent has been delayed because progress is being made on restoring
the SLC systemto operation.

At this time anengineerin the TSC makesthefollowing recommendations:
"We are rapidly approachingtheprimary containmentpressurelimit (PCPL). We havepostponedperforming
containmentventing becauseof two possiblemajorproblemswe may encounterif we do vent:
First,we may loseour NPSH requirementsfor the LPCI injectionsystemwhen thesuppressionpoolflashes
during the venting procedure. This may leadto a coremelt situationif we do not havemeansto re-establishRPV
injection.
Second, the vent pipes from the containment feed into duct work located in the reactor building, which will fail
when we vent. This would render certain parts of the reactor building inaccessible because of the harsh
environment. If this happens, it may preclude some or all of our repair efforts and quite possibly affect the
injection systems we are counting on to maintain core cooling.
Ibelieve we should postpone venting for as long as possible and concentrate our efforts on shutting down the
reactor either by control rod insertion or alternate boron injection."
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Initial _mestions to l'aneh

. Should this reco_tion be implemented? Why or why not?

. Assuming that venting would result in the loss of core cooling, would you vent the containment?
• Is established adequate core coolin 8 with a failed containment in this situation acceptable?
• Have all the potential hazards been identified?
. What would your decision be if you knew that the wetwell vent is inoperative?
• What affect would WW or DW sprays have on the accident __--ion?

Uad__ Mateflal for ConducflnS Exercise:.

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV Pressure:. 100- 300 psig oscillating
• RPVLevel : oscillating around TAF
• RPV Power : oscillating 5-17%
• DWPressure: 60pag
• DW Temp: 308 F
• SP Temp: 308 F
• I"12conc: downscale
• 02 cone dowmcale
• DC Power: available

• AC power:, available
• ECC_ available
• Cont Rad: normal
• Assumption: A'I3qS scenario, control rods cannot be inserted and SLC is not available. The containment is

challenged by over-pressm'ization via suppression-pool evaporation. Containment venth_g presented as a
potential challenge to reactor building equipment needed to support adequate core cooling functions.

Com_.ections to Decision-Making Model:

-- Interpret Plant State:

• ]G-_wledge of plant-specific condition and system availability: Afl_*q"_tation of the scenario background,
does the panel realize thai:

- plant has experienced an ATWS event
- ATWS power is controlled by pressure and level
- mntainment challenge is from the inability to shut down the reactor(via SP boiling)

_eterndne Implications:

• Knowledge of accident progression: Does the panel realize that:
- containment challenge from over-pressurization is due to reactor power
- containment venting may not alleviate the problem

• Does the panel realize that:
- one Koal is to shut down the reactor while maintaining ACC, via bomtion, control rod insertion, and

level/_ control
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- anothergoal is to maintain containmentinte_ty by power control,containmentheat removal,and venting
- a gosl_ may ensueinwhichonegoslmay havetobepdodtizedovertheofi_er

• Do the panel mmnbem realize that a goal conflict may ensue if venting is performed.
• Knowledge of EOP/SAMG: Does the panel know the applicable EOPs for this situation.
• Ability to mentally shnulaQe ps_greuion of the potential consequence of failure ff the vent pipe fails in reactor

bdsand XCC
® Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure. Does the panel know:

- ways to borate injection sources
- the Ume window to implement the vent
- the necessary valve alignment to establish the vent
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BWR-3: LOCA with Containment Floodin S

Wmdns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or e_lse for KeneratinKa response from a small accident-
manasement team (or panel) to a hypo_ severe accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to pre_ent
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present st_cant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating prcmedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
makingsituation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a recovery situation that may challenge the existing EOPs.
• To determine if the panel recognizes the implications of containment flooding after core damage 0.e., possible

early drywell venting of noble gases).
• To Imzsent technical problems that challenge the panel to decide whether to establish long-term adequate core

cooling recovery with core spray in a recirculation mode, or to flood-up the containment.

Scenario Assumptions:

Thc_ assum_vti

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.
• RIn/water level cannot be restored above the top of active fuel because of a large non-isolated breach in the

reactor recirculation piping. The fuel is intact, but a large number of clad ruptures have occurred that released
a significant amount of gap fission product gases to the containment.

]_r_on of Events:

0 rain Occurrence of a large earthquake causes the loss of normal and emergency AC
power with the exception of essential AC supplied via the 13(2invertors (all diesel generators fail to start).
Furthermore, the earthquake causes a shear of reactor recirculation line (DBA-type accident).
The core uncovers and begins to heat up. Operators declare general area emergency. Activation of the
TSC and EOF begins.

35 rain On-site power is recovered. Operators commence RFV injection with low -
pressure ECCS systems. Significant amount of hydrogen has been generated; level cannot be recovered
above top of active fuel.
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Statement for Panel:

Thirty five minutes ago a large earthquake occurred causin8 the plant to experience a loss of all oH-site power.
All emergency diesel generators failed to start, rendering the plant in a situation where all normal and en_
AC was lost with the exception of the essential AC supplied via the 13C invertong During the event, it was
o_ that the reactor expelqenced a rapid depfesmuization and the containment presmue and suppression-
pool tmnperature increased quickly. Itwas _ that the plant experienced a large-LDC_-type event.
Operators confirmed that the reactor scrammedand that the conlatnnvmt isolated. Because of the
depr,-_urization and the unavailability of att_lary steam, no turbine-driven systems were available for RPV
injection.

I

Five minutes ago the on-site AC power was restored via the diesel generators. RPV injection was established via
the motor-driven systems. During the attempted re-flood of the vessel, containment instrumentation indicated
the presenee of hydrogen and radiation. The operators have been unsuc_-essful at raising the water level above
the top of the active fuel.

_menda_n:

At this time an engineer in the TSC brings up the following issues:
"Itappears that the plant has experienced a large DBA-type LOCA accident induced by the earthquake such that
we cannot re-establish the RPV water level above the top of active fuel. Our PASS system indicates Xe and Kr in
the containment, but no significant amount of Cs or I. Ibelieve that we have experienced numerous clad failures
of our fuel rods, but little if any fuel pin damage.
We have not been able to raise the water level above the top of active fuel. In this case we are directed per EOPs
to flood the containment to the top of active fuel to ensure we have established adequate long-term core cooling.
This flooding may also provide additional benefits such as protecting the bottom of the RPV, in case any fuel has
melted and relocated to the lower plenum, which I doubt has happened."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for containment flooding?
• Can adequate core cooling be assured with core spray injection in this configuration?
• What are the fundamental issue_ ._ssodated with contaimnent integrity, adequate core cooling, and minimal

radioactive release in this situation?

Follow-up and Probing Questions:

At this time the engineer in the TSC brings up the following issues:
"i have some major concerns regarding containment flooding that I think need to be addressed. First, if we flood
the contaimnent, we will lose our pressure suppression capability when the suppression-pool level covers the
wetwell to drywell vacuum breakers. Second, we will lose our capability to vent through the wetwell, which will
remove our capability of using the suppression pool as an effective scrubbing mechanism. Last, when we start to
flood up, we will develop a non-condensible bubble in the u_ portion of the drywell consisting of nitrogen,
hydrogen, and certain fission products such as xenon and krypton. As we continue to flood, this gas will start to
pressurize because of gas space reduction. This situation may force us to vent the containment via the dryweli to
protect against over-pressur/zation. Venting the fission product gases so early in the accident without
maximizing the hold-up time may have a major radiologicai impact in terms of off-site dose.
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I would like to suKK_stthe followinKalternatestrateKy.First,we place one trainof L.I_Iin drywell spray mode
to scrubany airbornecontaminantsandreducethe_-nountof s_tm in thedryweil. Second,we continue to inject
into thevessel esjx,clally withcore spraysystems using the suppresdon pool as the sourceof all suction. The
drawbackof tlds approachis thatwe are transportingcontaminantsthroughtheECCSpiping. The positive side
of thisis thattherewillbewateronthefloorto helpprotectthecontainmentif thelowerheadfails,westillhave
the capa_lity to vent in wetwell, andwe maintainour supprtmioncapability.
AJso,eventhouShwecanonlynudntainthecore213covered,theupper11:3canbecooledviatherare spray
system,whichhasbeenverifiedin ourPSARanalysis.If wecanmaintaincontainmentheatremovalvia theRt_
_, we can maximize thehold-up timeof fissionproductsbeforewe have to vent thecontainment."

• Now, what are yourreconunendstionsforcontainmentflooding?
• Canadequatecorecooling be assuredwith core sprayinjectionin th/s configuration?
• Whatarethe fundamentalissues associatedwith containmentin_ty, adequate core cooling and minimal

radioactiverelease in this situation?

Backsround Ma/eflal for Conductins l_ercise:

CurrentPlantConditions:

• RPVPressure:. 20psig
• RPVLevel : 2/3 coreheight
• RPVPower: downscale
• DWTemp: 160F
• DWPressure: 20psig
• SPTemp: 190F
• H2 Cone 5%
• 02 Cone downscale
• EssentialDC: available
• Off-siteAC: unavailable
• On-site AC: available
• ECCS: turbine-driven: unavailable;motor-driven:available
• PASSindicates Xe,Krin containment
• Assumption: The planthas experienceda DBA-likeLOCAthatcannotbe isolatedin conjunctionwitha loss of

ACpower. Afterpower is recovered,it is determinedthatthe core cannotbe floodedabove the top of active
fuelbecauseof thebreaksize.

Connections to Deelsion-Makin s Model:

Int_ CurrentState:

• Ability to develop completeand accuratemental representation:Do thepanelmembersrecognize:
- thatthe level cannotbe restoredabove TAP
- thatR/'V injectionis spilling fromthebreakto the containment
- thesu_ part of thecore is adequatelycooled,while theupper portionof thecore is coveredby steam

and CSflow
- whetherCSis considered adequateforcooling in this configuration
- thatCS flow pattern is an importantconsideration
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Detmml_ Imolimtions:

• Ability to antidlxte thecomequencu of an actionor initiation. Do thepanelmembm re_lze that:
. if coresprayis not sufficienttocool thecore (EOP positionvs. P3AR), that thecontainmentmustbe flooded
- I:y_&: bubble__ Inthecon_nn_t_
- byventinsto_ thebubble,nobleSinsm _

• Knowledp of EOPs Do the panel nmnbefs know that I:m EOPs, containment flooding is required?
__ o__c_,c pt_t _ _ __Dot_ _e_ _k_

the methodolo[D for contat_t floodin s
- themetlvxlolo_ for containmentventingin thedrywell
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W_

This_ b intended tobe used as a toolor exendse forp_ratin s a responsefroma snuII_Ident-
m_M_mmt teem (or pand) to a hypotlz,ti_ wzere mmk_t. The funct/onof _s accidentscenariois to pre/ent
a sltuat/onthat_ the _ ou_de of thestand,_, wen-mhemed proceduresfor md_ abnormal
plant con_tiON. To w.hleve this, we createdscenarioswith diflk'ultchoices,goal conflicts,or unique s/tuations
thstpresentsi_t ch,llenSmtotheiron'sdedslon-auklnspnze_

Purther,to creamthe _ severe ace/dentconditions in this _, it was necessary topostulatenumerous
traumms,equipment fm/Im'es,andat t/n_, operator _ Theuse of multiple failureswas requiredto thwart
the.racyand__ dm/snemployedinnumsrpow_plant,andreducethe_._tvene.. ofcurrent

operat/ns_ures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed forthe sole purposeof maint_ning a difficultdecision-
s/tuationfor as Ions as pou/ble. Therefore,it should not be _M thatthese somarios are Hkely

events, oreven the_ likely_ accidentsequences. Theprobabilityof thesescenariosoccurringis within,
orbeyond,theranM of traditional_ core-damagef_quencles.

_do Ob|ective

The _ves of this scenarioareas follows:

• Toplace thepanel _ in a pot_tial core-melt situationfor wh/chthe emerging/operating procedures
amybe_,nensed.

• To _ the panelnz,mlz_ to decide whetl_ to preserveadequatecorecoolingor containment in_ty in a
situationwhere it may not be possible to achieveboth.

ScenarioAuumptiom:

T'_P"*"-Mumv/ions arefor the_ter andarenot to be mesented to the vanel:

• The plant is operatingat normal full power conditions.

Protnt,ss/on of Events:

0 rain Lm_ eartlquakecausesthelossof normaloff-sitepower.On-siteemergency
diesel _q_m'atorsfailto start. Theplant ex_ an MSIVisolationand a reactorscram.

I rain OperatorsInitiatesteam-dr/venturbineinjectionsystems to ma/n_n reactor
pressurevessel (RPV)level.

240rain Operatorsline-up a HPSWinjectionsystem with power suppliedby a portable
diesel _.merator.Wateris supplied to the systemfroman extenud watersource. Opemtomdep_
theRPVvia SRVsand secureturbine-drivensystems.HPSWinjectionestablishedinto the vessel forlevel
control.

960 min Thesuppressionpool reachessaturationconditions.
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L 1200rainSuppmslon-poollevelabovehighlimitingconditionofopeation(I.CO)
level;contal_t _ apprmd_S 60lads whilecon_t waterlevelaboveMI'CI_L.

Statmnentfor hneb

A_lzly twenty hoursalp) the_t _ a Imp mrthqua_ that mused the loss of all off-dte and
on-s/reACpower,excepttheACpowersuppl/edbytheIX:Invertms.While_ wereunderway,injmlonto
the RPVwas maintainedwith steam-driventurbinesystmm. The plant staffwas succem/ulin lining up and
establishin$an _n path to thevessel witha diesel-drlvenfinepump [ora city firetruck,or s pump fromunit
2]withsuctionfromtheCSl"[orsomeotherextenudwatersmucel._tors successfullydepressurlzedthe
Itl'Vandestab_ inactionintothevessel.TheflowroteoftlesconfigurationIsJustenoughtomalnttlnthe
level in theRPVatabout a footabove the top of active fuel. Tldswas establishedat four hours into theevent.

Opmwrshaveattmnptedtobackupthehatt_ mp_ty oftheSRVsolenoidsandhaveconserveduseofthe
batteriesasmuch,uspossible.Thes_m-driventurbine_ weresecuredforthispurpose.Thesuppression-
pool tmnperaturereached saturationat approximately16hours into theevent.

Over the course of thisaccident the suppressionpool waterlevel h_ risenslowly. The suppression-poolwater
level has now reachedthehigh-LCO-levelmarkand thecontainment Isat approximately 60 psig.

P.m_nwu_n:

At this time in the event, an engineer tn the TSCmakes the following recommendatimu:
"Weneed to makea decision. We have reachedthe point at which the MPCWLLwill be exceeded because of the
water being added to the vessel from externalso_ We aredirectedby theEOPsat this timeto secureall
in_ectionfromexternalsourcesresardlessof adequatecorecooling cons/derations. Thisstep is prescribedin
orderto maintainthe ln_ty of thecontainment. But,if we comply with this step and we are not successfulat
establishing core cooling fromthe su_on pool, we will most certainlyproceed into a core melt s/tuation.

aretwoconsequencesthatneedtobeconsideredifwesecureourdieselpumpanduseoursteam-driven
turbinesystems with suction from the suppression pool. First,the turbineuse will increase thedrain on the
renuining batteries,which we want to conservein order to keep the SRVsopen. Second, the suppression-pool
temperatureis high enough that turbine-drivenpumps may failand we would be without core cooling.
Them_re, I believe we should maintain the present injectionconfiguration. Ifwe melt the fuel and thevessel fails
I am not convinced that the containment integritywould be preserved. Butif we can prevent the fuel from
overheating in the firstplace, then the off-s/te consequenceswill surely be minimized. If thecontainment fails, so
be it. A configurationof adequate vessel injectionand a failed containment is acceptable to me versus all the
potentialproblemsassociatedwith molten corematerialon the floorof thecontainment."

Initial Questions to Panel

• Whatareyour reco_tions forthis situation?
• Given an ideal case of adequatecore cooling (ACC)versuscontainmentintegrity, which would you choose,

andwhyZ
• Whatassuranceswould you need 9mrACCcan be maintained,andis a given amount of time partof the

answer?
• Whatwould you do if theSRVslost all power and the reactorbegins to repressur/ze?
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_ f_ Co_etin| b_

C_ Pl_t Cm_htto_

• ItPV_ e0p,/S
• RI'V_ TAF
• IU'VPower.. dowmcale
• DWTmqx 300P
• DWPrem_. e0pels
• SPTemp: _}e F
• H2 cone dowmmle
• 02conc downK_
• Euential IX:: available
• Off-s/reAC: unavailable
• ECCS: tmblne-driven:secured; motor-driven:unavailableexcept forI diesel-driven firepump
• Amumptlon:SBO_o0 RPV_urized, in_on availablein diesel-driven firepump. High

tenet _ and hish suppressionpool [.CO,m/t.

Coanet_ons toDe_lon-Makin 8 Model:

InterpretCurrentStaW,

• Knowledge of plant-sped_ conditions andsystemavailability: Afterpresentationof the scenariobackground,
do the panelmembersrealizethat:
- the planthas experiencedan SBO
- injectionis establishedvia a dlesel-drivenfire pump
- injectionsourceisextenvdtotheconlainment

• Knowledgeof criticalphysicalphenomermduringsevereaccidentprolFesston:Dothepanelmembers
recosnmt_r.
- fuel deb_ in thecontainmentwill providea si_t challengetocontainmentinteKrity.
- asm_ted dtallenKesare linerattack,PC],and CCI

Etm

• Knowledse of criteriaforapplyingHLA(conditionof applicability):Do thepanelmembersknow:.
- a _ conflictexists between ACC andconta/nment inte_ty
- secur/n8 externalinjectionmay lead to fuelmelt
- fuel meltmay provide a s/gnificantchallenge to thecontainment

• Knowledge of specificplant systems: Can thepaneldevise a way to lower theS/P level
• Abilityto pdoritize actionwhen implennt,nting resources:Will thepanel:

-decide to maintainACC
-8/ve up ACCforcontainmentintesrlty

• Knowledge of severe accidentevents and theirsymptoms: Do thepanel_ recognize thatif ACCis not
established,fuel meltand vessel failurewill occur?

• Knowledge of EOPsand theirfunction: Does thepanel identify thattheEOPsrequireterm/nationof outside
containmentin_on source.

• Knowledge ot criteriafor applying hip,h-level action: Willthe psnel decide to:
-ri_ ACCby_'-Y_Stheextern_inkction
- decide to maintain ACC at the price of containmentintegrity
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DWR-!k Steam-Line Break with PaLledC_tainment

WaminSz

This scenariois intendedto beusedasa toolor exerciseForMneratin 8 a responsefrom a small aoddent-
lnanaMment learn(or panel) to a hypo_ severeaccident.The functionof thisacddentscenariois to present
a situation thatpu_es the temnoutsideof the standard,weg-relumrsedproceduresfor addressin8 abnomud
plantconditions. To achievethis, we createdsceMrioswith difficult choices,goal eonflicts,or unique situations
that presentsiipdficant_lenses to the team'sdecdsion-nuukingprocess.

Further, to createthenecessarysevereaccidentconditionsin thisscenario,it wasnecessaryto postulatenumerous
traumas,equi_t fldlures,andat times,operator_ The useof multiple failures wasrequired to thwart
the safetyanddefense-in-depthdesignemployed in nuclearpower plantsand reducethe effectivenessof current
mnerKency operatin s procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole _ of maintain/n Ka difficult decision-
making situation for as long as poss/ble. Therefore, it should not be _ed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequ_. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-_ frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

objectives of this scenar/o are as follows:

• To place the panel in a situation where both the vessel and the contaimnent have failed before any core damage
has occurred,

• To determine which strategies are employed by the panel to minimize the impact of the accident.

Scenaflo Assumptions:

Thes_ assumptions are for the pres_ter and are qOtto be _ted to the paneh

• Plant operating at normal full power conditions.
• DBA s/mm-:ine break has occurred that rap/dly depr__ the vessel. The break cannot be isolated and

remains uncovered when the vessel is re-flooded with low-_re ECCS systems. An electrical penetration
has failed in the drywell region, which allows the dryweH atmosphere to be vented directly to the reactor
buildin8.

ProFessionofEvents

0 rain DBA steam-line break accident, RPV rapidly de_, dryweH temperature
rapidly increases, suppression-pool temperature rapidly increases.
Containment isolation, but high area temperatures are reported in an area outside the contaimru_t, which
would corres_nd to a container breach in the drywell area.

5 m/n The reactor water level is restored to normal level w/th the low-pressure ECCS
symemL
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Statement for Panel:

Approximately I hour ago the plant experienced a DBA-type LOCA. The RPV rapidly depressurtzed and the
suppress/on pool and drywell temperatures increased. High tmnperatures were detected after the blowdown in
the reacWr buiidin Kin an area that would indicate that a penetration has failed in the dr) well reKion of the
contshun_t The operators declared a s/re emergency and the TSC and EOF were activated.

Currently the warnerlevel in the RPV is near the normal mark with level being sustained via the low-pressure
ECCS systems. During the course of the accident, neither the drywell nor the wetwell sprays have been activated.

Ra:ommendaflon:

At this time in the event an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"Weneed to make some decisions n_ardin g this problem. First of all I believe that the core itself is well protected
at the moment, but we may need to be concerned about long-term cooHng if the reactor building environment
becomes too harsh. This equipment has not been qualified to the same level of enviromnental conditions that
equipment ins/de the conta/nment has been, yet it is being exposed to a similar environment. Second, although
there seems to be no gross fuel damage, we have detected some Xe and Kr gas from our PASS system, which
indicates that some cladding has ruptured and gap fission product release has occurred."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for this situation?
• What metbods can be employed to minimize the harsh reactor building environment?
• What are the concerns regarding maintaining ACC?
• What can be done to minimize the release of radioactive material?

Backsmund Maieflal for Conducting Exercise:

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV _re: 15 psig
• RPV Level: normal
• RPV Power.. downscale
• DW Temp: 240 F
• DW Pressure: 15 psig
• SPTemp: 190 F
• 1-12conc: downscale
• CY2_ do_
• Esser,tial DC: available
• AC power:, available
• ECCS: turbine-driven systems isolated, motor-driven system available
• PASS indicaies some Xe, Kr present
• Assumptions: The reactor vessel has experienced a steam-line break that cannot be isolated. Also, the

containment has experienced a failure of an el_.%_3"icalpenetration in the drywell region. Some fuel failure has
occurred, which has resulted in release of Xe, Kr to the drywell.
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Connt_em toDecision-Makin s Model:

In_tecp_ Current State:

• Knowledge of plant-specific condition and system availability:. After presentation of the scenario background,
do the pa_l Immlx_ mdtze thae
- the plant has experienced a steam line break
- the drywefl has a penetration failure
- radioactivity is present in the containment
- all ECCS systems are available

I_mntne Implications:

• Knowledge of accident progression: Do the panel members realize that:
- the core has ACC for the moment
- the contaimnent has adequate heat removal
- the reactor building is receiving mass and enm'gy from the containment

Plan:

• Do the panel members realize that:.
- the contaimnent leak is providing a harsh environment in the reactor building
- the leak is transl_rting radioactivity into the reactor buikiing
- the harsh environment in the reactor building may cause equipment failure that could affect ACC
- the harsh environment may preclude personnel from entering the reactor building

• DO the panel members have a plan to deal with this situation?
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

know:
- ways to minimize the gas flow to the containment
- ways to minimize radioactivity to the containment
- ways to minimize the potential damage to ECCSequipment in the reactor building
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BWR-6: _ Failure at Hlsh Pressure

Wam/ns"

This somarto is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for _meratin s a response from a small accident-
rnana_ment team (or panel) to a hypo_ severe accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to pre_mt
a situation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressir_ abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present sisnifkant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emergency operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional liE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a core-melt situation for which the existing emergency operating procedures
(EOPs) may be challenged.

• To present technical problems that challenge the panel members to decide how to protect the containment
integrity ff RPV failure b imminent.

• To determine how the panel members resolve post-vessel failure issues.

Scenario Assumptions:

s___mm.vtionsare for the presenter and are not to be presented to the mnel:

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.

_on of Events

0 rain Inadvertent MSIV closure causes a turbine trip, reactor scram, MS1Visolation,
and a feedwater trip.

I rain Operator attempts to manually initiate high-pressure injection systems without
SUCCESS.

KPV inventory decreases by boil-off to suppression pool via the SRVs. Attempts to depressurize the RPV
fail, including opening SRVs, ADS, and attempting to draw off steam from the MSIV leakage-control
system and the turbine-driven ECCS systems. Operators declare general emergency; TSC & EOF are
activated

60 rain RPV water level at TAF.
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95 rain RPV level below Minimum Steam-Cooling Level.

122 rain Control-blade melting begins (2600 F).

125 m/n MeltinKof fuel cladding begins (3365 F). _tors successhdly open I SRV.

132 rain Fuel melting _ (4870 F).

138 rain SRV fails closed.

Statement for Panel:

A Httie over two hours ago, the plant, while operating at normal full power conditions, experienced an
inadvertentMSIV closurecausinga turbinetrip,feedwaterpump tripand reactorscramthatwas verifiedby the
operators.Sincethereactorscram,ithasbeenimpossiblefortheoperatorstoestablisha means toinjectwater
intotheRPV. Allattemptstodepressurizethevesselhavefailed.Low-pressureinjectionsystemsareavailable
and RHR suppress/on-poolcoolingwas initiated.TheoperatorsweresuccessfulinopeningoneSRV forashort
periodoftime,butapproxinutelythirteennn/nuteslatertheSRV closed.When theSRV was openedby the
operator,largeamountsofradioactivityand hydrogenweredetectedinthecontainment.Atthistime,the
operatorssecuredthesuppress/on-poolcoolingsystemforfearofpumping contaminantsoutsidethe
containmentandpossiblefoulingoftheRHR heatexchangers.

Alllevelindicationsappearedtobeoff-scale/down-scaleand lessthanthreeSRVs wereopen.Operatorsdecided
thatthewaterlevelintheRPV was unknown pertheEOP wordingandcommenced withcontainmentflooding.
When theTSC was staffed,thisdecisionwas countermandedbecausetheRPV was stillatpressure.Thewater
levelinthewetwellisabovethehigh[.COlimit.

Currently, all SRVs are dosed except for int_nmittent opening of one at its safety setpoint.

Recommenda_n:

At this time in the event an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"We need to make some dec/s/on qu/ckly regarding our situation. I see the situation this way: if we are
unsuccessh_ in establishin Kinjection into the vessel, the vessel will fail To establish injection in the vessel at this
stake requires either the ability to depressurize the vessel below the shut-off head of our low-pressure pumps, or
re-establish the capability of our h/gh-pressure injection systems. I believe the chances of accomplishing either in
our time frame is small.

Therefore, although we should try to accomplish the above tasks, I believe we need to prepare for the vessel
failure situation. Our fund_tal question is whether to activate the DW sprays prior to vessel failure or wait
until after the RPV depressurizatton event"

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for DW sprays?
• Should the sprays be used from an/nternal or external source?
• What are your concerns regarding pumping contaminants from suppression pool?
• Are _co__ DCH ?
• Will water on the floor and in the air aggravate the DCH?

- steamexplosion.
- short-term oxidation
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- fuel/air heat tr_

- hydrogen burn
, What are the long-term effects from DW spray activation?

- core concrete interaction

- non-condensable generation from concrete ablation
• What would you do if, after RPV failure, the DSIL curve is violated?

Saeksmund Male.dal for Condut_a s l_xerclse:.

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV Pressure: 1250 psig
• RPV Level : downscale
• RPV Power:. downscale
• DW Temp: 145 F
• DWPressure: 3psig
• SP Temp: 110 F
• 1-12cone: 5%
• 02 conc downscale
• DC Power:. available

• AC power:, available
• High-pressure injection systems unavailable
• All motor-driven low-pressure injection systems available
• PASS:Xe, Kr, Csl, CsOH
• Assumptions: Reactor has experienced a transient in which the containment has isolated, but no high-pressure

injection systems are available. Also, the reactor cannot be deptessurlzed, which will lead to a h/gh-pressure
melt scenario.

Connections to Dedsion-Makin s Model:

Intervret Current State:

• Knowledge of plant-specific conditions and system availability: After presentation of the scenario background,
do the panel members realize that:
- the reactor cannot be depressurized
- no high-pressure injection system is available

D_e_mine lmplication_:

• Knowledge of severe accident events and their symptoms:Do the panel members recognize that:
- this BWR will experience a high-pressure melt ejection-like event
- whether the PWR DCH issues are applicable
- whether debris is coolable in the containment

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (condition of applicability): Do the panel members know:
- the benefits of water on the drywell floor
- the consequence of a steam explosion
- the applicability of a DCH analysis
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• Knowledge of spedfk plant system required for implementing plan or procedure.
- can the panel devise a strategy to minimize the high-pressure failure case?

• Ability to prioritize action when implementing response: Does the panel recognize:
- the need for water on the dryweil floor
- that containment flooding takes time
- that mntainment flooding has serious drawbacks

• Ability to identify specific markers/cues given a diagnosis: Do the panel members recognize that:
- ff the reaclor remalrmat pressure, vessel failures will be Identified from contalnment in_talion
- debris cooling in the containment will be the major mission after vessel failure
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C.3 Glossary for BWR Scenarios

AC alternating current
ACC adequate core coolin 8
ADS automatic depressurization system
APRM average power range monitors
ARI alternate rod insertion
ATWS antidpated trans/ent without scram
Bffr boron injection initiation temperature
BWR boiling water reactor
CS core spray
Cs cesium
Csl cesium iodine
CsOH cesium hydroxide
CST condensate storage tank
DBA design basis accident
DC direct current
DCH direct containment heating
IX3 diesel generator
DSIL drywell spray initiation Hmit
DW dryweil
ECCS emergency core cooling system
EOF _cy off-site facility
EOPs emergency operating procedures
F fahrenheit
FSAR final safety analysis report
FW feedwater system
H2 hydrogen
HCTL heat capadty temperature limit
HCU hydraulic controlunit
HI' high pressure
HPCI high-pressure coolant injection
HI'CS high-pressure core spray
Hlxjw high-pressure service water
I iodine
IC isolation condenser
K kelvin
Kr krypton
LCO limitin 8 condition for operation
LC_A loss of coolant accident
LPCI low-pressure coolant injection

- MPCWLL maximum primary containment water level limit
MSWs main steam isolation valves

02 oxygen
PASS post-accident sampling system
PCPL primary containment pressure limit
PPM parts per million
PSIG pounds per square inch

- RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RHR residual heat removal system
RPV reactor pressure vessel
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SIC standby liquid control system
SP suppression pool
SRM source range monitors
SRV safety relief valve
TAF top of active fuel

technical ml_Ort center
WW wetweH
Xe x_on
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Appendix D Overview Information to learn. Thus, the use of performance
"tests" makes subsequent training more efficient.

This Appendix accompanies and shams the
organizational structure of Section 6.2, which One distinction that is critical to a discussion of
provides descriptions of the 19 training techniques, knowledge is the distinction between initial level of
The information found here provides ba_und and learning (mastery) and the level of mastery
discussion of each technique, including additional demonstrated at the time perfommnce is required.
examples and references to underlying instructional For example, a trainee may show a high level of
theory. Also, _ are summary sections for each mastery of a simple procedure at the end of a two-
group of training techniques, week training sess/on, but if that procedure is not

used until three months later in the actual job setting,
the performance at that time is very likely to

D.1 Training to Teach Knowledse demonstrate a reduced level of mastery. Learning
level drops off over time when training or practice are

I. Use a _ or functional context. According to not continued (see Figure D.I). Long-term retention
Druckman and Bjork (1991), there is ample evidence refers to the level of performance demonstrated after
(e.g., Sturges, Ellis, & Wulfeck, 1981) that a functional training has been completed. Thus, there is a
context aids a learner in making new knowledge fit distinction between initial learning and long-term
more meaningfully into existing knowledge retention. The goal is to conduct training so that long-
structures. That is, the job context or functional term retention supports skilled task performance
context provides a structure on which to hang new months, or perhaps years, after initial learning. This
knowledge, which also aids retention. Kieras and seems especially relevant to training for SAM, since
Bovair (1984) used a functional context in the form of severe accidents are not likely to occur. Druckman

and Bjork (1991) review techniques to enhance Iong-a functional device model to support the teaching of a
procedure to a group of trainees. This technique term retention.
enhanced retention when compared to a group that
used only memorization. The functional context, 2. Use Overlearnin_. According to Druckman and
according to Farr(1987), aids the trainee by furnishing Bjork (1991), numerous empirical studies have
cues to help retrieval and, through the use of a demonstrated that retention is better for overlearned
conceptual framework, by facilitating the tasks (e.g., Loftus, 1985; Schendel & Hagman, 1982).
regeneration of information that may have been More overleaming leads to more enhanced retention.
forgotten. However, several studies (e.g., Bell, 1950;Melnick,

1971) have indicated that overlearning can reach a

Druckman and Bjork identify other reasons why ty/ng point of diminishing returns. Thus, increasing the
task performance closely to the acquisition of new number of supplementary practice trials may not
knowledge aids learning and retention. First, making produce proportionate increases in retention. The
trainees interact with the mater/al-act/vely doing as point at which overlearning on a skill becomes less
opposed to observing passively-hss been shown to productive is likely to vary from situation to situation.
enhance later performance in many settings (e.g., Therefore, training programs may need to conduct
Johnson et al., 1981). Second, there is a "generation _ome experimentation to identify the most valuable
effect" in learning, which refers to the fact that verbal levels of overlearning.
information generated by trainees in response to an
instructor cue is better retained than information 3. Use distributed practice. The distributed versus
presented for study (e.g., Slarnecka & Graf, 1978). massed practicedistinct/on reveals the strong
Finally, the requirement to perform a task and differences that can exist between short-term
demonstrate the knowledge serves as a feedback performance gains (during training) and long-term
mechanism that allows trainees to assess how well retention. In general, according to Druckman and

they have mastered new knowledge. When trainees Bjork,massed practice produces better performance
understand the gaps they have in their knowledge, in initial learning during training but, when
they can be more effective in using subsequent compared to distributed practice, produces much

poorer long-term retention. Cases have been
documented in which distributed practice produced
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long-term recall perfo_ twice thatof equivalent existingknowledge. Generally,thegoal is to have
massed Wactice (e.g.,Bshrkk &Phelps, 1987; traineesencode knowledge in multiple contexts so
Glenber&1979;Melton,1970). In fact,the general thatits retrievaldoes not rely on replicatingtheexact
pher_n_on of superiorretentionof both verbal conditions presentat the timeof learning.
materialand motor skillswith distributedpracticeis
oneof the most reliable in human ex_tal 5. Use _at/ve learptms_and veer teacMnst.Slavin
_ogy. (1908)pointsout that this type of lmmJetion _vorks

best when the learningor achievementof theentire
Despite theextensiveevidence of its success, training group is assessed or graded. Thatis, individual
prograrmmay not use a distributed practicemethod learninggoals must become less Importantthanthe
fortrainingfor two reasons. One reasonis thatin performanceof thegroup. In evaluatingthis formof
many cases, massed pract/ce producesbetter lmtruction,the measureof performanceis often
performanceor fasterlearningcurves in theshort improvedretentionof factualmaterial,and, overall,a
tenn. Thetrue benefitsof distributedpracticemay group structurehas been found to result in better
not be revealed formonthsor years,and becauseof performancethanindividual or competitive incentive
thatgap, thosebenefitsare less easily associatedwith structures(Sharan,1980).
a trainingmethod. The second reason thatd/stributed
practiceis less likely tobe enthusiastically embraced Brownand Palincsar(1989)describethe benefitsof
is thatit takes more time within the trainingprogram both the supporting roleof groups and theconflict
to reachthesame level of learning. Ifpractice role of groups. In termsof support,thegroup is more
sessionsare distributed over several weeks instead of capablethanan individual in identifyingdifferent
massed into a single day, the trainingof that points of view and in providing more expertise.
part/odar skill, insome sense, is delayed. However,a more criticalfunction is thegroup's

abilityto externalizelearning assessment, which is
4. Use coptextualvarieW. One techniqueto increase criticalto effectivelearning. The group is morelikely
contextualvarietyis to requiretraineesto perform to expressovertly the need to define a problem,plana
other simple tasksduring training (e.g., Fenddchet solution,determinewhether sufficientdataexist to
al., 1988;Magill &Hall, 1990). The secondary tasks support an hypothesis, and evaluate progress. These
produce interference,and trainees must develop are criticalelements of many cognitive skills. Because
multiple processing strategiesforovercoming the the group must work together,these functions
interferenceand learningthenew knowledge or skill, becomeovert and serve as an effective model for
Other techniquesareto mix types of trainingand to problemsolving. Many of thebenefits of cooperative
blockeasy task performance,perhaps by requiting learningand peer teaching come from making explicit
perfomumceto be faster. Schneider(1985)advocates good models of learningand thinking (see also the
varyingthe speed-accuracyrequirementsof a task discussionof cognitive apprenticeship in Sections
duringpracticeso that under some training 6.2.4and D.4). Traineesinternalizethese learning
conditions performingquicklyis rewarded over methods over time, as they observe them.
accuracy.Somedemonstrations (e.g., Sm/th&
Rothkopf,1984)have shown thatsimply varying the Theother major role of cooperativelearning
instructionalsetting (e.g., differentrooms,different emphasizes the value of conflict. Groups can play a
instructors)can enhance retentionof new knowledge, skepticor criticroleby asking tough questions and

requiringclarification,justiflcat/on,and elaboration.
One foundation forthis technique is the "depth of Forexample, an individual's understanding of a
processing"phenomenon describedby C.raikand difficult concept is tested by the group through
Lockhart(1972),which states generally thatthe questions. Then,the individual must develop a
quality of processing is more important than the sufficientlyconcise and thorough account to satisfy
durationof processing. Forexample, C.raikand the group. Through this process,gaps are identified
Locldmrtdemonstrated that word recallis superior in comprehenslon, and the understanding of the
when the introductionof words requiresth/nkmg materialbecomesdeeperand more flexible. This
aboutword rnean/ngthan when initial encoding criticroleis less likely tooccur with the individual on
requiresthinkingabout word sounds. Increased his own. Also, note thatgroups cannotact
processingof informationcreatesmore links to autonomously. It is necessaryfor an instructorto
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provide a fommt or tedudque or, in many cases, to increadn S the speed of learning duHn8 training.
Su/denmofthegroupleaminspmcew. Th_lastissueiscritical_ theted_m thatare

nmst effective for en_g long_ retention are
6. Use _ted _ cram'arm. Some of the also those that can hinder or slow initial _earning,
comman_acceh_ted__ _ make Thus,althoushtrainingcantnl_Uysemnlem
extr_rdimry claims about their effects on learning- efficient, its benefits can be greatly enhanced.

put of_...awskem creative Asbefore,trainingtedmlquahavebeentiedbeckto
abilities." These claims, because they are So bu/c mechanisms of human cognition. _ concern
provocative, have gotten attention from large is the charactedstic learning and forsetting curve
tmtitutiom involved with training (e.g., Dept. of shown in Pl_nm_D-I. Training techniques can be
_), and htterefore, Drucknum and Swets took a used to increase the initial learning level or to retard
careful look at the evidence behind the claims, the degree of forgetting thatinevitably occurs. The

trainer may go so far as to determine the paran_ters
Druckman and Sweta reached the following of this curve and adjust training accordingly (e.g., set
conclusions from their examination of SALTT. First, initial training criterion, schedule refresher train/n 0.
they note thattheprosmm incorporates tnstructionsl _ techniques focus on theencoding and
techniques known to be effective and focuses on elaboration of new knowledge. Several techniques
improving learner and instructor motivation, which is were described that encourage elaboration of new
a valid objective for instruction. Despite the proven material at the time it is introduced. Because
value of the training techniques described above, forgetting is tied to an inability to retrieve knowledge
training can become routine, and maintaining in the required context, training techniques attempt to
motivation in both the instructor and trainees is create multiple connections to existing knowledge
important for effective learning. Second, the non- (i.e., multiple paths to retrieval). Most important is to
traditional dements of the SALTT approach-the use identify retrieval cues that are present in the job
of music, the attempts at manipulating mood or state context so that performance of the job triggers the
(relaxation, etc.), "whole brain"learning--are not well access of relevant knowledge. Also, because learning
supported by controlled research. In fact, another is an active process, the role of motivation cannot be
section of the Drucknum and Swets volume addresses neglected. Although motivation is often intrinsic to
the lack of evidence supporting manipulations to alter learning, in some cases, extrinsic rewards (free time,
mental state for enhanced learning. Finally, although special privileges, etc.) can be more effective for

can be clear benefits from many of the motivating trainees. In summary, effective
traditional instructional techniques used by SALTY, knowledge training is not the result of a single "magic
the provocative claims for enhancing learning bullet," but the integration and management of
through the non-traditional elements are not borne muldple techniques and, perhaps, multiple training
out by experimental tests. Whiletherecan be media.
noteworthy improvements in learning, enhan_ts
that approach the dalrns of several orders of Sources of further information on this issue:
magnitude are not poss/ble.

Druckman, D.,& Bjork,R.A.(1991).In themind's mj_
Sumnmry and conclusions. There has been a great Enlmndnghuman performance.Washington, DC:
deal of research'on the principles and factors that National Academy Press.
underlie human learning and memory and thedesign
and development of effective instruction. It is not Druckman, D. & Swets, J.A. (1988). Enhancing human
possible to review the entire literature in this report, performance: Issues, theories,and techniques.
Instead, significant factors in enhancing learning have Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
beenidentified.More specifically,the intentof the
techniquesdescribedhereisto make knowledge Falr,M.J.(1987).Thelong-termretentionofknowledge
available in the context of task performance. Thus, and skills: A cognitive and instructional perspective.
the two primary concerns were with tying knowledge New York: Springer-Verlag.
and simple skills to the context of job performance
and with enhancing long-term retention (as opposed
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te, W_. (19e8). Whatwor/m: Sunmmry of important to _ _ available to trainees. TwoJlnd/np with/m_ for Navy ins_n e_tmples illustrate available techniques.
am[/mmb_. (Tedmlcal Relx_ NAVIiD3XA 115.1).
Pensacola, Ft,: Office of the Chief of Naval Education Vidullch, Yeh, and Schneider (1983) altered the time-
and Training. courseo/an air interceptcontrol task to nmkea

ualconpattemmoresalientto trainees. In this"
trollers' tsto ajob sive friendly airer_t

D3 Train/n s to Teach Knowledse _nal headin8 that will allow them to 8ain a
g_tation superiorair position over an enemy aircraft, in high.

fidelity shnulations of the task, there is a delay of

7- Train _ mttems. Skilled pedommmD _ minutes after a heading is S/yen be_re the
often relies on extracting the relevant infonmation controlled aircraft achieves its final pos/tion. Because
from the wodd and ignorin s or bypassing of this delay, controllers had a difficult time
information that does not currently have relevance, modifying their }udsments to improve petrol.
The ability to identify meaningful organizations of Vidulich et Ill.compressed time in the simulation after
information supportstwo aspectsof perfornm_, the controller's judsment had been made to provide
First, the initial task representation that is developed for quicker and much more effective feedback Under
is strongly influenced by an understanding of this training condition, the trainees could see the
meaning_l patterns, Experts see the world thmug, h a flight pattern easily and use it to guide their
filter that breaks up, or parses,theworld into judgmentsin later trials.
meaningfulobjectsand events, For example,studies
of chess skill (Chase & Simon, 1973) show that chess Flight skills often rely on learning complex visual cues

that are virtually impossible to describe in words.masters readily identify strategic relationships an'tong
chess pieces when a game situation is presented, it is Lintem and Roscoe (1980) aided trainees in isolating
estimated that maseers can Identify tens of thousands the appropriate visual cues by indicating when the
of meaningful chessboard configurations, Similarly, cues were present. Lintern and Roscoe presented a
Means et al. (1988) found that expert air traffic realistic visual display while training landing skills to
controllers represented the aircraft in their airspace in novice pilots in a flight simulator. The trainees
terms of functionally related groups. In ninny cases, practiced landing the simulator over many trials.
this representation placed aircraft that were in close When pilots were outside the boundaries of the
proximity into different groups, showing that glideslope (landing path), the display was augmented
functtonal relations were more important than (artificial cues were added to the display) to direct
distance in the three-dimensional space. Thus, them back. When the pilots were w/th/n the
trainees need to learn the functional groups that help glideslope, the artificial cues were removed. With this
them represent the task. technique, trainees can learn to identify the cues that

are present when their performance is accurate.

Second, certain patterns of information (e.g., visual Further, this technique ensures that as trainees gain
patterns, auditory patterns, combinations) indicate expertise, they receive less artiflcia_feedback and the
that a specific response is required. Simple cues to tra/ning situation mere closely resembles the actual
respond are auditory alarms. However, experts can task. An alternative technique wa'J to augment the
become sensitive to more complex cues that guide display when performance was within bounds.
behavior. For example, there may be patterns of However, this method can lead trainees to become too
indications and alarms that guide higher levels of reliant on the artificial cues for landing and fail to
operator skill (e.g., for regulating a process). In some develop the ability to land without those cues.
cases, the perceptual patterns are difficult to describe-

& Train rn_tal models. Mental models provide a-forexample,explainingtoastudentdriverwhen to
beginturningthesteeringwheelinan intersection,or deeperdescriptionoftheknowledgerequiredby
explaining a sound to your mechanic that you believe performers. As stated in Chapter 2, mental models
is indicative of an engine problem. Skilled are complex representations that allow one to

_, practitioners acquire these patterns, and it is simulate mentally a system or procLss in order to
reason about cause and effect, consequences of
actions, feasibility of control actions, effects of
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malfunctions or failed components, etc. Rouse and model of the system to support this type of reasoning
Morris (1986) provided the following defirdtion: process.
"Mental models are the mechanisms whereby humans

are able to generate descriptions of system purpose Another primary reason to train mental models is to
and form, explanations of system functioning and guide trainees in developing useful and effective
observed system states, and predictions of future representations cf the system. Unaided, trainees will
system states." Generally, three different classes of develop a system representation, but that
mental models have been described: physical, representation may contain misconceptions about the
functional, and causal. First are models of the system, inaccuracies, or gaps. For example, in the
physical or mechanical aspects of a device or system. ISLOCA scenario described in Section 3.1, it became
These models provide knowledge about the parts of clear that not all operators knew there was a
devices and how devices work (e.g., a pump, a connection between the RHR and the PRT that could
turbine). The second category are functional mental account for the PRT rupture. White and Frederiksen
models, which capture the functional relationships (1986) also point out that specific mental models
among devices. This distinction is important because support reasoning on some problems but not on
similar or identical devices can serve very different others. For troubleshooting or diagnostic tasks,
functions in a complex system. The third type of different perspectives may be required to solve the
mental model, and the one that has received most problem most efficiently. In troubleshooting circuits,
attention in training, are causal models, or sometimes a voltage drop perspective is useful, but sometimes a
called qualitative reasoning models. These models current flow perspective is more useful. Similarly, in
allow one to reason about cauaation within the nuclear power plants, different perspectives on the
system-e.g., if this component changes state, how system (e.g., pressure, mass, temperature) become
will that affect other components? Causal models are more or less useful for reasoning about a fault or
valuable for predicting system performance, considering the implications of a control action.
troubleshooting, and other problem-solving activities.

The White and Frederiksen technique is intended to
It is critical for trainees to integrate the various types lead trainees through a progression of models,
of knowledge that are required for mental models. A beginning with simple models and progressing to
means to reason about system operations is clearly more comprehensive and more complex models.
necessary. In fact, White and Frederiksen f1986) They use two key concepts to describe mental model
believe that a primary reason for training mental complexity in the area of electronic circuits. Mental
models is to provide trainees with the ability to models have orders and degrees. The order of a
reason qualitatively about a system-that is, to first mental model determines the types of inferences that
develop a sense of what is occurring and then can be drawn about changes to system components.
quantity the effects. They point out that studies of Zero-order models can beused to make
expertise have shown that skilled problem solvers determinations about presence/absence or on/off

develop problem representations at a qualitative level states of components: If component x changes state
before doing a quantitative analysis (Chiet al., 1981; will component y be on or off?. First-order nlodels can
Larkin et al., 1980). For example, in physics problem be used to determine whether there will be an

solving, skilled problem solvers typically createa increaseor decrease in a component parameter, and
free-body diagram that shows the forces acting on an second-order models provide information about the

object and reveals the overall effect. This rate of change in component parameters. Added to
representation is then used to select and solve this distinction is the notion of degree of elaboration,

equations that produce a quantitative answer. Less which refers to the number of rules, elements, or
skilled problem solvers are more likely to select constraints that are includedin the model. As more

equations for solution in a less disciplined manner, rules are added, the model becomes more complex.
That is, they may begin solving equations that seem to
include the relevant unknowns until they find a way Within the White and Frederiksen QUEST learning
to obtain the unknown specifically requested. Other environment, trainees are given electronic circuit
investigators (deKleer, 1985) have observed problems to solve through a circuit simulation tool.

. analogous approaches in electronic circuit design and Trainees engage in making prtstic_cions about the

analysis. Performers require an accurate mental circuit after components have been added or d_nged,
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identifyin 8 possible faults, designing circuits to Summary_ and conclusions. A number of computer-
achieve some purpose, anti troubleshooting known based learning environments have been developed to
circuit faults. Through a number of activities, trainees aid in the training of mental models of complex
eventually transform their model. This systems. In addition to the QUEST and STEAMER
transformation can occur through the addition or programs, there have been other large efforts, such as
refinement of knowledge or rules, a generalization of SOPFHE,which b directed at teaching electronics "
rules, a differentiation of rules, or in some cases, a (e.g., Brown, Burton, & deKleer, 1982). One intent of
shift to an alternative model. This transformation or these learning environments is to provide a realistic
progression of models b supported with four types of system simulation that allows trainees to formulate,
learning activities: Opm-endcd exploration is a test, and observe consequences of interactions
means for trainees to construct and manipulate between system components. These learning
circuits, explore their behavior, and request environments support exploration of system
explanations for the observed behaviors. For characteristics, and they provide problem-solving
example, trainees might change the state of a device exercises and examples that require trainees to reason
or introduce a fault to observe the consequences, qualitatively about the system. Early versions of
Problem-driven learning occurs when the system STEAMERrelied solely on the power of an
selects problems for trainees to solve. The problem "interactive and inspectable" simulation. However,
selection is designed to push trainees into situations more mature systems are not simply exploration
that require a transformed model. Although trainees tools. A critical component in each is an explanation
are initially required to attempt a solution, they can capability that can serve as an articulate expert.
request explanations when they run into difficulty. A QUEST, within its many learning activities, guides
third activity is example-driven learning. In this case, training in that it provides the trainee with the
the system presents and solves example problems, capability to have the simulated system explained:
and then presents similar problems for the trainee to the observed behavior of the experimental
solve. The system presents elaborated examples by configuration is explained; the example
explaining the solution; it articulates the goals, troubleshooting problem is explained; and if the
subgoals, and strategies it uses in solving the trainee fails to solve a problem presented to him, the
problem. Finally, transformation can be supported "expert" shows and explains the solution.
through trai_e-directed learning, in which the
system informs trainees about the instructional The guidance within QUEST seeks to move the
objectives underlying problem sets. For example, trainee through a systematic progression of models.
trainees can select problems that allow them to learn a As the modelacquires more rules or refines existing
new concept. Therefore, in some sense, trainees set rules, it can solve a w_'derset of problems. It may also
their own instructional goals, develop trainee's capability .to take multiple

perspectives on the simulated system, which is
These four learning activities provide a rich another tool for bringing flexibility into the qualitative
environment in which to develop a complex reasoning process. The expert component
representation of the system. An earlier project, demonstrates skilled reasoning in a concrete,
called STEAMER (Hollan, Hutchins, & Weitzman, problem-solving context and, therefore, provides a
1984), also used a graphical simulation to support the model of performance for the trainee. Note that this
training of mental models. STEAMERprovided a articulate expert is not required to be an artificial
simulation of a steam propulsion system as an intelligence element of the learning environment. It
"interactive, inspectable graphical simulation." The could also be a human instructor who monitors a
two primary learning activities in STEAMER were, in trainee involved with the simulation. No matter the
White and Frederiksen's terms, _-ended technology, the instructional role is important.
exploration and example-driven learning. For
exploration, trainees were given a computer-based The final point to emphasize is the effort that White
"mini-laboratory" in which they could assemble and and Frederiksen have put into determining how to
test sets of components. The problem examples develop a progression of mental models. The task is
presented by the instructional system, as in QUEST not straightforward. Early models need to have a
came with explanations, number of characteristics. Fn'st,they have to support

some level of reasoning to allow trainees to solve
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problems. Second, they have to be simple and yet midst of a subtraction problem, he must either be
prevent m/sconceptions about the s/mulated system, given the correct rule by an instructor or create a rule
Simpl/flcation, when not applied carefully, can to bridge the impasse. Buggy rules can appear at
introduce incorrect notions of system performance, these impasses when aid is not available. The
Later, more complex models may need to be implication for training is that it is critical to supply
supported by a more complex s/mulation the conect rule to bridge the impasse before the
environment (see discuss/on in Section 6.2). Methods trainee creates a bad rule. This is only possible when
for developing a progression of mental models need the trainee asks for help at the impasse. Thus,
to consider the reasoning process of skilled instructors need to provide immediate feedback when
performers or the reasoning process that is errors occur to prevent the buggy rule from being
appropriate to the operations task. This latter,process strongly acquired. This notion of immediate feedback
includes the set of procedures that guide operations, is also a critical element of Anderson's approach to

instruction, as revealed in the next section on
production rules.

D.3 Training to Teach Rules Applied to
Decision Making 10. Train vroduction mien. The LISPITStutor

assumes severs] roles in teach/ng LISP programm/ng.

9. ldqntify and eliminate buezv rules. An area that Initially, the tutor present..;the general form of the
has been received thorough ._Irut/ny in the analysis of code (a template to identify goals) and provides

certain syntactic structures that may be overlooked bybuggy rules is subtraction errors among young
students. Researchers (e.g., VanLehn, 1982) have the trainee. In some sense, these are working memory
uncovered on the order of I00 buggy rules that are supports. The primary role of the tutor is to diagnose
employed by students. One example is the always- errors and intervene when the trainee commits an
borrow-left rule, shown here: error or is stuck. When the trainee types an

inappropriate bit of code, LISPITSintervenes

(A) 6 5 (B) 3 6 5 (C) 3 6 5 i_iately to provide an explanation of why it is
- 1 0 9 _ incorrect. The trainee is then given the opportunity to

4 6 2 5 6 1 6 6 try again. If the responses continue to be incorrect,
LISPITScontinues to diagnose and explain why the

In problem (A), the student has correctly borrowed response is incorrect. If the trainee continues to input
from the left column to convert 65 to 5 tens and 15 incorrect code, the appropriate response will be
ones. Likewise, in (B), the student has borrowed from supplied. If the trainee proceeds through the exercise
the tens column to turn the 65 in 365 to five tens and without error, the tutor's role is minimal. When the

trainee has completed the code, he is asked to run the15 ones. The result of 256 is correct. However, some
students, when trying to generalize a rule learned code and watch it operate to conclude the exercise.
from a two-column problem, such as (A), to a three-
column problem, form the incorrect rule "if the top The primary focus of LISPITSis to aid the trainee in
value in the right column is smaller than the bottom acquiring the set of product/on rules underly/ng LISP
value, then borrow from the left-most column." Thus, programming, and it is intended to represent a set of
in (C), the borrowing was done from the 3 in the instructional principles (Corbett & Anderson, 1992).
hundreds column instead of the 6 in the tens column. Specifically, six principles guide the tutor's structure
_5 becomes 2 hundreds, 6 tens, and 15 ones,and the and behavior:

result is 166, an incorrect response. 1. Communicate the goal structure underlying

The empirical work on buggy rules led to a theory, the problem-solving task because problem-
called Repair Theory, about the acquisition of solving is goal-driven.
procedures and rules (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; 2. The knowledge to be taught and the model of
VanLehn, 1988). Repair theory's primary claim is that the trainee should both be described in terms
learning occurs at an impasse. An impasse is a point of a set of if-then production rules.
at which the trainee has no rule for progressing. 3. Provide instruction in the problem-solving
When the trainee reaches this impasse, say in the context, and let trainee's knowledge develop
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through success/ve approximations of the of the text, formulating questions about the text,
skill, darify/n8 more specific points or elenumts of the text,

4. Provide immediate feedback on errors to and predicting how the text will continue. In the
prevent incorrect rules from developing. Paiincsar and Brown technique, tea_ and students

5. _ the size of the task being presented as work together on a paragraph or short section of text.
teaming pmgremes. Initially, the _ models the process of -

6. Minimize working memoryload. sunumr/zin8,formulaengquestions,etc. Eventually,
the teacherrequiresthestudentsto takean activerole

Summary and conclusions. Like offer training in the process. The teacher supports students by
technique, the techniques described here begin with _ and critiquing their performance, perhaps
a detailed description of skilled performance. In the providing hints or prods when needed. This activity
cases discussed, fairly simple procedural skills enables students to remain engaged for the entire
(mathm_tica or pmsramming) were analyzed into a compreh_on process. Often, the critical element of
set of if-then production rules. When trainees support is providing the subgoals, or a control
acquired the complete set of rules and eliminated the structure, for the process (e.g., '_3K,you've completed
buggy rules, they could perform the Umk. A second this element of the process, now move to the next
important element of this technique is the element"). By relying on this "scaffolding" type of
identification of incorrect rules. The RepairTheory support,students are able to work through the
provides an account of how learners can acquire process and read with greatly improved
incorrect rules in the course of learning. The BUGGY comprehension. As students become more proficient,
tool allowed teachers and other evaluators to abandon the teacher's support fades. Eventually, students take
acquired notions of errors and to adopt the on the complete process.
perspective that errors are often the result of applying
buggy rules in a systematic way. A similar technique has been developed for teaching

writing skills (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1985) and
As the section on strategies and goals shows, some of math skills (_eld, 1985). As with reading, the
the lower-level guidelines developed here are not process that underlies writing is developed and
universally accepted. For example, the use of modeled for the.students in Scardamalia and
immediate feedback on errors is not part of other Bereiter's technique. Often, young students faced
intelligent tutoring systems. Also, note that this with a writing task will simply list everything they
technique, by casting performance in terms of if-then know about a topic. The process modeled for
rules, provides a much more fine-grained approach to students encourages them to make their writing more
describing performance than do other approaches, purposeful by moving through stages of generating

ideas, improving ideas, elaborating ideas, identifying
the goals of the composition, and developing a

D.4 Training to Teach Strategies, Goals, cohesive whole. Good writers consider their
and Subgoals audience, determine how and when to buttress main

points, adopt a style or voice, and use other strategies

11. Use comxitive avvrenticeshiv. At the highest level to communicate effectively through writing. This
of description, co_tive appren]Jceship presents a _ is not often taught explicitly, and students
model of skilled performance, supports practice of the learn at several levels by observing skilled
task, and encourages comparisons of the studenfs performance. Fh-s_,the cognitiveprocess is
perfonmnce to the model. A critical element to this demonstrated as goals, subgeals, and strategies for
technique is the model of skilled performance developing a well written text. Second, students
presented to students. Palincaar and Brown (1984) observe the obstacles that s_ned perforr.rscan
have developed a model of skilled reading that encounter in difficult problems and the way those
reveals the cognitive activities underlying obstacles are overcome.
comprehension. Skilled readers use a number of
activities to verify and extend their understanding of Cognitive apprenticeship techniques often employ
the text. Palincsar and Brown use four activities to groups of students with the intent of developing the

guidereadingpractice:summar/zingthe main points roles of both producer and critic. As a student begins
to read or write by adopting the process presented by
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the tea_, other students can evaluate how well the writing assignments) or to explore new domains. The
student is performing" The ability to evaluate goal is to find challenging tasks that students will find
performance is a critical el_t of this technique interesting and will be motivated to attempt.
because in the process of critiqu/ng" students are
forced to articulate their knowledge about how the |7, Use coached practice environments. Two primary
process should be carried out (e.g., what makes a examples of this technique are the WESTproject
good mmnmry). In Schoenfeld's (1965) approach to (Burton & Brown, 1979) and the more recent
math insemction, this element becomes formalized as SHERLOCKproject Ct.esgold et al., 1992). Other
a final component of the instructional process, called a examples can be found in LOGO (Papert, 1980) and
post-morten_ First,the teacherrecapitulates the WIJSOR(Goldstein,1980).
solution of the problem, highlighting the general
aspects of the process. Collins, Brown, and Newman WEST (Burton & Brown, 1979) uses a boardgame
refer to this as an "abstracted replay" that is intended called "How the West was won" to involve young
to focus attention at a higher-level description of the students in simple mathematical oporefi6ns. Players
solution. Students also become involved in the post- of the game must move their gamepiece along a
mortem to improve their serf-monitoring and self- numbered line to reach a town at the end of the line.
diagnosis skill The first player to reach the town is the winner.

When a player's turn comes, he is given three
The formal model of cognitive apprenticeship numbers from the three spinners on the computer-
presented by Collins, Brown, and Newman is more based gameboard. For example, he may get the
comprehensive than the specific techniques numbers 2, 2, 3. Using these numbers, the student
developed for reading, writing, and mathematics, must compose an arithmetic expression that involves
Specifically, they identify six elements. Modeling is a two different operators to determine the number of
set of techniques the teacher uses to demonstrate or spaces he can move (e.g., 2+2"3 = 8 spaces; 2+2-3 = 1
reveal the cognitive process underlying performance, space). The game is designed so that the highest
The teacher typically solves problems and makes number is not always the best move. Other objectives
explicit the co8_tive skills (strategies, subgoals, for moves are to bump an opponent backward or to
goals) that guide the process. Coacking comprises a land on a space with a shortcut to a higher space.
set of techniques the teacher uses to aid a student in Thus, students may have a desire to achieve a specific
performing the task, The tea_ may offer hints, give number. It was noticed that students involved in this
feedback, or prod with reminders. Coaching also can game fall into fixed patterns of combining numbers
include the selection of tasks that enhance and miss opportunities for better moves unless they
instructional opportunities for a student. Scaffolding were coached to try new combinations.
is the teacher's means for reducing the student's
perfo_ requirements. In some cases, physical WEST coaches students in an opportunistic manner
devices such as cue cards are used to structure a task. using an expert model. When a student is given three
Over time, the teacher's support fades as the student numbers for a move, WESTevaluates all
becomes more capable. A fourth element is combinations of those numlx_ and determines the
Articulatiom, which is a set of techniques to force best moves possible, using a particular strategy.
students to articulate their knowledge, reasoning, or When the student selects a combination of numbers,
problem-solving process. One technique was to place WEST analyzes how well the student is applying the
other students in the role of critic. Articulation leads expert's strategy. For example, the student may select
to Reflect/on, which enables students to compare a combination that does not take advantage of
their perfo_ to the model of skilled performance bumping the opponent. At this point, WESTwill
or to the performance of another student. Reflection intervene with a description of the value of bumping
techniques are effective when they alloW the student and a concrete example of how the numbers could be
to abstract up a level and consider the more general used to bump in this situation. WEST also ensures
form of _ thinking process (e.g., abstracting the that studentsare executing the basic mathematics
general strategies). Finally, students are encouraged correctly. More ganemlly, WESt keeps track of the
to ens_ga in F,xploration, which is a means to test skills that the student has demonstrated and the ones

newly developed skills. Students can begin to that seem to be missing. Bach skill is then presented
define their own learning tasks (e.g., take on new
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to the student through coaching at the point the allows the student to step back and think more
student fails to apply it. broadly about the troubleshooting strategy.

WES'Ps goal is to make coaching relevant and As the student moves through the problem,
mmnorable by introducing advice in a very specific SHERLCX_ identifies instructional goals at each
context. Thus, the model of expertise is constantly point in the problem space. SHERLOC_ knows wfiat
comparedtotheperfommnceof the student to an expert would do at that point, and it develops
determine the elements of cognitive skill the student expectations about the student based on the student's
is mimlng. The WESTcoach is also guided by a larger previous performance at similar points. Again,
set of pedagogical principles that aid in determining coaching is related to establishing the appropriate
when and how to intervene (e.g., do not tutor on two configuration of equipment to run meaningful tests,
co_tive moves). It is also possible for the student developing efficient strategies for testing components
to request hints before selecting a combination and isolating the fault, and taking accurate
strategy, and WEST can present hints at several levels, measurmnm_ts. Further support is provided by
which become progressively more directive. SHERIJ3CK's ability to provide action summaries and

prevent students from pursuing components that
SHERLOCK(Lesgold et al., 1992), another coached have already been ruled out or previously tested.
practice environment, is an ITSthat has been This is effective since there are often working memory
developed for a complex electronics troubleshooting problems for students involved in a complex
task conducted by Air Force technicians. As in WEST, troubleshooting task. That is, students have:trouble
instruction is given to students actively engaged in keeping trackof the problem at the subgoal level. In
troubleshooting in a computer-based simulation of initial evaluations, the roughly 25 hours of training
the actual system. The primary goals of the ITSare to available on SHERLOCKgave Air Force technicians
train students to use troubleshooting strategies, instructional experience equivalent to four years on
establish equipment configurations that permit the job.
appropriate tests (mental model), and use test
insets to take measurements. Students are Coached practice environments, as illustrated by
presented with a challenging troubleshooting WEST and SHERLOCK, take an approach quite
problem and asked to carry out a complete solution, different from the cognitive apprenticeship technique.
The primary support students are given are sets of Generally, students become engaged in problem
hints. Unlike WEST, SHERLOCK does not intervene solving and the tutor monitors them carefully. A key
(except in a few specific situations). Instead, students element in this technique is the development of a
request help when they are stuck, and SHERLOCK student model that diagnoses the skills attained by
offers four types of hints. Action hints are provided the student and identifies the differences between
when the student must determine which test to carry student and expert performance. In each ITS, the
out and how that test is done. Outcome hints provide system knows what the expert would do in any
results of a test, perhaps by reading a meter, situation and diagnoses student performance in that
Conclusion hints aid the student in determining the context. WESTintervenes to reduce differences and
meaning of the test results. And, Option hints help make explicit the skilled approach. SHERLOCK
the student determine what actions to pursue next. prepares appropriate advice to get the student back
SHERLOCKdecides the type of support to provide on track when the student falters and requests help.
based on the student's current activity. In addition to Thus, the model of skilled performance is gradually
selecting the typeof hint, SHERLOCKalso revealed in the context of actual problem solving, and
determines how explicit the hint should be. Level i there is less emphasis on presenting the model of
hints simply recapitulate what the student has done skilled performance as a whole. However, in later
so far. Hint levels 2 through 5 are progressively more versions of SHERLOCK a reflective follow-up has
explicit or detailed. SHERLOCK selects a hint level been added at the conclusion of each problem that ties
based on its model of the student's competence, student performance back to the model of skilled
Students also have available a Panic button, which performance. This is similar to the reflection phase in
can be used when the student feels he is lost. The the cognitive apprenticeship technique.
Panic button leads to an overview of the problem that
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_, Use plannin_-su_vport environments. GIL is a of actual PASCAL code. In the first stage, the student
graphical pro_arn-plannlng environment that allows constructs a set of step-by-step instructions using
trainees to build the structure required for a LISP English phrases. Next, the student matches these
program. A simple programming goal is given to instructions to programming plans and builds a
students, and they are required to construct a series o" program using a representation of these plans. Then,
LISPfunctions to achieve that goal, each time the student matches the plans to programming "
indicating the input and output of the function. Thus, X.znszmge constructs, which are then used to produce
the mechanics of forming actual code are neglected, the actual PASCAL code solution.
As with other tutoring systems, GIL uses an expert
model to identify the appropriate functions at each BR/DGE, in supporting this plan evolution, provides
point in the programming task. Because multiple students with a graphical representation of the
solutions are possible, GIL considers a set of program's elements. This graphical environment
strategies..Coaching comes from GIL in two ways. allows students to see the entire program and the
First, the trainee can request a hint from GIL when he interactions between its elements. The interface also
is stuck. Hinting first addresses a general strategy or provides strong constraints on the program's
subgoal of the programming task-for example, "try to structure and forces students through the multi-stage
achieve this subgoal using this function" accompanied planning process. Thus, the model of skilled
by the reasoning. A second request for help results in performance comes through the process imposed on
more explicit information about actual values for the students as well as the hints available to students. As
function and its inputs and outputs. The second with the other ITSs, a model of skilled performance
opportunity for coaching comes when the trainee monitors student inputs and identifies errors or gives
makes an error, and GIL intervenes with advice. GIL advice on next moves.
addresses both errors at a lower, syntactic or legal
level and at the strategic level. An example of a legal Thus, GILand BRIDGE are in many ways very similar
error is a case in which the trainee identifies incorrect to the coached practice environments described in the
outputs for a function. A strategic error occurs when previous section. What sets them apart is their focus
the trainee offers a function that is not useful for on supporting explicitly the planning activities via a
achieving the programming goal. graphical support environment in which programs

are initially constructed at a higher level. The
Thus, like other learning environments, GIL provides development of code, which was the focus in LISPITS,
a task environment and a coaching capability. Like is neglected until the construction of effective plans is
WEST, GIL can be asked for help or can intervene complete. Moreover, hints and program advice are
when the trainee makes an error. What is different initially directed at the level of _trategies and
about GIL is the graphical support tool and the fact subgoals. The graphical interface also aids students in
that programming is moved up a level from writing keeping track of the entire solution. Recall that
actual code. GIL's hints and explanations are fairly SHERLOCKrelied on an action summary when
lengthy and provide concrete examples of how useful students got lost. However, because these
strategies might be applied and the types of subgoals programming tasks are much simpler than the
that have value. Therefore, GIL supports the strategic troubleshooting tasks of SHERLOCK, it is possible to
and planning skills not addressed explicitly in maintain the entire exercise on a single screen. In
LISPITS. Another ITS, BRIDGE, imposes even greater some sense, then, scaffolding is addressed by the
structure than GIL on the planning element of graphical representation.
programming.

Sununary and conclusions. The three general
BRIDGEis a tutor for training PASCAL programming techniques for training strategies, subgoals, and goals
(Bonar & Cunningham, 1988). Bonar (1985) argues for have several common characteristics. First, each
a means to support students in turning natural focuses on immersing the student in the task, even
language plans into working code. That is, students when that task may require more skills than the
are typically able to express plans in a non-technical student can currently provide. |_-.each case, the
manner. They can generate naive notions about the student is required to get through the complete
logic the program should contain. BRIDGE uses problem-solving process and is supported in this
progressive stages to evolve these plans into modules activity through various means. This practice
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addresses head-on the issue of inert knowledge. Any example, Carlson, Sullivan, and Schneidm' (1989)
that occurs is tied directly to its use in the trained analysis of single logic gates, and Fisk and

task context. Cognitive apprenticeship techniques Lloyd (1988) trained judgments about the movennents
rely on a teacher to provide the scaffolding and of chess pieces. The key in selecting tasks for this type
machin 8. The intelligent tutoring systems described of training is to identify cases in which the required
often rely on the availabil/ty of hints to prevent the response is conslstently mapped to a stimulus. In "
student from _ting _ down. Also, a graph/cal other words, the individual makes the same response
representation of the problem can aid in reducing to a stimulus in all conditions, The link between a
working memory demands and providing a broader printed word and its pronunciation is consistent, but
view of pmsress, the link between the word and its meaning may be

variable. The word "once" is always pronounced the
A second co_ characteristic of these techniques is same way but can be synonymous with one time,
a strong reliance on access to a model of skilled when, or after.
performance. Each tectm/que begins with a detailed
description of how an expert would solve the Training consistently mapped responses can require
problem. The cognitive apprenticeship technique is many hours and thousands of trials of practice and
careful to make that model explicit before practice produces a characteristic learning curve (see Figure D-
begins. However, other techniques reveal the expert 2). This curve shows that response speed increases to
model only through the hints and adv/ce offered in an asymptotic level (note that the time scale and
the course of problem solving. The primary utility of asymptote level depend on the response being
the expert model is to provide a means for diagnosing trained). This asymptote (theoretically, the fastest
student performance and guiding instruction. An possible response) is a limit on human performance.
area that has received considerable attention in ITS After automaticity training has been done for the
development is student modeling. Somehow the consistently mapped task component, then a second
tutor needs to keep track of what the student has task (perhaps one that is not consistently mapped) can
mastered and what still requires instruction. The be introduced to train dual-task performance.
student's problem solving performance prov/des the Research has shown that with certain tasks (but not
only evidence of the underlying cognitive skills, all) performance on the automated skill initially

degrades when a second task is introduced.
The specific techniques described here also reveal Therefore, additional practice in the dual-task setting
differences in approaches to training. In some cases, is required to regain the performance levels that had
the tutor intervene_. In others, the tutor waits to be been achieved for the single task. In one study,
asked. The issue of timing of feedback is also Damos et al. (1981) gave trainees 45 15-minute
somewhat controversial. Some believe that feedback sessions of single-task training followed by 15
on errors must occur as soon as the error is made. sessions of practice with two simultaneous tasks.
Others find value in allowing the student to discover Schneider and Fisk (1982) and Fisk and Schneider
and correct his own errors. These issues and others (1983) also showed that additional dual-task practice
continue to be debated in the literature and evaluated is required to regain the performance levels that had
when ITSsare fielded. In the larger scheme, these been achieved for the single task. Because of the
differences are less significant than the common inability to achieve complete transfer to the dual-task
characteristics that have been adopted widely for setting-that is, because performance of the automated
guiding training design, skill suffers in the context of a second task-Schneider

and Detweiler (1988) recommend that single-task
practice be followed by dual-task practice. Schneider

D.5 Training for Management of Mental and Detweiler believe that compensatory activities
Resources must also be acquired in skill learning. That is,

multiple tasks can compete for the same resources,

!4. Reduce the need for mental resources. In his early and resource sharing must be developed. By
studies (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), Schneider practicing a task under high mental workload
focused on simple visual search tasks. Since then, conditions, one can acquire the skill in a form that
more meaningful tasks have been trained. For allows efficient execution in the context of performing

the integrated task.
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!5. Eliminate ineffldent _tr_tegies. Two problems is cognitive and that requires much of the performer's
can occur when attempting to integrate skills. First, in mental resources. These requirements are especially
the dual-task setting there is the potential for direct characteristic of jobs that have some degree of time
interference while processing the two tasks stress. As one example, advanced control rooms will
simultaneously. For example, processing strategies become more dependent on presenting data and
for both tasks may require spatial reasoning, controls through CRTs..This shift in technology will
Through dual-task training, it may be possible to alter force operators to acquire skills to locate the
the processing of one of the tasks so that it becomes appropriate display in a large display space and take
less dependent on spatial reasoning and more an action or verify a parameter in a timely way. The
dependent on analytic reasoning. Second, the interface manag_t skills need to be trained to the
processing of one task may be less efficient than is point where they do not reduce mental resources that
possible. In some cases, it may be possible to reduce are required for crew coordination and proc_ure
the number of steps in a cognitive process. Requiting execution. Only by using some of the training
trainees to perform both tasks simultaneously will techniques described in this section can personnel
often push them to discover more efficient processing quickly acquire the ability to integrate lower-level
on their own. To facilitate processing reflnemez_t, skills with important cognitive skills.
Schneider (1985) recommendsvarying thespeed-
accuracy requirements during practice. In some A technique was described to isolate and train
practice sessions, trainees will be pushed to consistently mapped component skills. However, to
emphasize speed over accuracy, and may gain in ensure that components are integrated efficiently back
processing efficiency, into whole-task training and that each component is

performed efficiently in the whole-task setting, it is
In other cases, the inefficiency is not corrected by the critical to make a transition eventually to dual-task
trainees and may have to be identified and eliminated training. Schneider and Detweiler (1988) recommend
through more targeted training. Frederick,son et al. a scheme to train task components in the sequence A,
(1983) discovered that some poor readers fail to B, C, AX, BX,CX, and then ABC. In this generic
improve reading skills because they rely on a poor example, A, B, and C are components of the
strategy. Specifically, these readers use initial and integrated task. First, each component is trained in
terminal letters in a word to guess at the word, isolation. Then, each component is trained in a dual-
insteadofdecodingmore meaningfulword units, tasks,-'tting,AX, BX,and CX, whereX isa fourthtask
Fredericksontrainedthesereaderstofocuson word thatmay notbea componentoftheactualtaskbutan
unitsinsidetheword and was abletoimprovetheir artifldaltaskthatincreasesmentalworkload.This
reading skills. Without this training intervention, stage of training forces the execution of each of the
these readers may never have modified their component tasks to become more efficient. The final
ineffective processing, stage of training, ABC, integrates all three

components for realistic practice of the actual task.
Gopher and his colleagues (e.g., Gopher, Weil, An alternative is to train pairs such as AB, AC, or BC
Baraket, & Caspi, 1988) also have explored the in the second stage instead of combining each
importance of training in dual-task settings. From component with an artificial task.
their work in aviation settings, they conclude a) that
experienceon complex tasks is insufficient to produce
effective performancebecause many performers settle D.6 Training a Decision-Making Process
into sub-optimal strategies that support performance

that, while adequate, is less than the performer's 16. Train a formal procedure for decision making.
capabilities; b) through dual-task training, trainees The multi-attribute utility approach to decision
can be taught attention-allocation skills, which can be making is one often used in the studies reviewed by
transferred to new situations. Means et al. An MAU approach typically identifies a

set of characteristics or features that are critical to the

Summary_and conclusions. The ability to perform selection and then provides a weight for each
complex, highly integrated skills often requires that alternative on each feature. For example, if one were
more than one skill be performed simultaneously. In selecting a refrigerator, one may want to evaluate
these cases, there is also often a component skill that
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each alternative on its size, color choices, effldency, approach to describing tha decision-making process
reliability, etc. A formal evaluation of the alternatives appropriate to NPPs. Training directed toward a
on these features should lead one to select the "vest" more detailed version of this model would be

alternative, Other computational or analytic models appropriate.
are also used for these types of decisions.

17. Reduce decision-makin_ biases. No additionar
Means et al. found a number of studies in which these information on this technique.
decision-making procedures were trained. In each
case (e.g., Beatty, 1988; Hayes, 1980), training in Summary and conclusions. Although a training
formal methods made trainees more consistent and technique that directly trains a formal derision-
proficient at employing these procedures and more making process has an intuitive appeal, the studies
likely to arrive at the prescribed selection. However, reviewed by Means et al. (1993) do not present an
some studies point to the difficulties of using theJe optimistic picture. There is evidence that people can
formal methods in a more realistic setting. One be trained to apply a formal procedure to be more
concernis time pressure. Zaksy and Wooler (1984) consistent and more effective at selecting the optimal
trained an MAU procedure for the purpose of alternative. However, there are limits on how well
selecting an appliance. Their training was successful those formal procedures are applied in everyday or
in that it led to selections that were more optimal non-ideal settings (e.g., under time constraints). More
from the MAU perspective, but only under conditions important, there are strong limits on the relevance of
of no time pressure. No benefits were found when the formal procedures studied to real-world decision-
decisions had to be made under either moderate or making tasks. Thus, training the MAU technique or a
severe time constraints. Payne, Bettman, and Johnson related technique would provide little benefit to
(1988) found that, under time pressure, attempts to nuclear power plant decision-making performance.
apply a truncated version of the formal procedure Means et al. also present evidence that non-specific
were less successful than the use of a less formal training on eliminating decision biases is very limited.
(more heuristic) strategy. There is also evidence that
people believe the formal procedures, such as MAU, These conclusions do not suggest, however, that
are lvo complex, difficult, and time-consuming directly training the appropriate decision-making
(Means, 1983). Lave, Murtaugh, and de la Rocha process will not be beneficial. The earlier sections of
(1984) demonstrated that shoppers are likely to adopt this report have attempted to reveal through analysis
decision-making strategies that avoid computations that the decision-making task required for nuclear
or a heavy mental burden, power plant operations, and SAM operations, is far

more complex than the decision-making tasks that
The larger point to be taken from the Means et al. strive to select the best alternative. Further, many of
review is that the specific formal procedures trained the training techniques describedhere have been
to individuals do not seem to have much value for the effective in training the cognitiw processes
decision-making tasks that occur in the real world, underlying skilled performance of the decision-

= More speciflcally_ MAU and related techniques that making or problem-solving task.
focus on formalizing the selection of the best
alternative are not useful for many of the important
decision-making tasks people face. Means et al. point D.7 Training Team Skills
out that the studies they reviewed did not try to

determine how well the newly trained decision- In the analysis and training of cognitive skills, there is
making skills transferred to real-world tasks similar in a substantial literature on skills defined at the

nature to the tasks that are now a primary concern to individual level but relatively little on skills defined at
many researchers-decision-making tasks such as the team or crew level. Part of the reason for the
command and control, air traffic control, fire ground relative lack of applicable information is a distinction
commanders, nuclear power plant operations, etc. that has developed between two types of teams
Thus, there is a need to develop a better involved in decision making: ad hoe teams and teams
understanding of real-world decision-making tasks from actual work settings. The majority of published
and train the process underlying those tasks. For research relates to the performance of ad hoc teams,
example, this report has developed a more realistic
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which are 8rOUl_ of people brought to_
tm_rartly to perform, in many ram, an artificial • Communi_tton
deciston-nuktn Ktask. That is, these _ m * Task coordination
_S for the first time to perform a task that is • Malntalnln 8 task focus in _dtions
novel to them. Significantly fewer studies have been • Adapt_iHty
conducted to investisate the performance of existing . Openness / Partidpation
decision-making teams in realistic work settings-for • Team spirit
example, commercial aviation cockpit crews,
conunand and control crews, nuclear power plant While there are dl_ betweenthese two lists,
operating crews. While there are certainly lessons to there are also some striking similarities. In both cases,
be learned from the research on ad hoc teams (see communication skills are considered to be critical for
Dris,_ell& Salas, 1992), that work is often not directly successful team performance. Three important
relevant to the training of "real"teams, elemenb of communication are the identification and

resolution of errors; information exchange that is
One development in the study of individual co_mitive accurate, clear, timely, and appropriate; and
skills that profoundly influenced techniques for statements that are motivational or praising of other
training was the analysis of skilled performance. That crew members (Oser, McCallum, Sales, & Morgan,
is, the development of a description of expertise and a 1989). These elements have a clear role in
theory of cognitive skill acquisition for an individual perfornumce of the complex decision-making tasks
led to a number of innovations in cognitive skill described in this report. Also, each set of
training. Analogous efforts at the team level have a performance dimensions addresses both task-related
much shorter history. Thus, although skilled teams issues (such as communication of accurate
are often easily distinguished from poorly performing information) as well as teamwork issues (such as
teams, a generic (i.e., independent of domain) leadership, team spirit, and the ability to express one's
description of skilled team performance has yet to opinion to the group openly).
find broad acceptance. After such a description has
been established, the goals of team training and 18. Employ a beha_or-based ACT technique. A
appropriate training techniques can become more concern with these programs as they have been
dear. developed is the vagueness with which team skills are

sometimes defined. For example, the team
An intensive research program, sponsored by the performance dimensions are not always tied to the
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) and NASA- same behaviors across training programs. More
Ames, has recently undertaken the task to describe generally, trainers may not understand how to rate
skilled crew performance.Franz, Prince, Cannon- specific behaviors in terms of the team skills that are
Bowers, and Salas (1990) determined that in the area being rated. According to Helmreich and Wilhelm
of aviation crews the following seven performance (1986), LOFTevaluators need to be familiar with the
dimensions should guide descriptions of team desired behaviors in the context of the scenario and
performance: trained to observe team behaviors and provide

specific feedback. Even crew members' own ratings
• Communication of their performance are inaccurate unless they
• Situational awareness understand the specific behaviors expected in the
• Decision making training situation. Because of these difficulties, a
• Miss/on analysis behavior-based technique has been developed to
• Leadership make explicit the types of behaviors that indicate
• Adaptability / Flexibility good team skills.
• Assertiveness

According to Prince et al., a behavior-based program
In a project sponsored by the NRC, a similar analysis seeks to identify particular behaviors within team
was done for control room operator crews (see skill dimensions that result in effective team
Montgomery et al., 1992). In this case, six performance. These are the behaviors that should be
performance dimensions were identified for trained and evaluated. In an NTSC technical report
describing team performance: (Oser, McCallum, Salas, and Morgan; 1989),
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researchers Identified behaviors tied to te_m skill (e.g., time str-"_-,s).T1wyfound that overt '
dimensions while observing Navy Tactical Teams. communkation and coordination decreased as
Examples of behaviors that were characte_.stic of workload increased. As the demands on each crew
more effective teams were: _ increased, the team grew more silent.

Kleinman and Serfaty interpreted this finding as an
• Helped another n'ember who was having "implicit coordination" strate_, where individuals"

difficulty with a task use their mental models, instead of explicit
• Made positive statements to motivate the team communication, to anticipate needs and demands of
• Coordinated gathering of infornmtion in an other crew members.

effective nuumer
While the notion that highly skilled teams have less

A similar approach was taken by Montgomery et al. need for overt communication and coordination is an
(1992) in observing nuclear power plant operating ,kppealing one, too little data exist at this point to
crews. In both cases, specific behaviors were tied to draw strong conclusions. However, even if there is
team skill dimensions. As this work develops it will no desire to reduce overt communication among team
eventually become possible to identify behaviors that members, there is utility in developing strong
are specific to a training scenario. For example, as compatibilities in the crew's understanding of the
new information becomes available to a crew member task, the equipment, and the roles of team members.
in a scenario, training evaluators can watch for In this situation, crew communication may be more
indications that that crew member is using effective efficient or more closely tied to goals and strategies.
communication skills. Thus, after specific behaviors Indeed, another hypothesis (Orasanu. __70) is that
are linked with team skill dimensions, those with shared mental models cornmunic,_t/on is
behaviors can be embedded in meaningful scenarios, qualitatively different for highly skilled teams, but is

not significantly reduced.
Prince et al. have recommended two basic techniques
for training effective behaviors with behavior-based _;unm_ry and conclusion,s. This section on training
ACT. First, effective behaviors can be modeled. That crew skills is certainly more speculative than other
is, a crew could rehearse a responsetoa training sections about identifying training techniques that can
scenario so that critical behaviors are demonstrated, train cog_itive skills effectively. There is a
Then, the instructor could work with a new crew to significantly shallower and more tenuous
point out the effective behaviors as they view a understanding of the crew skills required for skilled
videotape of the model crew. A second technique is performance when compared to our understanding of
active practice of scenarios that present opportunities individual skills. Some consensus has been
for effective team behaviors. Prince et all.suggest that developing in the last several years, but these initial
a high-fidelity, full-scope simulation may not be studies often describe crew performance dimensions
required for crews to practice coordination skills and at a high level (e.g., communication, coordination),
other team skills. NTSC has developed a low-fidelity and performance descriptions are, therefore, difficult
aircrew environment that they believe supports crew to compare across studies and domains. There are
training well. However, the need for a high-fidelity currently several efforts to identify more specific
environment may depend somewhat on the domain, behavioral indices of the team skills. As specific
The question of appropriate fidelity level requires behaviors are identified, they are being incorporated
further study, into the ACT approach to training. ACT begins with

awareness training but then quickly progresses to
19. Deyflop "share0mental models". The value of scenario-based practice sessions in which crew
shared mental models is not thoroughly established, members are presented with challenging situations
There is a belief by some (e.g., Kleinman & Serfaty, that demand effective crew skills. Instructors focus
1989) that in some cases skilled teams require less on identifying areas where the appropriate behaviors
overt or explicit communication because crew are missing. The belief is that effective instruction on
members have developed strongly overlapping team ,-kills will occur when crew members can view
mental models. Kleinman and Serfaty (1989) their videotaped performance and the appropriate
observed a team involved in distributed decision behaviors can be modeled or explained to guide
making and manipulated the performance demands evaluation. Initial evaluations of this type of training
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are positive, but more studies are required to draw
strong conclusions.

Another technique that deserves some attention is the
notion of training crews to develop compatible or
shared mental models. The discussion identified the

potential value in this concept, but specific training
techniques have.yet to be evaluated. This is an area to
mordtor as pro_arns are develo_ and tested in
aircrew and combat information center settings.

Two other points resm'ding effective team training
require emphasis. First, the common wisdom is that
team tra/n/ng is most effective after individual skills
are mastered. Salas, Dickinson, Converse, and
Tannenbaum (1992) identify a number of studies that
support the value of this training progzession.
Certainly, from the perspective of the management of
mental resources in training, if the instructor desires
to focus attention on team skills, the individual skills
must be mastered.

Second, the primary developers of the behavior-based
techniques, both for aircrews and nuclear power plant
operators, have devoted significant resources to
instructor training. An instructor's ability to identify
the appropriate team behaviors in the context of a
scenario is not easily acquired. Also, becallse the
target of instruction is less well defined, evaluation
and _iation are difficult. The delineation of

instructor skills must improve to facilitate the training
of effective instructors.

E- S
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that some scenarios incorporate more than one Although the structure of SAM organizations varies
strategy. Also, note that the scenario BWR-5 (see page among utilities, the panels would generally be
4 of Appendix C) does not incorporate any of these composed of the following types of utility personnel:
strategies, but instead focuses on other aspects of opera_ions (SRO, shift supervisor, STA), TSC and EOF
decision making. (engineering and technical support personnel),

emergency planning, PRA types familiar with the
_acilityIPE. Panel size was targeted between four and

A.2. Scenario Use six members, based on the desire to strike a balance
between the following objectives: obtain a large

A.2.1 Data Collection Methodology sample of the utility's expertise, promote good group
dynamics, and minimize impact on the utility's

Data were to be collected by conducting a series of resources.
table-top exercises in which severe accident scenarios
would be presented to panels of utility personnel who The scenarios were to be presented by a data
are likely to have SAM responsibilities. Presentation collection team consLstingof a cognitive psychologist,
of each scenario was to be followed by questioning of a PWR or BWRtechnical specialist (who developed
the panel regarding a proposed "recommendation" the scenarios), and a technical expert from the utility.
offered, as part of the scenario, by a fictitious member The data collection team was to meet in advance of
of the control room or TSC staff. The proposed the panel session to review the scenarios with the
recommendation is offered as a means of mitigating utility technical expert. The specific details contained
the severe accident condition, within the scenarios are based on generic reference

plants-specifically, SNUPPS for the PWR scenarios
The proposed recommendation was deliberately and the BWR-4 reactor with a Mark Icontainment for
chosen to present the panel with a problem for which the BWRscenarios (refer to section A.2.3.) The intent
little specific procedural guidance exists. The of the advance meeting was to modify the scenario to
recommendation was also chosen to test/confirm the make it more consistent with the following plant-
elements of the decision-making model. That is, an specific aspects: systems and equipment
attempt would be made to determine whether the configuration, structure of the emergency
actual process that the panel goes through is organization, emergency plan and implementation
consistent with the model. The panel was expected to procedures.
evaluate the merits of the recommendation and the
means of implementing it. The panel sessions were to be run as informal, table-

top, group exercises. The panel would be told the

The objective of the questioning was to determine purpose of the exercises. These exercises were NOT
how the panel would perform the task, and to observe intended to be used to assess the panel's competence,
the kinds of obstacles and difficulties impeding the neither as a group nor as individuals, or to evaluate
decision-making process and the l<htdsof cognitive the facility's procedures or emergency organization.
skills that the panel uses to overcome these Questions are asked to determine the elements of the
impediments. Questions related to the proposed decision-making process and to identify the cognitive
recommendation were designed to do the following: skills needed to support that process. There are no

"right" or "wrong" answers as such.
• Get the panel members to articulate the

decision-making process as they move through The technical members of the investigating team were
it, identifying sources of information, point of then to present the following scenario sections to the
authority, number of outside input, etc. panel: Statement for Panel, Recommendation, and

• Keep the panel focused on the central issues Background Material for Conducting Exerckqe. See
related to the proposed recommendation. Appendices B and C for the actual scenarios.

• Verify the performance model and associated
cognitive skills that are required to support the The Statement for Panel accounts for how plant
decision-making process, conditions deteriorated to their current severe-

accident state. The Recommendation is offered as a
proposed mitigative action of uncertain or unknown
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efficacy;itmay ormay notprovetobeagood idea.It However,theassumptionsinthissectiondo inform
may be provocative in that it conflicts with existing the narrative in the Statement for Panel section, which
guidance or runs contrary to ingrained notions. The is presented to the panel. Accordingly, the
Background Material for Conducting Exercise defines assumptions postulate a set of initial plant conditions
the degraded plant state in terms of equipment status and a sequence of events (including the timing of
and instrumentation indications. This scenario those events) that trace the evolution of the acddent
section provides information needed to assess CSFs to its current state.
and to evaluate the Recommendation and associated

implementation strategy. Additionally, the assumptions are intended to
provide a frame of reference from which the technical

As each of these scenario sections was presented, the members of the investigating team can respond to
panel members were to be given an opportunity to panel requests for additional information.
seek clarification from the technical members of the Accordingly, this section contains information that
investigating team. The questioning of the panel anticipates the panel members' needs for additional
could then proceed as follows. An initial question information, both in terms of the questions they are
gets the panel focused on evaluating the likely to ask and in terms of the decisions they might
Recommendation. The panel has at its disposal the make.
technical references _hatwouldbe availableduringan
actual accident. The panel is to work as a team and Statement for Panel. This section is a narrative
try to arrive at a consensus, account of how plant conditions deteriorated to their

current severe-accident status. It IS intended for

The initial, follow-up, and probing questions were to presentation to the panel members. It orients them to
be posed by the technical members of the the accident history and to the current plant
investigating team, who were also to provide conditions. It is an essential part of the context within
additional information to the panel upon request, which the Recommendation will be proposed.
Responses to such requests were to be based upon the
information contained within the Background This section includes time-line information from the
Material and to be consistent with the assumptions Assumptions section regarding the sequence and
underlying the Statement. A document listing all of timing of major events and operator actions,
these assumptions was to be available to the presented from the perspective of the control room. It
investigating team but NOT to the panel. The also tracks the procedural usage of the operating
cognitive psychologist was to observe the panel's crew, including the declaration of emergency action
decision-making process and to interact with the levels. This helps orient the panel to the ERG network
panel members as necessary to obtain clarification and to the en_'gency plan implementation procedure
about that process. (EPIP);plant conditions may be at the fringe of or

beyond the ERG network.
A.2.2 Elements of Each Scenario

The Recommendation, which concludes this section,
Each scenario was developed to include the following proposes an HLA that is offered as a means of
sections: mitigating the severe accident condition. This

statement includes a brief summary of the concerns
Scenario Obk_dv_. This section identifies the basic and line of reasoning that motivate the proposal. A
objectives of the scenario in terms of the central strategy for im|dementing the HLA may also be

, issue(s) with which the panel will be faced. This suggested (or it may be left to the panel to devise
section is not intended for presentation to the panel, one). The Recommendation attempts to focus the
It is a high-level statement of the problem posed by panel's attention on a central problem related to
the scenario,provided for theinvestigatorsand for managing theaccident.Itdelineatesthepertinent
purposes of documentation, issues that mus_tbe discussed and resolved.

Scenario Assumpti0n_. This section lists the technical It is intended _at the panel members view the
assumptions upon which the scenario is based. This Reco_dation as a suggestion (put forth by a
section is not intended for presentation to the panel, fictitious member of the control room or TSC stafO
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that should be subjected to their evaluation. The fact Limitations can be grouped into four categories: their
that the Recommendation is made is not meant to extren_.ly low prohability, historical context, their
imply anything regarding its merits, one way or the table-top nature, their use of a generic reference plant.
other. It may be controversial or provocative in that it
conflicts with existing guidance or runs contrary to Events have Extremely Low Probability. The
ingrained notions. It includes the opinions of the selection of scenarios for use in this project was nor
Reco_tion proponent, his/her concerns, based upon considerations regarding probability of
thinking-out-loud, and speculation about the future occurrence. It must be recognized that severe
course of the accident, accidents, exceeding the design basis of the plant and

involving a degraded core, are by nature very low-
Initial Questions to Panel and Follow-up or Probin_ probability even_ For a given plant, the probability
_. This section contains questions related to that a severe accident will happen at all is quite low.
the proposed Recommendation that are designed to: Lower still is the probability of occurrence for a
start the panel members working on the problem and specific severe accident involving a particular
keep them moving along; get the panel members to sequence of events. Consequently, the scenarios that
articulate as they go through the decision-making must be postulated to reach severe accident
process; keep the panel focused on the central issues conditions are inherently unlikely.
related to the proposed Recommendation; ascertain
the panel's assessment of the Reco_dation; probe A combination of equipment failure and human error,
the decision-making process; verify the cognitive such as happened at TMI-2, would probably be the
skills that are required to support the decision- most likely cause of a severe accident. However, the
making process, accident sequences used in these scenarios emphasize

failed equipment almost to the point of excluding
Background Material for Conducting Exercise. This human error, which may further reduce the likelihood
section, which includes a description of current plant of these scenarios. The decision to base the scenarios
conditions, defines the degraded plant state in terms almost entirely on equipment failure derived from
of equipment status and instrumentation indications, previous experience that showed that it was generally
This section provides information needed to assess counterproductive to drive training scenarios or
CSFs and to evaluate the feasibility and potential "questionnaire-type" scenarios on the basis of human
effectiveness of the Recommendation and associated error.

implementation strategy.
Events were Developed in Unusual Historical

Connection8 tODeosion-Making Model. This section Context. The scenarios were developed in mid-1991,
provides a connection between the cognitive skills before the availability of owners' group SAM
identified in the performance model and the specifics guidance. Consequently, the development efforts
of the scenario. For example, the performance model were not informed by the final content of that
may indicate that a certain type of knowledge is guidance and the associated documentation (e.g.,
required to determine implications in terms of plant EPRITBR). However, some foreknowledge of the
control goals or critical safety functions. This section eventual owners' group SAM guidance could be
identifies scenario-specific knowledge that is gleaned from general trends in the evolution of severe
connected to the more general skill description. These accident management that had already become
connections lead to further questions that can be apparent by the middle of 1991.
asked of the panel.

For example, it was clear that for some owners'
A.2.3 Scenario Limitations and Possibilities groups the TSC would have the primary decision-

making authority in technical decisions that go
The scenarios in Appendices B and C were developed beyond the EOPs. Additionally, the basic group of
for a specific purpose that limits their use in other mitigative HI,As and some of their associated
settings. However, there are potential uses in implementing strategies were also known from the
addition to the limitations, general literature, including NRC publications. This

foreknowledge regarding the eventual SAM guidance
is reflected in the scenarios developed for this project.
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Table-TopNature of theScenarios.The scenarios
developedfor thisprojectwere designedsolelyas
table-topexercises.It wasneverintended or
contemplated that they be used in conjunction with a
plant-specific simulator or with any other kind of
simulation.

The event sequences and timelines assumed in the
scenarios were incorporated only to provide the
background and context that the panel would need to
assess plant conditions, evaluate the
Recommendation, and devise an implementation
strategy. It was intended that the Statement for Panel
and Background Material sections be provided to the
panel members in writing, with an opportunity for
them to obtain clarification via questioning of the
technical members of the investigating team.
Similarly, it was intended that the panel members
address any additional requests for information to the
investigating team.

Events Use a Generic Reference Plant. For a reference
plant, the PWR scenarios assume a generic SNUPPS
plant, which is a four-loop, 3411-MWt NSSS housed
in a large, dry containment. For an emergency
procedure network, the PWR scenarios assume
Revision 1A of the generic ERGs maintained by the
Westinghouse Owners' Group.

The BWRscenarios were initially drafted to be used
for a generic BWR-4 with a Mark I containment.
Although the BWR scenarios were generalized
somewhat after their initial draft, they are still more
applicable to Mark I containment types. For an
emergency procedure network, the BWRscenarios
assume the generic EPGs maintained by the BWR
Owners' Group.

There are strong limitations on the ways in which the
12 scenarios should be used. However, these
scenarios may be useful as table-top exercises for
utility personnel becoming familiar with some of the
potential difficulties of SAM. Eventually, SAM
guidance documents will have to be tested at each
utility. These scenarios, within the constraints
mentioned above, can serve as a starting point for
difficult test scenarios.Furthermore, the scenarios
reveala qualitativelydifferent type of complexity that
can be introduced into a scenario.
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Appendix B Overview sufficientheat (fission, decay, zirc-water)canbe
removed to keep the core cool (challenge a common

This Appendix is split into two sections. The first misconception). A perceived goal conflict between
section,ScenarioSummaries,providescapsulized subcrilicalityandcorecoolingcouldmake the
descriptionsofeachofthePWR scenarios.The decisiontoacceptorrejecttheproposed
secondsection,ScenarioMaterials,containsthe recommendationverydifficultforsome SAM

detailed descriptions of each scenario and provides personnel (challenge an ingrained notion).
thedetailedsupportmaterialrequiredtopresenteach
scenario to a panel (as described in Appendix A). A PWR-2: (_0ntainment Cooling versus Inert
glossary of scenario acronyms can be found at the end Atm_phere. The purpose of this scenario is to force
of the Appendix. the panel members to evaluate and resolve a goal

conflict between continued containment cooling and
maintenance of an inert containment atmosphere.

B.1 Scenario Summaries
In this scenario, an earthquake causes a LOCA and an

This section provides brief descriptions of the 6 PWR extended loss of all AC power. A period of severe
scenarios that were created for this project, core damage (clad oxidation and melt) ensues, during

which hydrogen in the containment atmosphere

PWR-1: Injection with Unborated Water. The reaches a concentration at which it would be burnable
purpose of this scenario is to eliminate the borated if it were mixed with dry air. However, the
injection water sources and force the panel members containment atmosphere is effectively inerted by the
to decide whether to inject unborated water, large amount of steam that escapes from the RCS

during the blowdown phase of the LOCA. An AC

In this scenario, an earthquake results in the following emergency bus is eventually energized and
situation. The RWST and the boric acid storage tanks safeguards loads, including two containment fan
are damaged. The inventory of borated water stored cooler units, are started. The HLA contained within
in these tanks becomes depleted and cannot be the recommendation proposed in this scenario is to
replace,_. Although sufficient water accumulatea in "Operate (Stop) Fan Coolers." We anticipate that this
the containment sump to allow core cooling to be HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
transferred to the recirculation mode, the transfer guidance.
cannot be effected. The HLA contained within the

recommendation proposed in this scenario is to "Inject The recommendation proposed in this scenario to
into the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that this HLA will stop the containment fan coolers appears to conflict
be retained in owners' group SAM guidance, with the procedural guidance of ECA-0.2, which

explicitly directs the operators to start the fan coolers

The reconunendation proposed in this scenario in the emergency mode. The recommendation also
contains a strategy for _mplementing the HLA. The challenges the ingrained notion that reducing
strategy is to line up an unborated water source (the containment pressure and temperature via spray
reactor make-up water storagetank, which is not part and/or fan coolers is always consistent with
of the ECCS)to the suction of the charging pumps preserving/restoring the containment CSF.

and inject into the core. The scenario also presents technical problems and

Some SAM personnel may be inclined to reject the difficult decisions related to management of the
strategy because of a concern about re-criticality containment hydrogen concentration with and
(apparent conflict with guidance in current EOPs). without the availability of a hydrogen recombiner.
The proposed strategy might appear to conflict with With no recombiner available, the panel must decide
the established priority of EOP critical safety whether to use the hydro-gen purge system. This
functions (CSFs) in which subcfiticality has the involves venting the containment, following a period
highest ranking. Additionally, a tendency to reject the of clad melting (and possible eutectic dissolution of
proposed strategy might also stem from a failure to some fuel), in order to control combustible gases.
recognize that criticality is acceptable, provided that
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PWR-3: Deliberal¢Floodine9fRc¢ctorCavity.This The suggestioncontainedwithintheproposed
scenariocreatesa situationinwhichthecoreisknown recommendationthatexternalcoolingmightprevent
tobeseverelydamaged alreadyand inwhichfailure RPV failurechallengedthecurrentlimitsof
ofthereactorvesselmightbeimminent.The purpose knowledgeand understandingaboutsevere-accident
istoforcethepanelmembers todecidewhetheror phenomenology.
nottofloodthereactorcavitydeliberatelyasa means
ofmitigatingtheconsequencesofa potentialreactor ...PWR-4:_arl_vRCS Depressurizat_0n.The purposes
vesselfailure, ofthisscenarioaretocreatea situationinwhichthe

potentialforfuelmeltingand RPV failureisextremely
Thisscenarioinitiatesfroma shutdowncondition highand toforcethepanelmembers toderide
withtheRCS drainedtothemid-loopelevationand whethertodepressurizetheRCS earlyintheaccident
withnozzledams installedinthehotand coldlegsof deliberatelyasa meansofpreventingormitigating
allsteamgenerators(SGs).The secondarysidesofall directcontainmentheating(DCH).
SGsareinwetlay-up.Becauseof
miscommunications,thesizeoftheRCS hot-leg-side Inthisscenario,anearthquakecauseslossofallAC
vent is inadequate and a primarymanway on the power and !o_ of all auxiliary (emergency)
cold-leg side of one of the SGs is open. An feedwater. This results in a loss-of- feed-induced
earthquake causes loss of all AC power and damages LOCA. Given the estimated repair time required
the controls for one of the PZR PORVs. As the coolant before regaining either an emergency bus or a
in the RPV heats up and RPV pressure increases, a secondary heat sink, fuel melting appears to be a
cold-leg nozzle dam fails, allowing much of the RPV virtual certainty. The HLA contained within the
coolant inventory to be ejected via the open SG recommendation proposed in this scenariois to
manway. Only limited gravity feed to the RPV can be "Depressurize the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that this
established from the RWST. Some of the fuel melts HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
and relocates into a non-coolable geometry. After guidance.
several hours, an AC emergency bus is re-energized
and high-head hot-leg injection is established in The recommendation proposed in this scenario
accordance with abnormal response guideline ARG-1. contains a strategy for HLA implementation. The

strategy is to use the PZR PORVs and to do so as soon
The HLA contained within the recommendation as possible, even before inadequate core cooling
proposed in this scenario is to "Spray into (ICC) symptoms, as defined in the ERGs, arise ("early"
containment." However, the goal stated in the depressurization). This proposal conflicts with the
recommendation is to flood the reactor cavity with ERG-based notion that the PZR PORVs should not be
water, in anticipation of potential RPV failure. The latched open unless an RCS feed path has already
recommendation asserts that the cavity water will been established or except as a last resort after the
quench the pour of molten corium and, thereby, onset of ICC and failure of other preferred HLAs to
protect the containment basemat. This goal is reduce core-exit temperatures.
normally associated with the HLA to 'Inject into
containment."We anticipatethatbothHLAs, '<3pray The recommendationproposedinthisscenarioalso
intocontainment"and"Injectintocontainment"will raisesthespecterofhigh-pressuremeltejection
beretainedinowners'groupSAM guidance. (HPME) andofdirectcontainmentheating(DCH).

Theseconcerns,especiallytheDCH concern,
AlthoughcurrentEOPs containedtheHLA '<3pray challengedthecurrentlimitsofknowledgeand
intocontainment,"thepurposeofcontainmentspray, understandingaboutsevere-accident
withinthecontextoftheERG network,was NOT to phenomenology.
flood the reactorcavity. The recommendation
proposed in this scenario gives flooding of the reactor The recommendation proposed in this scenario
cavity as the main purpose for spraying the involves an implicit goal conflict between core cooling
containment in this case. Current generic EOPs did and containment. Containment would be challenged
not contain the HLA "Injectinto containment." by DCH, which can be precluded by preventing

HPME, which in turn can be prevented by
depressurizing the RPV/RCS. Thus, in this case, the
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ultimate purpose of depressurizing the RCS is to secondary heat sink. The reason given for the
preserve containment. However, early proposed procedural deviation is a concern that ECCS
depressurization of the RCS accelerates the depletion recirculation will cause high radiation levels outside
rate of RCS inventory and hastens the onset of core of containment and increase the potential for off-site
heatup. Hence, there is a conflict between addressing releases via containment bypass.
the potential threat to containment and maintaining
core cooling. A similar concern is reflected in some ERGs in which

the operators are directed to consult the TSC staff
PWR-5: Natural Circulation versus RHR Cooling. before placing the RHR system in service in the
The purposes of this scenario are to create a situation shutdown-cooling mode (for example: E5-12, Post-
in which the core has overheated and for which the LOCA Cooidown and Depressurization; and ECA-I.I,
guidance provided in the existing emergency Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation). Although
procedures may be perceived as counter-productive, the concern about radiation levels and potential
The intent is to force the panel members to decide releases is part of the background for direcbng the
whether to transfer to cold-leg recirculation on RHR operators to consult the TSC, the TSC is not typically
or to try to establish RCS natural-c/rculation cooling, provided with any guidance or criteria for evaluating

the concern.

In this scenario, an earthquake muses loss of all AC
power and loss of all normal and emergency Generic ERG steps involving transfer to ECCS
feedwater. This results in a loss-of-feed-induced recirculation contain no such directions for the

LOCA. Only one AC emergency bus can be operators to consult the TSC. Thus, the
recovered, off-site power remains unavailable. Safety recommendation raises the radiation and release
injection flow is established and RCS bleed-and-feed concern in a novel context and under a set of
cooling is initiated. Extensive cladding failure has circumstances that make it difficult to simply dismiss
occurred, the concern.

In this scenario, hazards perceived as being associated P_TR-6: Containment Spray versus ECCS Injection.
with transfer to cold-leg recirculation are presented. The purposes of this scenario are to create a situation
A proposal is made to restore the secondary heat sink in which the containment fan cooler units (CFCUs)
and establish natural circulation instead of and emergency coolant recirculation (ECR)capability
transferring to cold-leg recirculation. The panel have been lost and in which RWSTinventory is being
members must evaluate the perceived hazards of rapidly depl_ed by containment spray. The intent is
recirculation, assess the technical feasibility of to force the panel members to decide whether to
restoring the secondary heat sink, and estimate the sacrifice containment cooling by terminating sprays in
likelihood of establishing RCS natural circulation, order to preserve ECCS injection capability.
The recommendation proposed in this scenario
contains two HLAs: "Injectinto SGs" and In this scenario, an earthquake causes a LOCA, loss of
"Depressurize SGs." We anticipate that these HI,As all AC power, and loss of emergency coolant
will be retained in owners' group SAM guidance, recirculation capability. After extensive cladding

oxidation has occurred, two AC emergency buses are
The recommendation proposed in this scenario re-energized. Later, a hydrogen bum occurs in
conflicts with the guidance provided by the ERG containment, actuating containment spray. All
critical safety function restoration procedure in effect containment fan cooler units are lost. ECR remains
(FR-H.1,Loss of Secondary Heat Sink). The ERG unavailable while containment spray is rapidly
directs the operators to transfer the ECCS to the depleting RWSTinventory. The FILAcontained
recirculation mode when RWST level decreases to a within the recommendation proposed in this scenario
predetermined level. At this time, the safety inaction is to 'In_ct into the RPV/RCS." We anticipate that
system is feeding the RCSfrom the RWST during RCS this HLA will be retained in owners' group SAM
bleed-and-feed heat removal, guidance.

The recommendation proposes leaving the ECCS in The recommendation proposed in this scenario
the injection mode while trying to re-establish the contains a strategy for implementing the HLA. The
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strategy is aimed at conserving RWSTinventory for
injection into the RPV/RCS by stopping the single
running containment spray pump, which is drawing
down RWST inventory to supply spray. The desire to
conserve RWST inventory sterns from the fact that
emergency coolant recirculation capability has been
lost.

The proposal to stop all containment spray under the
existing plant conditions conflicts with the ERG
procedure in effect (ECA-I.I, Loss of Emergoncy
Coolant ]z_circulation).The ERG directs the operators
to leave on,; containment spray pump running when
containment pressure is at the value cited in the
scenario and when no containment fan cooler is

running.

The recommendation proposed in this scenario
involves an implicit goal conflict between core cooling
and containment. In this case, the containment CSF,
as defined in the ERGs, is not satisfied. Consequently,
the ERG requires some form of active containment
cooling.

The core cooling CSF can potentially be first severely,
and then extremely, challenged if the RWST becomes
totally depleted and recirculation remains
unavailable. At that point, all injection into the
RPV/RCS would be lost. Continuation of
containment spray accelerates the depletion of RWST
inventory. Thus, there is a conflict between
maintaining core cooling and maintaining
containment cooling.
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B.2 Scenario Materials

PWR.l: Injection with Unborated Water

Wamlns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this,we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present significant challen_.,s to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in thisscenario,it was necessaryto postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_ey operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in an imminent core-melt situation for which the existing emergency procedures
are ineffective.

• To eliminate the borated injection water sources and force the panel members to decide whether or not to inject
unborated water via a line-up that includes non-safety-grade piping and components.

• To present technical problems to the injection of unborated water that force panel members to devise a solution
that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

assumntions are for the presenter and are not to be presented to the panel:

• SNUPPS plant; early in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power is 900 ppm.
• Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses four-inch cold-leg break with coincident loss of off-site

power and damage to safeguards systems.
• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection.
• RWSTsuffers extensive structural damage; its contents spill; the combination of spillage and ECCS usage

accelerates the depletion of RWST inventory.
• Each boric acid transfer-pump suction line is severed ._'om its respective boric-acid storage tank; tanks quickly

drain.
• Accumulators inject 12 minutes (720 sec) after trip and SI.
• Aftershock of magnitude approximating that of OBE occurs 55 minutes after the initial shock and severs the

ECCS suction line and the make-up line from RWST.
• Power available to RHR pumps and contaimnent reeirc sump isolation valves.
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• Transition from E-I to ES-I.2 occurs while RCSpressure is still above the shut-off head of the RHR pumps and
before RWST level drops to the criterion for switchover to cold-leg reeirculation.

• Upon reaching step 5 of ES-1.2, the operators leave the RHR pumps running.
• Upon reaching step 3a of ES-13, the operators discover that the redrc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves

(EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) will not open, even though electrical power is available.

Statement for Fanel:

The plant had been operating at 100% power for 45 days. The critical boron concentration at hot fun power was
900 ppm. About two hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEoccurred. The control room
operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The earthquake caused a loss of
off-site power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.

The RWST suffered extensive structural damage; its contents spilled uncontrollably through various breaches in
the tank. The combination of spillage and ECCS usage accelerated the depletion of RWST inventory.
Additionally, each boric-add transfer-pump suction line was severed from its respective boric-acid storage tank.
The boric-acid storage tanks rapidly drained.

The control room operators entered E-Oand declared a Site Emergency. The TSC and the EOF were activated.
Upon reaching the diagnostic steps of E-O,the operators transitioned to E-I and initiated monitoring of CSF status
trees. Upon determining that RCScooldown and depressurization were required, the operators transitioned to
ES-1.2. Thirty minutes after the trip and SI, with RCS pressure at 398 psia and RCShot leg temperature at 444 F
(RCS saturation conditions), the operators commenced dumping steam via the steam generator PORVs.

The control room operators recognized the rapid depletion of RWST inventory. However, because of the loss of
off-site power and the damage to the boric-add storage system, they were unable to make-up to the RWST.

As RWST level indication dropped below the set-point for automatic switch-over to cold-leg recirculation, the
operators realized that switch-over did not automatically occur. Forty-two minutes after SI, with RCS pressure at
329 psia and RCS hot leg temperature at 426 F (RCS saturation conditions), the operators determined that there
was sufficient inventory in the containment recirculation sump to allow transfer to cold-leg recirculation I .

While attempting to implement F.S-1.3,the operators discovered that the recirc-suml>-to-RHR-suction isolation
valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) would not open, even though electrical power was available ?.. The
emergency classification level was Ul:_raded to that of General Emergency.

F_y minutes after the trip and SI, RWST level indication was approaching 5%. The operators placed the control
handswitches for all pumps taking a suction on the RWST in the pull-to-lock position. Fifty-five minutes after the

1 Assume Sl mass flow rateof 50 lbm/sec for2520 set:(42 rain.)and8 lbm/gal: 15,750 gal in containmentsump. Some
panelmembersmay suggest thatthe operatorsshould haveplacedRHRin servicein the shutdowncooling modeat thispoint.
If this issue comes up, handleit in the following way: The operatorsdidrecognize thatRCSpressurewas low enoughto
allow shutdowncooling (for SNUPPS,RCS ixessure mustbe less than395 psia to allow shutdowncooling). They also
recognizedthatRCS hot-leg temperaturewas 76 degrees above themaximumallowable forgoing on shutdowncooling.
Furthermore,a significantLOCA is in progn_ss.The operatorsrealizethat if they simplyplace shutdowncooling in service,
thenRCS inventorywill eventuallybe depletedto thepoint thatthe RHRpumpslose suctionon the RCS hot legs. Even
now, the RCS is at saturation;placing shutdowncooling in service may lead to cavitationor vaporbindingof the RHR
pumps.

2 If thequestion comes up, therecirc-smnp-to-containment-spray-sucfionisolationvalves (EN HIS-1 andEN HIS-7) will not
open either,even thoughelectricalpower is available.
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trip and SI, an aft'shock of magnitude approximating that o/the OBE occurred. The ECCS suction fine and the
make-uplinewereseveredfromthe RWST, whichemptiedcompletely.

The operatorstransitionedtoECA-I.1anddepressurizedallsteamg_meratorstoatmospheric.Ninetyminutes
after the trip and SI, the control room operators and TSC personnel agreed that the RHR system should not be
placed in service in the shutdown cooling mode. Their decim'onwas based on the following plant conditions:
reaclor vessel water level, as indicated by the RVLIS static range, was 50%and decreasing; RCS hot-leg
tmnperaturewas448F and increasing;RCS pressurewas414psia.

Ram_mmdat/on:

One hourand fifty-fiveminutesafterthereactortripandSI,acontrolroom operatormade thefollowing
recomme_lation:

'_ we don't get water into the core soon, it will overheat. ! think we should try to line up the reactor makeup
water storage tank to the suction of the c.im_ing pumps and cool the core that way."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this recommendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How might you modify the recommendation?
• If it were adopted, how would you actually go about planning for and implerr_nting the recommendation?

Follow-up or Probing Questiom:

• Do the panel members perceive a goal conflict between cooling the core by injecting unborated waterand
maintaining subcriticality?

• NUREG\CR-5574, Assessment of Candidate Accident Management Strategies, foresees the potential that
accident management personnel might perceive a conflict between cooling the core and maintaining
subcr/ticality: "...this strategy advocates the use of RWSTrefill sources having sufficient boron concentration to
maintain an appropriate reactor safe reactivity shutdown margin. The use of unborated refill water can
potentially raise concern over recriticality if its use results in sufficiently diluted water being injected into the
reactor. This is especially true at the beginning of a fuel cycle when the required operating boron
concentrations are relatively high."

• Do the panel members rec_ that the plant is in a condition for which the existing EOPs contain no specific
actions that will be effective in preventing/mitigating core overheat?

• The scenariohas the operators in ECA-I.1 at the time the reco_dation is made to inject unborated water.
All of the actions of ECA-1.1, including depressurization of the steam generators to atmospheric and
consideration of the possibility of placing shutdown cooling in service, have already been completed. Some
plant-specific versions of ECA-I.1 may address, to some level of detail, the issue of making up to the RCS from
sources other than the RWST,but it is unlikely that any existing procedural guidance was ever intended to
cover a case in which _e reactor make-up system is so extensively disabled.

• Some panel members may believe that they are essentially "stuck"in ECA-I.1 or ES-1.3 because of the note at
the beginning of E5-1.3 which states that function restoration procedures (FRPs) should not be implemented
until the recite- sump-to-RHR-suction flow path has been established. Even if the operators transition to FR-
C2 or FR-C.1, the actions contained therein either have already been completed or will have no significant
impact on core overheat.

• If the panel members devise a means to get water to the suction of the charging pumps, do they give any
consideration to the probable need for thro_ling the discharge flow rate from the charging pump(s)?
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• Any improvised water source will probably only be able supply a relatively low flow rate to the suction of the
charging pump(s). If the discharge flow rate is not throttled, the charging pump(s) will likely cavitate and may
be damaged.

• One way to address this problem is to run only a single charging pump. Additionally, the PDP has a lower
voimnetfic flow capacity than a CCP and could be run instead of a CCP because it has a lower suction flow
demand.

• The safety injection charging lineup through the BITis a low-res/stance flow path and is much less amenable to
throttling than is the normal charging flow path. So, the panel might plan to isolate the BIT and establish
normalcharging.

Back[Found Material for Conducting Exorcise:

For SNUPPS, the line-up proposed by the Reconunendation presents the following technical challenges:

I. The reactor make-up water transfer pumps are powered from the service buses, wh/ch are de-energized
because of the loss ul off-site power. Although it would be poss/ble to establish a valve line-up from the
reactor make-up water storage tank to the suction of the charging pumps, it is doubtful that gravity flow from
the MWST through the idle make-up water transfer pumps would be sufficient to sustain charging pump
operation, even if the chafing pump discharge flow rate were severely throttled. Charging pump suction
flow and suction pressure would still be inadequate.

2. Aside from the lack of power for the reactor makeup water transfer pumps, the valve lineup from the MWST
to the suction of the charging pumps could be established as follows:
- Close the RWST-to-charglng-pump-suction isolation valves (LCV-I12D via handswitch BN HIS-II2D; and

LCV-112E via handswitch BN HIS-II2E). If these valves are inoperable or inaccessible because of damage
in the vicinity of the RWST, then check valves 8546A and 8546B will prevent backflow to the RWST.
Additionally, there is a manual isolation valve in _ line from the RWST (V011) that the operators might be
able to close.

- Open the VCT-W-charglng-pump-suction isolation valves (LCV-112B via handswitch BN HIS-112B;and
LCV-I12C via handswitch BN HIS-112C). This is necessary so that water from the blending tee and/or the
VCT can reach the suction of the charging pumps,

- Line up the reactor make-up system for dilution or alternate dilution, as per the normal operating procedure.
If the line-up cannot be established by using the make-up-mode selector switch, then the individual control
handswitches on the main control board can be used to establish the line-up. Failing that, local manual
operation of the valves could be attempted. In addition to the normal dilution flow paths, manual valve
V183 can be opened to establish a flow path from the discharge of the reactor make-up water transfer
pumps directly to the suction of the charging pumps.

The following considers the implications of modifying the _s_rio by leaving the boric-acid storage system
intact:

For SNUPI'S, a reccmmendation to transfer water from the boric-acid storage tanks to the suction of the
charging pumps via the boric-acid transfer pumps would have been a more viable recommendation than
the one made by the control room operator, given the loss of power to the reactor make-up water transfer
pumps.

The horic-acid transfer pumps are powered from the AC emergency buses and therefore would be
available, according to the scenario. Whether the boric-acid transfer pumps could supply sufficient flow
and pressure to the suction of the charging pumps to allow sustained operation of the charging pumps is
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doubtful. However,ff the chargingpump discharge flow rate were throttled, the boric-acid transfer pumps
would be able to '_,p up" with the suction demands of the charging pumps.

An effective way of throttling the c_g pump discharge flow rate is to isola:e the flow path through the
BITand establish normal charging. This was done on the SNUPPS [I simulator and the boric-acid transfer
lXUnpSwere able to sustain a charging flow rate of 150 gpm. To achieve this it was necessary to open the
"immediate boration" flow path (is., to open HV-8104). In fact, with HV-8104 open and both boric-acid
tranger pumps rurming, it was possible to secure the normal boration flow path and isolate the charging
pump suction from the VCY as well as from the RWST.

Current vlant conditions, two hours after the trip and SL are as follows."

• RCS bot-leg temperature: 480 F, increasing
• RCS pressure: 566 psla, increas/ng
• RVLIS static range: 35%, decreasing
• Core exit thennocouple temperature: 500 F, increasing
• ACemergencybuse_ both energized
• AC service buses: all deenergized
• Emergency classification level: General Emergency
• Handswitches in pull-to-lock

- Chargingpum_
- SI pumps
- RHR pumps
- Containment spray pumps

• RWST is empty; the mai_e-up line and the ECCS suction line have been severed from the RWST;emergency
repairs will take several days to effect

• Both boric-acid storage tad'fitsare empty; each boric-acid transfer-pump suction line has been severed from
its respective boric-acid storage tank

• LOCA and loss of the follow,_ng: off-s/te power, boric-acid storage tanks, boric-acid transfer pumps, RWST
and make-up capability, safety-injection flow, emergent7 recirculation capability

Plant-Svecific Information:

Boric acid transfer pumps (2)
Capacity, each: 75 gpm at 235 ft
Power supply: vital 480 vac (NG01A and NG02A)

Boric acid storage tanks (2)
Capacity,each:24J3008,t
Concentration: 4 w/o (7000 ppm)

Boric acid batching tank (1)
Capacity:_0_u

Boron injection makeup pump (1)
Capacity:35gpmat 250ft

Reactor makeup water storage tank (I)
Capacity:lso_oo
_tmtion: unborated water

Reactormakeupwatertrans/erpumps(2)
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Capacity, each: 150gpm at300ft
Power supply: non-vital 480 vac (PG19N, PG20N)

]'rocedure Titles:

E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
E-I, Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant
ES-1.2, Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization

1.3, Trans_ to Cold Leg Recirculation
EC_-I,I, Lossof Emergency Coolant Recirculaflon
FR-C.1, Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
FR-C.2, Response to Degraded Core Cooling

Connections to Decision-Makin s Modek

Intemret Current State:
--

* Knowledge of plant-specific conditions, faults present, systems lost/unavailable: L-Ireading the Statement, do
thepanelmembersgraspthat
- All SI and ECCS recirc capability has been lost?
- Make-up to RWST is lost?
- BAST and BATPs lost?

Determine Imvlications:-

• Knowledge of functional systems and higher-level processes: Does it register on the panel members that ALL
bora_cl water sources are unavailable?

• Knowledge of criteria for violating critical safety functions: Do the panel members realize that
- Core cooling is already in a "degraded" state?
- The core exit is super-heating?
- ICC will occur as soon as core-ex/t temperature exceeds 700 F?

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: Do the panel members recognize that the plant is in a condition
for which the existing EOPs contain no specific actions that will be effective in preventing/mitigating core
overheat?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members perceive a goal
conflict between core cooling and subcriticality in the proposed HLA to add unborated water? DO they
determine that a return to criticality is acceptable if core cooling is re-established and sustained?

Control:

• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Can the panel members
devise or improvise a method of injecting unbomted (orborated)water into the RCS that is effective and
feaslble?
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PWR-2: Containment Cooling versus Inert Atmosphere

wmans"

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exerdse for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this acddent scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present significant challenges to the team's decision-making proo_t.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
tmunms, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making s/tuation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPEcore-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenarioare as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which there has already been severe core damage (clad oxidation
and melt) during which hydrogen in the containment atmosphere reached a concentration at which it would
be burnable if it were mixed with dry air. However, during the san_._period of severe core damage, the
containment atmosphere was effectively inerted by the large amountl of steam that escaped from the RCS.

• To restore containment fan cooler olx,ration and containment spray capability and force the panel members to
decide whether to continue containment cooling.

• To present technical problems to the management of the containment hydrogen concentration that force the
panel members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures. (If it is also postulated that the
I-I2recombiners are unusable, the panel will have to decide whether to use the H2 purge system.)

Scenario Assumptions:

um " n f r e presenter and are not tO_ presented to the .van¢l:

• SNUPPS plant; early in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at holt full power is 900 ppm
• Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses 4-inch cold-leg break with coincident loss of all AC

power and damage to safeguards systems
• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection actuation signal
• Accumulators inject 12 minutes (720 sec) into the event
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 50 gpm per pump

and then decreases as RCS pressure decreases
• Core uncovery begins at 65 minutes into the event
• Core melt begins at 94 minutes into the event
• Core slump and collapse begin at 108 minutes into the event
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• The 4-kV safeguards bus associated with emergency diesel generator (EDG) "A" is so badly damaged that it
cannot be energized, even if EDG "A" were to be started or if off-site power were to be restored; nor can it be
energized even if EDG "13'were available to be cross-connected

• Some of the train "13"480-V safeguards electrical distribution equipment is damaged, including the power
cable to the 'I]"hydrogen recombiner

• EDG "B"/s started and connected to its associated 4-kV safeguards bus at 120 minutes into the event
• The '13"train of safeguardsequipmentismanually loadedonto thereenergizedbus, asfollows:

- Essentialservicewater pump (1)
- Component cooling water pump (1)
- RHR pump (1)
- Sl pump (I)
- Containment fan cooler units (2)
- Hydrogen mixing fan (2)
- Instrument air compressor (I)
- Centrifugal charging pump (1)

• The '13"containment spray pump is placed in stand-by
• The '13"motor-driven AFW pump is left in "pull-to-lock"

Statement for Panel:

The plant had been operating at 100%power for 45 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full power was
900 ppm. About two hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSE occurred. The control room
operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The earthquake caused a loss of
all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.

The control room operators entered ECA-O.0and declared a Site Emergency. The TSC and the EOF were
activated. From RCS and containment indications, the operators determined that the RCS was not intact. The
early onset of significant primary LOCA symptoms led the operators to conclude that the RCS pressure boundary
had already been breached prior to and independent of the development of any RCP seal leakage.

Twenty minutes into the event, the emergency classification level was upgraded to that of General Emergency. In
accordance with ECA-O.0,the operators depressurized the steam generators to 230 psig via manual operation of
the PORVs. They verified containment isolation and containment ventilation isolation.

Plant operations, maintenance, and technical support per_3nnel and off-site personnel engaged in coordinated
efforts to start the emergency diesel generators (EDGs), to :restoreoff-site power, and to conserve DC power
supplies. However, because of the extensive repairs requi]_l, all AC buses remained de-energized for two hours.
After determining that 4-kV safeguards bus "A" was too extensively damaged to be energized even if a power
source became available, plant personnel concentrated their efforts on starting emergency diesel generator (EDG)
'13".

During the time that the plant was without AC power, conditions in the RCS, core, and containment deteriorated.
Core uncovery began at 65 minutes into the event, as indicated on the static range of RVLIS. At 75 minutes into
the event, RCS pressure was 250 psig and RCS hot-leg temlx_rature reached 700 F. At 105 minutes into the event,
core-exit thermocouple temperatures reached 23(X)F.

At 120 minutes into the event, the following indications existed:
• RCS pressure:. 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCS hot-legtemperature:700F
• RVLIS staticrange:10%
• Core-exitthermocoupletemperature(avg):3500F
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• Containment pressure: I0 psig and slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 170 F and slowly increasing
• Contaimnent humidity: 100%
• Conta/nment radiation:

- Air-particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 8.5%in dry air, increasing

Two hours into the event, EIX3 "13"was started and connected to 4-kV safeguards bus "B". The control room
operators transitioned to ECA-0.2. They manually loaded the following "B"-trainsafeguards equipment onto the
re-energized bus:
• Essentialservicewater pump (1)
• Component cooling water pump (1)
• RHR pump (1)
• SIpump (I)
• Containment fan cooler units (2)
• Hydrogen mixing fan (2)
o Instrument air compressor (1)
• Centrifugal charging pump (1)

P.,zmenda

Two hours and fifteen minutes into the event, after learning that the control room operators had started two
containment fan cooler units, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"Ithink we should stop the containment fan coolers until we get the hydrogen concentraeion reduced. If we
condense the steam that is currently in the containment atmosphere, we might be left with a detonable or
burnable mixture of hydrogen and air."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reco_dation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How would you evaluate the _zpparentconflict between the engineer's recommendation and the procedural

gu/dance of ECA-0.2, which explicitly directs the operators to start the fan coolers in the emergency mode?
Couldyou reconcilethe confliict?

• Assu._nethatitwas decidedtostopthecontainmentfancoolerunitswhileacontainmenthydrogensamplewas
obtained and analyzed.
- How high could the resulting hydrogen concentration be while still allowing for irmnediate restart of the
fancoolers?

- If the hydrogen co' .'entraUionwere found to be above your highest acceptable level for fan cooler operation,
how would you _ Juce the hydrogen concentration below that level?

• How would you [m3ceed if hydrogen recombiner "13"failed to operate? (Assume the power cable had been
severed atthecontainment penetration.)
- Does your plant have an alternate means of reducing the containment hydrogen concentration?
- If you have a hydrogen purge system, would you use it?

BackMound Material for Conducting Exercise:

Current Plant Conditions, 15 minutes after restoration of power to safeguards bus "13",are as follow_:
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• RCS pressure: 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCShot-lq temperature: 700 F
• RVLIS static range: 25% and slowly increasing
• Core-exit thermocouple temperature (avg): 1100 F and decreasing at ? F/rain
• Containment pressure:. 10 psig and slowly decreasing
• Containment temperature: 170 F and slowly decreasing
• Containment humidity:. 98%
• Containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 9% in dry air
• AC emer_mcy buses: 4-kV bus "13"energized
• AC service buses: all de-enersized
• Emergency classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment in "pull-to-lock"

- Motor-driven AFW pump '_"
- All safeguards train "A"equipment

• Assumptions: LOCA and loss of all AC power; core melt; hydrogen concentration burnable in dry air; steam-
inerted containment atmosphere; loss of both hydrogen recombiners; T-hot RTD pegged high; CETs track to
3500F

Connections to Decision-Making Model:

Monitor/Detect:

• Ability to differentiate between instrument failure and accident response: Do the panel members '"relieve"the
indications of severe core overheat-interpret the readings as indications of severe core overheat?

Interpret Currfnt _;tatf:

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members try to
assess the following:
- Has core cooling been restored by flow from the operating train of safety injection?
- Has the progression of core damage been arrested?
- With one complete train of safety injection restored, can or should anything else be done to address the core

cooling CSR
DO the panel members realize that containment integrity should now be the highest priority because

, - Flssion products were previously released to the containment?
- Containment hydrogen concentration is burnable in dry air?

Determine lmvlications:

• Ability to anticipate phenomenological consequences of action/inaction: DO the panel members realize that
pass/ve cooling (by structural heat sinks and heat losses to ambient) will tend to de-inert the containment
atmosphere by condensing steam, even if all active cooling (coolers and spray) is stopped?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HI.As (conditions of applicability)
- Critical parametervalues
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- Systems that must be available
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

devise a plan that includes the following elements?
- Operation of hydrogen recombiner
- Intermittent operation of fan cooler(s) as necessary to control

- Containment pressure
- Steam condensation rate, humidity

- Recombiner/fan cooler as poss/ble ignition source
- After all fan coolers are stopped, to what concentration must hydrogen be reduced by operatio_ Iof the

recombiner before a fan cooler can safely be restarted //
- Contingency forunavailability of hydrogen recombiner - containment hydrogen purge sy_.em

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): When the panel mem_ evaluate the
hydrogen purge contingency, do they consider the following points? /
- Pre-calculation of fission-product release required to obtain a given reduction in contaj/ament hydrogen

concentration /
- Ability to secure purge (not a hardened vent path)
- Local radiation dose rates along the purge vent path /

- Equipment accessibility /
- Control room habitability /

- Possibility of filtering the hydrogen purge release /
- Risk versus benefit of hydrogen purge, as related to containment integrity/

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: How do the panel members)_concile the apparent conflict

between the procedural guidance of ECA-0.2 and the obvious exigencies of the situation?

Control:

• Ability to coordinate actions
- Improper coordination of hydrogen reduction and reduction of containment pressure/humidity could

result in hydrogen ignition
- If flss/on products are deliberately released from containment via hydrogen purge system, extensive

coordination with off-site r3anagement will be required
• Ability to determine that conditions for action have been met-account for changes in plant state, if any
• Ability to determine degree of action (for tuning type actions - how much): What criteria would the panel

members establish for executing the plan?
- If (at some time after the fan coolers are stopped) containment pressure starts to increase, now low does the

hydrogen concentration have to be before the fan coolers can be restarted?
- How high can containment pressure be allowed to go without running a fan cooler?
- If a fan cooler is restarted, how much can containment pressure be reduced (and how much steam can be

condensed) before hydrogen combu "andue to inerting again becomes a danger?
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PWR-3: Deliberate Floodir_ of Reactor Cavity

wmlnS:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exe,,dse for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical severeaccident.The functionof thi_acddent scenariois to present
a situationthat pushesthe teamouts/deof the standard,weD-rehearsedproceduresfor addre_ing abnormal
plant conditions.To achievethis,we createdscenarioswith difficult choices,goalconflicts,or uniquesituations
that presentsik _lflcantchallengesto the team'sderision-maltingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the solepurposeof maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenarioare as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which the core is known to be severely damaged aiready and in
which failure of the reactor vessel might be imminent.

• To force the panel members to decide whether to flood the reactor cavity deliberately as a means of mitigating
the consequences of reactor vessel failure.

• To present technical problems to the flooding of the reactor cavity with borated water that force the panel
members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

These assumvtions are for thepresenterand are not to be presented to the .mn¢l:

• SNUPPS plant; forced-maintenance outage following SGTR;reactor shutdown for 84 hours; had been
operating at full power for200 days prior to SGTR

• RCSboron concentration 2000 ppm
• Two trains of RFIRoperable in the shutdown cooling mode; one train in operation; RCS temperature, 90 F
• Reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned; reactor cavity seal is not installed
• Containment integrity set
• All steam generators in dry lay-up
• RCSvent path history:

- Both PORVs operable in the cold over-pressure protection (COP) mode
- In preparation for mid-loop operation and installation of SG nozzle dams, the PZRmanway was removed

to provide a large hot-side vent
- Then, because of the high decay heat rate, it was decided that a PZRsafety valve should also be removed

and the associated loop seal drained, prior to going to mid-loop

i
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- However, the mechanical maintenance personnel sent into the containment not only removed a PZR safety
valve and drained the associated loop seal, they also reinstalled the PZR rnanway and torqued the closure
bolts; they did not inform anyone that they had closed the PZR manway

• RCS drained to mid-loop elevation to permit removal of the manways on the primary side of the steam
generators

• Nozzle dams installed in the hot and cold legs of all steam generators
• PHmary-side manways reinstalled (but not torqued) on all steam generators except SG A (both manways are

left open)

_.sion of Hvents:

0 rain. Before RCS water level can be raised back above mid-loop, earthquake of greater than 5SE ma_rdtude
occurs
• Earthquake causes loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Instrument air line sever_ from the pneumatic a_.tuatorof one of the PZR PORVs
5 rain. Site E_ declared; containment evacuated except for certain mechanical maintenance personnel

who were known to be in containment at time of seismic event; the control room operators direct these
personnel to remain in containment long enough to close the cold-side manway on 5G A; however, the
maintenance personnel close the hot-side manway and exit containment

10 rain. The TSC and the EOF were activated
20 rain. Plant operators attempt local-manual opening of RWST-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (I-FV-8812Aand

I-IV-8812B),but neither valve will open
30mi_ Water in the reactor vessel startsto boU
35 rain. Control room operators observe increasing RCS pressure and determine that RCS is insufficiently

vented; they attempt to open both PZR PORVs but only one opens
40 rain. The operators establish a gravity feed-flow path from the RWST to the cold legs via an 8-inch

recirculaflon line in the discharge of the RHR pumps/heat exchangers (manual valve 8717; local-
manual operation of MOVs HV-STI6A/B)

45 rnin. The cold-leg nozzle dam in SG A fails; much liquid inventory lost from reactor vessel through the open
cold-leg rnanway

55 rnin. Emergency classification upgradedtoGeneralEmergency
• Because of RCSpressurization, gravity feed from the RWST is ineffective in maintaining reactor

vessel liquid inventory (losses due to steam flow out the PZR PORV and safety valve opening and
due to liquid leakage through the failed nozzle dam exceed the gravity-feed make-up capability)

I hr. Core completely uncovered
5 hrs. _ diesel generator EDG B is repaired and started

• By this time, the core has slumped and 2/3 of the core material has relocated to the lower plenum of
the reactor vessel

• The relocated corium is not in a coolable configuration
• Operators take actions consistent with ARG-I

- Hot-le Kinjection via $I pump B
- Containment fan cooler units (2)
- ESW pump (I)
- CCW pump (I)
- Hydrogen mixing fans (2)
- Instrument air compressor (I)

Other Notes:

• This scenario does not involve inerting of the containment atmosphere by large quantifies of steam. The
scenario initiates from mid-loop operation when coolant inventory and RCS pressure and temperature are
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minimal. Thus, there is no danger of de-inerting the containment by running fan coolers or initiating
containnm_t spray. However, detonable or burnable _nixtures of hydrogen and air may already exist.

• During the loss of all AC power, over-pressurizing the VCT to inject via the charging flow path is not a
workable strategy because no pumps are available to make-up to a pressurized VCT.

Statmnent for Pm_eh

The plant had been forced into a maintenance outage by a SGTR. The reactor had been shutdown for 84 hours
following a 200-day run at full power. The RCSboron concentration was 2000 ppm. Two trains of RHR were
operable in the, shutdown cooling mode; one train was in operation. RCS temperature was 90 F.

T'_ereactor vessel head closure studs were fully tensioned. The reactor cavity seal was not installed.
Containment integrity was set. All steam generators were in dry lay-up.

Both PZR PORVs were operable in the cold-overpressure protection (COP) mode. In preparation for mid-loop
operation and the installation of SG nozzle dams, the PZR manway was removed to provide a large hot-sid_, vent.
Then, because of the high decay heat rate, it was decided that a PZR safety valve should also be removed and the
associated loop seal drained, prior to going to mid-loop.

However, the mechanical maintenance personnel sent into the containment not only removed a PZR safety valve
and drained the associated loop seal, they also re-installed the PZR rnanway and torqued the closure bolts. They
did not inform anyone that they had dosed the PZR t,umway.

The RCS was drained to the mid-loop elevation to permit removal of the rnanways on the primary side of the
steam generators. Nozzle dams were installed in the hot and cold legs of all steam generators. The primary-side
numways were re-installed (but not torqued) on all steam generators except for SG A, on which both manways
were left open.

Before reactor vessel water level could be raised back above the mid-loop elevation, an earthquake of greater than
SSE magnitude occurred. The earthquake caused loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/
components. A Site Emergency was declared. The instrument air lines were severed from the pneumatic actuator
of one of the PZR PORVs.

The control room operators ordered all personnel to evacuate containment, except for certain mechanical
maintenance personnel who were known to be in containment at time of the seismic event. The control room
operators directed these personnel to remain in containment long enough to close the cold-side manway on SG A.
However, the maintenance personnel dosed the hot-side manway and exited containment.

The TSC and the EOF were activated. The plant operators attempted local-manual opening of RWST-to-RHR-
suction isolation valves (I-IV-8812Aand HV-8812B), but neither valve would open.

Thirty minutes into the event, water in the reactor vessel started to boil. The control room operators observed the
increasing RCS pressure and determined that the RCSwas insufficiently vented. They attempted to open both
PZR PORVs but only one opened. The operators established a gravity feed flow path from the RWST to the cold
legs via an 8-inch recirculation line in the discharge of the RHR pumps/heat exchangers (manual valve 8717;
local-manual operation of MOVs HV-8716A/B).

Forty-five minutes into the event, the cold-leg nozzle dam in SG A failed. Much liquid inventory was lost from
the reactor vessel through the open cold-leg manway. The emergency classification was upgraded to that of
General Enmgency.
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Because of RCS pressur/zaUon, grav/ty feed from the RWSTwas ineffective in maintaining reactor vessel liquid
inventory. Losses due to steam flow out the PZR PORV and safety valve opening and due to liquid leakage
through the failed nozzle dam exceeded the gravity feed make-up capability.

At one hour into the event, the core became completely uncovered. During the next four hours, the core was
severely damaged.

At five hours into the event, emergency diesel generator (EDG) B is repaired and started. The control room
operators take actions consistent with ARG-I and start the following equipment:.

• Hot-leg injection via SI pump B
• Contaimne_t fan cooler units (2)
• ESW pump (I)
• CCW pump (I)
• Hydrogtn mixing fans (2)
• Instrument air compressor (1)

Recommenda_n:

F_vehours and twenty minutes into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"Even though high-head hot-leg injection has been established, we can't be sure that the core is being adequately
cooled. Some of the core is bound to have relocated to the vessel lower plenum. A crust of re-solidified corium
could prevent the SI flow from reaching the molten material. The molten corium beneath the crust could attack
the lower vessel head and penetrations."
'If the reactor vessel fails, we had better have water in the reactor cavity to quench the corium and prevent it from
attacking the basemat. I suggest that we initiate containment spray in order to flood the reactor cavity up to the
top of the lower vessel head. This might even prevent failure of the reactor vessel."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reco_dation be implemented? Why or why not?
• If the vessel fails and coriurn pours into the flooded reactor cavity, will there be a steam explosion? Could the

steam explos/on disperse the cavity water and cot/urn into the containment proper? If such a dispersal
occurred, would it be good or bad?

• Would it be better to wait until after the vessel fails before flooding the cavity?
• Will the method proposed be effective in flooding the reactor cavity?
• Is there enough water in the RWST to achieve flooding of the cavity up to the top of the lower vessel head?
• As the RWST is depleted, would you attempt to transfer to a recirculation lineup via the RHR system?
• Would you modify the recornme_ation? If so,how?
• How much water in the cavity will start making a difference? How much is needed to quench the pour?
• What effects will wetting the lower vessel head have on vessel integrity?
• How long will it take to flood thecavity to the top of the lower vessel head?
• If the containment is flooded suffldently to flood the reactor cavity, will instrumentation needed for accident

rnana_t be immersed? If so, will the instrumentation fail?
• Should you spray into the containment at the maximum rate? Spray at the maximum rate initially and then

throttle spray?
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Background Material for Conducting Exercise:

Current plant ¢gn_litions. 20 minutes after restoration of _vowerto safeL,uar_s bu_ "13".are as follow_;

• RCS press_me:.86 psig, stable
• RCShot-legtemperature:700F,peggedhigh
• RVLIS staticrange: 120%,pegged high
• Core-exit _uple temperature (avff,):0 F
• Containment pressure: 0.5 psig, slowly decreasing
• Containment temperature: 130 F, slowly decreasing
• Containment humidity:. 60%
• Conta/nment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containnv.mt (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hydrogen concentration: 7% in dry air
• AC emetRency buses: 4-kV bus '13"energized
• AC service buses: aHde-energized
• E_cy classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment in"pull-to-lock"

- Motor-driven AFW pump '13"
- All safe_,mardstrain "A"equipment

• Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
• Containment normal surnp level: 100%
• Recircuiation sump level: 8_ ft
• RWST levell: 94%
• SI pump BIflow rate: 615 gpm
• CCPBflowmte: 434gpm
• Assumptior_: SGs in dry lay-up; One PZR safety valve removed; RCSdrained to mid-loop; Nozzle dams in

hot and coli:llegs of all SGs; Earthquake greater than SSE; Loss of all AC power and pumped injection; Loss of
one _ I_)RV; inadequate hot-side vent; Coolant ejected via failed nozzle dam on cold-leg side of SG A and
open prirm_y rnanway; Limited gravity feed from RWST;Fuel melt and relocation into noncoolable geometry;
Establishment of high-head hot leg injection

Connections I_oDecision-Maklng Model:

Mon/tor/Detect:

• Ability to obtain critical information on core status
- Important information is not instrumented, viz., whether core has relocated to lower vessel head

Intemret Cur_nt State:

• Ability to determine existing faults; core, vessel, containment status: Do the panel members agree with the
TSC engineer's assessment of likely core relocation to the lower vessel head? Given the coolant ejection from
mid-loop conditions and the amount of intervening time, it is likely that the core
- Soileddry
- Heated up
- Melted and slumped to the lower core plate
- Melted through the lower core plate and relocated to the lower head

Do the panel members perceive any merit in the TSC engineer's concern about a non-coolable corium
cor_guration or do they re_t it out of hand?
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Do the panel _ consider the following current plant indicat/ons m confirm/discontirm the TSC
englnsees assemmentof the core damage state?
- ]tcs hot- tmnpemturepeggedlagh,
- and CETavg temperature at 0 F,
- wl_ total SI flow rate has been greater than I000 gpm of subcooled fluid for 20 minutes,
- andRVUSstaticrangeispessedhistL

These indications are cmmistent with RTD and _uple failure (open circuits) in a pre_ously h/gh-
I_mperature environment that has been mit/gah._l subsequent to the ins_ument failure. The containment
h_ concentration of 7% is indicative of severn core damage, especially in light of the small inventory of
water (due to the specific history of this event) that was available for the z/rosteam reaction.

mar

• Knowledgeof criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members:
- Try to determine the possible core damage state by considering the entire histor _of the event?
- Realize that, given the history of this event, vessel failure could be imminent?
- Corns/tierthe benefits of having water in the cavity at the time of vessel failure (that it is better for the

corium to pour into a deep pool of water than onto dry concrete)?
- Appreciate the need for immediate infliation of actions to flood the reactor cavity?

- A_te that it will take a long time to flood the cavity and that, if there is any chance to get the
cavity flooded before the vessel fails, they must initiate flooding ASAP

- Realize that no matter when the vessel fails, even if it fails before they get the cavity flooded, they will
still have to cool the molten coriurn that escapes and the sooner they get started on the flooding the
better

! - Realize that if the vessel fails before the cavity is even partially flooded, it might be possible to pour water
onto the escaped corium by continuing to inject water into the RCS - some of the injected water may spill
through the vessel failure onto the escaped corium?

- Evaluate the feasibility of flooding the cavity by containment spray or some alternative method?
- Quantity of water that must be sprayed to flood the recirc sump(s) and the basement sufficiently to

flood the reactor cavity
- Sufficient quantity of water available; impact on RWST depletion and SI; recirc
- Instrn.Jnentation that could be i_; if immersed, will it fail and how soon

- Evaluate the need for fkxxiing the cavity all the way to the top of the lower vessel head
- iiow deep must the pool of water in the cavity be to quenchthepour, to break up the pour into

coolablepiece.
- Effect of wetting lower vessel head on vessel integritT

. -- Could it induce failure?
-- Could it remove sufficient heat to prevent vessel failure?

• Knowle(ige of specitk plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure:Do the panel members
work OUtan efficient method for perfomenstheflooding?
- Depending on the coniainment geomeUy, the cavity flood rate may be less than the containment spray rate-

-this would result in unnecessary accumulation of water in the containment _t with the attendant
potential for flooding of insmm_entation

- The most eflicimt method might be to spray at the ma,dmum rate until the recirc sumps and basement are
mftidenfly fkx_ed to begin flooding of the cavity--m_! then throttle the spray flow rate (reduce to one
pump) to something approximating the likely cavity flood rate

- This method would conserveRWST inventory and delay the need to transfer to recirc

Feedback:

• Ab/lity to detemdne that control action produced des/red effect: Do the panel members identify a metlwd of
determining that the cavity is indeed flooding and to what depth?
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PWlt-_' Early RCS De_on

Wmdns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for generating a response from a small accident-
management team (or panel) to a hypothetical seve_ accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnomml
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult cb,lces, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present sisniflcant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
tmunm, equipment failures, and at times, operator errorL The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emergency operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective..

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation that has an extremely high probability of leading to severe core
damage and reactor vessel failure--loss of all AC, loss of all auxiliary (emergency) feed, and loss of feed-
induced LOCA.

• To force the panel members to decide whether to deliberately depressurize the RCS early in the accident as a
means of preventing or mitigating direct containment heating (DCH); to see if the panel members realize that
late depressurization is prefen_ over early.

• To present technical problems associated with early RCS depressurization (as an anti-DCH measure) that force
the iAnel members to devise a solution that is not available in current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

panel:

• SNUPPS plant;,late in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power was 200 ppm; plant had
operated at full power for greater than 200 days

_on of Events:

0 rain. Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEmuses loss of aHAC power and
some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Steam-driven AFW pump damaged; cannotbestarted
- SG PORVs fail dosed; cannot be opened even by local-manual operation

• Automatic reactor trip;SG safety valves open 12 see after reactor trip
• Control room operators enter ECA-0.0 and declare General Emergency; TSC and EOF activated

32n_ All SGs dry out
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35 rain. Both PZR PORVs open
* RCP seals deter/orate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 20 gpm

Ferpump
. All efforts to restore AC power and aux feed fail; damage to electric plant and aux feed system so

severe that esrliest estimate for repairs is 12-16 hours
• Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SOs, the operators do not dep_m_ze the SOs
• ECA-O.0leaves the operators perfom_g an intentionsl do-loop in which they monitor RCS

conditions and try to accomplish the following:
- Restorepower to an AC _ bus
- Establisha secondaryheat sink(total aux feedflow to all intact SOsgreaterthan 260klbm/hr or

NR level in at leastone intact SOgreaterthan4%) [for SNUPPS,the operatorsare not supposed
to co_ secondarydepressurizationuntil afterNR level in at leastoneintactSO is greater
than4%

Statementfor l'anel:

The plant had been operating at 100%power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 pprn. About an hour ago, an earthquake of greater than SSEmagnitude caused loss of all AC
power and some damage to safeguards systems/components,

The steam-driven AFW pump was damaged; it cannot be started. The SG PORVs failed closed; they cannot be
opened even by local-manual operation.

The reactor tripped automatically. The SO safety valves opened 12 seconds after the reactor trip. The control
room operators entered ECA-O.Oand declared a General Emergency. The TSC and EOF were activated.

At 32 minutes into the event, all SOs dried out. At 35 minutes into the event, both PRZ PORVs opened and
started to cycle RCSpressure about their open and dose setpoints.

The RCP seals deteriorated and developed leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate has reached 20 gpm
per pump. All efforts to restore AC power and aux feed have failed. Damage to the electric plant and to the aux
feed system is so severe that the earliest estimate for repairs is 12-16 hours.

Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SC_, the operators have not depressurized the SC_. ECA-0.0
has left the operators perfon_ng an intentional do-loop in which they monitor RCS conditions and try to
accomplish the following:
• Restore power to an AC _cy bus
• Establish a secondary heat sink (total aux feed flow to all intact SOs greater than 260 klbm/hr or NR level in at

least one intact SO greater than 4%)

One hour into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following reco_ation:
"Weare in a situation that is bound to lead to severe core damage unless we regain a vital bus or a secondary heat
sink. It's likely to be several hours before we regain either, during which time the core will melt. In fact, it is
possible that the reactor vessel will fail before we get a vital bus back."
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"I think it is imperative that we take action now to depressurizetheRCS. If the reactorvessel MIS while the RCS
is still at a high preua,tre,molten corium could be dispersed into the containment atmosphere beyond the cavity
and lead to direct containment heating. This could challenge containment integrity."
"We don't have a secondary heat sink. We are loosing RCS inventory through the RCP seals and the PZR PORVs.
We might as well latch the PORVs open and depressurize the RCS. There is only a limited supply of back-up
instrument air pressure available. When it is depleted by o/din S the PZR PORVs, we won't be able to latch the
PORVs open, should we later decide that we need to."
"Weshould latch open both PZR PORVs now, while we can. We must make sure that the RCS is depressurized
before the reactor vessel fails."

Initial (_ueatious to Panel:

• Should this recommendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• How much must the RCSbe depressurized to preclude DCH?
• Will latching the PZR PORVs open be effective in reducing RCS pressure the required amount?
• If the RCSis depressurized as proposed, will the core remain covered?
• Would it be better to depressurize the secondary side of the SGs, even though they have dried out? Is there a

concern about SGTR?

• Would it be better to wait before depressurizing the RCS, for example, wait until CET temperature reaches 1200
F?

Background Material for Conductin$ Exerclse:

(_urrentplant Conditions. one hour into the evenL are as follows:

• RCS pressure:, cycling between the PZR PORV opening and closing setpoints (2335 and 2315 psig)
• RCS hot-leg temperature: 658 F, stable
• RVLIS static range: 80%, decreasing
• Core exit thennocouple temperature (avg): 690 F, stable
• Containment pressure: 0.5 psig, slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 130 F, slowly increasing
• Containment humidity: 95%
• Contaimnent radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Conta/mnent hydrogen concentration: 0.5% in dry air
• AC emergency buses: all de-ener_d
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergencyclassification level: General Emergency
• Equ/_t in "pull-to-lock"

- All safeguards train "A" and train '13"equipment, except for ESW pumps A and B
• Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
• Containment normal sump level: 100%
• Recirculation sump level: 83. ft
• RWST level: 98%

• Assumptions: Earthquake greater than SSE;loss of all AC power; loss of pumped injection; loss of all normal
and _O/feed, including steam-turbine-driven AFW pump; all SG PORVs stuck shut; loss of secondary
heat sink; SG dryout; loss-of-feed-induced
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Connections to Decislon-Makln 8 Model:

Moniter/Detect:

!

• Ability to determine that control action produced desired effect on key parameters: Do the panel members
specify which RCS pressure indications to use during the depreseurization?
Do they antidpate the RCS temperature response?

Int CurrentState:.

• Ability to determine existing faults; safety function status; core, vessel, containment status; availability of
systems

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand the following?:
- The core is about to start uncovering because of the loss of feed-induced LOCA that is in progress
- The RCS is saturated and core heat-up has not begun yet
- The TSC engineer is correct when he says that, given the estimated time for repairs, the core will melt and

the vessel might fail before AFW or electrical power is restored
- The mechanism of DCH and the fact that DCH can be a threat to containment integnty, depending on the

plant-specific containment geometry

Determine Imvlication_:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from considerat/on: Do the panel members realize the following?:
- Although the exact magnitude of the threat posed by DCH to containment integrity is uncertain, it is

advisable to preclude DCH by preventing high-pressure blowdown of the RCS
- Depressurizaflon, early or late, might increase the risk of a steam explosion when the molten core relocates

to the lower head because steam explosions are more likely at lower pressures
- In-vessel steam explosion is not expected to be energetic enough to breach the RPV
- It is better not to depressurize the RCS until after the core has started to uncover

- Early depressurization causes more inventory to be lost sooner and accelerates the onset of Coreheat-
up

- Late depressurization causes less inventory to be lost early in the transient and postpones core heat-up
- Given the estimated time for repairs to the AFW and plant electric systems, the core is certainly doomed

and vessel integrity is probably doomed. Therefore, containment integrity must be the highestpriority
and the threat from DCH must be addressed.

Do thepanelmembers cons/derthefollowing?:
- What ifPZR PORV(s)fall(s)dosed,open?
- Will secondary depressurization prevent high-pressure ejection of molten corium; would it raise a concern

about SGTR?

- Whether the plant-speclfic conta/nment geometry obviates the concern about DCH.

Plan..

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members consider the
following?:
- Early depressurization takes longer than late because a mixture of liquid and vapor is blown off during

early depressurization whereas only vapor is blown off during late depressurization
- Because early depressurization takes comparatively longer, the temperature of some of the fuel rods

exceeds the threshold for oxidation of zircaloy before the accumulators inject. Thus, for early
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de_essurtzation, accumulator injection causes significant cladding oxidation and relocation and is not
effective in contmll_g further core damage.

- Will theybe ableto depmssuri_ theRCSsuffidently via thePZR PORVsto mitigate DCI-I?
- Is there sufficient instrument air capacity (continuous supply of air needed to hold valves open)?
- Sufficient electrical power?
- Are both PORV block MOVs open?
- To what value must RCSpressure be reduced? (to within about 145 psi of containment pressure)

- Possible downs/de consequences (e.g., hydrogen generation and steam explos/on)
- Early depressurization could lead to PZR surge-line failure prior to RPV failure, while the accumulators are

in ung
- Late de_tion _ the time available to recover AC power and AFW

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for HOPs: Do the panel members recognize the following?:
- If they remain in the intentional do-loop prescribed by HCA-0.0, the core will melt and the vessel m/ght fail
- For the prevailing plant conditions, ECA-0.0 provides no transition to FRGs that would direct the operators

to depressur/ze the RCS (or the secondary)
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

¢ons/der the following actions?:
- Over-riding containment isolation for instrument air to the PZRPORVs AND

- Shunting air from other uses/reservoirs/accumulators OR
- Connecting nitrogen or other compressed gas system or bottles to supply PZR PORV actuators

- Cycling of the PORVs, while waiting for late depressurization criteria to be reached, consumes more
instrument air than does latching them in the open position

If the panel members realize that late depressurization is preferred, do they consider the following actions?:
- Performing a series of shallow depressurizations to minimize PORV cycling and thereby postpone

' exhaustion of the imtrument air supply
- What initiation criteria will be used for late depressurization?

Control:

• Ability to determine when specific actions should he taken: DO the panel members realize that, if they opt for
late depressurization, they must initiate depreseurization within a few minutes of CET temperature reaching
1200 F, or else unacceptably high clad/fuel temperatures will result?
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PWR-S_ Natural Circulation versus RHIt Coolin s

WarnlnSZ

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or exerdse for generating a response from a small accident-
management learn (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident. The function of this accident scenario is to present
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, weIl-_.hearsed procedures for addressing at>normal
plant conditions. To achievethis, we createdscenarioswith difficult choices,goalconflicts,or unique situatiom
that _t significantchallengesto theteam'sdecision-makingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and def_tn-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
"_cy operatingprocedures(EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenar;o were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as poss/ble. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damege frequencies.

Scenario Objective:.

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a situation in which the core has overheated and for which the guidance
provided in the existing emergency procedures may be perceived as counter-productive

• To force the panel members to decide whether to transfer to cold leg recirculation on RHR or to try to establish
RCSnatural circulation cooling

• To present perceived hazards associated with transfer to cold-leg recirculation and to present a proposal for
restoring the secondary heat s/nk to establish natural circulation. Evaluating the perceived hazards of
recirculation, assessing the technical feas/bility of restoring the secondary heat sink, and estimating the
likelihood of establishing RCS natural circulation should force the panel members to exercise cognitive skills to
supplement current procedures.

Scenario Assumptions:

The_ a_umptions are for the _vresenterand ar_ not to be presented to the paneh

• SNUPPS plant; late in fuel cycle; critical boron concentration at hot full power was 200 ppm; plant had
operated at full power for greater than 200 days

_Pr_on of Event_

0 rain. Earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSEcauses loss of all AC power and
some damage to safeguards systems/components

- Motor-driven and steam-driven AFW pumps damaged; none can be started
- RWST damaged such that, over a period of 100 minutes, inventory is lost due to leakage down to the

tank level that corresponds to 45%of the inventory required by Technical Specifications
• Automatic reactor trip; SG safety valves open 12 sec after reactor trip
• Control room operators enter ECA-O.Oand declare General Emergem7; TSC and EOF activated
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32 rain. All SGs dry out

35 rain. Both PZR PORVs open
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 20 gpm

per pump

I00 rain. ]__ diesel generator (EIX;) B is repaired and started
• All efforts to restore off-site power and aux feed fail; damage to off-site transmission network, to EDG

A, to on-site train A emergency AC distribution system, and to aux feed system so severe that earliest
estimate for repairs is 20-24 hours

• When safeguards bus B is energized, the PZR PORVs have closed and the following indications exist:.
- CET temperature (av8): 2900 F, increasing
- ItVLIS static range: 15%, decreasing
- RCS pressure: 1900 psig, decreasing
- RCS hot leg temperature: 700 F

• Control room operators
- Manually actuate SI and load ECCS pumps onto safeguards bus B
- Transition to FR-C.I; however,

- Because they cannot establish any feed flow to the SGs, the operators do not depressurize the SGs
- Because they cannot restore off-site power, the operators cannot start RCPs

110 rain. Control room operators initiate RCS bleed and feed per FR-H.I
• Effects of RCS feed and bleed

- SI flow eventualiy cools fuel clad
- CET temperatures fall
- Eventually, RCS pressure decreases and SI flow increases

• Initiation of SI flow causes the following:
- Some overheated cladding shatters
- AdditionaJ hydrogen is produced for a brief period of time, until cladding temperatures are reduced
- Progress/on of core damage stops with

- Core in coolable geometry
- Significant amount of fission products released to RCSand to containment

150 min. Plant conditions as follows:
• Instrumentation indications:

- RCS pressure: 351 psig, decreasing
- RCS hot leg temperature: 390 F, decreasing
- RVLIS static range: 100%
- CET temperature (avg): 400 F, decreasing
- Containment pressure: 1.5 psig, slowly decreasing
- Containment temperature: 150 F, slowly decreasing
- Containment humidity: 50%, decreasing
- containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (h/gh-range) area radiation mon/tor(s)

- Containment hydrogen concentration: 3.5% in dry air
- Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
- Containment normal sump level: 100%
- Redrculation sump level: 8.2 ft
- RWST level: 35%
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- CCP B flow rate (BIT flow): 434 gpm

- 5I pump B flow raW. 615 gpm
• AC emergency buses: one energized
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergen_ classification level: C.,enead
• Equipment in"pull-to-lock"

- All sak'Suards train "A"equi_t0 except for ESW pump A
_, Procedure & step in effect: FR-H.I, intentional do-loop wherein secondary heat sink must be

established before RCSbleed and feed can be reduced/terminated
• CDA indicates severe fuel overheat

Statement for Paneh

The plant had been operating at 100% power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 ppm. About two and a half hours ago, an earthquake of greater than $SE magnitude caused loss
of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems/components.

The motor-driven and steam-driven AFW pumps were damaged; none of the AFW pumps can be started. The
RWST was damaged and lost inventory due to leakage down to a tank level that corresponds to 45% of the
inventory required by Technical Spedflcations. Below this level, the tank is intact.

The reactor tripped automatically. The SG safety valves opened 12 seconds after the reactor trip. The control
room operators entered ECA-O.0and declared a General EmergencT. The TSC and EOF were activated.

At 32 minutes into the event, all SGs dried out. At 35 minutes into the event, both PRZ PORVs opened and
started to cycle RCS pressure about their open and close setpoints. The RCP seals deteriorated and developed
leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate has reached 20 gpm per pump.

At 100 minutes into the event, emergency diesel generator (EDG) B was repaired and started. All efforts to
restore off-site power and aux feed have failed. Damage to the off-site transm/ss/on network, to EDG A, to the
on-site train A emergency AC distribution system, and to the aux feed system is so severe that the earliest
estimate for repairs is 20-24 hours.

When safeguards bus B was re-energized, the IrZR PORVs had closed and the following indications existed:
• CET temperature (avg): 2900 F,increasing
• RVLISstatic range: 15%, decreasing
• RCS pressure: 1900 psig, decreasing
• RCS hot leg temperature: 700 F

As soon as the bus was end, the control room operators manually actuated SI and loaded ECCS pumps onto
El:X3B. They transitioned to FR-C.I. Because they could not establish any feed flow to the SGs, the operators did
not de_ the SGs. Because they could not restore off-site power, the operators could not start RCPs.

At 110 minutes into the event, the control room operators initiated RCS bleed and feed per FR-H.I. Over a period

of forty minutes, RCS pressure decreased, SI flow increased, and _ temperatures fell.

Recommen_n:

Two hours and thirty minutes into the event, an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendation:
"RWSTlevel is almost down to the point where procedure FR-H.1 will direct us to transfer from cold-leg injection
to cold-leg recirculation. However, I reconunend that we do NOT transfer to recirculaflon because doing so will
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result in _ arnounW of md/mcflve material being circulated outside of container, due to the degraded state
of the core. This will cause extremely high radiation leveb inside of the auxiliary building and _ the
potential foroff-site releases via con_t bypass. If core deb_ are c/r_lated through the ItHR pump, the
pump impeller or seals might fail. Then, well loose core cooling again and release radioactive material to the
.U.ry beUd .-
"I think that we should leave the ECCS aligned for told-leg injection and use the retTutiningRWST inventory to
buy us some more time to establish a secondary heat sink. We can Juryrig a connection from the fire-fighting
systmn to the SG f't.edwater system and run the diesel-driven fire water pump to provide feed flow. We can use
the SG PORVs to depremurize the SGs to atmosp_m4c and thereby maximize feed flow from the fire water pump.
Re-establishin8 the secondary heat sink will allow us to restore nstural circulation in the RCS. Removing decay
heat via RCS natural circulation and primary-W-secondary heat transk, r will avoid the potential hazards
associated with cold-leg recirculation via the RHR system."

Inif_d Questions to Panel:

* Should this reco_tion be implemented? Why or why not?
• Are the perceived hazards associated with cold-leg recirculation on RHR cooling valid? Do they justify leaving

the ECCS aligned for injection while attempting to restore the secondary heat sink?
• Is the proposed method of restoring the secondary heat sink technically feasible?
• Even if the secondary heat sink is successfully restored, b it likely that RCS natural drculation can be

established? Is there a concern about hydrogen in the SG U-tubes?

Backsreund Material for Condut_ln S Exercise:

Current plant conditions, two and one half hours into the event, are as follows:

• Instru_tation indications:

- RCS pressure: 351 psig, decreasing
- RCShot-leg temperature: 390 F, decreasing
- RVLIS static range: 100%
- CET temperature (avg): 400 F, decreasing
- Contai_t pressure: 1.5 psig, slowly decreasing
- Containment temperature: 150 F, slowly decreasing
- Containment humidity: 50%,decreasing
- Containment radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- Gaseous activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

- Containment hydrogen concentration: 3.5% in dry air
- Instrument tunnel sump level: 100%
- Containment normal sump level: 100%
- Redrculation sump level: 8.2 ft
- RWST level: 35%

- CCP B flow rate (BIT flow): 434 gpm
- SI pump B flow rate: 615 gpm

• AC emergency buses: one enersized
• AC service buses: all de-energized
• Emergency classification level: General Emerg_
• Equipment in "pull-to-lock"

- All safeguards train "A" equipment, except for ESW pump A
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• Procedure & step in effect: FR-H.I, intentiorud do-loop wherein secondary heat s/nk must be established
beforeRCSbleedandfeedcanbereduced/terminated

• CDA indicates severe fuel overheat

• Assumptions: F21r_t_ce 8realm'flumSSH;lossof all AC power;lossof pumped in_,ction;lossof aUnormal
and emesljency feed, including stesm-turbine_rtven APW pump; SG dryout; loss of feed.induced LDCA; only
one AC _ bus can be recovered, off-site power _ unavailable; cl_din 8 failure

C_om toDedsloa-_ Modeh
i

in_ Currmtsm_

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand that it is virOudly certain that extensive cladding failure has occurred?

- Core is cool now (current plant status); but event h/story (BackKround)reveals the following:
- Corecompletely uncovered (RVLISstatic ra_ 15%,decreasing)
- Elevated CET temperatures (2g00F,lncreasin 8)
- Zirclsteam ruction oxidizes and embrittles cladding
- Initiation of SI flow under these conditions shatters much claddtn S
- CDA confirms extensive cladding failure

Do the panel _ understand that during the period of core uncovery flea/on products were released
into the RCS and into the contaimaent?

- CDA could confirm the extent of fission product release
Do the panel members understand that failure or bypass of the containment boundary under the present
conditions could result in a significant release of fission products to the environment?

_ne Implications:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from consideration: Do the panel members try to determine how
much longer they can remain on injection?
- Injection rates are known
- RWST level is known

Do the panel members consider the basis for the transfer-to-recirc criterion (RWSTlevel indication of 33%,
decreasing)?
. The bottom 33% is reserved for contaimnent spray

Do the panel members consider the following?:
- Contaimnent pressure is I._ psig and decreasing
- Two containment fan coolers powered from safeguards bus B are running
- Containment spray won't be needed unless there is a hydrogen explosion, which is unlikely, given the

current containment hydrogen concentration of 3.5% in dry air
- The current containment hydrogen concentration allows operation of the hydrogen recombiner without any

further evaluation

Do thepanelmembersconsiderthedesignbasisfortheECCS pipingand componentsandassociated
radiologicalshielding?Do theyassessthedoserateslikelytoresultasaconsequenceoftransferringtorecite?
Do thepanelmembersconsiderthelikelihoodofcontainmentbypassdue tofailureoftheRHR orotherECCS
system?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members evaluate the
following?:
- Whether or not the SGs can remove decay heat, given the current plant conditions
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- Will stean_ S occur?
- Is tt enough just to renwve decay heat or is It necessary to cooldown the RCS below 250.200 !:7

- Plant-specificfeulbilityof }uryriBBinga connectionfromthefire-fightingsystemtotheSGfeedwater
system

- CantheSGsbe depressur/zedsufflc/enflyv/a theSGPORYsto allowthefirewaterpumptoinjectintothe
SGs?

. Thelikelihoodofestablishingmturslcirculationin theRCS,Oventhe_ of hydrogenandothernon-
condensibles in the RCS0tydre1_ In the SG U.tubes)
- Do th_ use CDA to estimate the amount of hy_ that may be in the RCS?
- Do they evaluate whether that amount of hydrogen is likely to interfere with natural circulation?

• Knowledge of limits of applicability for EOPs: Do the panel members comtder the basis for the tramfer-to-
criterion (RWSTlevel indication of 33%,decreas/ng)?

- The bottom 33% is reserved for containment spray
• Knowledse of specific phmt systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel

devise a procedure for cross.connecting the fire fighting and SG feedwater systems that addresses the
following?:
- Specificconnecaonpoints
- Methodofconnection
- Required pressure and flow-rote capacities
- Need to isolate parts of the fire-fighting system to ensure adequate pressure and flow for SGs
- Contingency plan for unisolating parts of fire fighting system in case of fire
Do the panel memlx_ devise a procedure for depressurizing the SGs via the SG PORVs that addresses the
follow_?:
- To what pressureshouldtheSGsbedepresurtzed?
Do the panel members real/ze that the SGs must be depressurized to a pressure that is at least 50-100 psi below
RCS pressure before any pal-see heat transfer can occur
- Can SG d_tion be performed remotely from the control room or will local manual operation be

necessary?
- Status of instrument air supply
- Ifit has to be done locally, how will it be coordinated?
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PWR._ Containment Sprayversus HCCSInjection

Wsrnlns:

Thisscenariois intended to be used asa tool or exercisefor8eneratin8a responsefrom a small accident-
rnana_t team(or panel) to a hypo_cal severeaccident. The functionof this accidentscenariois to present
a situationthatpushes the team outside of the standard,well-_ procedures foraddressingabnomml
_t conditions. Toachieve this, we createdscenarioswithdifficult choices,goal conflicts,or unique situations
thatpresentsignificantcludlenges to the team'sdecision-makingprocess.

Further,to createthenecessary severe accidentconditionsin this scenario,it was necessaryto postulatenumerous
traumas,equipmentfailures,and at times,operatorerrors.The use of multiple failureswas requiredto thwart
thesafety anddefonse-in-depth design employed in nuclearpower plants and reduce the effectivenessof current
_cy operatingprocedures (EOPs).

Theboundaryconditions of the scenariowere constructedforthe sole purposeof maintaining a difficultdecision-
making situationforas long as possible. Therefore,it should not be construed thatthesescenar/osare likely
events, or even the most likely severe accidentsequences. The probabilityof these scenariosoccurringis within,
or beyond, therangeof traditionalIPEcore-damagefrequencies.

ScenarioObjective:

Theobjectivesof this scenarioareas follows:

• To place the panel membersin a situation in which the containmentfan coolerunits (CFCUs)andECCS
recirculationcapability have been lost and in which RWSTinventory is being rapidlydepleted by containment
spray, which actuated due to a pressurespike caused by a hydrogen burnfollowing a period of severe core
damage

• Toforce the panel membersto decide whether sacrificecontainmentcooling by terminatingsprays in orderto
preserve ECCSinjectioncapability

• Topresent technicalconcernsinvolved in prioritizingcorecooling and containment cooling that force the
panel _ to exercisecognitive skills to supplenn_t currentprocedures.

ScenarioAssumptions:

Theseassum_vtionsare forthe_mesenterandare not to b_ presentedto the__nel:

• SNUPPSplant;late in fuel cycle;criticalboronconcentrationathot fullpower was 200 ppm;plant had
operated at fullpower forgreaterthan200 days

_n of Events;

0 rain. Earthquakeof magnitude greaterthanthe 5SEcauses4-inchcold-legbreakwith
coincident loss of all AC power and damage to safeguardssystems

- Reclrc-sump-to-RHR-suctionisolation valves (EJHIS-8811Aand EJ_IIB) will not open, even
afterelectricalpower is available(limit switchfailure)

- Racirc-sump-to-containment-spray-suctionisolationvalves (ENHIS-Iand EN HIS-7)will not open,
even afterelectricalpower is available

- Common-modefailure(prosresgve loss of bearinglubrication-induced by seismic accelerations)
leads to eventual failure(bearingseizure)of all fourcontainmentfan coolerunits (CFCUs);
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failure occurs during a containment pressure spike mused by a hydrogen bum after AC _cy
power Is restored and after a period of running in the dense, moisture-laden containment
atmosphere

• Manual reactor trip and automatic safety injection actuation signal

12rain. Acounulatom tn_,_'t(7'20eec)into theevent
• RCP seals deteriorate and develop leakage to the containment; the seal leakage rate reaches 50 8pro per

pump and then decreases as RCS pressure decreases

65hen. Coreuncoverybegins

94 rain. Core melt begins

108 rain. Core slump begins

120 rain. Off-s/te power restored to 4-kV safeguards buses A and B
• Safeguards equipment is manually loaded onto the re-energized buses, as follows:

- Essential service water pumps A and B
- Component cooling water pumps A and B
- RHR pumps A and B
- Sl pumps A and B
- CFCUs A0B, C, and D
- Hydrogen mixing fans A and B
- Instrument air compressors A and B
- Centrifugal charging pumps A and B

• Containment spray pumps A and B are placed in standby
• Motor-driven AFW pumps A and B are left in "pull-to-lock"

150 rain. Hydrogen bum in containment
• Pressure spike of 35 psi (to 37 psig) actuates containment spray
• All 4 CFCUs fail

210 rnin. RWST level indication drops below the setl_int forautomatic switchover to
cold-legrecirculatton
• Automatic switchover fails to occur
• Operators

- Determine that there is sufficient inventory in the containment recirculation sump to allow transfer
to cold-leg recirculation

- Discover that the recirc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B) will
not open, even though electrical power is available

- Discover that the recirc-sump-to-containment- spray-suction isolation valves (EN HIS-I and EN HIS-
7) will not open, even though electrical power is available

Statement for Panel:

The plant had been operating at 100% power for greater than 200 days. The critical boron concentration at hot full
power was 200 ppm. About three and one half hours ago, an earthquake of magnitude greater than the SSE
occurred. The control room operators manually tripped the reactor. Safety injection actuated automatically. The
earthquake caused a loss of all AC power and some damage to safeguards systems and components.
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The control room operators entered ECA-0.0 and d_lared a Site Emerging. The TSC and the EOF were
activated. From RCS and containment indications° the operators determined that the RCS was not Intact. The
early onset of significant primary LOCA symptoms led the operators to conclude that the RCS pressure boundary
had almmdybeen breached prior to and independent of the development of any _tCPseal leakage.

Twenty minutes into the event, the _ classification level was upsmded to that of General E_. In
accontance with ECA-OJ_,the operators depreuurized the steam generators to 230 pstg via manual operation of
the PORVs, They verified con_t isolation and containment ventilation isolation.

Plant oper_/dmm,main_, and technicalsupportpersonnelandoff-sitepersonnelengagedin coordinated
effortsto st_ the_ dieselgenerators(EDGs), to restoreoff-sitepower, and to conserveDC power
supplies. However, becauseof theexte_ve repaimrequired,all AC busesremained de-energizedfor two hours.

" During the time that the plant was without AC power, conditions in the RCS, core, and containment deteriorated.
Core uncovery besan at 65 minutes into the event, as indicated on the static range of RVLIS. At 75 minutes into
the even_, RCS pressm,, was 250 psig and RCS hot-leg temperature reached 700 F. At 105 minutes into the event,
core exit _uple temperatures reached 2300 F.

At 120 minutes into the event, the following indications existed:
* RCS pressure: 200 psig and slowly decreasing
• RCShot-leg temperature: 700 F
• _..'LISstattcrange: 10%
• Core exit thennecouple temperature (avg): 3500 F
• Contaimnent pressure: 20 psig and slowly increasing
• Containment temperature: 185 Fand slowly increasing

, • Containment humidity:. 100%
• Contaimnent radiation:

- Air particulate activity detector
- C,aseotm activity detector
- Containment (high-range) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containn_t hydrogen concentration: 10% in dry air, increasing

Two ho,_rs into the event, off-site power was restored to all safeguards buses. The control room operators
trans/tiened to ECA-0.2. They manually loaded the following safeguards equipment onto the re-energized buses:
• Essential service water pumps A and B
• Component cooling water pumps A and B
• RHR pumps A and B
• Sl pumps A and B

__ • _s A, B, C, and D
, Hydrogen mixing fans A and B

• Instrument air compressors A and B
• Centrih:gai charging pumps A and B

The operators placed containment spray pumps ' _nd 8 in standby and left motor-driven AFW pumps A and B
"pu l-to-lock".

Two and one half hours into the event, there was a hydrogen burn in the containment atmosphere. The resulting
spike actuated containment spray. All four CFCUs stopped running at the time of the containment

-_ pressure spike. The control room operators have not been able to re-start any of the CFCUs.
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Threeandone half hours into the event,asRWST levelindicationdroppedbelowthesetpointforautomatic
switd_ver to cold-leg recirculaflon, the operators realized that switchover did not automatically occur.
determ/ned that there was suffident inventory in the containment recirLndation sump to allow trans/er to cold-leg
_tion. While attempi/n Kto implement ES-I.3, the operators discovered that the recirc-sump-to-RHR-
suction isolation valves (EJ HIS-8811A and EJ HIS-8811B) would not open, even though electrical power was
available.

The control room operators tnmsitioned to ECA-I.1. They stopped containment spray pump A and placed it in
standby. Because containment pressure had not yet been reduced to less than 3.5ps/K,the operators left
containment spray pump B running and tried to align it for recircolation. However,neither of the recirc-sump-to-
containn3Jent-spray-suctionisolation valves (EN FflS-I and EN I-HS-7)will open, even though electrical power is
available. The operators reducedsafetyinjection to a single train of ECCS.

Recommem_

Three hours and thirty-five minutes into the event, after learning that redrculation capability has been lost and
that one containntent spray pump is still running in the injection mode, an engineer in the TSC makes the
following reco_tion:
"Ithink we should stop containment spray pump B, even though containment pressure is still greater than 3_
psig and no CTCUs are operable. Because we have been unable to transfer to cold-leg redrcolation, it is
imperative that we maintain cold-leg injection. The spray pump is depleting RWST inventory at a much faster
rote than we can ever hope to make up. We must terminate spray to conserve RWST inventory and preserve
injection. Besides, right now, we don't need the spray pump to preserve containment integrity."

Initial Questions to Paneh

• Should this reconunendation be implemented? Why or why not?
• Given the conditions of this scenario, what is your evaluation of the threat to containment integrity if the

recommendation of the en_nesr in the TSC is implemented?
• Asmn_ that the recomntendation is implemented and that RWST inventory is eventually depleted anyway. In

such a case, it would be neces,mry to stop the ECCS and containment spray pumps. Would you start an RCP?
Why orwhy not?

• Can you think of any methods of making up to the RWST at a rate greater than 120-200 gpm?
• Would it be leas/hie to restore redrculatlon capability by ores-connecting the discharge of one of the

, containment spray pumps with the discharge of one of the RHR pumps? If so, would you do it, given the
_tions of this scenario?

B_ Mam'lal for Conductins ,V.xercise:.

The current plant conditions, three hours and thirty-five minutes into the event, one hour and thirty-five minutes
after resWration of AC power to the sa_s buses, and one hour and five minutes after the hyd._ bum.
are as follows:

• RCS pressure: 150 ps/g and stable
• RCS hot-leg temperature: 700 F
• RVLISstaticranKe: 100%
• Core exit_uple temperature (as,g):0F
• Containmentpresmu_ 10pe/gand slowlydecreasing
• ContainmentImnperature:150Fand slowlydecreas/ng
• Con_t humidity:.50%
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• Containment radiation:
. AirparticulateacUvitydetector
- Caseous activity detector
- Containment (hish-mn_) area radiation monitor(s)

• Containment hyd_ comt_.ntration: 03% in dry air
• AC_buses: all_
• AC service buses: allenmgized
• E_ classification level: General Emergency
• Equipment inoperable

- All_s
. Recirc-sump-to-RHR-suction isolation valves (EJHIS-8811A and EJHIS-8811B)
. Recirc-sump-to.containment-spmy-suction isolation valves (EN HIS-I and EN HIS-7)

• _ure & step in effect: ECA-l.l, step ll, try to start an RCP
• Assumptions: Earthquake greater than SSE;LOCA with loss of all AC power; loss of emergency coolant

recirculation capability; recovery of two AC emergency buses; hydrogen burn in containment; containment
spray actuation; loss of all containment fan cooler units

ERG network ruth;

ECA-0.0
ECA-0.2
E-1
F.S-1.1
ES-1.3
ECA-I.1

Connections to Decision-Makins Model:

Monitor/Detect:

• Ability to differentiate between instrument failure and accident response: Do the panel members '1_elieve" the
indications of severe core overheat-i.e., interpret the readings as indications of severe core overheat?

- Hot-leg temperature history indicates failed (open) RTDs
- CET temperature history indicates failed (open) themmcouples

ln_ Current State:

• Ability to develop complete and accurate mental representation of plant status: Do the panel members
understand that some core melting and slumping probably _ before Sl was initiated?

Do the panel members consider the following current plant indications to assess the core damage state?:
- RCS hot-leg temperature pe88ed high and CET avg temperature at 0 F while SI has been in operation for

over 1.5 hours and RVLIS static range is pe88ed high
o These indications are cons/stent with RTD and thennocouple failure (open circuits) in a previously high-

temperature enviro_t that has been mitigated subsequent to the instrument failure
- The containment hydrogen bum is indicative of severe core damage
Do the panel members try to determine the following?:
. Whefl_ theprogtess_ ofcoredamagehasbeenarrested?
- Whether all of the core is in a coolable configuration?

- If the amount of melting and slumping that occurred prior to initiation of SI flow wasn't too extensive,
the melted and slumlx_ materials would probably re-freeze in a coolable configuration
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- The fines given in the scenarioare intendedto beconsistentwith arrestingof themelt/slump process
justafter theonsetof thatprocess

- Panelmemberscannotknow thecoredamageslatewith certainty;theycannotbecertainthat severe
aeddent progresMonhas stopped

- Containmentintegrity shouldnow be thehighestpriority because
- Many fm_n productswere previouslyreleasedto thecon_t
- Hydrogenbum did occurearlier
- Uncertainthatsevereacddenthasstopped

Do the panel members understandthat the followingpotentialchallengesto containmentintegrity poseno
inunediatethreatandare not likeb] to becomeseriousthreatsany time soon?:
- Hig,Jt-pcessure blowdown of RCS; RCS is already depresmrized
- Hydrogen burn; hydrogen concentration has already been reduced to less than the burnable threshold by

detlagration
Do the panel members understand that if the severe accident progression has not stopped, then the following
longer-term threats to containment integrity could develop?:
- Molten corium, relocated to RPV lower head and shielded from SI flow by crusts, could attack RPV metal

and causevesselfailure

- Corium pour could interact with water and/or concrete, increasing containment pressure over time
- Steam
- Hydrogen
- Non-condensibles such as CO and CO2

Determine Imvlications:

• Ability to remove bad or irrelevant ideas from consideration: Do the panel members consider the following?:
- Hydrogen burn may have damaged safeguards equipment inside of containment, e.g.,

-_s
- Hydrogen recombiners

- Verifying that containment integrity is still intact following the hydrogen burn
- If so, how do they intend to do it?
- What parameters/indications will they monitorto detectlossof containment integrity?

DO thepanelmembersrealizethat containmentspray(evenwith only a singlespraypump) is a ma_ordemand
on RWST inventory, and that theTSCengineerisabsolutelycorrectwhen he says,"The spraypump is
depleting RWST inventory ata much fasterrate than we canever hopeto makeup to it."

- There are two strategiesor goalsimplicit in theTSCengineer'sreco_dation, viz.:
- ConserveRWSTinventory by terminatingsprayand reducingthe rate of depletion
- Freda way to makeup to theRWST ata rate thatapproachesthereduced rate of depletion

Do thepanel memberstry to deviseeither of the following?:
- A meansof makingup to the RWSTat a ratein excessof 120-200gpm
- Or, a means of supplying water to the suction of the ECCS pumps other than the RWST

Plan:

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (conditions of applicability): Do the panel members perceive the
following potential goal conflict?:
- Given the uncertainty that the severe accident progression has stopped and the possibility that the RPV

might eventually fail, it might be advisable to leave the containment spray pump running (and even start
the second spray pump)
- Significant amount of time and water are required to flood the reactor cavity
- If panel subsequently comes to consider RPV failure as likely, it would be beneficial to have

containment already flooded to the point of filling the cavity
Do the panel members realize that the TSC engineer's recommendation is only a stop gap measure at best?
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- The core cooling safety functionwill eventuallybe challengedagain, if:
- A meansof mak/ng up to theRWSTata rateequal to thedepletion rateis not found (the RWSTwill

empty) or a suction supply to the ECCSpumpsotherthan theRWSTis not found AND
- ECCSredrcuLation capabilityis not restored

• Knowledge of limits of applicabilityforEOPs: ff the panelmembersdecide to slop aUcontainmentspray,how
do theyreconcilethe/rdecis/on with theproceduralsuidanee of ECA-I.I?

• Knowledgeof specificplant syslm_ requiredfor implemenl/n8 planor procedure: Do thepanelmembers
devise a feas/bleand effecl/ve meansof ei_ of the following?:
- Makin8 up to theRWSTat rate thatappma_ thedepletion rate
- Supplying thesuction of the ECCSpumps froma sourceotherthanthe RWb'T
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B.3 Glossary for PWR Scenarios

AC alternatingcunent
AFW aux/I/ary feedwater
ASAP as soon as possible
BAST boric acid storage tank
BATP boric acid transfer pump
BIT boron injection tank
CCP centrifugalchargingpump
CCW corecoolingwater
CDA core damage assessment
CET core exit thennocouples
CFCU containment fan cooler units
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide

COP cold over-pressurization
CSF criticalsafetyfunctions
DC direct current

DCH direct core heating
ECCS emergency core cooling system
EDG emergency diesel generator
EOF emergency off-site facility
EOP emergency operating procedures
ESW essential service water

FRG function restoration guideUnes
functionrestoration procedures

H2 hydrogen
HLA high-level action
LOCA loss of coolant accident
MOV motor-operated valve
MWST make-up water storage tank
OBE operational-basis earthquake
PDP positive displacement (charging) pump
PORV Power-operated relief valve
PWR pressurizedwater reactor
PZR pressurizer
RCS reactor coolant system
RHR residual heat removal

RPV reactor pressure vessel
RTD resistance temperature device
RVLIS reactor vessel level indication system
RWST reservewater storage tank
SA severeaccident
SAMG severe accident management guidance
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SI safety injection
SNUPPS standard nuclear utility
SSE safe-shutdown earthquake
TSC technical supportcenter
VCT volume control tank
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Appendix C Overview Panel _ may have a perception of the situation
that biases them to believe that after shutdown is

This Appendix is split into two sections. The first achieved, it is maintained for all time, re_rdless of
section, Scenario Summaries, provides capsul/zed the course of events. Given the course of events and
descriptions of each of the BWR scenarios. The the possibility of bias, the panel may miss the
second section, Scenario Materials, contains the recriticality issue and focus entirely on recovering the

descriptions of each scenario and provides vessel inventory as quickly as possible by maximizing
the detailed support materinl required to present each all available RI_ injection.
scenario to a panel (as described in Appendix A). A
8Jossary of scenario acronyms can be found at the end Of interest is the panel's consideration and resolution
of the Appendix. of whether recdticality is an acceptable event, and

how much of a reactivity response is expected. Also
of interest is the panel's consideration of power

C.1 Scenario Summaries control by boron injection, and whether the panel
imposes limitations on the injection flow rate into the

This section provides brief descriptions of the 6 BWR vessel. The HLAs/strategies contained within the
scenarios that were created for this project, recommendation proposed in this scenario are to

'Initiate SLCS"and to '_eflood the reactor vessel with

BWR-I: Potential Recriticali.tyDuring Core Reflood. borated water."
The purpose of this scenario is to create a core-melt
situation in which the Panel members must confront BWR-2: ATW$ with Venting. The purpose of this

scenario is to create a situation in which the Panelthe implications of reflooding a damaged core,
including the potential for recriticality, members are forced to address two potentially

conflicting goals, adequate core cooling (ACC) and

In this scenario, a short-term station blackout leads to containment integrity.
core uncovery and the early stages of core melt. Then
sufficient emergency power is restored to allow In this scenario, the MSIVs inadvertently close and an
reflooding of the RPV. When power is restored, core ATWS occurs. Alternate control rod insertion fails,

both from the control room and from the hydraulicdamage has progressed to the following stage: a
significant number of control rod blades have melted control un/ts. Suppression-pool cooling is established
and their neutron poison has relocated; a small but the SLCS fails to start. To control power, the
percentage of the fuel rods have melted but the operators reduce RPV water level to the top of the
remaining fuel rods retain their original geometry. It active fuel. They use the SRVs to reduce RIW
is assumed that this core configuration will return to a pressure. Containment pressure approaches the
critical condition for a period of time after reflood primary containment pressure limit (PCPL). A
begins, decision on whether to vent containment is being held

off because of the associated downside consequences

When the problem is turned over to the Panel and because of some progress in restoring SLCS.
members, they must determine how and when to
reflood the RPV and decide whether it is necessary to The HLA/strategy contained within the
reflood the vessel with borated water in order to recommendation proposed in this scenario is to delay

the venting of containment and to concentratemitigate the recrtticality threat during recovery.
is interest in whether the Panel members realize available resources on shutting down the reactor.

there may be other ramifications from the reflood This scenario attempts to focus the panel members on
process than are normally expected. In addition to two goals. One is to shutdown the reactor while
recrtticality, these include the following: production maintaining ACC. The other is to maintain
of large quantities of steam and hydrogen; melting of containment integrity, which might require
fuel (caused by heat generated in the zirc-steam contaimnent venting. However, venting can lead to
reaction); and shattering of the embrittled fuel loss of RPV injection (and loss of ACC), if the NPSH
cladding, for LYCIbecomes inadequate when the suppression

pool flashes. Thus, the panel must confront and
resolve a goal conflict.
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Thepanelhasadditionalissuestoresolve.Failureto Asanaitive toflooding,thefollowins is
achieve reactor shutdown is the source of the over- proposed: initiate LPCI in the dry-well spray mode in

chailenp to can--t. The challenge can order to scrub airborne contamin_ts and condense
be completely removed only by shuttins down the steam; inject into the RPV with core spray systems;
reactor. The vent duct/n S h'mn the containawnt use the _ppreM/on pool as the source of all sucttoft.
mishttaftintothe building,crestingaharsh Theparednmmwelshthebenefitsofthisplan
enviromnent. Such an envimmnent would hinder the (maintmvmce of presmme su_n and wet-well
onsolng repair effom and misht cause ECCS ventin s capability and of ,u_-pool ,orubblnl_
equi_t su_ to it to fail. i_urthennom, if the pmlon_ hold-up of flss/m_products in
containment vent size is inedequate to remove containment) against its main drawback: transport of
sufficient elwrgy, ventin 8 will buy some time but it contaminants through the HCCSpiping.
will not remove the threat to containment and it could Additionally, the panel must decide whether to rely
result in loss of ACC. on the core spray system to cool the uplxv one third

ofthe.
l_t-3: LOCA with Containment lqoodin,z. The
purpose of this scenario is to create a sitnat]on for Other issues that may complicate the decision-making
wh/ch the EOPs direct that the containment be procem include the following. _ure suppremion
flooded to the top of the active fuel and then to probe and wet-well venting capability may be considered
the panel's understanding of the potential dispensable, provided that the reactor remains
consequences of flooding by proposing an alternative _ that containment cooling is
to it. maintained. Suppression pool scrubbing may be

considered dispensable, if it is known the gaseous
In this scenario, an earthquake causes a large LOCA fission products in containment are only noble gases.
with a coincident loss of all AC power. Because of the
de_tion and the unavailability of auxiliary BWR.4: _ [Fiect/on from Ext_mai Source. The
steam, no turbine-driven systems were available for purpose of this scenario is to create a situation in
RPV injection. The core uncovered and had begun to which the panel members are forced to address two
heat up when on-site power was restored. Low- potentially conflicting goals, adequate core cooling
pressure injection into the RPV was established. (ACC_ :.nd containment in_ty. The conflict is
However, because of the break size (DBA-type shear rooted in the effects of long-term injection into the
of reactor rectrculation line), RPV water level cannot RPV from an external source.
be raised to cover the top one third of the core. The
fuel is intact, but many cladding ruptures have In this scenario, an earthquake causes an extended
occurred, resulting in the release of a significant loss of all AC power. Injection into the RPV is
amount fission product gases to the containment, maintained with steam-turbine_r/ven systems. A

diesel-driven fire pump is fined up to take a suction
The reco_dation is made to flood the on the CST and ink,ct into the RPV, which is
containment in accordance with the EOP (HLA/ intentionally depressurized to establish injection flow.
strategy to 'Vlood dry-well containment following Water level in the RI_ is maintained above the top of
large LOCA"). Then, before flooding is commenced, the active fuel. To conserve battery capacity, the
an alternative is proposed in Which concerns about steam-turbine-driven ECCS are secured. After several
flooding are raised. These concerns include the hours, suppression-pool water level rises to its high
following: loss of pressure-suppression capability; limit and containment pressure reaches the primary
loss of the wet-well vent after the torus fills, and loss containment pressure limit.
of the capability to use the suppression pool for
scrubbing. An additional concern is that flooding The plant has rea_ a condition for which the EOPs
may make it necessary to vent the containment in direct that all injection from external sources be
order to prevent over-pressurization by non- secured. The objective of this direction is to preserve
condensable gases, including fission products. Early containment integrity. A recommendation is made to
venting with minimum hold-up time will worsen the deviate from the EOP by maintaining external
off*site dose. injection. The HLAs/strategies contained in the
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recomnwn_t/on are to "Use dfuel-drlven fire pump bufldh_ The _ failure of containment makes
for core injection" and "Use fire pump for vessel the maintenance of ACC even more important.
tn_."

SWlt_ _ FailureatHi_ Prem.ure.Thepurpose
The line of reamnln s offered in support of the of thisscenariois to mmm a situation in which the
recomnutz_t/onisasfonows:Ifextmulinjectionis coremeltswhilethe_ renuinsathlshpressure:.
secured, it will be necessary to resume injection from With RPV failure imminent, the panel is asked to
the Neam-turbirm<Irlven ECCS, with suction from the decide how to protect containment. The panel is
sup1_msk_ pool This will deplete battery catty, confronted with a variety of post-vessel failure issues.
whichisneededtokeeptheSltV.ope_ Addit/onaUy,
thehish-mnperature warn' from the suppress/on In thisre_r/o, ined_t MSIV closurecauses the
pool misht cause the tufoine-dr/ven pumps to fail. plant to trip. Feedwater is lost and all high-pr'-_sure
Thus, action taken to _e contein_t inteb_ty injection fails. Low-pressure injection is available but
could result in loss of ACC. the RPV cannot be depressurized. The SRVs, ADS,

and all other _s of depressur/zatton have failed.
The existing FOPs try to accomplish several goals at RFV inventory boils off and the core uncovers.
once, but when a mutually exclusive decision must be Extensive fuel meltin 8 occurs.
made _ ACC and con_t intesrity,
containment intesrity is given hisher priority. The Suppression-pool cooling is secured so as not to
reco_t/on contains an a_t against this. circulate contaminants outside of containment.
The chaHen_ to containment posedby a core that BecauseRPV water level is unknown, flooding of
goes ex-vessel folk)win Kloss of ACC is quite severe, contai_t is commenced. Then, after wet-well
The potential for serious off-site dose is much _eater water level rises above its high limit, the decision to
than for the case in which containment fails but ACC flood is countermanded, because the RFV is still at
is maintained and the core never melts, pressure.

IJWR-5:Steam-line Break with FaiiedContatnntent. The panel must decide how to protect containment.
The purposes of this scenar/o are to create a situation The reco_at/on proposes that dry-well spray be
in which both the RFV and the contai_t are initiated. The HLA/strategy. is to "Initiate dry-well
breached but the core is intact and seems likely to spray to mitigate HPME." Questions are posed about
remain so. The panel is asked to devise ways to hiKh-pressure melt ejection, the effect of water on the
minimize fission product leakage from the blowdown, and the potential for direct containment
containment, m/t/gate the harsh environment in the heating. The panel is asked whether it would be
reactor building, and maintain ACC. better to have water in the containment before RPV

failure or to postpone flooding until after failure.
In this scenario, an unisolable, DBA-type steam-line
break leads to some cladding failure and fission gas
release. The conta/nmentis isolated, exceptfor a
failed electrical penetration seal in the dry-well, which
allows leakage into the reactor building. Low-

ECCS systerm restore water level in the
_ lug' tonormal.

The panel must attmnpt to configure the available
systems in such a way as to minimize flow into the
reactor building. The harsh environment created in
the reactor building must be mitigated not only to
allow access for repairs, but also to ensure that
necessary equipment is not degraded. The only real
threat to ACC is the potential loss of equipment that is
not qualified for the harsh enviro_t in the reactor
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BWR-I: Potential Recritiudlty Durin 8 CoreReflm)d

This _ is inlmtded to be used as a tool or exerdse for seneratins a response from a small scddent-
manqpment team (or pa_l) to a hypo_sl severe accident. The function of this _ent _ is to _t
a s/tuation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-_ procedures for addressing abnornviJ
plant conditions. To achieve this, we crested scenarios with *lfficult d_ces, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that pt_ent sisniflcant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was _ to postulate nmnerous
traunus, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current

operatingprocedures(EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of malntai_n s a difficult decision.
mak/nKsituation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenaflos are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
orbeyond, the ranKeof traditimud IPE core-damage frequencies.

Seemu_oObjective:

Theobjectivesof this scenarioare asfollows_

• To pike thepanel _ in a core-meltsituationthat maycludlengethe emergencyoperating procedures
(SOPs).

• To detenn/neifthepanelrecogn/zesthepotentialthreatofrecriticalityalongwithotherchallengesassociated
withvesselreflood.

• To presenttechnicalproblemsthatwillchallenKethepaneltodecidewhethertorefloodimmediatelyorwait
untilthenecessaryamountofboronhasbeeninjectedintothereactorpressurevessel(RPV)toensure
shutdown.

ScenadoAs.umption.:

Tbes_ aMu_vtioM are for the nresenter and are not to be _mesented to the

• DurinKa surveillance, the reactor coreisolation cooling (RCIC) [or equivalent system] was found to be
inoperative. RCIC [or equivalent] system was declared inoperative'and disabled.

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.

_n of Events:

0 rain. Loss of all off-site power initiates a turbine trip, reactor scram, MSIVisolation,
and a feedwater trip. All of the plant's emergency diesel generators fail to start.

I rain. Operators attempt to manually initiate HPCI; I-IPCIturbine steam injection valve
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fails to open [omit ff HCCSHP motor-dr/yen system].Oass/c short-term _ station black-out (SBO)
K_mrio.
RPV inventmy _ by boil-off to the suppression pool via the safety relief valves. Auxiliary
operators and nmlnlmumee personnel dispatr.hed to access and repair HPCI [omit ff ECCS HP motor.
driven syslmn], and _ diesel _meratom. Operators declare site area emergency. Activation of
theTSCandthe_OFbestn..

60 min. RPV water levd drops to the top of active fuel CrAF),opemlors declare general
area _.

95rainRPVwaterleveldropsbelowM/n/mumSteamCoolingLevel,operatorsperform
emergency RPV depresmuizatton per EOPs.

122 rain Control rod blades begin melting. Blade temperature approximately 2600 F.

125 rain Fuel cladding begins melting. Fuel temperature approximately 3385 F.

132 min Fuel begins melting. Fuel temperature approximately 4870 F.

133 min Si_ndflcantnumber of the control rod blades have melted and relocated, while a
small percentage of the fuel rods have melted. The remaining fuel rods are assumed to be in their
original geometry. Emergency diesel generator B is repaired and available to restore AC power to an
ECCS motor con_l center 0V/CC). RPV injection is, therefore, available with only one train of low
pressure coolant injection (LPCI) and core spray (CS) systems.

• The core conflsuration, as described above, is asmnned to be sufficient to achieve criticalityfor a period of time
core reflood Ix'Bins. Furthermore, only two EC_ systems are available for vessel injection-namely, LI_I

and CS. These are the present boundary condition_ available to the accident management team.

Slalmnent for Pm_eh

plant had been operating at 100%power for greater than 200 days when, during a normal surveillance, RCIC
[or equivalent] system was determined to be inoperative and was secured. Several hours later, a large storm
disabled the power transmission st/d, which caused the plant to lose all off-s/te power. This event initiated a
turbine trip, reactor scram, and MSIV isolation. After the reactor scram, an operator verified that all the control
rods wm'e fully inserted by the rod-position indication system. During these initial events, the operators quickly
determ/ned that all of the _ diesel generators had failed to start and would not respond to manual
initiation. In anticipation of the need for level control, operators attempted to start the _ system that failed to
start upon manual and automtic Initiation [omit ff ECCS HP motor-driven system].

Following these events, the control room supervisor dispatched auxiliary operators and maintenance crews to
and repair, if possible, the failed _ [omit if ECCS lip motor-driven system] and the emergency

diesel generators. A site _ was declared and the TSC and EOF were activated. It was determined that
the _ turbine steam injection valve had seized in the dosed position and could not be immediately
repaired[omitifECCSliP motor-dr/vensyst_qnl.

While the maintenance crew was assessing the problem with the generators, the RPV water level continued to
decrease. Level lnsmum_tation indicated that the top of active fuel was unco,ered approximatelyone hour into
the event At this time, a _erai arm emergency was declared. Level instrurnentation indicated that the core
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water level deaeased below the BOP limit for RPV steam cooling at an hour and a half into the event. The
operators commenced with _ RPV depressurlzation per the plant EOPs. Approximately thirty minutes
after the d_urization, h_ and high radiation were detected in the containment.

It is now 133 minutes since the plant lost off-site power and one diesel _memtor has been repaired and is
available.

Rmmsmmu_tiom:

At this time an eng/neer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"Promour contaimnent instrumentation, we know that some fuel danm_ has occurred due to the amount of
hyd_ and hi_ radiation detected. I believe that most of the fuel geometry is still intact, but we need to act
quickly to prevent further damage such as fuel relocating into the lower plenum. Such a situation would present
an extreme challen_e to the lower RPV head and may induce vessel failure. Therefore, I suggest we establish RPV
injection systems and flood-up the vessel until level instrumentation indicates the water level is above the top of
active fuel."
"Sincewe know that hydrogen generation from oxidation is driven primarily by the temperature of cladding and
the availability of steam-of which there will be plenty when we reflood-the quicker we cool the fuel, the less
overall hydrogen and heat we will generate. Based on this assumption Ireconunend maximizing the injection of
the LPCI and CS system during the vessel refiood. If we reflood in this manner, we may be able to reduce the
total amount of hydrogen generated and minimize further damage to the reactor core."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• Should this reconunendation be impl_ted? Why or Why not?
• Are the hazards associated with the engineer's concerns valid?
• Have all the potential hazards associated with the vessel reflood been identified?

Follow-up or Probing Questions:

At this time, DG B is started and power to the CS and _ system bus is re-established, but the pumps have not
been started. A reactor engineer from the TSC/OSC brings up the following issue:
"Prom reports and analymb I have read about BWR severe accidents I know _ is a time window during which
the control rods, which are made out of boron carbide dadded in stainless steel, can start to melt and relocate, yet
the fuel rods then_lves can still be essentially in their original geonne_. This is because the eutectic melting
point of the control blade is around 2300 F to 2500 F while the melting point of the fuel rods is much higher
(approximately _ 1_."

• What areyour reco_tiom forrefiood given the engineer's information?
• What would be your reco_ations given the following additional information from the engineer.

"Myconcern is that if a significant number of control rods have melted and relocated and we re-establish
injection, we might drive the reactor super critical, thereby further damaging the fuel and maybe even the vessel.
Therefore, I would record that we first inject the required shutdown weight of boron via the SLC system
before we initiate the core refiood to ensure the reactor will stay subcritical."

• How can boration be added to the vessel?
• What t[ standby liquid control (SIC) system is unavailable?
• Is there enough boration on site to borate the suppression pool to the proper level required (700 ppm)?
• Are there concerns regarding using core spray (CS) to refloud the core in an ATWS- like event?
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• What other precaution can be implemented to protect the vessel and mntainment?
• Will the reactor mainttin criticality after reflood or will the fuel shatter and lose the necessary geometry for

_ttcaaty
• If a debris bed forms from the postulated fuel shattering, will this geometry be more difficult to cool?
• Aretheenstaeer'sconcertoresardin8supercriticalityvalid?
• Isthetimewindow forrecriticalitylarge?

Badq;mmul Material for Conductins F.xercis_.

Current Plant Conditions

• P,PVPressure:.10psig
• P,PV Level: downscale
• RPV Power:. downscale

• DW Presmre:. 3 l:_ig
• DW Temp: 140 F
• SP Temp: 175 F
• H2 Conc: >6%
• 02 Conc: downscale
• Essential DC: available
• Off-site AC: unavailable

• Diesel Gen: 13(3B only available
• EC(_: turbine-driven: unavailable motor-driven: I train of l.aeCI& CS only
• Cont Rad: High radiation detected
• PASS system: Xe, Kr, Csl, _H (if available in SBO condition)
• Assumptions: Short-term SBO scenario at the point of early core melt. A significant amount of boron from the

control rod blades have relocated during the accident, while most of the fuel rods are still in their original
positions, i_e.,potential for recriticality and return to power exists during vessel reflood.

Colons to Declsion-Making Model:

InterpretPlantSta_

• Knowledge of plant-spe('Jfic condition and system availability:. After presentation of the scenario background,
do the panel members realize that:
- theplanthasexperiencedanSl_
- one (1) DG is available for 4.16 KVA AC to the MCC
- one train of CS and IJ'CI are available for core reflood

Determine Imvlications:

• Knowledge of critical physical phenomena during severe accident progression: Do the panel members
that:

- the control rods may have been damaged
- the core conditions are such that the fuel temperature is elevated and the core is "steam-starved"

• Ability to anticipate the phenomenological consequences of act/on/or inaction: Do the panel members
recogn/zethat:
- if the control rods are damaged, the potential for recriticality exists during reflood
- a large amount of steam will be created during the reflood
- the steam created during reflood will feed the clad-oxidation process, thus creating hydrogen
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- the time window for rec_ticality may only be a short one
- the fuel may shatter during the reflo(_

• Knowledge of criteria for apply/n s HLA (condition of applicability): Do the pardi members kno_.
- a goal cmhqict exists between immediate ACC and avoidin Krecriticality
- that recrtUcality may be accej_ble
- how to minimize the reactivity insertion consequences
- that SIC injection will take time to establish the necessary hot shutdown weight of Boron

• Knowledge of specific plant systems: Can the panel devise a metJwd to inject borated water during reflood if
SLC is unavailable?

• Knowledge of eme53ency procedures and their functions,
- if the panel identifies that the reactor may go recritical, will the panel inject boron prior to, or at the same

time durin8 reflood?
- based on EOP level/power control, will the panel use CS during reflood?

• Knowledge of criteria for applying hish-level action. Will the panel:
- decide that the recriticality is of lower importance than core cooling?
- know the "worst-case" effect of the reactivity insertion?

Execute:

• Ability to prioritize action when implementing resources. Does the panel:
- recognize that time is of the essence, and finding a method to borate before (if SLC is unavailable) will make

the accident worse.
- decide to refiood first and borate later, ff possible

• Knowledge of severeaccident events and their symptom& Do the panel members recognize that:
- the core is desraded
- the potential of fuel and control rod meltinghas occurred

• Ability to identify specific marker/cues given a diagnosis. Do the panel members recognize that:
- fission products have been detected in the containment, i_e.,fuel damage has occurred
- hydrogen has been detected in the containment, i.e., fuel damage has occurred
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BWR-2:ATWSwithV_mtinS

Wam/ns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tDolor exercise for generatingaresponsefrom a small accident-
m_ma_nent _ (or panel) to a hypothetical severe accident, The fund/on of this.accident scenario is to present
a situaaonthatpushestheteamoutsideof thestandard,well-rehearsedproceduresforaddressingabnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present si_scant challenges to the team's decision-makingprocess.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas,equipmentfailures,andattimes,operatorerrors.Theuseof multiplefailureswasrequiredtothwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emer_/operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional [PE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:.

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a goal-conflict situation that involves venting containment and providing
adequate core cooling.

• To determine if the panel recognizes the potential loss of adequate core cooling as a possible consequence of
conta/_t venting.

• To present technical problems that challenge the panel to decide whether to protect the containment integrity
or maintain adequate core cooling.

Scenario Assumptions:

The_ aeeumptions are for the vresenter and are not to be presented to the paneh

• The plant is operating at normal full-power conditions.
• The reactor has experienced an ATWS event, SLC is inoperative, and the containment is being challenged by

over-pressurlzation via suppression-pool boiling.
• Plant vent pipes sized large enough for ATWS power (>5% of full power) are assumed to be duct work inside

the reactor building. This assumption is not valid for all plants.

Pr_pn of Events

0 min. Inadvertent MSIV isolation causes a turbine trip and feedwater trip, but the
reactor fails to scram.

I min Operators quickly identify the anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
condition and enter the plant's EOPs. Alternate means of control rod insert/on from the control room
falls. Operators initiate level control with the _ system [or ECCS HP alternate].
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2 rain Operators begin suppression-pool cooling because of elevated pool temperatures.
When the boron injection initiation temperature (BIIT)is reached (110 F) operators attempt to initiate
standby liquid control (SIC) system, which fails to start. Operators continue to maintain RPV pressure
control and co_ to lower RPV level to TAF for power/level control.

5 rain Opemtore open cycling SRVs to reduce RI'V preeeure.

15 rain Alternate means of inserting control rods and injecting boron are unsuccessful.
Operators secure low pressure injection systems and HPCI [or ECCS lip alternate and depressurtze RPV
because of heat capacity temperature limit (HCTL).

100 rain Containment pressure approaches primary contatnm_t pressure limit (PCPL)
(60psi.

Statement for Paneh

Approximately an hour and forty minutes ago, the plant experienced an inadvertent MSIV isolation that caused a
feedwater and turbine trip. Operators determined that the reactor failed to scram and entered the plant's EOPs.
Alternate methods of control rod insertion from the control room were not successful. When the BIITwas
reached, the operators attempted to initiate standby liquid control (SLC) system, which failed to respond. While
auxiliary operators were dispatched to determine the cause of this problem, other personnel were attempting to
insert control rods locally at the hydraulic control units (HCU) of the control rod drives (CRD) without success.

The control room operators controlled reactor power and RPV pressure and level per the EOPs. Operators
opened cycling SRVs to maintain reactor pressure and commenced lowering water level to the top of active fuel
(TAF). RPV pressure wasreducedto maintainRPV pressurebelow theheat-capadty temperaturelimit (HCTL)
curve. During theseoperations,suppression-poolcoolingwasestablished.Attemptsto re-openthe MSWs and
re-establish the main condenser as a heat sink were unsuccessful. The operators were attempting to keep RPV
water level near TAF by throttling the LI_I injection valve, but oscillations in the reactor pressure and power
were making that task difficult. The drywell and wetwell sprays have not been used.

The decision to vent has been delayed because progress is being made on restoring
the SLC systemto operation.

At this time anengineerin the TSC makesthefollowing recommendations:
"We are rapidly approachingtheprimary containmentpressurelimit (PCPL). We havepostponedperforming
containmentventing becauseof two possiblemajorproblemswe may encounterif we do vent:
First,we may loseour NPSH requirementsfor the LPCI injectionsystemwhen thesuppressionpoolflashes
during the venting procedure. This may leadto a coremelt situationif we do not havemeansto re-establishRPV
injection.
Second, the vent pipes from the containment feed into duct work located in the reactor building, which will fail
when we vent. This would render certain parts of the reactor building inaccessible because of the harsh
environment. If this happens, it may preclude some or all of our repair efforts and quite possibly affect the
injection systems we are counting on to maintain core cooling.
Ibelieve we should postpone venting for as long as possible and concentrate our efforts on shutting down the
reactor either by control rod insertion or alternate boron injection."
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Initial _mestions to l'aneh

. Should this reco_tion be implemented? Why or why not?

. Assuming that venting would result in the loss of core cooling, would you vent the containment?
• Is established adequate core coolin 8 with a failed containment in this situation acceptable?
• Have all the potential hazards been identified?
. What would your decision be if you knew that the wetwell vent is inoperative?
• What affect would WW or DW sprays have on the accident __--ion?

Uad__ Mateflal for ConducflnS Exercise:.

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV Pressure:. 100- 300 psig oscillating
• RPVLevel : oscillating around TAF
• RPV Power : oscillating 5-17%
• DWPressure: 60pag
• DW Temp: 308 F
• SP Temp: 308 F
• I"12conc: downscale
• 02 cone dowmcale
• DC Power: available

• AC power:, available
• ECC_ available
• Cont Rad: normal
• Assumption: A'I3qS scenario, control rods cannot be inserted and SLC is not available. The containment is

challenged by over-pressm'ization via suppression-pool evaporation. Containment venth_g presented as a
potential challenge to reactor building equipment needed to support adequate core cooling functions.

Com_.ections to Decision-Making Model:

-- Interpret Plant State:

• ]G-_wledge of plant-specific condition and system availability: Afl_*q"_tation of the scenario background,
does the panel realize thai:

- plant has experienced an ATWS event
- ATWS power is controlled by pressure and level
- mntainment challenge is from the inability to shut down the reactor(via SP boiling)

_eterndne Implications:

• Knowledge of accident progression: Does the panel realize that:
- containment challenge from over-pressurization is due to reactor power
- containment venting may not alleviate the problem

• Does the panel realize that:
- one Koal is to shut down the reactor while maintaining ACC, via bomtion, control rod insertion, and

level/_ control
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- anothergoal is to maintain containmentinte_ty by power control,containmentheat removal,and venting
- a gosl_ may ensueinwhichonegoslmay havetobepdodtizedovertheofi_er

• Do the panel mmnbem realize that a goal conflict may ensue if venting is performed.
• Knowledge of EOP/SAMG: Does the panel know the applicable EOPs for this situation.
• Ability to mentally shnulaQe ps_greuion of the potential consequence of failure ff the vent pipe fails in reactor

bdsand XCC
® Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure. Does the panel know:

- ways to borate injection sources
- the Ume window to implement the vent
- the necessary valve alignment to establish the vent
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BWR-3: LOCA with Containment Floodin S

Wmdns:

This scenario is intended to be used as a tool or e_lse for KeneratinKa response from a small accident-
manasement team (or panel) to a hypo_ severe accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to pre_ent
a situation that pushes the team outside of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressing abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present st_cant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
_cy operating prcmedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
makingsituation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a recovery situation that may challenge the existing EOPs.
• To determine if the panel recognizes the implications of containment flooding after core damage 0.e., possible

early drywell venting of noble gases).
• To Imzsent technical problems that challenge the panel to decide whether to establish long-term adequate core

cooling recovery with core spray in a recirculation mode, or to flood-up the containment.

Scenario Assumptions:

Thc_ assum_vti

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.
• RIn/water level cannot be restored above the top of active fuel because of a large non-isolated breach in the

reactor recirculation piping. The fuel is intact, but a large number of clad ruptures have occurred that released
a significant amount of gap fission product gases to the containment.

]_r_on of Events:

0 rain Occurrence of a large earthquake causes the loss of normal and emergency AC
power with the exception of essential AC supplied via the 13(2invertors (all diesel generators fail to start).
Furthermore, the earthquake causes a shear of reactor recirculation line (DBA-type accident).
The core uncovers and begins to heat up. Operators declare general area emergency. Activation of the
TSC and EOF begins.

35 rain On-site power is recovered. Operators commence RFV injection with low -
pressure ECCS systems. Significant amount of hydrogen has been generated; level cannot be recovered
above top of active fuel.
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Statement for Panel:

Thirty five minutes ago a large earthquake occurred causin8 the plant to experience a loss of all oH-site power.
All emergency diesel generators failed to start, rendering the plant in a situation where all normal and en_
AC was lost with the exception of the essential AC supplied via the 13C invertong During the event, it was
o_ that the reactor expelqenced a rapid depfesmuization and the containment presmue and suppression-
pool tmnperature increased quickly. Itwas _ that the plant experienced a large-LDC_-type event.
Operators confirmed that the reactor scrammedand that the conlatnnvmt isolated. Because of the
depr,-_urization and the unavailability of att_lary steam, no turbine-driven systems were available for RPV
injection.

I

Five minutes ago the on-site AC power was restored via the diesel generators. RPV injection was established via
the motor-driven systems. During the attempted re-flood of the vessel, containment instrumentation indicated
the presenee of hydrogen and radiation. The operators have been unsuc_-essful at raising the water level above
the top of the active fuel.

_menda_n:

At this time an engineer in the TSC brings up the following issues:
"Itappears that the plant has experienced a large DBA-type LOCA accident induced by the earthquake such that
we cannot re-establish the RPV water level above the top of active fuel. Our PASS system indicates Xe and Kr in
the containment, but no significant amount of Cs or I. Ibelieve that we have experienced numerous clad failures
of our fuel rods, but little if any fuel pin damage.
We have not been able to raise the water level above the top of active fuel. In this case we are directed per EOPs
to flood the containment to the top of active fuel to ensure we have established adequate long-term core cooling.
This flooding may also provide additional benefits such as protecting the bottom of the RPV, in case any fuel has
melted and relocated to the lower plenum, which I doubt has happened."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for containment flooding?
• Can adequate core cooling be assured with core spray injection in this configuration?
• What are the fundamental issue_ ._ssodated with contaimnent integrity, adequate core cooling, and minimal

radioactive release in this situation?

Follow-up and Probing Questions:

At this time the engineer in the TSC brings up the following issues:
"i have some major concerns regarding containment flooding that I think need to be addressed. First, if we flood
the contaimnent, we will lose our pressure suppression capability when the suppression-pool level covers the
wetwell to drywell vacuum breakers. Second, we will lose our capability to vent through the wetwell, which will
remove our capability of using the suppression pool as an effective scrubbing mechanism. Last, when we start to
flood up, we will develop a non-condensible bubble in the u_ portion of the drywell consisting of nitrogen,
hydrogen, and certain fission products such as xenon and krypton. As we continue to flood, this gas will start to
pressurize because of gas space reduction. This situation may force us to vent the containment via the dryweli to
protect against over-pressur/zation. Venting the fission product gases so early in the accident without
maximizing the hold-up time may have a major radiologicai impact in terms of off-site dose.
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I would like to suKK_stthe followinKalternatestrateKy.First,we place one trainof L.I_Iin drywell spray mode
to scrubany airbornecontaminantsandreducethe_-nountof s_tm in thedryweil. Second,we continue to inject
into thevessel esjx,clally withcore spraysystems using the suppresdon pool as the sourceof all suction. The
drawbackof tlds approachis thatwe are transportingcontaminantsthroughtheECCSpiping. The positive side
of thisis thattherewillbewateronthefloorto helpprotectthecontainmentif thelowerheadfails,westillhave
the capa_lity to vent in wetwell, andwe maintainour supprtmioncapability.
AJso,eventhouShwecanonlynudntainthecore213covered,theupper11:3canbecooledviatherare spray
system,whichhasbeenverifiedin ourPSARanalysis.If wecanmaintaincontainmentheatremovalvia theRt_
_, we can maximize thehold-up timeof fissionproductsbeforewe have to vent thecontainment."

• Now, what are yourreconunendstionsforcontainmentflooding?
• Canadequatecorecooling be assuredwith core sprayinjectionin th/s configuration?
• Whatarethe fundamentalissues associatedwith containmentin_ty, adequate core cooling and minimal

radioactiverelease in this situation?

Backsround Ma/eflal for Conductins l_ercise:

CurrentPlantConditions:

• RPVPressure:. 20psig
• RPVLevel : 2/3 coreheight
• RPVPower: downscale
• DWTemp: 160F
• DWPressure: 20psig
• SPTemp: 190F
• H2 Cone 5%
• 02 Cone downscale
• EssentialDC: available
• Off-siteAC: unavailable
• On-site AC: available
• ECCS: turbine-driven: unavailable;motor-driven:available
• PASSindicates Xe,Krin containment
• Assumption: The planthas experienceda DBA-likeLOCAthatcannotbe isolatedin conjunctionwitha loss of

ACpower. Afterpower is recovered,it is determinedthatthe core cannotbe floodedabove the top of active
fuelbecauseof thebreaksize.

Connections to Deelsion-Makin s Model:

Int_ CurrentState:

• Ability to develop completeand accuratemental representation:Do thepanelmembersrecognize:
- thatthe level cannotbe restoredabove TAP
- thatR/'V injectionis spilling fromthebreakto the containment
- thesu_ part of thecore is adequatelycooled,while theupper portionof thecore is coveredby steam

and CSflow
- whetherCSis considered adequateforcooling in this configuration
- thatCS flow pattern is an importantconsideration
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Detmml_ Imolimtions:

• Ability to antidlxte thecomequencu of an actionor initiation. Do thepanelmembm re_lze that:
. if coresprayis not sufficienttocool thecore (EOP positionvs. P3AR), that thecontainmentmustbe flooded
- I:y_&: bubble__ Inthecon_nn_t_
- byventinsto_ thebubble,nobleSinsm _

• Knowledp of EOPs Do the panel nmnbefs know that I:m EOPs, containment flooding is required?
__ o__c_,c pt_t _ _ __Dot_ _e_ _k_

the methodolo[D for contat_t floodin s
- themetlvxlolo_ for containmentventingin thedrywell
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W_

This_ b intended tobe used as a toolor exendse forp_ratin s a responsefroma snuII_Ident-
m_M_mmt teem (or pand) to a hypotlz,ti_ wzere mmk_t. The funct/onof _s accidentscenariois to pre/ent
a sltuat/onthat_ the _ ou_de of thestand,_, wen-mhemed proceduresfor md_ abnormal
plant con_tiON. To w.hleve this, we createdscenarioswith diflk'ultchoices,goal conflicts,or unique s/tuations
thstpresentsi_t ch,llenSmtotheiron'sdedslon-auklnspnze_

Purther,to creamthe _ severe ace/dentconditions in this _, it was necessary topostulatenumerous
traumms,equipment fm/Im'es,andat t/n_, operator _ Theuse of multiple failureswas requiredto thwart
the.racyand__ dm/snemployedinnumsrpow_plant,andreducethe_._tvene.. ofcurrent

operat/ns_ures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed forthe sole purposeof maint_ning a difficultdecision-
s/tuationfor as Ions as pou/ble. Therefore,it should not be _M thatthese somarios are Hkely

events, oreven the_ likely_ accidentsequences. Theprobabilityof thesescenariosoccurringis within,
orbeyond,theranM of traditional_ core-damagef_quencles.

_do Ob|ective

The _ves of this scenarioareas follows:

• Toplace thepanel _ in a pot_tial core-melt situationfor wh/chthe emerging/operating procedures
amybe_,nensed.

• To _ the panelnz,mlz_ to decide whetl_ to preserveadequatecorecoolingor containment in_ty in a
situationwhere it may not be possible to achieveboth.

ScenarioAuumptiom:

T'_P"*"-Mumv/ions arefor the_ter andarenot to be mesented to the vanel:

• The plant is operatingat normal full power conditions.

Protnt,ss/on of Events:

0 rain Lm_ eartlquakecausesthelossof normaloff-sitepower.On-siteemergency
diesel _q_m'atorsfailto start. Theplant ex_ an MSIVisolationand a reactorscram.

I rain OperatorsInitiatesteam-dr/venturbineinjectionsystems to ma/n_n reactor
pressurevessel (RPV)level.

240rain Operatorsline-up a HPSWinjectionsystem with power suppliedby a portable
diesel _.merator.Wateris supplied to the systemfroman extenud watersource. Opemtomdep_
theRPVvia SRVsand secureturbine-drivensystems.HPSWinjectionestablishedinto the vessel forlevel
control.

960 min Thesuppressionpool reachessaturationconditions.
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L 1200rainSuppmslon-poollevelabovehighlimitingconditionofopeation(I.CO)
level;contal_t _ apprmd_S 60lads whilecon_t waterlevelaboveMI'CI_L.

Statmnentfor hneb

A_lzly twenty hoursalp) the_t _ a Imp mrthqua_ that mused the loss of all off-dte and
on-s/reACpower,excepttheACpowersuppl/edbytheIX:Invertms.While_ wereunderway,injmlonto
the RPVwas maintainedwith steam-driventurbinesystmm. The plant staffwas succem/ulin lining up and
establishin$an _n path to thevessel witha diesel-drlvenfinepump [ora city firetruck,or s pump fromunit
2]withsuctionfromtheCSl"[orsomeotherextenudwatersmucel._tors successfullydepressurlzedthe
Itl'Vandestab_ inactionintothevessel.TheflowroteoftlesconfigurationIsJustenoughtomalnttlnthe
level in theRPVatabout a footabove the top of active fuel. Tldswas establishedat four hours into theevent.

Opmwrshaveattmnptedtobackupthehatt_ mp_ty oftheSRVsolenoidsandhaveconserveduseofthe
batteriesasmuch,uspossible.Thes_m-driventurbine_ weresecuredforthispurpose.Thesuppression-
pool tmnperaturereached saturationat approximately16hours into theevent.

Over the course of thisaccident the suppressionpool waterlevel h_ risenslowly. The suppression-poolwater
level has now reachedthehigh-LCO-levelmarkand thecontainment Isat approximately 60 psig.

P.m_nwu_n:

At this time in the event, an engineer tn the TSCmakes the following recommendatimu:
"Weneed to makea decision. We have reachedthe point at which the MPCWLLwill be exceeded because of the
water being added to the vessel from externalso_ We aredirectedby theEOPsat this timeto secureall
in_ectionfromexternalsourcesresardlessof adequatecorecooling cons/derations. Thisstep is prescribedin
orderto maintainthe ln_ty of thecontainment. But,if we comply with this step and we are not successfulat
establishing core cooling fromthe su_on pool, we will most certainlyproceed into a core melt s/tuation.

aretwoconsequencesthatneedtobeconsideredifwesecureourdieselpumpanduseoursteam-driven
turbinesystems with suction from the suppression pool. First,the turbineuse will increase thedrain on the
renuining batteries,which we want to conservein order to keep the SRVsopen. Second, the suppression-pool
temperatureis high enough that turbine-drivenpumps may failand we would be without core cooling.
Them_re, I believe we should maintain the present injectionconfiguration. Ifwe melt the fuel and thevessel fails
I am not convinced that the containment integritywould be preserved. Butif we can prevent the fuel from
overheating in the firstplace, then the off-s/te consequenceswill surely be minimized. If thecontainment fails, so
be it. A configurationof adequate vessel injectionand a failed containment is acceptable to me versus all the
potentialproblemsassociatedwith molten corematerialon the floorof thecontainment."

Initial Questions to Panel

• Whatareyour reco_tions forthis situation?
• Given an ideal case of adequatecore cooling (ACC)versuscontainmentintegrity, which would you choose,

andwhyZ
• Whatassuranceswould you need 9mrACCcan be maintained,andis a given amount of time partof the

answer?
• Whatwould you do if theSRVslost all power and the reactorbegins to repressur/ze?
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_ f_ Co_etin| b_

C_ Pl_t Cm_htto_

• ItPV_ e0p,/S
• RI'V_ TAF
• IU'VPower.. dowmcale
• DWTmqx 300P
• DWPrem_. e0pels
• SPTemp: _}e F
• H2 cone dowmmle
• 02conc downK_
• Euential IX:: available
• Off-s/reAC: unavailable
• ECCS: tmblne-driven:secured; motor-driven:unavailableexcept forI diesel-driven firepump
• Amumptlon:SBO_o0 RPV_urized, in_on availablein diesel-driven firepump. High

tenet _ and hish suppressionpool [.CO,m/t.

Coanet_ons toDe_lon-Makin 8 Model:

InterpretCurrentStaW,

• Knowledge of plant-sped_ conditions andsystemavailability: Afterpresentationof the scenariobackground,
do the panelmembersrealizethat:
- the planthas experiencedan SBO
- injectionis establishedvia a dlesel-drivenfire pump
- injectionsourceisextenvdtotheconlainment

• Knowledgeof criticalphysicalphenomermduringsevereaccidentprolFesston:Dothepanelmembers
recosnmt_r.
- fuel deb_ in thecontainmentwill providea si_t challengetocontainmentinteKrity.
- asm_ted dtallenKesare linerattack,PC],and CCI

Etm

• Knowledse of criteriaforapplyingHLA(conditionof applicability):Do thepanelmembersknow:.
- a _ conflictexists between ACC andconta/nment inte_ty
- secur/n8 externalinjectionmay lead to fuelmelt
- fuel meltmay provide a s/gnificantchallenge to thecontainment

• Knowledge of specificplant systems: Can thepaneldevise a way to lower theS/P level
• Abilityto pdoritize actionwhen implennt,nting resources:Will thepanel:

-decide to maintainACC
-8/ve up ACCforcontainmentintesrlty

• Knowledge of severe accidentevents and theirsymptoms: Do thepanel_ recognize thatif ACCis not
established,fuel meltand vessel failurewill occur?

• Knowledge of EOPsand theirfunction: Does thepanel identify thattheEOPsrequireterm/nationof outside
containmentin_on source.

• Knowledge ot criteriafor applying hip,h-level action: Willthe psnel decide to:
-ri_ ACCby_'-Y_Stheextern_inkction
- decide to maintain ACC at the price of containmentintegrity
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DWR-!k Steam-Line Break with PaLledC_tainment

WaminSz

This scenariois intendedto beusedasa toolor exerciseForMneratin 8 a responsefrom a small aoddent-
lnanaMment learn(or panel) to a hypo_ severeaccident.The functionof thisacddentscenariois to present
a situation thatpu_es the temnoutsideof the standard,weg-relumrsedproceduresfor addressin8 abnomud
plantconditions. To achievethis, we createdsceMrioswith difficult choices,goal eonflicts,or unique situations
that presentsiipdficant_lenses to the team'sdecdsion-nuukingprocess.

Further, to createthenecessarysevereaccidentconditionsin thisscenario,it wasnecessaryto postulatenumerous
traumas,equi_t fldlures,andat times,operator_ The useof multiple failures wasrequired to thwart
the safetyanddefense-in-depthdesignemployed in nuclearpower plantsand reducethe effectivenessof current
mnerKency operatin s procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole _ of maintain/n Ka difficult decision-
making situation for as long as poss/ble. Therefore, it should not be _ed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequ_. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional IPE core-_ frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

objectives of this scenar/o are as follows:

• To place the panel in a situation where both the vessel and the contaimnent have failed before any core damage
has occurred,

• To determine which strategies are employed by the panel to minimize the impact of the accident.

Scenaflo Assumptions:

Thes_ assumptions are for the pres_ter and are qOtto be _ted to the paneh

• Plant operating at normal full power conditions.
• DBA s/mm-:ine break has occurred that rap/dly depr__ the vessel. The break cannot be isolated and

remains uncovered when the vessel is re-flooded with low-_re ECCS systems. An electrical penetration
has failed in the drywell region, which allows the dryweH atmosphere to be vented directly to the reactor
buildin8.

ProFessionofEvents

0 rain DBA steam-line break accident, RPV rapidly de_, dryweH temperature
rapidly increases, suppression-pool temperature rapidly increases.
Containment isolation, but high area temperatures are reported in an area outside the contaimru_t, which
would corres_nd to a container breach in the drywell area.

5 m/n The reactor water level is restored to normal level w/th the low-pressure ECCS
symemL
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Statement for Panel:

Approximately I hour ago the plant experienced a DBA-type LOCA. The RPV rapidly depressurtzed and the
suppress/on pool and drywell temperatures increased. High tmnperatures were detected after the blowdown in
the reacWr buiidin Kin an area that would indicate that a penetration has failed in the dr) well reKion of the
contshun_t The operators declared a s/re emergency and the TSC and EOF were activated.

Currently the warnerlevel in the RPV is near the normal mark with level being sustained via the low-pressure
ECCS systems. During the course of the accident, neither the drywell nor the wetwell sprays have been activated.

Ra:ommendaflon:

At this time in the event an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"Weneed to make some decisions n_ardin g this problem. First of all I believe that the core itself is well protected
at the moment, but we may need to be concerned about long-term cooHng if the reactor building environment
becomes too harsh. This equipment has not been qualified to the same level of enviromnental conditions that
equipment ins/de the conta/nment has been, yet it is being exposed to a similar environment. Second, although
there seems to be no gross fuel damage, we have detected some Xe and Kr gas from our PASS system, which
indicates that some cladding has ruptured and gap fission product release has occurred."

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for this situation?
• What metbods can be employed to minimize the harsh reactor building environment?
• What are the concerns regarding maintaining ACC?
• What can be done to minimize the release of radioactive material?

Backsmund Maieflal for Conducting Exercise:

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV _re: 15 psig
• RPV Level: normal
• RPV Power.. downscale
• DW Temp: 240 F
• DW Pressure: 15 psig
• SPTemp: 190 F
• 1-12conc: downscale
• CY2_ do_
• Esser,tial DC: available
• AC power:, available
• ECCS: turbine-driven systems isolated, motor-driven system available
• PASS indicaies some Xe, Kr present
• Assumptions: The reactor vessel has experienced a steam-line break that cannot be isolated. Also, the

containment has experienced a failure of an el_.%_3"icalpenetration in the drywell region. Some fuel failure has
occurred, which has resulted in release of Xe, Kr to the drywell.
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Connt_em toDecision-Makin s Model:

In_tecp_ Current State:

• Knowledge of plant-specific condition and system availability:. After presentation of the scenario background,
do the pa_l Immlx_ mdtze thae
- the plant has experienced a steam line break
- the drywefl has a penetration failure
- radioactivity is present in the containment
- all ECCS systems are available

I_mntne Implications:

• Knowledge of accident progression: Do the panel members realize that:
- the core has ACC for the moment
- the contaimnent has adequate heat removal
- the reactor building is receiving mass and enm'gy from the containment

Plan:

• Do the panel members realize that:.
- the contaimnent leak is providing a harsh environment in the reactor building
- the leak is transl_rting radioactivity into the reactor buikiing
- the harsh environment in the reactor building may cause equipment failure that could affect ACC
- the harsh environment may preclude personnel from entering the reactor building

• DO the panel members have a plan to deal with this situation?
• Knowledge of specific plant systems required for implementing plan or procedure: Do the panel members

know:
- ways to minimize the gas flow to the containment
- ways to minimize radioactivity to the containment
- ways to minimize the potential damage to ECCSequipment in the reactor building
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BWR-6: _ Failure at Hlsh Pressure

Wam/ns"

This somarto is intended to be used as a tool or exercise for _meratin s a response from a small accident-
rnana_ment team (or panel) to a hypo_ severe accident. The function of this.accident scenario is to pre_mt
a situation that pushes the team outs/de of the standard, well-rehearsed procedures for addressir_ abnormal
plant conditions. To achieve this, we created scenarios with difficult choices, goal conflicts, or unique situations
that present sisnifkant challenges to the team's decision-making process.

Further, to create the necessary severe accident conditions in this scenario, it was necessary to postulate numerous
traumas, equipment failures, and at times, operator errors. The use of multiple failures was required to thwart
the safety and defense-in-depth design employed in nuclear power plants and reduce the effectiveness of current
emergency operating procedures (EOPs).

The boundary conditions of the scenario were constructed for the sole purpose of maintaining a difficult decision-
making situation for as long as possible. Therefore, it should not be construed that these scenarios are likely
events, or even the most likely severe accident sequences. The probability of these scenarios occurring is within,
or beyond, the range of traditional liE core-damage frequencies.

Scenario Objective:

The objectives of this scenario are as follows:

• To place the panel members in a core-melt situation for which the existing emergency operating procedures
(EOPs) may be challenged.

• To present technical problems that challenge the panel members to decide how to protect the containment
integrity ff RPV failure b imminent.

• To determine how the panel members resolve post-vessel failure issues.

Scenario Assumptions:

s___mm.vtionsare for the presenter and are not to be presented to the mnel:

• The plant is operating at normal full power conditions.

_on of Events

0 rain Inadvertent MSIV closure causes a turbine trip, reactor scram, MS1Visolation,
and a feedwater trip.

I rain Operator attempts to manually initiate high-pressure injection systems without
SUCCESS.

KPV inventory decreases by boil-off to suppression pool via the SRVs. Attempts to depressurize the RPV
fail, including opening SRVs, ADS, and attempting to draw off steam from the MSIV leakage-control
system and the turbine-driven ECCS systems. Operators declare general emergency; TSC & EOF are
activated

60 rain RPV water level at TAF.
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95 rain RPV level below Minimum Steam-Cooling Level.

122 rain Control-blade melting begins (2600 F).

125 m/n MeltinKof fuel cladding begins (3365 F). _tors successhdly open I SRV.

132 rain Fuel melting _ (4870 F).

138 rain SRV fails closed.

Statement for Panel:

A Httie over two hours ago, the plant, while operating at normal full power conditions, experienced an
inadvertentMSIV closurecausinga turbinetrip,feedwaterpump tripand reactorscramthatwas verifiedby the
operators.Sincethereactorscram,ithasbeenimpossiblefortheoperatorstoestablisha means toinjectwater
intotheRPV. Allattemptstodepressurizethevesselhavefailed.Low-pressureinjectionsystemsareavailable
and RHR suppress/on-poolcoolingwas initiated.TheoperatorsweresuccessfulinopeningoneSRV forashort
periodoftime,butapproxinutelythirteennn/nuteslatertheSRV closed.When theSRV was openedby the
operator,largeamountsofradioactivityand hydrogenweredetectedinthecontainment.Atthistime,the
operatorssecuredthesuppress/on-poolcoolingsystemforfearofpumping contaminantsoutsidethe
containmentandpossiblefoulingoftheRHR heatexchangers.

Alllevelindicationsappearedtobeoff-scale/down-scaleand lessthanthreeSRVs wereopen.Operatorsdecided
thatthewaterlevelintheRPV was unknown pertheEOP wordingandcommenced withcontainmentflooding.
When theTSC was staffed,thisdecisionwas countermandedbecausetheRPV was stillatpressure.Thewater
levelinthewetwellisabovethehigh[.COlimit.

Currently, all SRVs are dosed except for int_nmittent opening of one at its safety setpoint.

Recommenda_n:

At this time in the event an engineer in the TSC makes the following recommendations:
"We need to make some dec/s/on qu/ckly regarding our situation. I see the situation this way: if we are
unsuccessh_ in establishin Kinjection into the vessel, the vessel will fail To establish injection in the vessel at this
stake requires either the ability to depressurize the vessel below the shut-off head of our low-pressure pumps, or
re-establish the capability of our h/gh-pressure injection systems. I believe the chances of accomplishing either in
our time frame is small.

Therefore, although we should try to accomplish the above tasks, I believe we need to prepare for the vessel
failure situation. Our fund_tal question is whether to activate the DW sprays prior to vessel failure or wait
until after the RPV depressurizatton event"

Initial Questions to Panel:

• What are your recommendations for DW sprays?
• Should the sprays be used from an/nternal or external source?
• What are your concerns regarding pumping contaminants from suppression pool?
• Are _co__ DCH ?
• Will water on the floor and in the air aggravate the DCH?

- steamexplosion.
- short-term oxidation
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- fuel/air heat tr_

- hydrogen burn
, What are the long-term effects from DW spray activation?

- core concrete interaction

- non-condensable generation from concrete ablation
• What would you do if, after RPV failure, the DSIL curve is violated?

Saeksmund Male.dal for Condut_a s l_xerclse:.

Current Plant Conditions

• RPV Pressure: 1250 psig
• RPV Level : downscale
• RPV Power:. downscale
• DW Temp: 145 F
• DWPressure: 3psig
• SP Temp: 110 F
• 1-12cone: 5%
• 02 conc downscale
• DC Power:. available

• AC power:, available
• High-pressure injection systems unavailable
• All motor-driven low-pressure injection systems available
• PASS:Xe, Kr, Csl, CsOH
• Assumptions: Reactor has experienced a transient in which the containment has isolated, but no high-pressure

injection systems are available. Also, the reactor cannot be deptessurlzed, which will lead to a h/gh-pressure
melt scenario.

Connections to Dedsion-Makin s Model:

Intervret Current State:

• Knowledge of plant-specific conditions and system availability: After presentation of the scenario background,
do the panel members realize that:
- the reactor cannot be depressurized
- no high-pressure injection system is available

D_e_mine lmplication_:

• Knowledge of severe accident events and their symptoms:Do the panel members recognize that:
- this BWR will experience a high-pressure melt ejection-like event
- whether the PWR DCH issues are applicable
- whether debris is coolable in the containment

• Knowledge of criteria for applying HLA (condition of applicability): Do the panel members know:
- the benefits of water on the drywell floor
- the consequence of a steam explosion
- the applicability of a DCH analysis
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• Knowledge of spedfk plant system required for implementing plan or procedure.
- can the panel devise a strategy to minimize the high-pressure failure case?

• Ability to prioritize action when implementing response: Does the panel recognize:
- the need for water on the dryweil floor
- that containment flooding takes time
- that mntainment flooding has serious drawbacks

• Ability to identify specific markers/cues given a diagnosis: Do the panel members recognize that:
- ff the reaclor remalrmat pressure, vessel failures will be Identified from contalnment in_talion
- debris cooling in the containment will be the major mission after vessel failure
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C.3 Glossary for BWR Scenarios

AC alternating current
ACC adequate core coolin 8
ADS automatic depressurization system
APRM average power range monitors
ARI alternate rod insertion
ATWS antidpated trans/ent without scram
Bffr boron injection initiation temperature
BWR boiling water reactor
CS core spray
Cs cesium
Csl cesium iodine
CsOH cesium hydroxide
CST condensate storage tank
DBA design basis accident
DC direct current
DCH direct containment heating
IX3 diesel generator
DSIL drywell spray initiation Hmit
DW dryweil
ECCS emergency core cooling system
EOF _cy off-site facility
EOPs emergency operating procedures
F fahrenheit
FSAR final safety analysis report
FW feedwater system
H2 hydrogen
HCTL heat capadty temperature limit
HCU hydraulic controlunit
HI' high pressure
HPCI high-pressure coolant injection
HI'CS high-pressure core spray
Hlxjw high-pressure service water
I iodine
IC isolation condenser
K kelvin
Kr krypton
LCO limitin 8 condition for operation
LC_A loss of coolant accident
LPCI low-pressure coolant injection

- MPCWLL maximum primary containment water level limit
MSWs main steam isolation valves

02 oxygen
PASS post-accident sampling system
PCPL primary containment pressure limit
PPM parts per million
PSIG pounds per square inch

- RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RHR residual heat removal system
RPV reactor pressure vessel
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SIC standby liquid control system
SP suppression pool
SRM source range monitors
SRV safety relief valve
TAF top of active fuel

technical ml_Ort center
WW wetweH
Xe x_on
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Appendix D Overview Information to learn. Thus, the use of performance
"tests" makes subsequent training more efficient.

This Appendix accompanies and shams the
organizational structure of Section 6.2, which One distinction that is critical to a discussion of
provides descriptions of the 19 training techniques, knowledge is the distinction between initial level of
The information found here provides ba_und and learning (mastery) and the level of mastery
discussion of each technique, including additional demonstrated at the time perfommnce is required.
examples and references to underlying instructional For example, a trainee may show a high level of
theory. Also, _ are summary sections for each mastery of a simple procedure at the end of a two-
group of training techniques, week training sess/on, but if that procedure is not

used until three months later in the actual job setting,
the performance at that time is very likely to

D.1 Training to Teach Knowledse demonstrate a reduced level of mastery. Learning
level drops off over time when training or practice are

I. Use a _ or functional context. According to not continued (see Figure D.I). Long-term retention
Druckman and Bjork (1991), there is ample evidence refers to the level of performance demonstrated after
(e.g., Sturges, Ellis, & Wulfeck, 1981) that a functional training has been completed. Thus, there is a
context aids a learner in making new knowledge fit distinction between initial learning and long-term
more meaningfully into existing knowledge retention. The goal is to conduct training so that long-
structures. That is, the job context or functional term retention supports skilled task performance
context provides a structure on which to hang new months, or perhaps years, after initial learning. This
knowledge, which also aids retention. Kieras and seems especially relevant to training for SAM, since
Bovair (1984) used a functional context in the form of severe accidents are not likely to occur. Druckman

and Bjork (1991) review techniques to enhance Iong-a functional device model to support the teaching of a
procedure to a group of trainees. This technique term retention.
enhanced retention when compared to a group that
used only memorization. The functional context, 2. Use Overlearnin_. According to Druckman and
according to Farr(1987), aids the trainee by furnishing Bjork (1991), numerous empirical studies have
cues to help retrieval and, through the use of a demonstrated that retention is better for overlearned
conceptual framework, by facilitating the tasks (e.g., Loftus, 1985; Schendel & Hagman, 1982).
regeneration of information that may have been More overleaming leads to more enhanced retention.
forgotten. However, several studies (e.g., Bell, 1950;Melnick,

1971) have indicated that overlearning can reach a

Druckman and Bjork identify other reasons why ty/ng point of diminishing returns. Thus, increasing the
task performance closely to the acquisition of new number of supplementary practice trials may not
knowledge aids learning and retention. First, making produce proportionate increases in retention. The
trainees interact with the mater/al-act/vely doing as point at which overlearning on a skill becomes less
opposed to observing passively-hss been shown to productive is likely to vary from situation to situation.
enhance later performance in many settings (e.g., Therefore, training programs may need to conduct
Johnson et al., 1981). Second, there is a "generation _ome experimentation to identify the most valuable
effect" in learning, which refers to the fact that verbal levels of overlearning.
information generated by trainees in response to an
instructor cue is better retained than information 3. Use distributed practice. The distributed versus
presented for study (e.g., Slarnecka & Graf, 1978). massed practicedistinct/on reveals the strong
Finally, the requirement to perform a task and differences that can exist between short-term
demonstrate the knowledge serves as a feedback performance gains (during training) and long-term
mechanism that allows trainees to assess how well retention. In general, according to Druckman and

they have mastered new knowledge. When trainees Bjork,massed practice produces better performance
understand the gaps they have in their knowledge, in initial learning during training but, when
they can be more effective in using subsequent compared to distributed practice, produces much

poorer long-term retention. Cases have been
documented in which distributed practice produced
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long-term recall perfo_ twice thatof equivalent existingknowledge. Generally,thegoal is to have
massed Wactice (e.g.,Bshrkk &Phelps, 1987; traineesencode knowledge in multiple contexts so
Glenber&1979;Melton,1970). In fact,the general thatits retrievaldoes not rely on replicatingtheexact
pher_n_on of superiorretentionof both verbal conditions presentat the timeof learning.
materialand motor skillswith distributedpracticeis
oneof the most reliable in human ex_tal 5. Use _at/ve learptms_and veer teacMnst.Slavin
_ogy. (1908)pointsout that this type of lmmJetion _vorks

best when the learningor achievementof theentire
Despite theextensiveevidence of its success, training group is assessed or graded. Thatis, individual
prograrmmay not use a distributed practicemethod learninggoals must become less Importantthanthe
fortrainingfor two reasons. One reasonis thatin performanceof thegroup. In evaluatingthis formof
many cases, massed pract/ce producesbetter lmtruction,the measureof performanceis often
performanceor fasterlearningcurves in theshort improvedretentionof factualmaterial,and, overall,a
tenn. Thetrue benefitsof distributedpracticemay group structurehas been found to result in better
not be revealed formonthsor years,and becauseof performancethanindividual or competitive incentive
thatgap, thosebenefitsare less easily associatedwith structures(Sharan,1980).
a trainingmethod. The second reason thatd/stributed
practiceis less likely tobe enthusiastically embraced Brownand Palincsar(1989)describethe benefitsof
is thatit takes more time within the trainingprogram both the supporting roleof groups and theconflict
to reachthesame level of learning. Ifpractice role of groups. In termsof support,thegroup is more
sessionsare distributed over several weeks instead of capablethanan individual in identifyingdifferent
massed into a single day, the trainingof that points of view and in providing more expertise.
part/odar skill, insome sense, is delayed. However,a more criticalfunction is thegroup's

abilityto externalizelearning assessment, which is
4. Use coptextualvarieW. One techniqueto increase criticalto effectivelearning. The group is morelikely
contextualvarietyis to requiretraineesto perform to expressovertly the need to define a problem,plana
other simple tasksduring training (e.g., Fenddchet solution,determinewhether sufficientdataexist to
al., 1988;Magill &Hall, 1990). The secondary tasks support an hypothesis, and evaluate progress. These
produce interference,and trainees must develop are criticalelements of many cognitive skills. Because
multiple processing strategiesforovercoming the the group must work together,these functions
interferenceand learningthenew knowledge or skill, becomeovert and serve as an effective model for
Other techniquesareto mix types of trainingand to problemsolving. Many of thebenefits of cooperative
blockeasy task performance,perhaps by requiting learningand peer teaching come from making explicit
perfomumceto be faster. Schneider(1985)advocates good models of learningand thinking (see also the
varyingthe speed-accuracyrequirementsof a task discussionof cognitive apprenticeship in Sections
duringpracticeso that under some training 6.2.4and D.4). Traineesinternalizethese learning
conditions performingquicklyis rewarded over methods over time, as they observe them.
accuracy.Somedemonstrations (e.g., Sm/th&
Rothkopf,1984)have shown thatsimply varying the Theother major role of cooperativelearning
instructionalsetting (e.g., differentrooms,different emphasizes the value of conflict. Groups can play a
instructors)can enhance retentionof new knowledge, skepticor criticroleby asking tough questions and

requiringclarification,justiflcat/on,and elaboration.
One foundation forthis technique is the "depth of Forexample, an individual's understanding of a
processing"phenomenon describedby C.raikand difficult concept is tested by the group through
Lockhart(1972),which states generally thatthe questions. Then,the individual must develop a
quality of processing is more important than the sufficientlyconcise and thorough account to satisfy
durationof processing. Forexample, C.raikand the group. Through this process,gaps are identified
Locldmrtdemonstrated that word recallis superior in comprehenslon, and the understanding of the
when the introductionof words requiresth/nkmg materialbecomesdeeperand more flexible. This
aboutword rnean/ngthan when initial encoding criticroleis less likely tooccur with the individual on
requiresthinkingabout word sounds. Increased his own. Also, note thatgroups cannotact
processingof informationcreatesmore links to autonomously. It is necessaryfor an instructorto
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provide a fommt or tedudque or, in many cases, to increadn S the speed of learning duHn8 training.
Su/denmofthegroupleaminspmcew. Th_lastissueiscritical_ theted_m thatare

nmst effective for en_g long_ retention are
6. Use _ted _ cram'arm. Some of the also those that can hinder or slow initial _earning,
comman_acceh_ted__ _ make Thus,althoushtrainingcantnl_Uysemnlem
extr_rdimry claims about their effects on learning- efficient, its benefits can be greatly enhanced.

put of_...awskem creative Asbefore,trainingtedmlquahavebeentiedbeckto
abilities." These claims, because they are So bu/c mechanisms of human cognition. _ concern
provocative, have gotten attention from large is the charactedstic learning and forsetting curve
tmtitutiom involved with training (e.g., Dept. of shown in Pl_nm_D-I. Training techniques can be
_), and htterefore, Drucknum and Swets took a used to increase the initial learning level or to retard
careful look at the evidence behind the claims, the degree of forgetting thatinevitably occurs. The

trainer may go so far as to determine the paran_ters
Druckman and Sweta reached the following of this curve and adjust training accordingly (e.g., set
conclusions from their examination of SALTT. First, initial training criterion, schedule refresher train/n 0.
they note thattheprosmm incorporates tnstructionsl _ techniques focus on theencoding and
techniques known to be effective and focuses on elaboration of new knowledge. Several techniques
improving learner and instructor motivation, which is were described that encourage elaboration of new
a valid objective for instruction. Despite the proven material at the time it is introduced. Because
value of the training techniques described above, forgetting is tied to an inability to retrieve knowledge
training can become routine, and maintaining in the required context, training techniques attempt to
motivation in both the instructor and trainees is create multiple connections to existing knowledge
important for effective learning. Second, the non- (i.e., multiple paths to retrieval). Most important is to
traditional dements of the SALTT approach-the use identify retrieval cues that are present in the job
of music, the attempts at manipulating mood or state context so that performance of the job triggers the
(relaxation, etc.), "whole brain"learning--are not well access of relevant knowledge. Also, because learning
supported by controlled research. In fact, another is an active process, the role of motivation cannot be
section of the Drucknum and Swets volume addresses neglected. Although motivation is often intrinsic to
the lack of evidence supporting manipulations to alter learning, in some cases, extrinsic rewards (free time,
mental state for enhanced learning. Finally, although special privileges, etc.) can be more effective for

can be clear benefits from many of the motivating trainees. In summary, effective
traditional instructional techniques used by SALTY, knowledge training is not the result of a single "magic
the provocative claims for enhancing learning bullet," but the integration and management of
through the non-traditional elements are not borne muldple techniques and, perhaps, multiple training
out by experimental tests. Whiletherecan be media.
noteworthy improvements in learning, enhan_ts
that approach the dalrns of several orders of Sources of further information on this issue:
magnitude are not poss/ble.

Druckman, D.,& Bjork,R.A.(1991).In themind's mj_
Sumnmry and conclusions. There has been a great Enlmndnghuman performance.Washington, DC:
deal of research'on the principles and factors that National Academy Press.
underlie human learning and memory and thedesign
and development of effective instruction. It is not Druckman, D. & Swets, J.A. (1988). Enhancing human
possible to review the entire literature in this report, performance: Issues, theories,and techniques.
Instead, significant factors in enhancing learning have Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
beenidentified.More specifically,the intentof the
techniquesdescribedhereisto make knowledge Falr,M.J.(1987).Thelong-termretentionofknowledge
available in the context of task performance. Thus, and skills: A cognitive and instructional perspective.
the two primary concerns were with tying knowledge New York: Springer-Verlag.
and simple skills to the context of job performance
and with enhancing long-term retention (as opposed
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te, W_. (19e8). Whatwor/m: Sunmmry of important to _ _ available to trainees. TwoJlnd/np with/m_ for Navy ins_n e_tmples illustrate available techniques.
am[/mmb_. (Tedmlcal Relx_ NAVIiD3XA 115.1).
Pensacola, Ft,: Office of the Chief of Naval Education Vidullch, Yeh, and Schneider (1983) altered the time-
and Training. courseo/an air interceptcontrol task to nmkea

ualconpattemmoresalientto trainees. In this"
trollers' tsto ajob sive friendly airer_t

D3 Train/n s to Teach Knowledse _nal headin8 that will allow them to 8ain a
g_tation superiorair position over an enemy aircraft, in high.

fidelity shnulations of the task, there is a delay of

7- Train _ mttems. Skilled pedommmD _ minutes after a heading is S/yen be_re the
often relies on extracting the relevant infonmation controlled aircraft achieves its final pos/tion. Because
from the wodd and ignorin s or bypassing of this delay, controllers had a difficult time
information that does not currently have relevance, modifying their }udsments to improve petrol.
The ability to identify meaningful organizations of Vidulich et Ill.compressed time in the simulation after
information supportstwo aspectsof perfornm_, the controller's judsment had been made to provide
First, the initial task representation that is developed for quicker and much more effective feedback Under
is strongly influenced by an understanding of this training condition, the trainees could see the
meaning_l patterns, Experts see the world thmug, h a flight pattern easily and use it to guide their
filter that breaks up, or parses,theworld into judgmentsin later trials.
meaningfulobjectsand events, For example,studies
of chess skill (Chase & Simon, 1973) show that chess Flight skills often rely on learning complex visual cues

that are virtually impossible to describe in words.masters readily identify strategic relationships an'tong
chess pieces when a game situation is presented, it is Lintem and Roscoe (1980) aided trainees in isolating
estimated that maseers can Identify tens of thousands the appropriate visual cues by indicating when the
of meaningful chessboard configurations, Similarly, cues were present. Lintern and Roscoe presented a
Means et al. (1988) found that expert air traffic realistic visual display while training landing skills to
controllers represented the aircraft in their airspace in novice pilots in a flight simulator. The trainees
terms of functionally related groups. In ninny cases, practiced landing the simulator over many trials.
this representation placed aircraft that were in close When pilots were outside the boundaries of the
proximity into different groups, showing that glideslope (landing path), the display was augmented
functtonal relations were more important than (artificial cues were added to the display) to direct
distance in the three-dimensional space. Thus, them back. When the pilots were w/th/n the
trainees need to learn the functional groups that help glideslope, the artificial cues were removed. With this
them represent the task. technique, trainees can learn to identify the cues that

are present when their performance is accurate.

Second, certain patterns of information (e.g., visual Further, this technique ensures that as trainees gain
patterns, auditory patterns, combinations) indicate expertise, they receive less artiflcia_feedback and the
that a specific response is required. Simple cues to tra/ning situation mere closely resembles the actual
respond are auditory alarms. However, experts can task. An alternative technique wa'J to augment the
become sensitive to more complex cues that guide display when performance was within bounds.
behavior. For example, there may be patterns of However, this method can lead trainees to become too
indications and alarms that guide higher levels of reliant on the artificial cues for landing and fail to
operator skill (e.g., for regulating a process). In some develop the ability to land without those cues.
cases, the perceptual patterns are difficult to describe-

& Train rn_tal models. Mental models provide a-forexample,explainingtoastudentdriverwhen to
beginturningthesteeringwheelinan intersection,or deeperdescriptionoftheknowledgerequiredby
explaining a sound to your mechanic that you believe performers. As stated in Chapter 2, mental models
is indicative of an engine problem. Skilled are complex representations that allow one to

_, practitioners acquire these patterns, and it is simulate mentally a system or procLss in order to
reason about cause and effect, consequences of
actions, feasibility of control actions, effects of
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malfunctions or failed components, etc. Rouse and model of the system to support this type of reasoning
Morris (1986) provided the following defirdtion: process.
"Mental models are the mechanisms whereby humans

are able to generate descriptions of system purpose Another primary reason to train mental models is to
and form, explanations of system functioning and guide trainees in developing useful and effective
observed system states, and predictions of future representations cf the system. Unaided, trainees will
system states." Generally, three different classes of develop a system representation, but that
mental models have been described: physical, representation may contain misconceptions about the
functional, and causal. First are models of the system, inaccuracies, or gaps. For example, in the
physical or mechanical aspects of a device or system. ISLOCA scenario described in Section 3.1, it became
These models provide knowledge about the parts of clear that not all operators knew there was a
devices and how devices work (e.g., a pump, a connection between the RHR and the PRT that could
turbine). The second category are functional mental account for the PRT rupture. White and Frederiksen
models, which capture the functional relationships (1986) also point out that specific mental models
among devices. This distinction is important because support reasoning on some problems but not on
similar or identical devices can serve very different others. For troubleshooting or diagnostic tasks,
functions in a complex system. The third type of different perspectives may be required to solve the
mental model, and the one that has received most problem most efficiently. In troubleshooting circuits,
attention in training, are causal models, or sometimes a voltage drop perspective is useful, but sometimes a
called qualitative reasoning models. These models current flow perspective is more useful. Similarly, in
allow one to reason about cauaation within the nuclear power plants, different perspectives on the
system-e.g., if this component changes state, how system (e.g., pressure, mass, temperature) become
will that affect other components? Causal models are more or less useful for reasoning about a fault or
valuable for predicting system performance, considering the implications of a control action.
troubleshooting, and other problem-solving activities.

The White and Frederiksen technique is intended to
It is critical for trainees to integrate the various types lead trainees through a progression of models,
of knowledge that are required for mental models. A beginning with simple models and progressing to
means to reason about system operations is clearly more comprehensive and more complex models.
necessary. In fact, White and Frederiksen f1986) They use two key concepts to describe mental model
believe that a primary reason for training mental complexity in the area of electronic circuits. Mental
models is to provide trainees with the ability to models have orders and degrees. The order of a
reason qualitatively about a system-that is, to first mental model determines the types of inferences that
develop a sense of what is occurring and then can be drawn about changes to system components.
quantity the effects. They point out that studies of Zero-order models can beused to make
expertise have shown that skilled problem solvers determinations about presence/absence or on/off

develop problem representations at a qualitative level states of components: If component x changes state
before doing a quantitative analysis (Chiet al., 1981; will component y be on or off?. First-order nlodels can
Larkin et al., 1980). For example, in physics problem be used to determine whether there will be an

solving, skilled problem solvers typically createa increaseor decrease in a component parameter, and
free-body diagram that shows the forces acting on an second-order models provide information about the

object and reveals the overall effect. This rate of change in component parameters. Added to
representation is then used to select and solve this distinction is the notion of degree of elaboration,

equations that produce a quantitative answer. Less which refers to the number of rules, elements, or
skilled problem solvers are more likely to select constraints that are includedin the model. As more

equations for solution in a less disciplined manner, rules are added, the model becomes more complex.
That is, they may begin solving equations that seem to
include the relevant unknowns until they find a way Within the White and Frederiksen QUEST learning
to obtain the unknown specifically requested. Other environment, trainees are given electronic circuit
investigators (deKleer, 1985) have observed problems to solve through a circuit simulation tool.

. analogous approaches in electronic circuit design and Trainees engage in making prtstic_cions about the

analysis. Performers require an accurate mental circuit after components have been added or d_nged,
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identifyin 8 possible faults, designing circuits to Summary_ and conclusions. A number of computer-
achieve some purpose, anti troubleshooting known based learning environments have been developed to
circuit faults. Through a number of activities, trainees aid in the training of mental models of complex
eventually transform their model. This systems. In addition to the QUEST and STEAMER
transformation can occur through the addition or programs, there have been other large efforts, such as
refinement of knowledge or rules, a generalization of SOPFHE,which b directed at teaching electronics "
rules, a differentiation of rules, or in some cases, a (e.g., Brown, Burton, & deKleer, 1982). One intent of
shift to an alternative model. This transformation or these learning environments is to provide a realistic
progression of models b supported with four types of system simulation that allows trainees to formulate,
learning activities: Opm-endcd exploration is a test, and observe consequences of interactions
means for trainees to construct and manipulate between system components. These learning
circuits, explore their behavior, and request environments support exploration of system
explanations for the observed behaviors. For characteristics, and they provide problem-solving
example, trainees might change the state of a device exercises and examples that require trainees to reason
or introduce a fault to observe the consequences, qualitatively about the system. Early versions of
Problem-driven learning occurs when the system STEAMERrelied solely on the power of an
selects problems for trainees to solve. The problem "interactive and inspectable" simulation. However,
selection is designed to push trainees into situations more mature systems are not simply exploration
that require a transformed model. Although trainees tools. A critical component in each is an explanation
are initially required to attempt a solution, they can capability that can serve as an articulate expert.
request explanations when they run into difficulty. A QUEST, within its many learning activities, guides
third activity is example-driven learning. In this case, training in that it provides the trainee with the
the system presents and solves example problems, capability to have the simulated system explained:
and then presents similar problems for the trainee to the observed behavior of the experimental
solve. The system presents elaborated examples by configuration is explained; the example
explaining the solution; it articulates the goals, troubleshooting problem is explained; and if the
subgoals, and strategies it uses in solving the trainee fails to solve a problem presented to him, the
problem. Finally, transformation can be supported "expert" shows and explains the solution.
through trai_e-directed learning, in which the
system informs trainees about the instructional The guidance within QUEST seeks to move the
objectives underlying problem sets. For example, trainee through a systematic progression of models.
trainees can select problems that allow them to learn a As the modelacquires more rules or refines existing
new concept. Therefore, in some sense, trainees set rules, it can solve a w_'derset of problems. It may also
their own instructional goals, develop trainee's capability .to take multiple

perspectives on the simulated system, which is
These four learning activities provide a rich another tool for bringing flexibility into the qualitative
environment in which to develop a complex reasoning process. The expert component
representation of the system. An earlier project, demonstrates skilled reasoning in a concrete,
called STEAMER (Hollan, Hutchins, & Weitzman, problem-solving context and, therefore, provides a
1984), also used a graphical simulation to support the model of performance for the trainee. Note that this
training of mental models. STEAMERprovided a articulate expert is not required to be an artificial
simulation of a steam propulsion system as an intelligence element of the learning environment. It
"interactive, inspectable graphical simulation." The could also be a human instructor who monitors a
two primary learning activities in STEAMER were, in trainee involved with the simulation. No matter the
White and Frederiksen's terms, _-ended technology, the instructional role is important.
exploration and example-driven learning. For
exploration, trainees were given a computer-based The final point to emphasize is the effort that White
"mini-laboratory" in which they could assemble and and Frederiksen have put into determining how to
test sets of components. The problem examples develop a progression of mental models. The task is
presented by the instructional system, as in QUEST not straightforward. Early models need to have a
came with explanations, number of characteristics. Fn'st,they have to support

some level of reasoning to allow trainees to solve
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problems. Second, they have to be simple and yet midst of a subtraction problem, he must either be
prevent m/sconceptions about the s/mulated system, given the correct rule by an instructor or create a rule
Simpl/flcation, when not applied carefully, can to bridge the impasse. Buggy rules can appear at
introduce incorrect notions of system performance, these impasses when aid is not available. The
Later, more complex models may need to be implication for training is that it is critical to supply
supported by a more complex s/mulation the conect rule to bridge the impasse before the
environment (see discuss/on in Section 6.2). Methods trainee creates a bad rule. This is only possible when
for developing a progression of mental models need the trainee asks for help at the impasse. Thus,
to consider the reasoning process of skilled instructors need to provide immediate feedback when
performers or the reasoning process that is errors occur to prevent the buggy rule from being
appropriate to the operations task. This latter,process strongly acquired. This notion of immediate feedback
includes the set of procedures that guide operations, is also a critical element of Anderson's approach to

instruction, as revealed in the next section on
production rules.

D.3 Training to Teach Rules Applied to
Decision Making 10. Train vroduction mien. The LISPITStutor

assumes severs] roles in teach/ng LISP programm/ng.

9. ldqntify and eliminate buezv rules. An area that Initially, the tutor present..;the general form of the
has been received thorough ._Irut/ny in the analysis of code (a template to identify goals) and provides

certain syntactic structures that may be overlooked bybuggy rules is subtraction errors among young
students. Researchers (e.g., VanLehn, 1982) have the trainee. In some sense, these are working memory
uncovered on the order of I00 buggy rules that are supports. The primary role of the tutor is to diagnose
employed by students. One example is the always- errors and intervene when the trainee commits an
borrow-left rule, shown here: error or is stuck. When the trainee types an

inappropriate bit of code, LISPITSintervenes

(A) 6 5 (B) 3 6 5 (C) 3 6 5 i_iately to provide an explanation of why it is
- 1 0 9 _ incorrect. The trainee is then given the opportunity to

4 6 2 5 6 1 6 6 try again. If the responses continue to be incorrect,
LISPITScontinues to diagnose and explain why the

In problem (A), the student has correctly borrowed response is incorrect. If the trainee continues to input
from the left column to convert 65 to 5 tens and 15 incorrect code, the appropriate response will be
ones. Likewise, in (B), the student has borrowed from supplied. If the trainee proceeds through the exercise
the tens column to turn the 65 in 365 to five tens and without error, the tutor's role is minimal. When the

trainee has completed the code, he is asked to run the15 ones. The result of 256 is correct. However, some
students, when trying to generalize a rule learned code and watch it operate to conclude the exercise.
from a two-column problem, such as (A), to a three-
column problem, form the incorrect rule "if the top The primary focus of LISPITSis to aid the trainee in
value in the right column is smaller than the bottom acquiring the set of product/on rules underly/ng LISP
value, then borrow from the left-most column." Thus, programming, and it is intended to represent a set of
in (C), the borrowing was done from the 3 in the instructional principles (Corbett & Anderson, 1992).
hundreds column instead of the 6 in the tens column. Specifically, six principles guide the tutor's structure
_5 becomes 2 hundreds, 6 tens, and 15 ones,and the and behavior:

result is 166, an incorrect response. 1. Communicate the goal structure underlying

The empirical work on buggy rules led to a theory, the problem-solving task because problem-
called Repair Theory, about the acquisition of solving is goal-driven.
procedures and rules (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; 2. The knowledge to be taught and the model of
VanLehn, 1988). Repair theory's primary claim is that the trainee should both be described in terms
learning occurs at an impasse. An impasse is a point of a set of if-then production rules.
at which the trainee has no rule for progressing. 3. Provide instruction in the problem-solving
When the trainee reaches this impasse, say in the context, and let trainee's knowledge develop
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through success/ve approximations of the of the text, formulating questions about the text,
skill, darify/n8 more specific points or elenumts of the text,

4. Provide immediate feedback on errors to and predicting how the text will continue. In the
prevent incorrect rules from developing. Paiincsar and Brown technique, tea_ and students

5. _ the size of the task being presented as work together on a paragraph or short section of text.
teaming pmgremes. Initially, the _ models the process of -

6. Minimize working memoryload. sunumr/zin8,formulaengquestions,etc. Eventually,
the teacherrequiresthestudentsto takean activerole

Summary and conclusions. Like offer training in the process. The teacher supports students by
technique, the techniques described here begin with _ and critiquing their performance, perhaps
a detailed description of skilled performance. In the providing hints or prods when needed. This activity
cases discussed, fairly simple procedural skills enables students to remain engaged for the entire
(mathm_tica or pmsramming) were analyzed into a compreh_on process. Often, the critical element of
set of if-then production rules. When trainees support is providing the subgoals, or a control
acquired the complete set of rules and eliminated the structure, for the process (e.g., '_3K,you've completed
buggy rules, they could perform the Umk. A second this element of the process, now move to the next
important element of this technique is the element"). By relying on this "scaffolding" type of
identification of incorrect rules. The RepairTheory support,students are able to work through the
provides an account of how learners can acquire process and read with greatly improved
incorrect rules in the course of learning. The BUGGY comprehension. As students become more proficient,
tool allowed teachers and other evaluators to abandon the teacher's support fades. Eventually, students take
acquired notions of errors and to adopt the on the complete process.
perspective that errors are often the result of applying
buggy rules in a systematic way. A similar technique has been developed for teaching

writing skills (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1985) and
As the section on strategies and goals shows, some of math skills (_eld, 1985). As with reading, the
the lower-level guidelines developed here are not process that underlies writing is developed and
universally accepted. For example, the use of modeled for the.students in Scardamalia and
immediate feedback on errors is not part of other Bereiter's technique. Often, young students faced
intelligent tutoring systems. Also, note that this with a writing task will simply list everything they
technique, by casting performance in terms of if-then know about a topic. The process modeled for
rules, provides a much more fine-grained approach to students encourages them to make their writing more
describing performance than do other approaches, purposeful by moving through stages of generating

ideas, improving ideas, elaborating ideas, identifying
the goals of the composition, and developing a

D.4 Training to Teach Strategies, Goals, cohesive whole. Good writers consider their
and Subgoals audience, determine how and when to buttress main

points, adopt a style or voice, and use other strategies

11. Use comxitive avvrenticeshiv. At the highest level to communicate effectively through writing. This
of description, co_tive appren]Jceship presents a _ is not often taught explicitly, and students
model of skilled performance, supports practice of the learn at several levels by observing skilled
task, and encourages comparisons of the studenfs performance. Fh-s_,the cognitiveprocess is
perfonmnce to the model. A critical element to this demonstrated as goals, subgeals, and strategies for
technique is the model of skilled performance developing a well written text. Second, students
presented to students. Palincaar and Brown (1984) observe the obstacles that s_ned perforr.rscan
have developed a model of skilled reading that encounter in difficult problems and the way those
reveals the cognitive activities underlying obstacles are overcome.
comprehension. Skilled readers use a number of
activities to verify and extend their understanding of Cognitive apprenticeship techniques often employ
the text. Palincsar and Brown use four activities to groups of students with the intent of developing the

guidereadingpractice:summar/zingthe main points roles of both producer and critic. As a student begins
to read or write by adopting the process presented by
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the tea_, other students can evaluate how well the writing assignments) or to explore new domains. The
student is performing" The ability to evaluate goal is to find challenging tasks that students will find
performance is a critical el_t of this technique interesting and will be motivated to attempt.
because in the process of critiqu/ng" students are
forced to articulate their knowledge about how the |7, Use coached practice environments. Two primary
process should be carried out (e.g., what makes a examples of this technique are the WESTproject
good mmnmry). In Schoenfeld's (1965) approach to (Burton & Brown, 1979) and the more recent
math insemction, this element becomes formalized as SHERLOCKproject Ct.esgold et al., 1992). Other
a final component of the instructional process, called a examples can be found in LOGO (Papert, 1980) and
post-morten_ First,the teacherrecapitulates the WIJSOR(Goldstein,1980).
solution of the problem, highlighting the general
aspects of the process. Collins, Brown, and Newman WEST (Burton & Brown, 1979) uses a boardgame
refer to this as an "abstracted replay" that is intended called "How the West was won" to involve young
to focus attention at a higher-level description of the students in simple mathematical oporefi6ns. Players
solution. Students also become involved in the post- of the game must move their gamepiece along a
mortem to improve their serf-monitoring and self- numbered line to reach a town at the end of the line.
diagnosis skill The first player to reach the town is the winner.

When a player's turn comes, he is given three
The formal model of cognitive apprenticeship numbers from the three spinners on the computer-
presented by Collins, Brown, and Newman is more based gameboard. For example, he may get the
comprehensive than the specific techniques numbers 2, 2, 3. Using these numbers, the student
developed for reading, writing, and mathematics, must compose an arithmetic expression that involves
Specifically, they identify six elements. ModeUn$ is a two different operators to determine the number of
set of techniques the teacher uses to demonstrate or spaces he can move (e.g., 2+2"3 = 8 spaces; 2+2-3 = 1
reveal the cognitive process underlying performance, space). The game is designed so that the highest
The teacher typically solves problems and makes number is not always the best move. Other objectives
explicit the co8_tive skills (strategies, subgoals, for moves are to bump an opponent backward or to
goals) that guide the process. Coacking comprises a land on a space with a shortcut to a higher space.
set of techniques the teacher uses to aid a student in Thus, students may have a desire to achieve a specific
performing the task, The tea_ may offer hints, give number. It was noticed that students involved in this
feedback, or prod with reminders. Coaching also can game fall into fixed patterns of combining numbers
include the selection of tasks that enhance and miss opportunities for better moves unless they
instructional opportunities for a student. Scaffolding were coached to try new combinations.
is the teacher's means for reducing the student's
perfo_ requirements. In some cases, physical WEST coaches students in an opportunistic manner
devices such as cue cards are used to structure a task. using an expert model. When a student is given three
Over time, the teacher's support fades as the student numbers for a move, WESTevaluates all
becomes more capable. A fourth element is combinations of those numlx_ and determines the
Articulatiom, which is a set of techniques to force best moves possible, using a particular strategy.
students to articulate their knowledge, reasoning, or When the student selects a combination of numbers,
problem-solving process. One technique was to place WEST analyzes how well the student is applying the
other students in the role of critic. Articulation leads expert's strategy. For example, the student may select
to Reflect/on, which enables students to compare a combination that does not take advantage of
their perfo_ to the model of skilled performance bumping the opponent. At this point, WESTwill
or to the performance of another student. Reflection intervene with a description of the value of bumping
techniques are effective when they alloW the student and a concrete example of how the numbers could be
to abstract up a level and consider the more general used to bump in this situation. WEST also ensures
form of _ thinking process (e.g., abstracting the that studentsare executing the basic mathematics
general strategies). Finally, students are encouraged correctly. More ganemlly, WESt keeps track of the
to ens_ga in F,xploration, which is a means to test skills that the student has demonstrated and the ones

newly developed skills. Students can begin to that seem to be missing. Bach skill is then presented
define their own learning tasks (e.g., take on new
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to the student through coaching at the point the allows the student to step back and think more
student fails to apply it. broadly about the troubleshooting strategy.

WES'Ps goal is to make coaching relevant and As the student moves through the problem,
mmnorable by introducing advice in a very specific SHERLCX_ identifies instructional goals at each
context. Thus, the model of expertise is constantly point in the problem space. SHERLOC_ knows wfiat
comparedtotheperfommnceof the student to an expert would do at that point, and it develops
determine the elements of cognitive skill the student expectations about the student based on the student's
is mimlng. The WESTcoach is also guided by a larger previous performance at similar points. Again,
set of pedagogical principles that aid in determining coaching is related to establishing the appropriate
when and how to intervene (e.g., do not tutor on two configuration of equipment to run meaningful tests,
co_tive moves). It is also possible for the student developing efficient strategies for testing components
to request hints before selecting a combination and isolating the fault, and taking accurate
strategy, and WEST can present hints at several levels, measurmnm_ts. Further support is provided by
which become progressively more directive. SHERIJ3CK's ability to provide action summaries and

prevent students from pursuing components that
SHERLOCK(Lesgold et al., 1992), another coached have already been ruled out or previously tested.
practice environment, is an ITSthat has been This is effective since there are often working memory
developed for a complex electronics troubleshooting problems for students involved in a complex
task conducted by Air Force technicians. As in WEST, troubleshooting task. That is, students have:trouble
instruction is given to students actively engaged in keeping trackof the problem at the subgoal level. In
troubleshooting in a computer-based simulation of initial evaluations, the roughly 25 hours of training
the actual system. The primary goals of the ITSare to available on SHERLOCKgave Air Force technicians
train students to use troubleshooting strategies, instructional experience equivalent to four years on
establish equipment configurations that permit the job.
appropriate tests (mental model), and use test
insets to take measurements. Students are Coached practice environments, as illustrated by
presented with a challenging troubleshooting WEST and SHERLOCK, take an approach quite
problem and asked to carry out a complete solution, different from the cognitive apprenticeship technique.
The primary support students are given are sets of Generally, students become engaged in problem
hints. Unlike WEST, SHERLOCK does not intervene solving and the tutor monitors them carefully. A key
(except in a few specific situations). Instead, students element in this technique is the development of a
request help when they are stuck, and SHERLOCK student model that diagnoses the skills attained by
offers four types of hints. Action hints are provided the student and identifies the differences between
when the student must determine which test to carry student and expert performance. In each ITS, the
out and how that test is done. Outcome hints provide system knows what the expert would do in any
results of a test, perhaps by reading a meter, situation and diagnoses student performance in that
Conclusion hints aid the student in determining the context. WESTintervenes to reduce differences and
meaning of the test results. And, Option hints help make explicit the skilled approach. SHERLOCK
the student determine what actions to pursue next. prepares appropriate advice to get the student back
SHERLOCKdecides the type of support to provide on track when the student falters and requests help.
based on the student's current activity. In addition to Thus, the model of skilled performance is gradually
selecting the typeof hint, SHERLOCKalso revealed in the context of actual problem solving, and
determines how explicit the hint should be. Level i there is less emphasis on presenting the model of
hints simply recapitulate what the student has done skilled performance as a whole. However, in later
so far. Hint levels 2 through 5 are progressively more versions of SHERLOCK a reflective follow-up has
explicit or detailed. SHERLOCK selects a hint level been added at the conclusion of each problem that ties
based on its model of the student's competence, student performance back to the model of skilled
Students also have available a Panic button, which performance. This is similar to the reflection phase in
can be used when the student feels he is lost. The the cognitive apprenticeship technique.
Panic button leads to an overview of the problem that
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_, Use plannin_-su_vport environments. GIL is a of actual PASCAL code. In the first stage, the student
graphical pro_arn-plannlng environment that allows constructs a set of step-by-step instructions using
trainees to build the structure required for a LISP English phrases. Next, the student matches these
program. A simple programming goal is given to instructions to programming plans and builds a
students, and they are required to construct a series o" program using a representation of these plans. Then,
LISPfunctions to achieve that goal, each time the student matches the plans to programming "
indicating the input and output of the function. Thus, X.znszmge constructs, which are then used to produce
the mechanics of forming actual code are neglected, the actual PASCAL code solution.
As with other tutoring systems, GIL uses an expert
model to identify the appropriate functions at each BR/DGE, in supporting this plan evolution, provides
point in the programming task. Because multiple students with a graphical representation of the
solutions are possible, GIL considers a set of program's elements. This graphical environment
strategies..Coaching comes from GIL in two ways. allows students to see the entire program and the
First, the trainee can request a hint from GIL when he interactions between its elements. The interface also
is stuck. Hinting first addresses a general strategy or provides strong constraints on the program's
subgoal of the programming task-for example, "try to structure and forces students through the multi-stage
achieve this subgoal using this function" accompanied planning process. Thus, the model of skilled
by the reasoning. A second request for help results in performance comes through the process imposed on
more explicit information about actual values for the students as well as the hints available to students. As
function and its inputs and outputs. The second with the other ITSs, a model of skilled performance
opportunity for coaching comes when the trainee monitors student inputs and identifies errors or gives
makes an error, and GIL intervenes with advice. GIL advice on next moves.
addresses both errors at a lower, syntactic or legal
level and at the strategic level. An example of a legal Thus, GILand BRIDGE are in many ways very similar
error is a case in which the trainee identifies incorrect to the coached practice environments described in the
outputs for a function. A strategic error occurs when previous section. What sets them apart is their focus
the trainee offers a function that is not useful for on supporting explicitly the planning activities via a
achieving the programming goal. graphical support environment in which programs

are initially constructed at a higher level. The
Thus, like other learning environments, GIL provides development of code, which was the focus in LISPITS,
a task environment and a coaching capability. Like is neglected until the construction of effective plans is
WEST, GIL can be asked for help or can intervene complete. Moreover, hints and program advice are
when the trainee makes an error. What is different initially directed at the level of _trategies and
about GIL is the graphical support tool and the fact subgoals. The graphical interface also aids students in
that programming is moved up a level from writing keeping track of the entire solution. Recall that
actual code. GIL's hints and explanations are fairly SHERLOCKrelied on an action summary when
lengthy and provide concrete examples of how useful students got lost. However, because these
strategies might be applied and the types of subgoals programming tasks are much simpler than the
that have value. Therefore, GIL supports the strategic troubleshooting tasks of SHERLOCK, it is possible to
and planning skills not addressed explicitly in maintain the entire exercise on a single screen. In
LISPITS. Another ITS, BRIDGE, imposes even greater some sense, then, scaffolding is addressed by the
structure than GIL on the planning element of graphical representation.
programming.

Sununary and conclusions. The three general
BRIDGEis a tutor for training PASCAL programming techniques for training strategies, subgoals, and goals
(Bonar & Cunningham, 1988). Bonar (1985) argues for have several common characteristics. First, each
a means to support students in turning natural focuses on immersing the student in the task, even
language plans into working code. That is, students when that task may require more skills than the
are typically able to express plans in a non-technical student can currently provide. |_-.each case, the
manner. They can generate naive notions about the student is required to get through the complete
logic the program should contain. BRIDGE uses problem-solving process and is supported in this
progressive stages to evolve these plans into modules activity through various means. This practice
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addresses head-on the issue of inert knowledge. Any example, Carlson, Sullivan, and Schneidm' (1989)
that occurs is tied directly to its use in the trained analysis of single logic gates, and Fisk and

task context. Cognitive apprenticeship techniques Lloyd (1988) trained judgments about the movennents
rely on a teacher to provide the scaffolding and of chess pieces. The key in selecting tasks for this type
machin 8. The intelligent tutoring systems described of training is to identify cases in which the required
often rely on the availabil/ty of hints to prevent the response is conslstently mapped to a stimulus. In "
student from _ting _ down. Also, a graph/cal other words, the individual makes the same response
representation of the problem can aid in reducing to a stimulus in all conditions, The link between a
working memory demands and providing a broader printed word and its pronunciation is consistent, but
view of pmsress, the link between the word and its meaning may be

variable. The word "once" is always pronounced the
A second co_ characteristic of these techniques is same way but can be synonymous with one time,
a strong reliance on access to a model of skilled when, or after.
performance. Each tectm/que begins with a detailed
description of how an expert would solve the Training consistently mapped responses can require
problem. The cognitive apprenticeship technique is many hours and thousands of trials of practice and
careful to make that model explicit before practice produces a characteristic learning curve (see Figure D-
begins. However, other techniques reveal the expert 2). This curve shows that response speed increases to
model only through the hints and adv/ce offered in an asymptotic level (note that the time scale and
the course of problem solving. The primary utility of asymptote level depend on the response being
the expert model is to provide a means for diagnosing trained). This asymptote (theoretically, the fastest
student performance and guiding instruction. An possible response) is a limit on human performance.
area that has received considerable attention in ITS After automaticity training has been done for the
development is student modeling. Somehow the consistently mapped task component, then a second
tutor needs to keep track of what the student has task (perhaps one that is not consistently mapped) can
mastered and what still requires instruction. The be introduced to train dual-task performance.
student's problem solving performance prov/des the Research has shown that with certain tasks (but not
only evidence of the underlying cognitive skills, all) performance on the automated skill initially

degrades when a second task is introduced.
The specific techniques described here also reveal Therefore, additional practice in the dual-task setting
differences in approaches to training. In some cases, is required to regain the performance levels that had
the tutor intervene_. In others, the tutor waits to be been achieved for the single task. In one study,
asked. The issue of timing of feedback is also Damos et al. (1981) gave trainees 45 15-minute
somewhat controversial. Some believe that feedback sessions of single-task training followed by 15
on errors must occur as soon as the error is made. sessions of practice with two simultaneous tasks.
Others find value in allowing the student to discover Schneider and Fisk (1982) and Fisk and Schneider
and correct his own errors. These issues and others (1983) also showed that additional dual-task practice
continue to be debated in the literature and evaluated is required to regain the performance levels that had
when ITSsare fielded. In the larger scheme, these been achieved for the single task. Because of the
differences are less significant than the common inability to achieve complete transfer to the dual-task
characteristics that have been adopted widely for setting-that is, because performance of the automated
guiding training design, skill suffers in the context of a second task-Schneider

and Detweiler (1988) recommend that single-task
practice be followed by dual-task practice. Schneider

D.5 Training for Management of Mental and Detweiler believe that compensatory activities
Resources must also be acquired in skill learning. That is,

multiple tasks can compete for the same resources,

!4. Reduce the need for mental resources. In his early and resource sharing must be developed. By
studies (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), Schneider practicing a task under high mental workload
focused on simple visual search tasks. Since then, conditions, one can acquire the skill in a form that
more meaningful tasks have been trained. For allows efficient execution in the context of performing

the integrated task.
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!5. Eliminate ineffldent _tr_tegies. Two problems is cognitive and that requires much of the performer's
can occur when attempting to integrate skills. First, in mental resources. These requirements are especially
the dual-task setting there is the potential for direct characteristic of jobs that have some degree of time
interference while processing the two tasks stress. As one example, advanced control rooms will
simultaneously. For example, processing strategies become more dependent on presenting data and
for both tasks may require spatial reasoning, controls through CRTs..This shift in technology will
Through dual-task training, it may be possible to alter force operators to acquire skills to locate the
the processing of one of the tasks so that it becomes appropriate display in a large display space and take
less dependent on spatial reasoning and more an action or verify a parameter in a timely way. The
dependent on analytic reasoning. Second, the interface manag_t skills need to be trained to the
processing of one task may be less efficient than is point where they do not reduce mental resources that
possible. In some cases, it may be possible to reduce are required for crew coordination and proc_ure
the number of steps in a cognitive process. Requiting execution. Only by using some of the training
trainees to perform both tasks simultaneously will techniques described in this section can personnel
often push them to discover more efficient processing quickly acquire the ability to integrate lower-level
on their own. To facilitate processing reflnemez_t, skills with important cognitive skills.
Schneider (1985) recommendsvarying thespeed-
accuracy requirements during practice. In some A technique was described to isolate and train
practice sessions, trainees will be pushed to consistently mapped component skills. However, to
emphasize speed over accuracy, and may gain in ensure that components are integrated efficiently back
processing efficiency, into whole-task training and that each component is

performed efficiently in the whole-task setting, it is
In other cases, the inefficiency is not corrected by the critical to make a transition eventually to dual-task
trainees and may have to be identified and eliminated training. Schneider and Detweiler (1988) recommend
through more targeted training. Frederick,son et al. a scheme to train task components in the sequence A,
(1983) discovered that some poor readers fail to B, C, AX, BX,CX, and then ABC. In this generic
improve reading skills because they rely on a poor example, A, B, and C are components of the
strategy. Specifically, these readers use initial and integrated task. First, each component is trained in
terminal letters in a word to guess at the word, isolation. Then, each component is trained in a dual-
insteadofdecodingmore meaningfulword units, tasks,-'tting,AX, BX,and CX, whereX isa fourthtask
Fredericksontrainedthesereaderstofocuson word thatmay notbea componentoftheactualtaskbutan
unitsinsidetheword and was abletoimprovetheir artifldaltaskthatincreasesmentalworkload.This
reading skills. Without this training intervention, stage of training forces the execution of each of the
these readers may never have modified their component tasks to become more efficient. The final
ineffective processing, stage of training, ABC, integrates all three

components for realistic practice of the actual task.
Gopher and his colleagues (e.g., Gopher, Weil, An alternative is to train pairs such as AB, AC, or BC
Baraket, & Caspi, 1988) also have explored the in the second stage instead of combining each
importance of training in dual-task settings. From component with an artificial task.
their work in aviation settings, they conclude a) that
experienceon complex tasks is insufficient to produce
effective performancebecause many performers settle D.6 Training a Decision-Making Process
into sub-optimal strategies that support performance

that, while adequate, is less than the performer's 16. Train a formal procedure for decision making.
capabilities; b) through dual-task training, trainees The multi-attribute utility approach to decision
can be taught attention-allocation skills, which can be making is one often used in the studies reviewed by
transferred to new situations. Means et al. An MAU approach typically identifies a

set of characteristics or features that are critical to the

Summary_and conclusions. The ability to perform selection and then provides a weight for each
complex, highly integrated skills often requires that alternative on each feature. For example, if one were
more than one skill be performed simultaneously. In selecting a refrigerator, one may want to evaluate
these cases, there is also often a component skill that
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each alternative on its size, color choices, effldency, approach to describing tha decision-making process
reliability, etc. A formal evaluation of the alternatives appropriate to NPPs. Training directed toward a
on these features should lead one to select the "vest" more detailed version of this model would be

alternative, Other computational or analytic models appropriate.
are also used for these types of decisions.

17. Reduce decision-makin_ biases. No additionar
Means et al. found a number of studies in which these information on this technique.
decision-making procedures were trained. In each
case (e.g., Beatty, 1988; Hayes, 1980), training in Summary and conclusions. Although a training
formal methods made trainees more consistent and technique that directly trains a formal derision-
proficient at employing these procedures and more making process has an intuitive appeal, the studies
likely to arrive at the prescribed selection. However, reviewed by Means et al. (1993) do not present an
some studies point to the difficulties of using theJe optimistic picture. There is evidence that people can
formal methods in a more realistic setting. One be trained to apply a formal procedure to be more
concernis time pressure. Zaksy and Wooler (1984) consistent and more effective at selecting the optimal
trained an MAU procedure for the purpose of alternative. However, there are limits on how well
selecting an appliance. Their training was successful those formal procedures are applied in everyday or
in that it led to selections that were more optimal non-ideal settings (e.g., under time constraints). More
from the MAU perspective, but only under conditions important, there are strong limits on the relevance of
of no time pressure. No benefits were found when the formal procedures studied to real-world decision-
decisions had to be made under either moderate or making tasks. Thus, training the MAU technique or a
severe time constraints. Payne, Bettman, and Johnson related technique would provide little benefit to
(1988) found that, under time pressure, attempts to nuclear power plant decision-making performance.
apply a truncated version of the formal procedure Means et al. also present evidence that non-specific
were less successful than the use of a less formal training on eliminating decision biases is very limited.
(more heuristic) strategy. There is also evidence that
people believe the formal procedures, such as MAU, These conclusions do not suggest, however, that
are lvo complex, difficult, and time-consuming directly training the appropriate decision-making
(Means, 1983). Lave, Murtaugh, and de la Rocha process will not be beneficial. The earlier sections of
(1984) demonstrated that shoppers are likely to adopt this report have attempted to reveal through analysis
decision-making strategies that avoid computations that the decision-making task required for nuclear
or a heavy mental burden, power plant operations, and SAM operations, is far

more complex than the decision-making tasks that
The larger point to be taken from the Means et al. strive to select the best alternative. Further, many of
review is that the specific formal procedures trained the training techniques describedhere have been
to individuals do not seem to have much value for the effective in training the cognitiw processes
decision-making tasks that occur in the real world, underlying skilled performance of the decision-

= More speciflcally_ MAU and related techniques that making or problem-solving task.
focus on formalizing the selection of the best
alternative are not useful for many of the important
decision-making tasks people face. Means et al. point D.7 Training Team Skills
out that the studies they reviewed did not try to

determine how well the newly trained decision- In the analysis and training of cognitive skills, there is
making skills transferred to real-world tasks similar in a substantial literature on skills defined at the

nature to the tasks that are now a primary concern to individual level but relatively little on skills defined at
many researchers-decision-making tasks such as the team or crew level. Part of the reason for the
command and control, air traffic control, fire ground relative lack of applicable information is a distinction
commanders, nuclear power plant operations, etc. that has developed between two types of teams
Thus, there is a need to develop a better involved in decision making: ad hoe teams and teams
understanding of real-world decision-making tasks from actual work settings. The majority of published
and train the process underlying those tasks. For research relates to the performance of ad hoc teams,
example, this report has developed a more realistic
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which are 8rOUl_ of people brought to_
tm_rartly to perform, in many ram, an artificial • Communi_tton
deciston-nuktn Ktask. That is, these _ m * Task coordination
_S for the first time to perform a task that is • Malntalnln 8 task focus in _dtions
novel to them. Significantly fewer studies have been • Adapt_iHty
conducted to investisate the performance of existing . Openness / Partidpation
decision-making teams in realistic work settings-for • Team spirit
example, commercial aviation cockpit crews,
conunand and control crews, nuclear power plant While there are dl_ betweenthese two lists,
operating crews. While there are certainly lessons to there are also some striking similarities. In both cases,
be learned from the research on ad hoc teams (see communication skills are considered to be critical for
Dris,_ell& Salas, 1992), that work is often not directly successful team performance. Three important
relevant to the training of "real"teams, elemenb of communication are the identification and

resolution of errors; information exchange that is
One development in the study of individual co_mitive accurate, clear, timely, and appropriate; and
skills that profoundly influenced techniques for statements that are motivational or praising of other
training was the analysis of skilled performance. That crew members (Oser, McCallum, Sales, & Morgan,
is, the development of a description of expertise and a 1989). These elements have a clear role in
theory of cognitive skill acquisition for an individual perfornumce of the complex decision-making tasks
led to a number of innovations in cognitive skill described in this report. Also, each set of
training. Analogous efforts at the team level have a performance dimensions addresses both task-related
much shorter history. Thus, although skilled teams issues (such as communication of accurate
are often easily distinguished from poorly performing information) as well as teamwork issues (such as
teams, a generic (i.e., independent of domain) leadership, team spirit, and the ability to express one's
description of skilled team performance has yet to opinion to the group openly).
find broad acceptance. After such a description has
been established, the goals of team training and 18. Employ a beha_or-based ACT technique. A
appropriate training techniques can become more concern with these programs as they have been
dear. developed is the vagueness with which team skills are

sometimes defined. For example, the team
An intensive research program, sponsored by the performance dimensions are not always tied to the
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) and NASA- same behaviors across training programs. More
Ames, has recently undertaken the task to describe generally, trainers may not understand how to rate
skilled crew performance.Franz, Prince, Cannon- specific behaviors in terms of the team skills that are
Bowers, and Salas (1990) determined that in the area being rated. According to Helmreich and Wilhelm
of aviation crews the following seven performance (1986), LOFTevaluators need to be familiar with the
dimensions should guide descriptions of team desired behaviors in the context of the scenario and
performance: trained to observe team behaviors and provide

specific feedback. Even crew members' own ratings
• Communication of their performance are inaccurate unless they
• Situational awareness understand the specific behaviors expected in the
• Decision making training situation. Because of these difficulties, a
• Miss/on analysis behavior-based technique has been developed to
• Leadership make explicit the types of behaviors that indicate
• Adaptability / Flexibility good team skills.
• Assertiveness

According to Prince et al., a behavior-based program
In a project sponsored by the NRC, a similar analysis seeks to identify particular behaviors within team
was done for control room operator crews (see skill dimensions that result in effective team
Montgomery et al., 1992). In this case, six performance. These are the behaviors that should be
performance dimensions were identified for trained and evaluated. In an NTSC technical report
describing team performance: (Oser, McCallum, Salas, and Morgan; 1989),
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researchers Identified behaviors tied to te_m skill (e.g., time str-"_-,s).T1wyfound that overt '
dimensions while observing Navy Tactical Teams. communkation and coordination decreased as
Examples of behaviors that were characte_.stic of workload increased. As the demands on each crew
more effective teams were: _ increased, the team grew more silent.

Kleinman and Serfaty interpreted this finding as an
• Helped another n'ember who was having "implicit coordination" strate_, where individuals"

difficulty with a task use their mental models, instead of explicit
• Made positive statements to motivate the team communication, to anticipate needs and demands of
• Coordinated gathering of infornmtion in an other crew members.

effective nuumer
While the notion that highly skilled teams have less

A similar approach was taken by Montgomery et al. need for overt communication and coordination is an
(1992) in observing nuclear power plant operating ,kppealing one, too little data exist at this point to
crews. In both cases, specific behaviors were tied to draw strong conclusions. However, even if there is
team skill dimensions. As this work develops it will no desire to reduce overt communication among team
eventually become possible to identify behaviors that members, there is utility in developing strong
are specific to a training scenario. For example, as compatibilities in the crew's understanding of the
new information becomes available to a crew member task, the equipment, and the roles of team members.
in a scenario, training evaluators can watch for In this situation, crew communication may be more
indications that that crew member is using effective efficient or more closely tied to goals and strategies.
communication skills. Thus, after specific behaviors Indeed, another hypothesis (Orasanu. __70) is that
are linked with team skill dimensions, those with shared mental models cornmunic,_t/on is
behaviors can be embedded in meaningful scenarios, qualitatively different for highly skilled teams, but is

not significantly reduced.
Prince et al. have recommended two basic techniques
for training effective behaviors with behavior-based _;unm_ry and conclusion,s. This section on training
ACT. First, effective behaviors can be modeled. That crew skills is certainly more speculative than other
is, a crew could rehearse a responsetoa training sections about identifying training techniques that can
scenario so that critical behaviors are demonstrated, train cog_itive skills effectively. There is a
Then, the instructor could work with a new crew to significantly shallower and more tenuous
point out the effective behaviors as they view a understanding of the crew skills required for skilled
videotape of the model crew. A second technique is performance when compared to our understanding of
active practice of scenarios that present opportunities individual skills. Some consensus has been
for effective team behaviors. Prince et all.suggest that developing in the last several years, but these initial
a high-fidelity, full-scope simulation may not be studies often describe crew performance dimensions
required for crews to practice coordination skills and at a high level (e.g., communication, coordination),
other team skills. NTSC has developed a low-fidelity and performance descriptions are, therefore, difficult
aircrew environment that they believe supports crew to compare across studies and domains. There are
training well. However, the need for a high-fidelity currently several efforts to identify more specific
environment may depend somewhat on the domain, behavioral indices of the team skills. As specific
The question of appropriate fidelity level requires behaviors are identified, they are being incorporated
further study, into the ACT approach to training. ACT begins with

awareness training but then quickly progresses to
19. Deyflop "share0mental models". The value of scenario-based practice sessions in which crew
shared mental models is not thoroughly established, members are presented with challenging situations
There is a belief by some (e.g., Kleinman & Serfaty, that demand effective crew skills. Instructors focus
1989) that in some cases skilled teams require less on identifying areas where the appropriate behaviors
overt or explicit communication because crew are missing. The belief is that effective instruction on
members have developed strongly overlapping team ,-kills will occur when crew members can view
mental models. Kleinman and Serfaty (1989) their videotaped performance and the appropriate
observed a team involved in distributed decision behaviors can be modeled or explained to guide
making and manipulated the performance demands evaluation. Initial evaluations of this type of training
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are positive, but more studies are required to draw
strong conclusions.

Another technique that deserves some attention is the
notion of training crews to develop compatible or
shared mental models. The discussion identified the

potential value in this concept, but specific training
techniques have.yet to be evaluated. This is an area to
mordtor as pro_arns are develo_ and tested in
aircrew and combat information center settings.

Two other points resm'ding effective team training
require emphasis. First, the common wisdom is that
team tra/n/ng is most effective after individual skills
are mastered. Salas, Dickinson, Converse, and
Tannenbaum (1992) identify a number of studies that
support the value of this training progzession.
Certainly, from the perspective of the management of
mental resources in training, if the instructor desires
to focus attention on team skills, the individual skills
must be mastered.

Second, the primary developers of the behavior-based
techniques, both for aircrews and nuclear power plant
operators, have devoted significant resources to
instructor training. An instructor's ability to identify
the appropriate team behaviors in the context of a
scenario is not easily acquired. Also, becallse the
target of instruction is less well defined, evaluation
and _iation are difficult. The delineation of

instructor skills must improve to facilitate the training
of effective instructors.
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